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It is the premise of this thesis that science and technology influence the lives of all humans and that 
our collective economic wellbeing, social structure and technological advancement are all 
affected by the amount of understanding of what is known in science and in technology. It is further 
suggested that technological and scientific advance is largely dependent on the efficient 
communication of ideas and information as well as the amount and quality of interaction among 
scientists and technologists. Many factors are currently impacting on the information communication 
process, not least of which are the burgeoning information industry, globalisation, and rapid 
technological advances and it is submitted that effective communication of scientific and 
technological information is pivotal to the success of technological innovation and sustained 
economic growth and if South Africa is to succeed as a nation concerted efforts should be made to 
understand the process and develop an environment that promotes the effective exchange of 
scientific and technical information. 
The purpose of this research project was to examine the constituent elements of the information 
communication process in basic and applied science in South Africa and to establish what 
cognitive, behavioural and environmental factors lead to the scientists' encounter with the 
communication process and the consequences of such an encounter. The aim was further to address 
the role of informal communication, the impact of information and communication 
technologies, and the effect that various structural and environmental changes that have occurred 
over the last decades, have had on the communication process. 
The methodological approach of the study was based on a conceptual analysis of the literature 
integrated with an empirical investigation into the communication of information amongst a group of 
scientists in South Africa. The first component, while providing the basis for the conceptual 
framework that underpinned the empirical study, also served as a benchmark with which to 
compare the findings of the empirical study. The empirical investigation adopted a triangulated 
research design, with both qualitative and quantitative attributes. The specific method that was 
applied was a small-scale, but in-depth, survey of basic and applied scientists in the field of 
crystallography in South Africa. The decision to select this research community as the study 
population was based on the fact that this bounded group of scientists manifested a variety of 












various ways that they applied crystallography to the variety of work environments. The mutable 
environment, which included factors such as increased globalisation, technological innovation 
and growth of electronic media, as well as the many structural and socio-political changes in 
South Africa, further prompted the researcher to adopt a longitudinal research design. Data was 
thus collected in both 1990/1 and 200112 by means of a series of focus group interviews, personal 
interviews, telephone interviews and e-mail questionnaires. 
It clearly emerged from the study that the crystallographers' information communication 
behaviour was largely determined by their work environment which again determined their 
alignment on the basic to applied science continuum. Other factors such as level of seniority and 
position also played a significant role in the process. The success of the work dynamic largely 
depended on the presence of a group and collaborative work ethos, and strong leadership. A 
typical gatekeeper role emerged that ensured the cross fertilisation of ideas and new knowledge 
throughout the organisations. It was further seen that informal communication of information plays 
an important role in the science communication process in South Africa and in many circumstances 
face-to-face interpersonal communication is the preferred mode of communication. Informal 
communication networks and the invisible college phenomenon and scientific elites were all 
important factors and often the motivational force behind the information communication process 
within the crystallographic community. 
The environmental and other changes that had occurred during the intervening years of the 
longitudinal study and which affected the communication process in South Africa were mostly the 
changing funding structures, organisational models, the effect of the escalating electronic 
environment and to a lesser extent political changes since 1994. While the more structured and profit 
orientated organisational models appeared to mostly have a negative impact, the change to a 
democratic government opened many communication channels that were previously closed to South 
Africans. The significant increase in the use of electronic modes and systems while not affecting the 
inherent structure of the communication process did create a far wider range of modes of 
communication and did have a positive influence on the ease of communicating and cooperating 
with particularly the international research community. 
The theoretical framework and model that conclude the study clearly indicate that the 
crystallographers', and by analogy any scientist's, information communication behaviour is by no 












complex social system with distinct communication and information flow patterns with many 
internal and external variables interacting synergistically. Information travels through diffuse 
paths, and individual information generating and seeking behaviour is the result of a network of 
interactions, involving personal attitudes and backgrounds, work-related roles and functions, 
specific tasks, situations, as well as the scientist's active role in the information communication 
system of basic and applied science. It further includes factors such as the scientist's place on the 
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SETTING THE SCENE 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Science and technology affect the lives of all humans in many important ways. Our collective 
economic wellbeing, social structure and technological advancement are all affected by the 
amount of understanding of what is known in science and in technology. It is further contended that 
technological innovation, a critical factor in the long-term economic growth of industrial societies, 
can only function successfully within a social environment that provides incentives and relevant 
information inputs into the innovative process. It is suggested that scientific and technological 
advance is largely dependent on the efficient communication of ideas and information as well as 
the amount and quality of interaction among scientists and technologists. With the growth of 
scientific and technological enterprise over the years, the information communication process in 
science and technology has likewise increased both in size and in complexity and this, in tum, has 
impacted on the effectiveness of the process. 
1.2. RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 
Vast investments have been made by an array of organisations to provide systems to assist in the 
transfer and communication of scientific information. It is submitted that such large investments 
should be warranted and that the information systems serving the scientific and technical 
community should be designed to meet their real information communication needs. To achieve 
such objectives, information professionals should obtain an in-depth understanding of the 
scientific and technology communities they serve and study the information communication 
practices of these communities. 
In practice, however, many information systems have evolved pragmatically, or have been based on 
data derived from studies that have not investigated all factors that affect the information 
communication behaviour of scientists in any depth. The researcher is thus in agreement with Von 
Seggem who has argued that many studies have not adopted a holistic approach that is based on 
the problem environment that motivates the information communication process as wen as all 
underlying psychological and social factors that affect the system (1995: 100). Many factors are 
currently impacting on the information communication process, not least of which are the 












warrant investigation in addition to the fact that the outcomes from past studies might now be 
outdated and irrelevant to the rapidly evolving South African environment. 
A factor that is of specific concern to the researcher is whether communication styles are 
changing as a result of the impact of advances in, and growth of, information communication 
technologies and systems. A further aspect that motivated the need for this investigation is the 
paucity of South Afiican studies. The problems outlined above are compounded by the complexity 
of our society, real economic constraints and above all the fact that our science and technology 
community is geographically (and in the past also politically) isolated from the forefront of 
research. 
1.3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
It is the researcher's opinion that effective communication of scientific and technological 
information is pivotal to the success of technological innovation and sustained economic growth of 
any country. If South Afiica is to succeed as a nation in the new millennium concerted efforts should 
be made to develop an environment that promotes the effective exchange of scientific and technical 
information. It is thus proposed that research studies that are based on sound theoretical 
principles should be conducted to examine the information communication patterns of specific 
science communities in South Afiica. The data derived from such studies could then collectively 
provide a sound knowledge-base of the process which could be utilised to improve the exchange of 
scientific and technical information to the benefit of all in South Africa. 
1.4. CONCEPT CLARIFICATION 
A brief outline will be provided of the key concepts underlying the field of investigation and which 
will serve as the operational definitions for this study. 
1.4.1. INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE AND DATA 
Information is probably one of the most loosely defined concepts that is used ubiquitously across 
various disciplines. The definitions range from those that are entrenched in a positivist framework, 
and which attribute only objective meaning to information, to more holistic approaches that view 
information as a constituent element of human communication and which focus on the adaptive and 
creative behaviour of humans when interacting with information. It is therefore not surprising that 
there is a plethora of literature covering the conceptual elements of information and its interrelated 












exhaustive analysis of these concepts and only those definitions that were judged to be pertinent and 
relevant to the thesis topic were therefore examined to arrive at conceptual clarificationl . 
Belkin (1978) provides a percipient analysis of the role of infonnation in a recipient-controlled 
communication system where he refers to information as the message contained in the signals 
exchanged in the communication process. He suggests that the communication process is instigated 
when humans react to internal or external stimuli to resolve an anomaly encountered in their 
knowledge structure. It is his view that infonnation is equivalent to a structural representation of 
knowledge which is "capable of changing the image structure of some recipient" (1978:82). Miller 
(2002:Introduction)2 in tum proposes that information has no intrinsic meaning, and that in the 
progression from the industrial age through the information age into the golden age of 
knowledge, society has mistakenly attributed meaning to information rather than accepting that it 
merely ''represents, provokes or evokes meaning" in others. According to Sveiby (1996) 
information on its own is static and meaningless; it is the message communicated by means of 
some or other mode and channel and meaning can only be attached to the message once it has 
been assimilated and interpreted by some or other person. The researcher further suggests that 
each individual's beliefsystem, cognitive skills, sensory feelings (that is the reference framework 
of each person) has an affect on the meaning given to the information assimilated and this is why 
identical information will always be interpreted slightly differently by different people and even 
by the same person at different times or in different situations. The successful communication of 
information is therefore contingent on the ability of the receiver to interpret the information 
received which in tum will depend on the level of common understanding, conceptual 
development and reference frameworks between sender and recipient. 
From the above it is clear that meaning can only be construed from information by human 
intervention - it is at this stage that it becomes knowledge. Knowledge, therefore "involves the 
mental processes of comprehension, understanding and learning that go on in the mind and only 
in the mind" (Wilson, 2002:Knowledge and information). The concept knowledge thus implies 
that human intervention has taken place that orders, interprets, understands, discusses and adds 
value and meaning to information. Wilson further refers to Polanyi's (1958) concept of tacit 
knowledge and he submits that because all knowledge is uniquely imbedded in individuals it is by 
I See for example Artandi, 1973; Belkin, 1978; Belkin & Robertson, 1976; Brookes, 1974; Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Jurisica. 2000; 
Miller, 2002; Smith, 1981; Sveiby, 1996; Villegas, 2000; Wersig & Windel, 1985; Wiig, 1999; Wilson, 2002; and Ziman. 1969 for 
!;D0re defmitive expositions. 












nature always tacit. The researcher therefore suggests that the only way that tacit knowledge can 
be transformed into so-called explicit knowledge is when individuals partition certain 
components of their knowledge and transform that into communicable messages. Such messages 
would then consist of information, if it is contextualised, or data if it merely consists of simple 
facts. Data can thus be equated to the lowest level of known facts with no intrinsic meaning. They 
are discrete, objective facts about events that have not been interpreted and are presented without 
a context (Davenport & Prusak, 1998). If organised, analysed, synthesised, interpreted and 
structured they become information3• 
Another differentiation that has been presented of these concepts is the level of abstraction, 
subjectivity and value added, with data ranging at the lowest level and knowledge at the highest. 
With increased levels of value that is added the levels of ambiguity and abstraction also increases. 
It is thus suggested that data, information and knowledge can be seen as points along a continuum 
of increasing value and human contribution. The researcher further suggests that knowledge can 
be seen as the building block and foundation of all intelligent human activity. It is only once we 
have acquired understanding, meaning and interpretation that we move away from a senseless 
accumulation of facts to the state that judgments can be made and meaningful, intelligent, 
decisions taken. 
1.4.2. SCIENCE, BASIC AND APPLIED SCIENCE 
The concept science refers to any systematic body of knowledge, a particular branch of 
knowledge, and in its most general sense as the state of knowing. The concept, however, is 
generally used in the literature and in ordinary conversation in a more restrictive sense with the 
implied meaning that it is the "branch of study in which facts are observed and classified, and 
usually quantitative laws are formulated and verified; and which involves the application of 
mathematical reasoning and data to natural phenomena" (South Africa. Department of Arts, 
Culture, Science and Technology, 1996:108; see also Babbie & Mouton, 2001: 4-15). The concept 
pure or basic science is generally restricted to the fundamental aspects of knowledge without 
practical applications, while applied science, refers to the practical application of science. 
For the purposes of this dissertation the concept basic science will be adopted to express the more 
3 Although most authorities believe that for data to be transfotmed into infotmation, it has to acquire context, some also state that 
infotmation can be independent of context. Others again state that it is data that is communicated and that human interpretation 













fundamental or theoretical aspects of science and the concept science will be used in its more 
restricted sense as relating to that branch of knowledge based on objective principles and which is 
primarily concerned with the functions of the physical world. It will further be viewed as the generic 
term that incorporates both basic and applied science. 
1.4.3. COMMUNICATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION 
There is no doubt that communication plays an all pervasive and crucial role in any science 
community and as Abelson (1980:60), a previous editor of Science, has stated, "without 
communication there would be no science". Communication of scientific information should 
further not be separated from the broader concept of communication, but viewed as a distinct type 
of communication which is central to the advancement of science. "Only when theory or 
discovery is either validated or invalidated by the scientific community has science taken place, 
and that is a process of communication" (Osburn, 1989:278). It should be seen as a social system 
with a distinct formal and informal structure of institutions and behavioural patterns that controls the 
interactive flow and generation of scientific information. It is the "totality of publications, facilities, 
occasions, institutional arrangements, and customs which affect the direct or indirect transmission of 
scientific messages among scientists" (Menzel in Walker & Hurt, 1990:x). It is a complex process 
involving several components and elements that interact synergistically and at its simplest it provides 
the mechanism to transmit intellectual and creative activity from one scientist to another 
(Shaughnessy, 1989:69). 
1.5. FACTORS THAT IMPACT ON THE COMMUNICATION OF 
INFORMATION IN BASIC AND APPLIED SCIENCE 
It is generally accepted that the cumulative corpus of knowledge in science underpins all scientific 
advancement. The communication and transfer of information is thus an essential component of 
scientific research and Garvey (1979:126) in his seminal work on information communication in 
science has suggested that the aim of all scientists is to contribute to the body of knowledge in 
their field and to achieve this it is important that they actively communicate with fellow 
scientists. 
J.D. Bernal (1901-1970), in addition to being one of the most eminent British scientists of his 
time and a pioneer of X-ray crystallography, made a considerable contribution to scientific 
communication and documentation and throughout his life advocated the importance of the 












worked with John Kendrew (another crystallographer from Cambridge and future Nobel Prize 
winner) on a study of the reading habits and information needs of scientists. The outcome of this 
research was his seminal paper to the Royal Society Scientific Information Conference in 1948 
wherein he advocated, amongst others, that more research should be conducted wherein the 
perspectives and behaviour of scientists should be studied (Bernal, 1949). Bernal clearly indicated 
in this and subsequent work that the study of the information communication and behaviour of 
scientists is of fundamental importance for scientific development (Bernal, 1959). 
Scientific research is essentially a corporate activity and a distinctive feature and accepted social 
norm of the scientific community is the concept of a "communality" of ideas, i.e. a shared 
commodity that belongs to everyone (Kronick, 1988:222). It has further been suggested that the most 
important function of the communication process is to provide a cumulative record of knowledge 
in science. Such a record of knowledge serves a normative function, and it constitutes a 
reference point from which new theory is promulgated and to which new evidence may be added 
(Glaser, 2003:39; Walker and Hurt, 1990:xiv). 
In addition to this dependence on the formal structure of knowledge there is also strong reliance on 
informal communication networks. The important role of informal communication of 
information in science has been highlighted by a number of researchers following the early work 
of Price (1963) on invisible colleges. The popUlarity of interpersonal communication lies in the 
interactive nature of the exchange process and the stimulation that collegiate interaction provides. 
Various studies have further indicated that there is a positive correlation between high levels of 
communication with colleagues and high performance levels and that performance increases if 
informal communication links are encouraged. A number of indicators have therefore suggested 
that scientists who belong to large informal networks are more actively engaged in collaborative 
research and publication collaboration, they have stronger citation links, they are more 
innovative, their ideas are transmitted more effectively and they generally have more influence on 
research than their counterparts who do not belong to such informal networks (Bouazza, 1989; 
Crane, 1972; Fry, 2006; Garvey, 1979; Garvey & Griffith, 1968, 1971, 1972; Garveyet a1. 1970, 
1974; Griffith & Miller, 1970; Griffith & Mullins, 1972; Griffith, et a1. 1971; Hertzum & 
Pejtersen, 2000; Tenopir & King, 2004). 












and basic scientists. While applied scientists tend to transfer information vertically through 
different levels of expertise, basic scientists communicate with persons at the same levels of 
expertise (Salasin & Cedar, I 985b: 103). The publication of research findings is further the most 
important end-product of research in basic science (Von Seggem, 1995:97; Ziman, 1969:318-9), 
and in applied science the main objective of research is to provide the best solution to a problem, or 
to produce new procedures and products (Allen, 1977:2; Pinelli, 1991: 12). 
A fundamental prerequisite to understanding the communication of information among scientists 
would be to examine the variables that affect the communication process and information-seeking 
behaviour. A wide diversity of factors has been listed in the literature, of which Paisley's (1968 :2) 
seminal model of such factors has probably laid the foundation for all current thinking on the topic. 
The factors or variables that have generally received the most attention and which are considered to 
exert the greatest influence on communication behaviour are: the scientist's personal attitudes and 
cognitive attributes, his/her discipline and whether the nature is basic or applied; type of work 
environment and employing organisation; job function; and finally the years of professional 
experience and status within the organisation (Pinelli, 1991:11-12; Westbrook, 1993:546-547). 
Paisley (1980:122-123) has further suggested that the way and medium in which information is 
communicated have a profound effect on the communication process. This would include the 
perceived quality, availability, accessibili y and ease of use of channels of communication as well 
as the users' interaction with the information systems that provide access to them. 
It is clear that the system of scientific communication that has evolved over several centuries is 
now undergoing a transformation catalysed by a number of environmental, economic, and 
structural factors. Of the most pervasive are those caused by the effect of increased collaborative 
practices, the pressures that new pUblication formats create, ever changing and often decreasing 
funding models, and structural changes in employing organisations (see for example: Andrews et 
aI., 2005; Correia & Teixeira, 2005; Crawford & Stucki 1990; De Gooijer, 1993; Hurd, 2000; 
Shaugnessy, 1989; Von Seggern, 1995). The effect of all these factors is further compounded by 
the electronic environment that we live in. The ubiquitous adoption of information technology has 
affected the communication system in a number of ways, ranging from new modes of one-to-one 
communication to electronic modes of publication, to the impact of the Internet and the World 












The question thus arises to what extent this has affected information communication behaviour. 
Has it created fundamental qualitative and quantitative changes to the communication of 
information in science and affected behavioural patterns, or has it been absorbed into the process 
as many other innovations have in the past? The real effect of all these factors on the 
communication behaviour of scientists is therefore a point of debate and area for further 
investigation. The researcher is further of the opinion that South Africa presents a number of unique 
environmental, socio-political and other factors that could impact on the information communication 
process in science and that there is a specific need to investigate all the factors mentioned above and 
their interrelationships within a South African setting. 
1.6. STATEMENT Of THE RESEARCH PROBLEM, GOALS AND 
OBJECTIVES 
The problem that this study thus investigates is the general lack of knowledge concerning the 
information communication process among South African science communities, the effect of 
information communication on scientific endeavour, and the effect that the escalating growth of 
electronic media and systems, as well as structural, political and other changes have had on the 
process in South Africa. It further follows that the purpose of this research project is to examine the 
constituent elements of the information communication process within a specific research 
community in basic and applied science in South Africa, to establish useful predictive measures of 
communication behaviour, and to infer appropriate assumptions about the role of information in 
the communication process in science in South Africa. It will, further, establish what cognitive 
and behavioural factors lead to the scientist's encounter with the communication process and the 
consequences of such an encounter. 
The role of informal communication, the impact of information and communication 
technologies, and the effect of various structural and environmental changes during the last few 
decades on the communication process will specifically be addressed. The latter aspect motivated 
the ado}1ion of a longitudinal research design to examine the change in communication behaviour 
over the decade spanning the period from 1990/1 to 200112. 
1.7. RESEARCH QUESTIONS THAT UNDERPIN THE STUDY 
As it is proposed to partially embed this research project in a qualitative research paradigm, no 
attempt will be made to state formal hypotheses. However, research questions win be posed to 












concern with the role of the communication of information on scientific endeavour in South 
Africa, together with problems identified when the literature in the field was studied, and the 
general awareness of the impact of the rapid growth of information and information technologies and 
other structural and socio-political changes on the communication process in South Africa. 
Thus the primary research question that motivated this project relates to 
.. What constitutes the information communication process among a bounded 
community of basic and applied scientists in South Africa? 
and this is further amplified by the following subsidiary,questions 
• What cognitive, behavioural and environmental factors drive the communication process 
In science in South Africa? 
• What factors impact most on the communication process? 
• What environmental and other changes have occurred during the intervening years of 
the longitudinal study that affected the communication process in South Africa? 
• What is the role of informal communication of information in South Africa? 
1.8. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The study is based on a conceptual anal sis of the factors outlined above and an empirical 
investigation into the communication of information amongst a defined group of basic and applied 
scientists. The conceptual component of the study was derived from a critical analysis and 
synthesis of the pertinent literature in the field and an analysis of the underlying theoretical 
principles. This component served a dual function, first it provided the basis for the conceptual 
framework that underpinned the empirical study, and secondly it served as a benchmark with 
which the findings of the empirical study were compared. 
The empirical investigation was conducted within a triangulated research design utilising both 
qualitative and quantitative approaches. This is generally recommended as the combination of 
quantitative and qualitative methods can achieve convergence between the positive attributes of 
each approach and this should enrich the study and improve validity (Bryman, 1988:95; Layder, 
1993:108). 












relationships rather than "stimulus-response" relationships (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 
1996:318) to establish the factors that have the most impact on the communication of infonnation 
among scientists in South Africa. The researcher further decided to utilise a small-scale survey 
approach (approximating the depth attributes of case studies) as the main research design. 
1.8.1. TIME DIMENSION 
The explosive growth of electronic media and communication technologies, as wen as the many 
structural and socio-political changes in South Africa prompted the researcher to design a study 
that would, in addition to obtaining an in-depth understanding of the information communication 
process, also map the impact of the changing environment that include factors such as 
increased globalisation and technological innovation on the scientific community in South Africa. 
The researcher thus adopted a longitudinal research design and gathered data pertaining to the topic 
in 1990/1 and again in 200112 to establish trends and changes in communication patterns over the 
designated time span. 
1.8.2. DEFINITION OF THE POPULATION 
A population is a theoretically specified aggregation of study elements, which should be defined 
early in the study (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996: 179). It is evident that the 
communication of infonnation is a complex and dynamic activity and care should be taken to 
select the correct study population to adequately measure the various interacting phenomena. The 
researcher thus made personal contact and obtained advice from a number of well-known 
international researchers in this field, viz. Susan Crawford, Belver C. Griffith, T.J. Allen, and 
Yoshinari Tsuda. They all suggested that the research population should consist of a bounded, 
finite population of scientists that are subjected to a wide range of influencing variables. 
These factors prompted the researcher to select the crystallographic research community in South 
Africa as the ideal target population for this study. The rationale for this decision is that the study and 
application of crystallography ranges from the basic study of the field, to its utilisation as an 
analytical tool in a number of areas of science, to its application in applied science and 
technology. A further factor that informed this decision was the fact that the crystallographers in 
South Africa conduct research in one of three types of organisation: universities, research 
institutes, and R&D facilities in industry. This bounded group of scientists thus manifests the 
variety of attributes required to study all the factors that relate to the communication of 












investigate the infonnation communication process in science within a humanistic framework, was also 
an eminent crystallographer of his time. 
The International Union of Crystallography's World directory of crystallographers (1986; 
1997) lists aU registered crystallographers by country and it also provides addresses and the 
crystallographers' biographical details. This publication was selected as the appropriate sampling 
frame from which to select the study sample. The 100 crystallographers that were listed under the 
South African entry (1986) at the start of the longitudinal study was considered to provide a 
sufficiently small population to study the entire group in depth, but also large enough to allow 
significant investigation of the various factors that could influence information communication 
behaviour. 
1.8.3. DATA COllECllNG TECHNIQUES 
Data collecting procedures using questioning techniques are generally regarded to be the most 
effective method to use to obtain both objective and subjective infonnation and to ascertain a 
subject's opinions or attitudes on given matters. This data collecting technique divides 
essentially into self-administered questioning methods and interview techniques. Interviews can be 
conducted with individuals or with groups and may be in person or by means of communications 
media such as the telephone, electronic mail or some other electronic medium (Babbie, 1995:272-
273). 
As mentioned, a longitudinal approach was adopted. The researcher thus collected data on the topic 
in 1990/1 and again in 200112 by means of a series of focus group interviews, personal interviews, 
telephone interviews and e-mail questionnaires. 
1.8.4. DATAANAlYSIS 
As the researcher had collected both qualitative and quantitative data she had to apply both 
qualitative and quantitative data analysis techniques. It thus follows that the data analysis should be 
based on an integration of inductive and deductive logical principles (the former being the basis of 
qualitative data analysis and the latter the premise on which quantitative data analysis is usually 
based (Babbie & Mouton, 2001:273). A further argument for integrating the two approaches is 
given by Dey (1993:3) who is of the opinion that although qualitative data deals with meanings that 
are analysed through conceptualisation and quantitative data deals with numbers that are analysed 












All responses, both qualitative and quantitative, were initially captured using the dBASETM database 
management software and Microsoft's Excel spreadsheet software. A record structure was created 
that accommodated the various fields ranging from the respondents' structured responses to their 
unstructured qualitative responses. The quantitative data was then manipulated by means of the 
statistical functions available on Excel and by using the STA TISTICA software programme. 
1.9. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
Chapter I provides the context and framework for the thesis. The rationale, objectives and 
research questions that underpin the thesis are outlined. A brief definition of the main concepts and 
an overview of the research approach adopted are provided. 
Chapter 2 provides an analysis and synthesis of the main issues derived from the relevant 
literature that pertain to the communication of information among basic and applied scientists. From 
this analysis variables are identified and incorporated in a reference framework that served as the 
basis for the empirical study. 
In chapter 3 the research methodology adopted is outlined in greater detail. The analysis of the data 
and a discussion of the results are presented in chapters 4 to 5. The thesis concludes with a 
summary of the main issues, the conclusions reached and an outline of a proposed theoretical model 
of the communication process among a bounded population of basic and applied scientists in South 













COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION IN SCIENCE 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the researcher reviews the literature4 related to the communication of information in 
science. The purpose of this review was to identify and analyse the main conceptual issues that 
pertain to the field and to structure and utilise these as the reference framework for the research 
project. 
It is an accepted fact that the development of science and its perpetuation is dependent on the body of 
knowledge that underlies all scientific endeavours. The communication and transfer of 
information is thus an essential component of scientific research (cf. also chapter 1.1. and chapter 
1.5.) and Garvey in his wen known analysis of the communication of information in science has 
argued very strongly that "communication is the essence of science" (1979: 126). The aim of all 
scientists is to contribute to the body of knowledge in their field and their ability to contribute to the 
advancement of science depends to an extent upon the amount and quality of their interaction with 
fellow scientists (Blau, 1974:391; Glaser, 2003: 47; Eisend, 2002:307; Hertzum & Pejtersen, 
2000: 762); Merton, 1973:6). Science, furthermore, is cumulative and each scientist builds on 
previously recorded knowledge, on the work of colleagues and predecessors. Several studies 
have, therefore, indicated that scientists spend a far larger proportion of their time on information 
communication activities than most other workers (Hagstrom, 1976; Lacy & Busch, 1983; Mick et 
ai, 1980; Vickery, 1961). 
Eisend (2002: 307-308) distinguishes between individual cognition and scientific cognition where 
the latter relates to the communicative interaction between scientists. Scientific cognition is the 
process whereby scientists communicate their knowledge to the scientific community where once 
it has been validated it becomes part of the body of scientifically proven knowledge. He further 
differentiates between the two dimensions of scientific communication where in the first 
dimension information or content is transmitted and the second is related to the social and inter-
personal dimension of communication between scientists. Scientific research is essentially a 
corporate activity (see for example Kuhn; 1962; Ziman, 2002) and a distinctive feature and accepted 
social norm of the scientific community is the concept of a communality of ideas, i.e. a shared 












conunodity that belongs to everyone (Kronick, 1988:222). Glaser (2003:38) further argues that 
scientific conununities constitute a "distinctive mode of collective production which is 
characterized by decentralized action coordination" which he refers to as distributed labour and 
based on this premise conununication in science is thus not merely the exchange of previously 
produced knowledge, but "the transmission of material and components between producers". 
It would thus follow that in addition to dependence on the formal structure of knowledge, scientists 
would also rely strongly on informal conununication networks. The important role of informal 
conununication of information in basic and applied science has been highlighted by a number of 
researchers, ranging from the seminal work by Price (1963) on invisible colleges to the series of 
investigations conducted amongst others by Allen (1977), Crane (1969, 1972), Crawford (1971), Fry 
(2006), Garvey (1979), Garvey & Griffith (1968, 1971, 1972), Garvey and others for the 
American Psychological Association (1963-1969), Gaston (1972), Hertzum & Pejtersen (2000: 
761); Shuchman (1981), Lacy and Busch, (1983), Raitt (1986), Pinelli and others (1989), and 
Salasin and Cedar (1985a & 1985b). Cronin has stated that informal conununication did not evolve 
as a reaction to the short comings of the formal systems of conununication but as a "device created by 
scientists for scientists to serve a particular set of functions" (1982:229). The popularity of 
interpersonal conununication lies in the interactive nature of the exchange process and the 
stimulation that collegiate interaction provides. It provides an ideal forum where ideas can be 
debated and evaluated in their natural form amongst peer groups before formal publication is 
achieved (Poland, 1991:62). It further promotes the simultaneous satisfaction of a number of 
information needs at a single encounter, for example a scientist when interacting with a colleague 
could obtain feedback on his/her research, be kept up-to-date on new developments he/she is unaware 
of, and further also derive stimulation from the interaction (Von Seggern, 1995:99). Fry (2006; 300) 
refers to the complementary role of informal and formal communication in science as far as "the 
production of knowledge, dissemination of ideas, reputation building and growth of intellectual 
fields" and questions why so little research has been conducted on the impact of informal 
communication practices on formal communication and information seeking behaviour. Bathelt et 
al (2004:33) suggest that individuals (and even organisations) that manage to engage with a 
number of diverse information carrying channels of communication, both at the local level and 
globally, operate more effectively than those that only concentrate on certain channel interactions 
and that external sources of knowledge are often important triggers that stimulate innovation and 












It is clear that the system of scientific communication that has evolved over several centuries is 
now undergoing a transformation catalysed by a number of environmental, economic, and 
structural factors. The electronic environment that we live in has had a particularly pervasive 
impact and it is now possible to instantaneously transmit text, images, and data all over the world. 
Changes are therefore occurring in the communication system ranging from the effect on one-to-
one communication between scientists to new publishing models that are emerging in the 
publishing industry. Walsh, et a1. (2000:1295) find in their investigation of the effect of 
computer-mediated technologies (CMC) on scientific work that the Internet and electronic mail 
have probably had the greatest impact and considerably enhanced scientific collaboration and 
productivity. 
A number of studies have indicated that there is a positive correlation between high levels of 
communication with colleagues and high performance levels and that performance increases if 
informal communication links are encouraged (Allen, 1977; Bouazza, 1989; Crawford, 1971; 
Cronin, 1982; Lacy & Busch, 1983; Pelz & Andrews, 1966; Tenopir & King, 2004). The study by 
Crane showed an exponential increase in publication output when high levels of inter-personal 
interaction were maintained compared with linear growth in publication output when low 
communication levels were maintained (1972:24-26). A number of indicators further suggest that 
scientists who belong to large informal networks are more actively engaged in collaborative 
research and publication collaboration, they have stronger citation links, their ideas are 
transmitted more effectively and they generally have more influence on research than their 
counterparts who do not belong to such informal networks (Crane, 1972:308-310; Crawford, 
1970:48; Cronin. 1982:213-214). 
Menzel (1966b:lOOO-I), in his seminal analysis of scientific communication, came to the conclusion 
that five characteristics could be isolated which adequately conceptualise the process, viz.: 
1. The acts involved in scientific communication constitute a system which includes all the 
methods by means of which scientific messages are transmitted. The flow of scientific 
information is seen as a set of interactive processes in a social system which links users and 
generators and is influenced by the infonnation-seeking actions of individuals, often involved in 
several work-related roles. Menzel therefore contends that scientists as generators and as users of 
information constitute interconnected publics. 
2 The effective transmission of a message to the recipient often involves many channels of 
communication acting synergistically. Formal, informal, personal and impersonal channels 












and its ultimate user. 
3. Infonnal, unplanned communication plays an important role in the science communication 
system and there appears to be a regularity in the pattem of unplanned communication. 
4. Scientists constitute publics who have a number of common interests and nonns of behaviour 
which uniquely link them, viz.: 
• they are highly motivated to obtain information from the communication system; 
• the infonnation they require is designed, as a rule, to promote certain professional 
activities; and 
• they have a well-developed and well-structured behaviour pattern relating to their 
professional communication. 
5. Science-information communication systems serve multiple functions that can be related to 
the scope and pennanence with which the infonnation needed by a particular scientist 
can be described in advance. One can therefore distinguish the exhaustive search 
function, the reference function, the current-awareness function, the function to stimulate 
scientists to seek information outside their areas of specialisation and the function 
that enables them to familiarise themselves with an unknown area of research. 
Walker and Hurt (1990:xiv) in turn suggest the encompassing function of ''providing a cumulative 
record of knowledge in a field as it exists at any given time" for, as argued by Glaser (2003:39), 
"the only way that new knowledge can find its way to an unknown audience is by publication". 
Such a record of knowledge serves a nonnative function, it constitutes a reference point from 
which new theory is promulgated and to which new evidence may be added. A number of studies 
have further indicated that the underlying function of the fonnal communication system in 
science is for peer recognition and reward (Borgman & Furner, 2002, Garvey, 1979, Wouters, 
1998), while infonnal communication and networking are important to ensure the diffusion of 
knowledge (cf. Price, 1963 Crane, 1972). 
Various researchers have traced the communication of infonnation during the stages of the 
research process, from the inception of the idea and the conceptualisation of the problem, through to 
the ultimate end-product of research. It was found that although the communication process follows 
diverse routes and infonnation flows through various channels during the different stages of the 
research process, a recurrent and predictable pattern emerges. Both fonnal and informal channels of 
communication play an important role, are highly valued, and are utilised interchangeably during all 












[1974], Garvey & Griffith [1971], Garvey, et al [1974], Lacy & Busch [1983], and White [1975]). 
The research process reaches its peak when with the research findings are published, an invention 
patented, or a physical entity produced. This final stage signals the transfer of the interaction with 
the communication system from the informal to the formal domain According to Borgman and 
Furner (2002: 13), this final stage of creating public knowledge is essential as ''research in all fields is 
incomplete until it is validated through review processes and shared with others". 
There appears to be a distinct difference in the way that applied fields of knowledge and the basic 
fields communicate and transfer information. Applied fields tend to transfer information vertically by 
exchanging information between researchers, practitioners, and others through several different levels 
of expertise. Basic fields, on the other hand, transfer information horizontally, by sharing information 
among peers who have the same levels of expertise (Salas in & Cedar, 1985b: 103). 
Furthermore, the publication of research findings is regarded by the basic science community to be 
the end-product of the research process. It underpins the communication process and its function is to 
add to the universal consensus of public knowledge in basic science. The end-product of applied 
science research, on the other hand, may in many instances never be published. and is often 
converted directly by industry into new procedures or products or into licences and patents for 
production purposes. The aim in applied science research is to provide the best solution to a 
problem. 
2.2. COMMUNICATION PATTERNS IN BASIC SCIENCE 
As mentioned above, the culmination of creative effort in basic science is reached when the research 
output is published and this transfer of knowledge into the public domain forms the basis and 
largely motivates the communication process in basic science. Both formal and informal 
communication of information feed into the system to create as output some or other refereed 
publication that then is assimilated into the body of recorded knowledge in the field (Hurd, 2000: 
1279). The body of recorded knowledge so created underpins the advancement of scientific 
endeavour and forms an integral part of the scientific communication process (Osburn, 1989 
279). Ziman, in turn, stated that the results of research in basic science become completely 
scientific only when they have been published (1969: 318). By recording knowledge and making it 
public both the generator and the potential users of information are thus ensured of equal access to 
the body of knowledge in basic science (Line, 1992:201). 













1. It is fragmentary in that each paper or contribution is not self-sufficient, but features merely a 
single element in the total store of knowledge in basic science; 
2 It is derivative (or cumulative) as scientific papers depend to a large extent on previously 
recmded papers; and 
3. It is edited as the research paper is subject to fairly rigid editing (or refereeing or even 
censorship). This can be done on an informal basis by means of peer judgement, and/or 
formally in the form of strict refereeing by a journal's editorial board before a paper is 
accepted for publication. 
Price (1965:555-575) emphasised the point that the basis for all communication behaviour in basic 
science is its dose-knit structure wherein new knowledge builds on old knowledge and all scientific 
endeavour is recorded and displayed in the literature. A further fundamental aspect of the 
communication behaviour of basic scientists is that they record their research results to enable 
replication and to provide the support to substantiate their arguments in areas that are not a part of 
accepted knowledge in the field. The system also exists to communicate information in such a way as 
to determine scientific priority and intellectual property rights (Glaser, 2003:39; Von Seggem, 
1995:97). De Gooijer reports that pUblication output remains the most favoured performance 
indicator for all categories of scientific research (1993: 122). The published output also forms the basis 
for acceptance by the peer community and enhancement of status in general. It is generally accepted 
that the individual scientist's drive for acceptance by hislher peer community is a strong influencing 
force of the basic science communication process, for it is through peer acceptance that the 
scientist achieves success and that knowledge advances. Peer review is thus seen to be the principal 
procedure for evaluating the validity, quality, relative significance and feasibility of research, as 
well as providing an invaluable feedback mechanism that enhances quality and advances research 
(Correia & Teixeira, 2005:353; Crawford, & Stucki, 1990:223; Glaser, 2003:39; McGarry, 
1975:279; Welborn, 1991:55). 
2.2.1. SCIENTIFIC ELITISM 
Amick (1973:318; 322-327) was one of the first persons who attempted to prove the premise that 
there is a positive relationship between scientific elitism and the communication of information in 
basic science. It is presumed that scientific elites, or sociometric stars (as also described by Price 












communication system and that they tend to cluster at the basic end of the basic to applied science 
continuum. 
The scientific elites comprise the eminent men of science who have been accorded recognition in 
their disciplines, they have achieved a standard of excellence in their work, they are highly 
productive in terms of publication, number of papers delivered, involvement with their professional 
societies and are generally highly visible in their professional community. They process more 
information and have more narrowly defined and less diffuse research interests than their 'non-elite' 
counterparts (Price, 1971:74-75). 
Amick has suggested that a scientist's level of elitism may be measured in terms of one or more of 
the fonowing (Amick, 1973:318): 
editorial involvement with scientific journals, acting as a referee for scientific 
journals, the number of awards received, the number of office-bearer positions held 
in professional associations, the number of guest lectures presented, the number of 
patents registered, the number of papers and/or posters presented at meetings, 
conferences, etc., and the number of papers published in professional joumals. 
2.2.2. INFORMAL COMMUNICATION IN BASIC SCIENCE 
The importance of formal communication in basic science is, as suggested in 2.2., beyond dispute, 
but as has been mentioned informal communication also plays a very important role in the total 
communication system of basic science. Cronin (1982:225), for example, has stated that "informal 
communication is the lifeblood of scientific progress" and it is suggested that the value of informal 
communication lies in its interactive and participative nature (cf also chapter 2.1.). It allows 
participants to both disseminate and absorb new information, sound out theories with the experts in 
the field, and obtain feedback before the formal publication process begins. Many studies have 
thus shown that informal communication (ranging from inter-personal exchange, to informal pre-
publication exchange of research results, to interaction at professional meetings) is very effective in 
meeting many of the information needs of basic scientists (Von Seggem, 1995:97). 
Informal communication links in basic science occur horizontally by mean of well-developed person-
to-person communication networks, frequently crossing organisation and discipline boundaries 
and usually among persons of equal levels of expertise (Salasin & Cedar, 1985b:l04). It has :further 
been established that informal links tend to be stronger and more frequently sought amongst basic 












1983: 193-194). In part, this can be attributed to the greater opportunity for frequent contact with 
a critical mass of specialists in any particular research area. 
According to Menzel (1967:421-424) the informal communication of information is particularly 
valued and utilised when basic scientists wish to obtain information on new principles and findings, 
new techniques, procedures and apparatus that would not easily be found in the published literature 
or which had not yet been published. Informal communication is further of importance when basic 
scientists wish to establish who the main researchers are in a field and when a new and unfamiliar 
field is first explored 
Fry (2006: 301] refers to ethnographic studies in the field of high energy physics that have 
established the importance of informal communication and social networks in the diffusion of 
ideas and obtaining peer recognition. It was found that significant communication within the 
research community takes place by means of casual interaction, including ordinary gossip and at 
gatherings such as conferences, . lectures, etc. He thus suggests that the level of informal 
communication among researchers in a specific domain has an affect on their production and use 
of electronic media. 
2.2.2.1. Invisible Colleges 
It is reputed that Robert Boyle was the first person to use the concept invisible college in 
correspondence in the 1640's to describe scientific meetings held in England that later became the 
nucleus of the Royal Society (Correia & Teixeira, 2005:349;Walker & Hurt, 1990:xiii). Price 
(1961:99), however, was probably the first person to identify the invisible college phenomenon as an 
important vehicle of informal information communication. Price and a number of researchers have 
subsequently validated his original proposition empirically (cf. Crane, 1969, 1972; Crawford, 
1971; Gaston, 1972; Griffith et aI, 1971; Price, 1971; Zaltman & Kohler, 1972). The basic 
premise is that in each identifiable and circurnscribable area of basic science specialisation there 
exists a group of people who claim to be reasonably in touch with everyone else. They are engaged in 
research along similar lines and communicate often and intensively with one another. Such a network 
almost acts as a social circle of scientists brought together by their common research interests. They 
are usually very productive and contribute materially to research in their subject, not merely on a 
national scale, but usually including all other countries in which the speciality is actively researched. 
These scientists meet at select conferences, commute from one centre where important research is 
conducted, to the next, circulate ofiPrints and preprints to each other, collaborate in research, and often 












amongst themselves by actively communicating by mail, telephone or some electronic medium. 
It has further been suggested that these networks are held together by the eminent leaders in the 
field and these sociometric stars or elites create a gravitational force that holds the field 
together and improves the communication of information within their invisible college (Crane, 
1972:308-10; Crawford, 1970:47, 1971:309). Arndt and co-workers have established that the 
more senior and higher status scientists communicate actively with each other and that they then 
disseminate information to the more junior members in the system (Arndt et aI, 1980: 444). Crawford 
(1971:309) refers to these eminent, highly productive and highly cited scientists who form the core of 
such invisible colleges as "nodal points for the dissemination of information" and she suggests that 
they are "the focus of a disproportionately large number of contacts". 
The membership of such networks is very fluid and changes constantly (Crane 1969:346-347) and 
although always voluntary, entry may not be easy for newcomers and the less eminent and junior 
members of a research field. The lifespan of invisible colleges would appear to be ten to fifteen years 
(Griffith and Mullins, 1972:962) and Price adopts the premise that the average number of persons in 
an invisible college' rarely exceeds one hundred as larger numbers would inhibit easy communication 
(1971:74-75). 
A number of disadvantages, however, also pertain to informal networks and Cronin (1982:224) 
lists such factors as their elitist and high status orientation, their fluid, unstructured and often short-
lived nature, the expenses involved in maintaining them and the danger that irrelevant and often 
untested information may be disseminated. Most of these disadvantages, however, are generally offset 
by the positive factors that relate to the personalised, interactive, up-to-date and direct 
communication of information within groups that share common research interests which in turn 
results in immediate feedback, action, and establishment of priority in research. Such networks, 
further encourage the transmission of ideas across disciplines and across nations (Zaltman & 
Kohler, 1972:233). Doty (1992:24-38) further argues that the advent of worldwide electronic 
communication networks and their general use by all categories of scientists is rendering informal 
networks more accessible and more open to all levels of scientists. 
The existence of the invisible college premise has not always gone uncontested and Bitz and co-
workers (1975:9) have argued that their importance is overstated and that they have found very little 
evidence of such a social structure and dynamic operating amongst the scientists they had 












structure. Cronin's (1982) overview of the field, however, strengthens the arguments in favour of the 
existence of such a phenomenon. It is thus proposed that the invisible college phenomenon is now 
becoming understood as a mechanism produced automatically by the basic science community. 
It is, furthermore, apparent that invisible colleges constitute highly effective informal communication 
systems, in which information pertaining to a specific field of study is exchanged among its 
members (See also Cronin, 1982; Price, 1971; Garvey & Griffith, 1972; Salasin & Cedar, 1985b). 
2.3. COMMUNICATION PATTERNS IN APPLIED SCIENCE 
Concurrent with basic science two related streams of activity, applied science (or more specifically 
technology) and the utilisation of science in commerce, industry, welfare and war, have developed and 
have functioned both as contributors to scientific development and as beneficiaries of scientific 
accomplishments. 
The common conviction that basic science provides the basis upon which applied science is built has 
proved to have a limited historical basis. History has shown that the three activities of basic science 
(also referred to as pure science in the literature), applied science and their utilisation have 
followed largely independent paths through succeeding centuries to the present time. However, 
there have been intermittent links between the activities and there is an indication of closer 
interrelation now than in the past two centuries. (Marquis & Allen, 1966:1052; Pinelli. 1991:6; 
Price, 1986:240-241). It has further, been suggested that these fields oflrnowledge should represent 
points on an analytical continuum from basic to applied, rather than be rigidly and discretely 
classified (Amick, 1973:320-1; Menzel, 1966b:l000). Walker and Hurt, in tum, suggest that in some 
fields, such as biotechnology, basic and applied science have become so intertwined that the 
boundary between the two have become totally blurred (1990 xix). 
Where links have been established between basic and applied science, the communication has been 
bilateral, direct and quite rapid. It has been established that the degree to which an applied science is 
coupled to its related basic science or advances independently to it, is extremely variable and that this 
is possibly based more on need than on progression. Some applied sciences would, therefore, be 
more closely coupled than others to their so-called underlying basic science (Allen, 1977:46-57). 
Price (1965:555), therefore, suggests that the research-front in applied science is not directly 
related to the research-front in basic science, but to sections that have been repackaged. From the 
above it is thus clear that although there would be many similarities in the communication patterns 












Although applied science also tends to develop cumulatively, with technical innovations and the 
literature building in most instances upon their predecessors, this phenomenon is not as strongly 
manifested as in the basic sciences (Price, 1986:155-179; Ziman, 1969:318-319). Publication, 
furthermore, generally also occupies a position of lesser importance in applied science and the 
published literature thus occupies a much less significant position than in basic science. An applied 
scientist is concerned, primarily, with producing a physical or practical end-product (e.g. a patent, 
license, new product, or process) which will provide the best solution to a particular problem, 
rather than with verbal encoding. "Whereas [basic] science both consumes and produces 
information in the form of human language, engineers transform information from this verbal 
format to a physically encoded form" by producing "physical hardware in the form of products or 
processes" (Allen, 1977:2) which, in tum, is information bearing. Verbally encoded information is 
usually only produced as a by-product to the main production process to further explicate the 
process or describe the product. These aspects, therefore, form the basis of the differentiated 
communication patterns between basic and applied science. 
Although, as indicated above, published literature occupies a much less important position, it still 
plays a significant role in the communication of technical information (Tenopir & King, 2004). The 
literature of applied science, however, tends to be related specifically to the solution of particular 
problems as applied scientists are far less interested in theory than in reliable answers to specific 
questions, and they "tend to minimize loss rather than maximize gain when seeking information" 
(Pinelli, 1991:12). Applied scientists as readers become so accustomed to this form of output that 
they find it difficult to assimilate literature of a more theoretical nature within their field. The problem 
is compounded when they transcend the literature of basic science to solve specific problems 
encountered in the work situation. 
The situation is further complicated by the differences in input and output formats of the applied 
science information processing system. Whereas in basic science there is an inherent compatibility 
between the verbally encoded inputs and outputs of the information processing system, in applied 
science the inputs are usually in verbally encoded formats, while the outputs are in physically 
encoded formats together with a usually somewhat incomplete verbal by-product. The latter 
information output is usually not adequate to serve as input to the next stage of the information 
cycle and applied scientists, if not acquainted with the development of the physical product, usually 
then require human intervention to supplement and interpret the information contained in such 












The tendency for information to be transferred vertically in applied science (i.e. the passage through 
several levels of expertise) complicates the communication process and generally impedes the 
transfer of information in applied science (Salasin & Cedar, 1985b: 103-104). The difficulties of 
supplying applied research and practice with information have, therefore, resulted in the evolution of 
'middlemen' that bridge organisational and disciplinary boundaries to transfer appropriate infonnation 
to all levels of applied scientists in an organisation (Allen, 1977:41). 
A further factor that differentiates the communication patterns of applied scientists from basic 
scientists is the fact that they usually work in different organisational environments. Applied 
scientists are generally employed by organisations that are profit motivated and this imposes 
certain restrictions on them, e.g.: 
• the requirement that research is conducted only on problems which are of interest to the 
organisation and that they develop products that are market oriented; 
• that they work within tight time constraints and follow fairly rigid schedules; 
• that research results be contained within the organisation and not communicated to the 
profession at large. 
These constraints generally further restrict the free flow of information and "impedes the formation, by 
technologists, of anything resembling an invisible college" (Allen, 1977:41). Pinelli (1991:12-13) 
identifies the following additional barriers to the effective communication of information in applied 
science: 
management's general reluctance to place a high premium on infonnation; the difficulty in 
finding appropriate information at the correct level of understanding; and the difficulties 
in assessing the quality of information. 
In their extensive review of the literature relating to the communication patterns of engineers 
Tenopir and King (2004: 1-2), however, come to the conclusion that the ''new technologies such 
as the World Wide Web and electronic publishing, are having a profound effect on engineering 
communication patterns" and that the "the Internet has dramatically increased the potential for 
both informal and formal communication". 
2.3.1. INFORMAL COMMUNICATION IN APPLIED SCIENCE 
Allen and his co-researchers (Allen, 1966, 1968, 1977; Allen, et aI, 1970; Marquis & Allen, 
1966) have empirically proved that informal communication channels, particularly personal ones, are 












furthermore, that the informal communication patterns of applied scientists differ from those of 
basic scientists. While basic scientists mostly communicate informally by means of invisible 
colleges which transcend institutional and even geographical boundaries, applied scientists, on 
the other hand, communicate informally by means of close association with co-workers in their 
own organisations. These differences, however, can largely be attributed to the difference between 
basic and applied scientists' work environment and the organisational structure of their employing 
organisations (Smith, 1981 :325). 
2.3.1.1. Technological Gatekeepers 
From the preceding section it is apparent that, to a large extent, the communication of information in 
the applied science community is contained within the organisational structure and in order to 
survive, a technology based organisation would have to find means to effectively import new 
technical information. 
Allen and his colleagues first identified the technological gatekeeper as the intermediary in an 
organisation who indirectly ensures the flow of outside information into the organisation and the 
subsequent dissemination of that information within the organisation (Allen, 1968:435-453). Thus 
gatekeepers accomplish the important function of coupling the organisation to outside activity and 
Bathelt et al. (2004: 44) have stated that "the role of internal gatekeepers and boundary spanners 
becomes crucial for translating externally produced knowledge into a form that can be internally 
understood within the organisation". Gatekeepers playa particularly significant role in closed 
environments (such as in industry) and also in situations where cognitive congruence is lacking 
among members of a group. While most studies have shown that gatekeepers have a very important 
function in information transfer in applied science, a study by Schuchman (1981) indicated that their 
significance is not always manifested equally strongly across disciplines in applied science and he has 
suggested that gatekeepers only account for a small proportion of the information communicated in 
engineering. 
During the more than ten years that Allen and various co-workers spent observing the flow of 
information among researchers in various work settings in applied science they, however, verified the 
important role that technological gatekeepers play in the communication process of applied 
science. Among their findings Allen and his colleagues established that technological gatekeepers 
generally hold key positions in the communication network of an organisation. Gatekeepers are 
responsible for linking their colleagues with the outside world by means of their connections with 












infonnal sources of infonnation than their other colleagues, and they assist in cutting through the 
communications barrier that separates researchers in industry from outside information sources. 
Technological gatekeepers also maintain contact among themselves, thereby increasing their 
effectiveness as linking agents between their information-inactive colleagues and appropriate 
information sources. In this way a two-step information flow process is created by means of which 
the average researcher is enabled to receive information on technological developments outside the 
organisation in which slbe works (Allen, 1977; Allen et al 1970). Such informal importation of 
information has proved to be very effective and probably explains the survival of the 
communication of information in applied science with its unique constraining features (Bathelt et al., 
2004: 44). 
In other disciplines opinion leaders serve a similar fimction. However, they do not have the same 
boundary-spanning role as they function without having to contend with the restraining 
organisational structure operative in the typical technological gatekeeper environment. Research in 
the health sciences and education has revealed similar role players who are community-based 
individuals who assist health care workers and educators in providing and transferring information to 
people in the community. They often act as change agents that encourage the adoption of new 
practices or procedures in their communities and they frequently created informal systems of 
networkers and advisors that help in putting research findings into practice (Metoyer-Duran, 
1993: 138-143). 
Metoycr-Duran (1991) has proposed a model in which she defines six gatekeeper profiles that 
delineate a range of information seeking skills and orientations. The profiles of impeder, affiliated, 
unaffiliated, broker, information professional, and leader/executive suggest a graduated 
progression from gatekeepers that curb the flow of information (the impeder) to those that actively 
manipulate information to facilitate change to develop and implement strategy (the 
leader! executive). 
2.4. CHANNELS AND MODES OF COMMUNICATING INFORMATION 
Paisley (1980:122-123) has suggested that the way and medium in which information IS 
communicated has a profound effect on the communication process. Information may be 
communicated by means of various combinations of mode and channel. The mode of 
communication is the physical state in which it is encoded such as oral, handwritten, printed and 












infonnation is conveyed from sender to receiver, e.g. in the oral mode infonnation can be conveyed 
by means of a casual conversation or fonnal speech, while in the \Vrltten mode it can be conveyed by 
means of a printed book or hand\Vrltten letter. Over the years the forms of communication and the 
media used have changed considerably. Whereas early scientific exchange was primarily based on 
oral and hand\Vrltten communication the modem development of science was made possible first by 
the introduction of printing and later by electronic infonnation processing. Eisend (2002: 308) refers 
to McLuhan's (1962) statement that we have reached the end of the Gutenberg Galaxy and have 
entered "a digital revolution or a new culture determined by computers" which because it 
provides scientists with a far greater array of communication options has the potential to enhance 
communication and scientific endeavour. 
2.4.1. COMMUNICATION CHANNEL CATEGORIES 
The range of channels an individual can use to acquire infonnation is normally categorised either as 
fonnal channels (often also known as 'archival', as these mostly involve published modes of 
communication), or infonnal channels. Both fonnal and infonnal channels, in tum, can be further 
categorised as being either personal or impersonal. The fonner category involves personal 
communication between individuals and can be direct, from person to person, or indirect via a third 
person or a number of persons. The latter category refers to channels where the infonnation is first 
recorded and then transferred by means of a medium such as a letter or book. A further distinction 
that may be made is between direct channels of communication which usually contain the 
infonnation being sought, and indirect channels of communication which lead the user to the source or 
channel containing the infonnation. 
The following distinctions between fonnal and infonnal channels of communications have been 
derived from the categorisations provided by Garvey and Griffith (1971:350-359), Meadows 
(1974:93), and Menzel (1968:153-163): 
Formal channels 
• are public and thus have large potential audiences; 
• contain infonnation that is pennanently recorded and stored and the infonnation is thus 
usually retrievable; 
• contain infonnation that is relatively old; 
• contain infonnation that is generally complete in nature; 












,. are primarily user selected, i.e. the user initiates the search process and seeks the 
formal channels that contain the appropriate information; 
,. contain information with a moderate amount of redundancy; 
,. provide little direct feedback to the originator and the communication channels are neither 
open- ended, nor interactive; 
,. contain information that may be ambiguous, but the information is authentic and reliable as 
it has been evaluated and monitored; 
,. enhance an author's prestige and priority if they, rather than informal channels, are used 
to present his/her work to the outside world. 
Informal channels 
,. are private and thus have restricted audiences; 
,. contain information that is typically neither permanently recorded, nor stored and thus 
not easily retrievable; 
,. contain information that is up-to-date; 
,. contain information that is often unfinished in nature; 
,. are relatively free of filtering; 
,. are primarily source or disseminator selected, Le. the flow is initiated and to some 
degree controlled by the generator; 
,. contain information where there s sometimes a large amount of redundancy; 
,. engender interactive and open-ended communication which may contribute considerable 
feedback to the originator; 
,. generally eliminate ambiguity, but the information contained may not always be authentic 
or reliable as it has not been evaluated, reviewed, etc.; 
,. do not enhance prestige nor can priority claims be made if this method of communication 
is used to present work to the outside world. 
2.4.2. CHANNEL USE DETERMINANTS 
There is evidence that scientists' preference for and frequency of use of a specific channel of 
communication is more likely to correspond to their estimate of the ease of using the channel, the 
accessibility and the physical proximity of the channel than to their estimate of the amount of 
information, or even quality of information expected from the channel (Hertzum & Pejtersen, 2000: 
763; Gertsberger & Allen, 1968: 274; Pinelli, 1991:14). Thus communication channels are 












terms of effort that must be expended to access the information" (Salasin & Cedar, 1985a: 95) and 
Rosenberg draws the conclusion that "the ease of use of an information-gathering method is more 
important than the amount of information expected" (1967:125). Von Seggem thus suggests that 
the reason why personal collections are so highly valued and frequently used is because of their 
accessibility and familiarity (1995:98). It has further been found that the least effort approach is 
particularly prevalent among applied scientists and that basic scientists generally exert more effort to 
obtain high quality channels as well as to publish in prestigious channels (Pinelli, 1991: 13). Wilson 
(1981 :9) in tum, has suggested that affective needs often have a greater effect on the choice of 
communication channels than cognitive needs, e.g. to attract attention a superior will be approached 
for information rather than a document. 
However, scientists generally also acknowledge that while ease of use and accessibility determine the 
initial selection of channels, ideas are accepted and adopted in relation to the quality of the channel 
that conveys the idea and the utility level of the information. Information most useful to the work 
situation is generally found in high quality sources (cf. Gertsberger & Allen, 1968; Bouazza, 1989; 
Hertzum & Pejtersen, 2000; Pinelli, 1991). In general it may thus be stated that information sources 
are initially selected 00 the basis of their accessibility, then the users' familiarity with the source and 
ease of use, followed by quality considerations, utility factors, relevance, comprehensiveness, and 
finally expense. 
The range of channels that various scientists employ has further been linked by a number of 
studies to the creative abilities of these scientists. There is evidence that scientists who are more 
creative tend to utilise a wider variety of communication channels and are less dependent on formal 
information sources and services than their less creative counterparts (Correia & Teixeira, 2005; 
Fry, 2006; Maizell, 1960; Palmer, 1991a; Stein, 1967). 
Research projects that have, amongst other objectives, tried to determine under what circumstances 
channels of communication are used have revealed that 
" The need of specific information, such as for a simple fact, an explanation or a phenomenon 
and which, as a rule, is required urgently, is generally satisfied either by consulting an expert in 
the field, or by having recourse to the primary literature, especially journals, handbooks, and 
standard reference tools. 
" The primary literature plays an important role in assisting users to familiarise themselves with a 
new or neglected field. 












important source of current information is the wide range of informal channels of 
communication (e.g. personal conversations, attending conferences and visiting other institutions 
and colleagues). 
• The need for exhaustive information occurs at irregular and infrequent intervals, generally at the 
start of new work or a new endeavour. Indirect sources of information that direct the user to the 
actual information are usually employed to satisfY a need of this kind. 
• Informal communication channels are important sources of serendipitous information and 
personal informal communication often provides valuable leads to formal channels of 
communication. 
(Bouazza, 1989; Hertzum & Pejtersen, 2000; Pinelli, 1991; Poland, 1991; Smith, 1981; Stevenson, 
1980; Tenopir & King, 2004; Vagianos, 1971). 
2.4.3. USE Of fORMAL CHANNELS Of COMMUNICATION 
The findings from a number of studies suggest that peer-reviewed journalss are the most 
frequently used information channel in basic and applied science (cf. Bouazza, 1989; Davis, 2004; 
Charton, 1992; Correia & Teixeira, 2005; Glaser, 2003; Hallmark, 2004; Lacy & Busch, 1983; 
Lawai, 2002; Pinelli, 1991; Smith, 1981; Tenopir et aI., 2003; Tenopir & King, 2004; Vickery, 
1961). When basic scientists and applied scientists are analysed as distinct groups it is found that 
basic scientists make relatively greater use of journals, review publications, monographs and 
secondary bibliographic sources, while applied scientists use research reports, standard and patent 
specifications, data compilations, technical handbooks, and textbooks to a greater extent. These 
studies further indicate that there are considerable differences in the amount that scientists read 
and whether they prefer print or electronic sources. 
Engineers and applied scientists in industry rarely use the scholarly professional journals in their 
field as according to Allen (1977:73), "most professional engineering journals are utterly 
incomprehensible to the average engineer". The nature of an applied scientist's work often affects the 
source of information used, e.g. professionally orientated work usually results in the 
consultation of sources outside the organisation, while work that is operational in focus results in 
the use of internally generated and available sources. A further factor is that applied scientists 
interact more readily with information sources closely attuned to their work environment and 
publications that contain specific answers in a familiar and digestible format, i.e. those publications 
generated for or within the work environment (Pinelli, 1991:20-23). This would explain why the 
5 It is generally believed that scientific journals started in the mid-seventeenth century with Le Journal des Savants and Philosophical 












unpublished report is the most important and heavily utilised recorded source of information in 
applied science, and "it is the principal written vehicle for transferring information in technology" 
(Allen, 1977:87). 
Tenopir and her co-workers (2003:5-10) found in their longitudinal study that even after the 
general migration to an electronic environment libraries continued to be an important source of 
information, and not only as can be expected for older material. It was further found that while 
the proportion of readings from library collections increases moderately through the phases, the 
amount of readings per scientist increased appreciably. 
According to LawaI (2002) preprints have, over time, become an important channel of 
communication as the number of articles produced by scientists has increased exponentially and 
the formal publishing process has become slower. Preprints, i.e. drafts of manuscripts, were 
originally circulated, first by mail and then by facsimile, to colleagues and peers for comment. 
Currently the use of the Internet and e-mail distribution has accelerated the process and in some 
instances increased the use of preprints (Hallmark, 2004). The formal process of providing 
preprints in digital format, or e-prints and e-print archives probably had their origin when 
Ginsparg (1994) created the ArXiv.com archive in high-energy physics at the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory in 1991. The high-energy physics domain has always had a particularly need 
to obtain rapid feedback on their research and have traditionally been active distributors of pre-
prints to circumvent the slow turnaround time of the normal publishing process. The use of e-print 
servers, however, varies considerably across subject disciplines and while heavily, used by fields such 
as high-energy physics (Hurd, 2000; 1281) it is against the policy of many publishers, particularly in 
the field of chemistry (Brown, 1999:933; LawaI, 2002: Results, Figure 1). 
2.4.4. USE Of INfORMAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS 
According to Hertzum & Pejtersen (2000: 762) informal communication is of crucial importance 
particularly in a collaborative environment, and they and Brittain (1982: 145) state that several 
studies have provided evidence that researchers spend a considerable amount of their time 
communicating informally both as input to their work and as output to disseminate their results 
(these estimates range between Hertzum & Pejtersen's 40% - 66% and Brittain's 50% - 8(010). 
Murphy (2003: Introduction and literature review) is of the opinion that there are "some 
overarching trends that characterize all research scientists ... scientists, in general, tend to rely on 












Herner was one of the first researchers to investigate the comparative use of informal channels of 
communication between basic and applied scientists and he concluded that while all scientists valued 
informal interpersonal communication, applied scientists were more prone than basic scientists to 
utilise informal channels, particularly direct oral communication among colleagues within their own 
organisation, and basic scientists again made greater use of formal channels (1954:230-240). These 
conclusions were confirmed by a number oflater studies (cf. Allen and co-workers, 1968 - 1988; 
Allen, 1977; Gerstberger & Allen, 1968; Grefsheim et al., 1991; Hertzum & Pejtersen, 2000; 
King, Casto, & Jones, 1994; Pinelli, 1991; Poland, 1991; Shuchman, 1981; Tenopir & King, 
2004; and Zipperer, 1993). The major reasons for approaching colleagues within the organisation 
is that such colleagues are easily accessible, they have inside knowledge of the problem and can 
provide contextual insight (Hertzum & Pejtersen, 2000: 761, 774) and according to Zipperer 
(1993: 69-78), not only is instant feedback obtained from a trusted colleague, but the information 
provided is also the most appropriate in a given situation and referral is also often then provided 
to records available in the organisation. The study by Lacy and Busch (1983: 196) of agricultural 
scientists, however, indicated that while the most frequent interpersonal interaction was between 
colleagues within the same division, the information obtained from colleagues outside their institute, 
even though less easily found, was more highly regarded. 
While applied scientists tend to communicate actively within their organisations it has been found 
that basic scientists maintain more frequent contacts with colleagues outside their own organisation. 
Applied scientists generally rely on gatekeepers within their organisation to provide the outside 
contact, stimulation and information input (Allen, 1966, 1968, 1977). For example, the research 
conducted on information exchange in the petrolewn industry of Nigeria found that the basic scientists 
depended to a large extent on discussions with colleagues at external universities, while engineers in 
the same industry showed preference for informal exchange of information with colleagues within the 
industry (Poland, 1991:67). 
Studies that have compared the use of communication channels in different work settings have 
suggested that a preference for informal channels of communication is more related to a specific work 
environment and its concomitant organisational structure than to variation in discipline. It was, for 
example found that applied scientists engaged in production activities are even more prone to using 
informal channels of communication than their counterparts engaged in research and development 












Hertzum & Pejtersen (2000: 774) suggest that an important factor that underlies the preference 
for interpersonal (preferably face-to-face) as opposed to written information sources is that 
interaction with people provides additional contextual background and insight. They therefore 
deprecate the general lack of systems containing information on people with special skins, 
knowledge, etc., and they thus propose that such systems should more readily be developed to 
help identify experts (a very similar concept to the blue pages or expertise databases generally 
advocated in knowledge management). 
2.4.5. USE OF INDIRECT CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION 
An important aspect of information seeking relates to the manner in which scientists become aware of 
and are led to the channel that contains the information they require (irrespective of whether this 
happens consciously or not). In most instances users are directed to the channels containing the 
information by means of an indirect source or channel of communication. The methods generally 
used to find relevant information are personal recommendations by colleagues; tracing references 
cited in the literature (thus utilising the interconnectedness of the literature in finding related 
works); asking a library or information centre to search for the information; regular scanning of 
current literature; personal searching of the Internet, other electronic databases and abstracting 
and indexing services; personal searching of publications and other secondary publications such 
as bibliographies; and also chance or serendipity. The relative use of these methods usually varies 
in accordance with the particular circumstances of the information need and the scientist's 
environment. 
Tenopir and her co-workers (2003) found that there were three general ways that the scientists 
they studied learnt about the articles they read; they mostly browsed current journals to keep up 
with the literature, they conducted structured literature searches to address specific information 
needs, and they further discovered useful references through citations or being told about articles 
by someone. It was however found that over time the proportion of browsing had decreased 
considerably in favour of online searching. Hallmark (2003:Results) reports that 67% of the 
atmospheric scientists she had investigated became aware of the article that they had cited 
through reading the literature or by interaction with colleagues. They further also generally did 
not use electronic databases such as Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts, as opposed 
to electronic journals in the discovery process. It was further found that most of the scientists 
obtained their article either through their library (both printed and electronic versions), the author, 












Davis (2004:330) states that because of the extent of the chemistry literature and the volume of new 
publications each year, chemists have to use a number of methods to search the literature and keep up-
to-date in their field. It is thus not surprising that he found that the chemists he had investigated 
extensively used bibliographic sources to identify and summarise the literature in the field. He further 
suggests that the relatively high number of referrals from generic Web searches and Web pages are an 
indication that the Internet is in many instances replacing traditional tools such as library catalogues 
and bibliographic databases. He argues that this could be because of the often more comprehensive 
search results obtained and the closer to one-step process if Web sources are used. Individuals win 
thus tend to "modify their strategies to maximise their rate of gathering valuable information" (Davis, 
(2004:330). 
The results from many studies that compared the information seeking behaviour of basic and 
applied scientists have shown that basic scientists make slightly more use of abstracting and 
indexing publications and electronic databases than applied scientists. It was observed that basic 
scientists generally prefer to conduct their own literature searches, irrespective of whether on-line or 
manual, as they firmly believe that they are the only people who can select pertinent sources and 
librarians generally retrieve far too many irrelevant items. Applied scientists, on the other hand, tend 
to delegate literature searches, often requiring additional value-added services such as the evaluation 
of references, the extraction and summary of text (cf. Allen, 1977; Bouazza, 1989; Hertzum & 
Pejtersen, 2000; Murphy, 2003; Tenopir & King, 2004; Smith, 1981; Vickery, 1961). 
A number of studies have revealed that a considerable proportion of leads to information sources 
are acquired by means of informal channels, such as a colleague's recommendation or prior 
knowledge (Hallmark, 2003; Meadows, 1974; Menzel, 1966a; Smith, 1981; Tenopir et ai., 
2003; Wood, 1971). Personal informal communication and serendipity often provide references to 
a number of relevant sources of information that would not come to light otherwise. 
2.4.5.1. Current awareness channels 
Bouazza (1989:148) refers to a study by Blaxter that found that for current awareness purposes 
basic scientists derived half of their current information by regularly scanning a small core of 
primary journals, a quarter from scanning secondary publications such as review and abstracting 
publications and the remaining quarter from secondary current awareness publications such as the 
Current Contents series, or from personal interaction with their colleagues. Informal 












science. Von Seggern (1995:98), however, reports to the contrary and states that infonnal 
communication channels fonn an important current awareness vehicle in the basic sciences. 
Research results indicate that when applied scientists require infonnation to keep up to date they 
most frequently turn to their colleagues, then consult their personal infonnation collections, 
followed by trade catalogues and manufacturers' literature, then they read technical journals, 
external and internal technical reports (Jones et aI, 1986:786-789). 
2.5. THE ROlE OF CONFERENCES IN THE COMMUNICAllON PROCESS 
Conferences have ever since their inception in the seventeenth century (Walker & Hurt, 1990:7) 
been highly esteemed for the role that they play in not only providing a forum to transfer current 
state of the art information, but also for facilitating the informal transfer of information by means of 
the collegiate process and for stimulating the exchange of ideas and opinions amongst attendees. 
Ziman (1976:111-112), although he identifies a number of negative aspects that attend to 
conferences, still comes to the conclusion that they play an important role in the communication 
process of basic and applied science. He refers specifically to the plight of scientists in developing 
countries and their need for the interaction provided by conferences. A study by Ehikhamenor of 
Nigerian scientists reinforces the importance of conferences to assist scientists in developing 
nations to stay abreast with the research fronts of science (1990:424-425). 
Formal papers are presented at most conferences to disseminate new infonnation and to serve as a 
basis for infonned debate and discussion. Eminent persons may be invited to deliver papers on 
specific topics which are generally complemented by selected contributed papers. This may be 
supplemented with prepared discussions that respond to any of the above fonnal channels. 
However, much of what is of greatest interest and importance at a conference often occurs outside the 
scope of fonnal papers. Ad lib, unprepared debates and the interpersonal exchange of 
information, often during corridor conversations, is generally very highly rated by all attendants. 
Poster presentations, exhibits and displays constitute other less fonnal, but very effective, 
communication channels that promote focused discussions and immediate feedback with less time 
pressures than fonnal sessions (Grogan, 1982:164; Meadows, 1974:125; Smith, 1993:68-71; 
UNESCO Ad Hoc Sub-Committee, 1970: 82). 
A new development in conferences is electronic conferences and the use of bulletin boards to 
conduct a meeting. They range from totally unstructured, spontaneous contributions to fonnal 












criticisms, are conducted in the electronic medium. 
The following is a resume of the most important reasons given by participants for attending 
conferences and the value they attribute to conferences: 
• Information disseminated at conferences is valued for its timeliness and highlights the current 
awareness :function of conferences. These early announcements represent the forefront of 
research and are invaluable for active researchers to keep abreast of research fronts. They further 
also furnish participants with the means to announce and publicise new research; 
• Conferences engender interactive communication, peer evaluation and immediate feedback 
from the experts in a field. They, thus, provide the ideal forum to discuss and resolve problems 
that participants have encountered. The conference environment, furthermore, stimulates the 
generation of new ideas; 
• They provide an ideal forum to establish contacts and nurture interaction among colleagues and 
fellow researchers across national boundaries and even across disciplines. Thereby networks 
of experts are created that regularly communicate to exchange ideas and information. Many 
individual researchers tum to small meetings, limited to  few selected specialists, as a means of 
informally keeping up-to- date and in touch with colleagues rather than try to cope with the 
rapid increase in published literature. 
(Allen, 1991; Garvey, 1979; Grogan, 1982; Meadows, 1974; Smith, 1993; Unesco Ad Hoc Sub-
Committee, 1970; Walker & Hurt. 1990:81-92) 
2.6. ELECTRONIC MODES OF COMMUNICATION 
Vannevar Bush, as far back as 1945stated that 
professionally our methods of transmitting and reviewing the results of research are generations old 
and by now are totally inadequate for their purpose ... But there are signs of a change as new 
pDwerfol instrumentalities come into use ... The world has arrived at an age of cheap complex 
devices of great reliability: something is bound to come of it (B usb, 1945: 101) 
The vision of computers that would be used to send, receive, and store an kinds of 
communications has now come to fruition and the kinds of electronic media that were anticipated 
are currently widely used. Many recent studies have found that a growing number of basic and 
applied scientists are in some way or other interacting with the burgeoning number of electronic 












information communication systems and in many ways this is affecting the communication of 
information among basic and applied scientists with traditional communication methods often 
being overlapped and in part replaced by electronic communication modes. However, some 
disciplines are moving more rapidly than others towards using electronic communication modes 
with varying effects on the traditional communication structures. 
Fry (2006: 301-304,312) has suggested that factors such as the nature of a discipline and its level 
of inter- and multi-disciplinarity, the field's critical mass concentration, work organization and 
structure, engagement in collaboration, character and extent of personal networks, and physical 
proximity of personal networks to the locus of collaborative activities all have an effect both on 
the use of computer-mediated communication for both informal and formal interaction. Walsh & 
Bayma (1996: 689), in a similar vein, report that their study indicated that the size of a research 
field, market penetration, the place where critical information is found, degree of interdependence 
between research units, and technical limitations determined whether communities in science 
utilised computer-mediated networks. 
It is, however, beyond dispute that the utilisation of electronic modes of communication within 
science communities is myriad. Eisend (2002: 308-310) has for example provided a useful 
categorisation of the various ways in which electronic media and systems (particularly the 
Internet) can be used in scientific communication: 
.. For research purposes they are used for inter-personal communication with colleagues (e-
mail, chats); discussion with colleagues (newsgroups, mailing lists, chats); scientists create 
their own electronic databases to record and manipulate experimental data; this data can then 
be communicated to colleagues allover the world by means of electronic networks; it is also 
used to collect data from remote instruments, or conduct online surveys, or observe behaviour 
in news groups; scientist participate in electronic conferencing; they access centrally 
maintained bulletin boards; they can access remote bibliographic and other databases, and 
the Internet to search for of information; etc.; 
.. For publication purposes they are used to post advance research output such as preprints to 
newsgroups, mailing lists, personal homepages or to specialised preprint servers; reprints are 
sent out for discussion (newsgroups, mailing lists); articles are published in online journals 
where the normal peer review verification process is applied, or if the institutionalised 












Eisend has further suggested that different forms of communication have relevance for different 
purposes at different times and he refers to "theories of rational media choice" to distinguish 
between rich and poor media depending on the media's ability to enhance understanding of the 
message and increase social interaction (Eisend, 2002:309). Taking these factors into 
consideration Eisend (2002:309) suggests that for inter-personal communication "face-to-face 
dialogue is the richest form followed by telephone, letters, faxes and finally e-mail" and that face-
to-face is particularly relevant when there is a high degree of ambiguity in the content being 
discussed. Online communication, in turn, is the most appropriate when scientists need to rapidly 
search and exchange information and when they engage in factual discourse and simple forms of 
collaboration. 
The escalating growth in the use of the Internet and the World Wide Web has far exceeded the 
original intentions of their creators and in scientific communication the Internet has assumed both a 
complementary and substitutional role in competition to other media and forms of 
communication. Eisend (2002:316) however states that whereas 
the Internet is able to break up traditional communication structures in the field of research ... 
in the field of publication the Internet supplements the traditional and institutionalized forms of 
scientific communications dominated by publishers. 
Electronic mail, in particular, has become an important vehicle in inter-personal communication 
and the growing collaborative nature of scientific research (Allen, 1991:33). It has substituted for 
written communication media such as letters, faxes, but according to Eisend (2002:315) not face-
to-face interaction or the telephone. Davis (2004:330) again found in his transaction log analysis of 
chemists that e-mail was used extensively for referral purposes and as a major means of 
communicating within the research community, particularly when distance is a factor. 
With the rapid expansion of the use of electronic communication modes the question arises to what 
extent this has affected information communication behaviour. Has it made an indelible impact as 
claimed by Allen (1991:32), or has it been absorbed into the scientific communication process as 
merely another mode in which information is communicated utilising essentially the same channels as 
before? Throughout the centuries humans have adapted their communication styles to fit new 
emerging media formats and Cronin (1982:228) is of the opinion that it is difficult to see in what 
sense the electronic communication of information would structurally, or substantively, affect existing 
practices and kinds of interactions. It has further been suggested that electronic communication 
of scientific and technical information may specifically affect the way informal information transfer 












college phenomena could evolve into virtual invisible colleges which could possibly broaden and 
democratise the membership base, a decided benefit for younger scientists and those from 
developing and often marginalised nations who often find it difficult to become integrated in 
closed interpersonal networks. Davis (2004:330) further also suggests that there are indications that 
electronic media have extended the concept of the invisible college. Talja et al. (2004: Introduction), 
however, are of the opinion that metaphors such as virtual communities, cyberspace colleges, and 
voluntary networks incorrectly imply that electronic communication forums are new kinds of 
invisible colleges. They are of the opinion that communication behaviour is not in fact affected by 
these enabling technologies, but rather by the inherent and fundamental "social and cultural 
contexts into which they are embedded". It is suggested that although there is little dispute that 
developments in communications technology will to some extent affect the infonnal communication 
of information, it seems unlikely that electronic networks will entirely replace informal networks as 
they "have a functional (and psychological) reality which transcends the mode or mechanism by 
which they coalesce, and it is this (not the means of communication between members) which in the 
long run determines their validity" (Cronin, 1982:232). The real effect of electronic communication 
modes on the inter-personal communication behaviour of scientists therefore remains a point of 
debate. 
It was found for example in the medical environment by Wulff and Nixon that while easier access 
to electronic journals in many instances increased use, the general pattern of journal use was the 
same in the electronic environment a  in the print environment. Clinicians and researchers more 
frequently searched and used information produced in prestigious publications, irrespective of the 
mode of publication (Wulff & Nixon, 2004:321). Glaser (2003:47) in his discussion of whether 
electronic media and specifically the Internet have had an effect on the social structure and 
knowledge generation of scientists also comes to the overall conclusion that they have not had 
any substantive effect as "science communities are, and always have been knowledge producing 
and sharing communities". He further contends that scientists have always used a variety of 
channels to communicate and share knowledge of which informal face-to-face communication is 
(and remains) one of the most important for their collaborative activities. O'Dell et al. have 
further suggested that only when scientists move away from cloning paper-based communication 
patterns in the electronic environment and go "beyond the limitations of a paper-publishing 
paradigm and exploit the possibilities offered by the digital age to the full ... [that]. .. the real 
scientific communication revolution will begin" (2004: 91). It would thus appear that there are 












pervasive in the scientific communication process their assimilation and acceptance will take 
place incrementally and they will only be adopted if they "support and update traditional 
functions that endure because they are valued by a community of scientists". She further states 
that the peer review system will remain a fundamental aspect of the communication process with 
quality control mechanisms adapted for effective use in the electronic environment. 
Hurd (2000: 1283) further suggests that new roles and synergies are evolving in the electronic 
environment and that these could have a fundamental effect on the communication process. She 
refers, for example, to scientists who author and publish on their personal Web sites; to 
universities that engage in publishing the research output of their academic staff; to subscription 
agencies (such as Blackwell, Dawson, and EBSCO) that offer aggregator services and have thus 
become gateway and service providers; and to professional societies that engage in archiving the 
primary information resources in their field. She further refers to cooperative ventures such as the 
SP ARC (Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition ) initiative where scholarly 
associations, commercial publishers, university presses, research libraries, etc. all cooperate to cut 
electronic publishing costs. Glaser (2003:47) has also identified new functionalities in the 
communication process that he thinks could have a qualitative influence on work practices and 
knowledge production. He specifically suggests that features such as having online access to 
geographically remote data and the possibility to share data among geographically dispersed 
collaborators and colleagues, has the potential to enhance the science communication process. 
It is thus clear that scientists' opinions toward electronic media and systems have evolved 
considerably from the early scepticism during the 1990's to recent enthusiasm. Initially high 
costs, usability problems, and questions around quality control of electronic journals were the 
main factors that prevented extensive use (Hallmark, 2003:Conclusions). Other factors related to 
problems with regard to accessing, downloading, and formatting, as well as not knowing about the 
availability of such services and how to use them (FoIster, 1995:91). It is thus not surprising that a 
number of studies conducted in the 1990' s indicated that the scientists investigated preferred 
manual systems and journal articles in print to those in electronic format (Bichteler and Ward, 
1989; Brown, 1999; FoIster, 1995; Hallmark, 2003, 2004). Von Seggem, however prophesised in 
1995 that "as computer skills become more prevalent, systems more intelligent, and as physical access 
to such systems and other specialised infonnation databases is improved, some aspects of information 
seeking may change, though at varying rates among disciplines" (1995:96). Mahe (2004:The 












communication channels into electronic modes has in fact helped ease the transformation process 
and made it more commonplace and thus acceptable. 
Attitudes did in fact change remarkably quickly and by the tum of the century studies of 
scientists' information communication behaviour were indicating that they had adapted to 
electronic systems and media, integrating them into their information-seeking routine. The 
convenience of having immediate access to a wealth of information, rapid retrieval and seamless 
communication possibilities was particularly appreciated. Hallmark (2004: Introduction; 
Conclusion), when comparing the results of her 2004 study with similar unpublished data 
obtained in 1998, comes to the conclusion that there had been a rapid evolution and acceptance of 
electronic media and systems. While in 1998 the majority of chemists and geologists surveyed 
still preferred to use traditional (non-electronic) methods for access and retrieval of material, the 
later study showed that by 2002 not only was the Internet being used for rapid inter-personal 
communication, but also for immediate access and retrieval of information. 
Bonthron et al. (2003) further suggest that for scholars to migrate from print to electronic journal 
modes there has to be a sufficient critical mass of electronic journals in any specific field. They 
found that although it was problematical to define an ideal critical mass in terms of explicit 
journal numbers, they could establish that such a critical point was between 60%-75% availability 
of electronic journals. These percentages however may vary according to the type of material that 
is available in specific disciplines, the accessibility of libraries serving users, and varying 
working environments. They further argue that usefulness however remains the primary criterion 
used by scholars to accept information and not the mode of communication of the channel 
containing the information. 
The various problems created by the more traditional publication processes, such as high 
publication costs, problems caused by the full transfer of intellectual property rights from author 
to publisher, and the slow turnaround of traditional publishing, in combination with advances in 
information and communication technologies and the ubiquitous use of the Internet have made 
scientists realise that they should use alternative and more efficient ways to share results. New 
electronic publishing models, based on author self-archiving, have thus evolved and according to 
Correia & Teixeira (2005:349) have the potential to revolutionise scholarly communication by 
making it more efficient and effective. One of the most effective such initiatives is the 
development of electronic pre-print archives and particularly the arXiv.org e-print archive created 












domain of high-energy physics. The success of arXiv provided the impetus to develop a number 
of other e-print repositories in a variety of subject domains during the late 1990s (Fry, 2006:309-
310). A related innovation has been the evolution of institutional repositories where open-access 
archives are established and managed by research organizations to house articles published by 
authors from their institutions. In December 2001, the Open Society Institute (OS!) convened a 
meeting in Budapest to establish a protocol to accelerate international efforts to make scientific 
and scholarly research results freely available on the Internet (Correia & Teixeira, 2005:353). 
LawaI (2002) surveyed the use and non-use of e-print archives in different disciplines. The results 
indicated varied use across the disciplines, with the highest use among the physicists, followed by 
the astronomers and then researchers in the mathematical sciences. The lowest use rate was 
among the biological sciences, while the chemists did not use this channel of dissemination at all. 
It is the general policy among publishers in the chemistry domain to adhere to the Ingelfinger 
Rule which restricts and even prohibits such pre-publication of results. Scientists in physics have 
always had a well-developed structure of pre-print dissemination of new research outcomes and 
this has very effectively been upheld by the ArXiv e-print archives mentioned above. LawaI 
found that in addition to the disciplinary factors, the level of use of e-print archives related to the 
importance attributed to early and rapid dissemination of research results (particularly where the 
peer review process and regular publication takes very long), and the amount of visibility and 
exposure it provided for authors. Reasons for non- or low use included technology constraints and 
as mentioned publishers' restraining policies. LawaI further states that the inherent information 
communication behaviour and the nature of the literature in a field also affect levels of use of e-
print archives. 
Tenopir and her co-workers (2003: Background) have specifically identified three stages in the 
migration of scholarly literature from print to electronic formats and the effects this has had on 
the science communication process: 
• The first or early phase (1990-1993) followed the introduction of electronic journals, both in 
online and CD-ROM format. At this stage, scientists as authors and readers were concerned 
about quality and sustainability of the new media and many publishers were also hesitant to 
commit to electronic journals. Libraries, however, were hoping that the emergence of 
electronic journals might provide the answer to spiralling print-media subscriptions and 
pressures of physical space. It was during this time that preprint archives were developed for 












with developments in information communication technologies and the emergence of the 
World Wide Web all triggered widespread interest in electronic media; 
., During the second or evolving phase (1994-2002) the majority of scientific journals became 
available in electronic format, new features were added to some journals, and some individual 
articles were made available through preprint archives, author web sites, etc. Most of the 
electronic journals were however merely replicas of traditional print journals (some only in 
electronic format, but most published in both formats). Libraries now began expanding their 
electronic journal collections in parallel or as replacement to print and academic libraries 
particularly began to rely on aggregator databases and/or negotiated licenses with publishers, 
library consortia or other vendors. Other electronic preprint services were also emerging 
together with author self-publishing initiatives, the development of institutional repositories, 
and the Open Archives Initiative (OAI); 
., According to Tenopir et al. (2003) we have now reached the advanced phase in which 
sophisticated systems have evolved that provide searching capabilities, advanced features, 
such as deep links to raw data, individual articles, as well as full text core journals collections 
(often dating back to first volumes) integrated into one complete system. A good example of 
such an integrated system is the one developed by the American Astronomical Society (AAS) 
in conjunction with the University of Chicago Press and the Astrophysics Data System 
(ADS). 
They further concluded from the three surveys they had conducted that while reading had 
increased over the period (from 0.3% during the evolving phase to 79.5% in the advanced phase), 
the usefulness and value attributed to the information read had however remained relatively stable 
across the phases (Le. content had not changed) (Tenopir et aI., 2003:Conclusion). A further 
unusual finding was that author web sites were not really visited as they accounted for less than 
one percent of readings. 
Although the benefits of electronic communication are obvious, there are also inherent problems 
that attend on this mode of communication. Allen (1991:34) expresses the caveat that the "immediate 
benefits of new media often halo the opinion of the users of information, causing the potential hazards 
of the new technology to be overlooked or ignored". Hallmark (2004:Access and use of data) 
suggests that discovery of useful articles through serendipity has decreased considerably and the 
chemists and geologists she surveyed expressed concern over the quality of journals and the 
possibility that the ease of electronic publication may result in the field being flooded with too 












dimension of uses), again refers to the fact that many specialised journals are not as yet, and may 
never be, available in electronic format; referencing and citation practices are often irregular and 
confusing; and searching and retrieval can be impeded by the inflexibility of hypertext links and 
predefmed files. 
Hallmark (2003:Conclusion) found in her study of atmospheric scientists that while several of the 
scientists indicated that the Internet had revolutionised data access and transmission, others were 
less enthusiastic and enumerated various difficulties such as the cost of and slow access to certain 
data, incompatible data formats and media, and the lack of metadata. Libraries further also have 
to contend with ever increasing licensing and access costs (Hallmark, 2003: Introduction). 
An area of particular concern that has frequently been mentioned is whether outdated electronic 
media would be readable in future if information technology sustains its rapid expansion and 
development. Mahe (2004:The dimension of uses) is particularly concerned about the general 
availability of journal back-files in the electronic environment, the slow access to some back-
files, and whether publishers will maintain in perpetuity those back-files that do exist. According 
to Bonthron et aL (2003) technical problems can cause serious barriers to the use of electronic 
media and they, for example, found that the users they had investigated disliked reading from a 
screen. De Gooijer (1993: 126), in turn, has stated that the growth in use of electronic media may 
create pressure to increase the speed of communication which could have the detrimental effect of 
reducing time for adequate reflection. 
There is the further real danger that the expansion in use of electronic communication media will 
erode the fundamental principles on which scientific communication is based. As electronic media 
continue to overlap and replace traditional forms of communication there may be a marked 
reduction in permanent forms of documentation and the potential created for destroying important 
archival records required by future researchers. The structure of science depends to a large extent on 
the production of permanent records that reflect scientific endeavour which in tum underpin its 
cumulative base, its peer review system and its reward system. It is thus imperative that for 
electronic media to effectively replace print-based media and maintain their role in the scientific 
communication process that they adhere to the same scholarly control measures such as peer review 
for quality assurance and academic recognition; international availability; preservation for 
archival collections; inclusion in bibliographic services; and consistent convenient access (Allen, 
1991:35-36). 











media for communicating scientific information .... when scientists do not adhere to the rules of peer 
review for validation of research methods and release information prematurely. the controversy 
that can erupt causes damage to the reputation of scientists and their discoveries. The enormous 
benefits of electronic media to scientists and publishers must not outweigh the concern for potential 
damage to the scholarly communication cycle (Allen, 1991 :37). 
46 
Cronin is, however, of the opinion that even in the electronic era, the peer review system, the critical 
element of scientific communication will continue to be of paramount importance and that the 
"formal system will continue to serve as a post hoc presentation of research results, and a 
mechanism (an undeniably costly one) for dispensing recognition to the scientific establishment" 
(1982:228). 
It has further been mooted that scientific communication will become less visible to the general 
public as more use is made of electronic communication networks. These networks often 
represent a closed environment with access granted only to privileged members (De Gooijer, 
1993:125), and this in fact negates the argument that they have the potential to broaden the 
participative base of inter-personal communication. When electronic discussion lists first emerged 
there was the general expectation that they would increase communication and collaboration 
among scientists and that this would also result in increased productivity. It was anticipated that 
they would link information-seekers with the requisite information, that they would facilitate new 
links among scientists, facilitate discussion and knowledge sharing, facilitate the exchange of 
information and ideas, and cooperation among scientists, and extend the participatory base of 
inter-personal communication by bypassing exclusive collegiate networks (Talja et al., 2004: Earlier 
discussions on electronic mailing lists). Taubes (1993:1246-1247), for example prophesised in 
1993 that bulletin boards would have a greater impact than the traditional refereed journal upon the 
dissemination of research outputs. Talja et al. (2004) are however of the opinion that very few of 
these expectations have come to fruition. In a similar way it was originally thought that electronic 
conferences would have many benefits and pave the way to increased worldwide participation (that 
is if the connectivity is there). It was soon seen, however, that although electronic conferences have 
on the one hand made conference participation more accessible, they have on the other hand 
removed personal interaction, one of the most important benefits of conference attendance. A further 
drawback is that as the proceedings of such conferences are generally not published, non-participants 
cannot access the published record of the proceedings and no permanent archival record is 












2.7. fACTORS THAT AffECT THE COMMUNICATION Of INfORMATION 
A fundamental prerequisite to understanding the communication of information among scientists 
would be to examine the variables that affect the communication process and information-seeking 
behaviour. A wide diversity of factors has been listed in the literature that might affect information 
communication behaviour, one of the most incisive being Paisley's 1968 analysis wherein he 
suggests that "the full array of information sources that are available; the uses to which information 
will be put; the background, motivation, professional orientation and other individual characteristics 
of the user; the social, political, economic and other systems that powerfully affect the user and his 
work; and the consequences of information use - e.g. productivity" could all in various ways be 
contributing factors (Paisley, 1968:2). 
Wilson, in tum, suggests that a person's life world which he defines as "the totality of experiences 
centred upon the individual as an information user" underlies all information need that motivates 
and drives the communication process. Sub-worlds that have the greatest impact are the person's 
work environment, within which we find various reference groups with whom the user identifies 
such as fellow professionals, peer groups in the organisation, etc. Other sub-worlds will be the 
array of information systems (including their professional staff and technology) that a user is in 
contact with and which provide access to various "embodiments of knowledge" (Wilson, 1981:6). 
Palmer's (1991a) study of the role of information in the daily lives of a population of research 
scientists provides valuable insight into how different categories of scientists interact with information 
and information communication systems. She studied researchers from three main disciplinary groups 
(entomology, biochemistry and statistics) that were attached to an agricultural research institute. 
Using a subjective and intuitive method that categorised the scientists' information 
communication behaviour according to cognitive style and personality she initially identified six 
categories of information seekers: 
When she used cluster analysis techniques the various information communication behaviour 
patterns re-grouped into five distinct typologies that indicated that discipline, particularly the rate of 
change in the discipline, work role, organisational structure, and time spent in the subject field were 
important indicators of how each category of scientists interacted with information. Palmer's research 
clearly indicates that even within a single organisation individual scientists and, collectively, 
different sectors have distinct information requirements and manifest varying information 












This researcher thus suggests that the variables that impact on scientists' information 
communication behaviour are an inter-meshed combination of factors that range from their basic 
human needs (cf. Maslow's hierarchy) to external environmental factors that include 
• the scientists' innate personality traits (both affective and cognitive domains); 
• their interpersonal relationships and demographic characteristics; 
• factors that relate to their work situation (such as type of work, whether basic, applied, 
theoretical, or practical by nature; specific task attributes; professional and psychological 
characteristics required by work roles); 
• their adherence to a discipline; 
• exposure to information systems, both formal and informal, and cognitive; 
• social aspects of information use. 
Other factors that may affect commWlication behaviour relate to the scientists' interaction with 
information communication channels. This would include the perceived quality, availability, 
accessibility and ease of use of such channels as well as the users' interaction with the information 
systems that provide access to them. 
2.7.1. THE SCIENTISTS' ENVIRONMENT 
In his seminal information needs and uses review article Paisley, (1968:3-6) proposes that scientists and 
an persons for that matter operate within a series of many converging environments that influence 
and impact on their information needs and commWlication behaviour. He identifies ten such 
environmental systems, the scientist within his own head serving as a focal point for the other systems 
and denoting the cognitive function of an information user seeking, evaluating and utilising 
information. The other nine systems relate to and support this focal system which cognitively creates, 
motivates, and directs the need and search for information. 
The next encompassing system relates to the group of people working directly with a person, e.g. on 
the same project. This environment is very important and influential as it is directly attWled to the 
person's work interests and information needs. The next system is the scientist within a formal 
organisation, usually hislher employing organisation, which tends either to block or to open 
channels of communication. 
The political system, such as a nation, to which scientists belong, greatly affects their information 
requirements and the transfer of information to them; (all other systems discussed so far are 












nationalism can cause scientists to isolate themselves from communicating beyond national 
boundaries and for importing information. The political system may also restrict access to certain 
categories of information with consequent effect on the communication process. The largest 
system of direct relevance to the information communication process is the cultural system to 
which scientists belong. Such matters as prestige and professional prominence are unavoidably 
governed by the criteria of this system. 
The membership group, which exists both within and beyond the previous two systems, is the 
professional group or discipline with which a person is primarily associated. Such a system is very 
influential, as in all likelihood it will control the official information channels in the scientists' 
discipline. Closely related to the previous category, but also extending beyond its boundaries, is 
membership of a reference group. A reference group coordinates people with related fields of 
specialisation, and is congruent with the scientists' area of interest. Contained within the reference 
group, and of which it forms a sub-system, is the invisible college to which the user might be 
affiliated (cf. also 2.2.2.1.). Such a college comprises a small peer group of people who may 
be dispersed all over the world, but who are all working in the same, very specific direction 
with strong communication links and who exchange information regularly on a personal level. 
Each area of specialisation, profession, discipline, etc. that a scientist may be affiliated with has 
its own unique information communication patterns. An individual's affiliation to one or 
other of these groupings would thus directly influence information communication behaviour. A 
scientist's possible association with an invisible college further compound the complexities as 
such organisations are very influential as they collectively control most formal and many 
informal channels of communication in a membership group. 
The two remaining systems are of a less personal nature than the preceding eight, and tend to cut 
across the others. The scientist within a legal/economic system is accountable to the prevailing 
system of copyright, industrial secrecy, competition, etc. which tend to act as barriers to the flow 
of information. On the whole, the economic system further determines the quality and quantity of 
information available. According to Wilson (1 98 I : 10) the economic climate and the differential 
stratification of resources may affect a person's information perceptions. For example certain 
communities might have better resources than others which may result in an 'information rich/poor' 
dichotomy. The final system that Paisley refers to is the formal information system, such as 
libraries and other information-disseminating centres to which a scientist has access. Wilson 












consist of human mediators, technology to facilitate infonnation retrieval and access to 
"embodiments of knowledge" which may be both documents and people who have the required 
knowledge. Such systems have immense influence on perceptions of infonnation need and the 
nature of infonnation transfer. 
2.7.1.1. Discipline and/or subject affiliation 
It is readily assumed that information seeking and infonnation use are professional 
requirements and, as a consequence, many studies have been conducted with the specific purpose 
of establishing whether or not affiliation to a discipline or profession has any marked influence on 
the information communication behaviour of scientists. Herner (1954:230-236) went so far as to 
suggest that the only significant factors that have an influence on information use are the 
discipline that scientists belong to and fields of work in which they are engaged. Palmer had 
originally thought it reasonable to attribute variation in infonnation seeking behaviour among the 
scientists that she had investigated primarily to individual differences in user personality, but as 
was seen above the further analysis of her data indicated that although personal differences were 
important, discipline or subject area and particularly the rate of change in the discipline was of 
overriding importance. She further also found that work role, organisational structure, and time 
spent in the subject field were more important than cognitive style and personality as factors that 
influence information communication behaviour (Palmer, 199Ib:273-275). 
A number of researchers have addressed the impact of variation in discipline on infonnation 
communication behaviour «Bonthron et al, 2003; Davis, 2004; Hallmark, 2004; Hurd, 2000; 
Tenopir & King, 2002; Walsh and Bayma, 1996). Vakkari argues strongly that the relationship 
between individual infonnation seekers and the communities in which they operate should not be 
ignored and that situationality or contextuality of infonnation behaviour should be conceptualized 
as part of the wider "social milieu in which it occurs" (Vakkari, 1997:462). Talja and Maula 
(2003) relate differences in infonnation communication behaviour to the paradigmatic nature of 
disciplines. The level of theory development has an impact on knowledge generation, the degree 
of scatter in a field, and field-specific relevance criteria which all in tum affect interaction with 
the information communication process. 
Using Whitley's (2000) premise that the major differences between disciplines can be attributed 
to the degree of mutual dependence of scientists at the research front and the degree of task 












domain-analytic study of the information behaviour of three scholarly communities. His findings 
indicated that research fields where scientists have a high level of "mutual dependence" together 
with a low level of "task uncertainty" are good at coordinating and controlling channels of 
communication and that they more readily integrate and utilise electronic communication media 
in their work environment. He thus argues that "patterns of coordination and control within 
scholarly communities" directly influence the information communication behaviour of each 
disciplinary field. In fields that have narrowly defined research areas, that are highly structured 
with standardised work procedures and which produce specific results it is found that the 
communication system is complex "with a highly formalised symbol structure that is used to 
coordinate research across geographical and social boundaries" (Fry. 2006:303). 
Walsh and Bayma's study of scientists' use of computer networks found significant differences 
among the fields they investigated. They concluded that structural factors such as size of the 
research field, market penetration, the place where critical information is found, degree of 
interdependence between research units, and technical limitations determine usage of electronic 
networks for both informal and formal communication purposes (Walsh & Bayma, 1996: 689). 
Fields that are market-buffered like mathematics and physics make extensive use of electronic 
networks for informal communication purposes, while those that are market-penetrated, such as 
chemistry and experimental biology, mainly use electronic networks for formal communication. 
Walsh and Bayma (1996:693) further suggest that "each field of science is characterised by a 
particular work organization" and differences in both work organisation and the overall structure 
of a discipline affects the use of electronic media. Researchers in small fields are more likely to 
engage in interpersonal communication (and thus also electronic networks) as they know who can 
contribute relevant information in their field while in the large expansive fields information 
interaction is more prone to take place in the formal domain. In some fields critical information is 
found in the minds of colleagues, while in others it is located primarily in the laboratory, and in 
others in the published literature, etc. (Walsh and Bayma, 1996: 691). 
Kling and McKim, in a very similar way to Walsh and Bayma suggest that four overlapping 
structural characteristics of disciplines influence the role that peer reviewing and formal 
publication plays in the discipline's communication system. The differentiating factors that they 
identify are the cost of research projects, visibility of research in the field, level of industrial 
integration, and the way in which communication channels are concentrated (Kling and McKim, 












the use of electronic media across disciplines. Kling & McKim (2000: 1306) refute the 
assumption that emerging communication patterns such as the early-adopter behaviour found in 
high energy physics will be replicated in other specialities. They argue, instead, that there will 
continue to be diverse communication practises based on discipline-specific cultures and norms 
and thus varying levels of adoption and adaptation to new technological innovation. 
Brown (1999: 929-937) further also found in her study that different disciplines showed different 
information usage. According to her while chemists have continuous and on-demand needs and 
rely heavily on current journals, mathematicians rely more on older material and monographs, 
and physicists particularly value pre-print archives (cf. references to ArXiv.org) as they need very 
up-to-date information. Tenopir and her co-workers (2003: Previous studies of journal use) argue 
that since physicists have always relied on preprints, it can be expected that they would currently 
make heavy use of e-print services. They further found in their longitudinal study that engineers, 
while reading fewer journal articles per year than scientists, spend more time reading each article 
they deem relevant. They further suggest that it may be the nature of the way research is 
conducted in specific scientific fields that cause higher reliance on electronic journals, e-print 
servers, or aggregated databases of articles. 
Hurd suggests (2000: 1283) that the adoption and use of electronic innovations, would as in the 
past, vary from discipline to discipline and would relate to the unique culture of each area of 
specialisation, their value-systems and how the electronic environment would affect these values 
and these would largely be determined by 
(a) the existence of an active researchfront; (b) value placed on rapid dissemination offindings; 
(c) presence of an active invisible college; (d) prevalence of large-scale collaborative projects; 
(e) geographic dispersion of teams; (j) interdisciplinarity research collaborations use of large 
shared datasets; and (g) role of patents in protecting intellectual property. 
Fry's (2006:312) research corroborates other studies that have identified different patterns of 
informal and formal communication across fields and he further indicated that this aspect has an 
influence on the production and use of networked digital resources. He therefore suggests that 
fields that are non-hierarchical, loosely organised, intellectually pluralistic, with local variation 
in work organisation, are particularly likely to rely heavily upon face-to-face informal 
communication for coordinating collaborative work, and will rely more heavily upon formal 












The fundamental differences between the social systems of basic and applied science, the 
difference in creative processes and creative products produced by the two social groups, and 
their divergent work settings all contribute to the varying communication patterns of the two 
main disciplinary groups. The following specific factors have been listed as contributing to the 
differentiated communication behaviour of basic and applied science (Pinelli, 1991:11-12): 
• Basic scientists discover and explain nature; they search for theories and principles; they 
seek a result for its own ends; they contribute new and original knowledge; the reward 
system is based on peer recognition and approval; recognition is established through 
publication and priority claims of discovery; the communication system is based on 
unrestricted access to information; the social system in basic science enforces strong norms 
that ensure free and open communication of information; it is not considered proper to seek 
rewards outside the social system of basic science; a distinguishing feature of the social 
system of basic science is the utilisation of 'invisible colleges' to promote the informal 
exchange of information and peer recognition; 
• Applied scientists exploit nature; they seek to develop and make things and use information 
for this purpose; they invent things and are engaged in solving problems within a 
practical operational situation; new and original knowledge is rarely required; the 
reward system is based on materialistic gain and serves as inducement to continue to 
contribute in some way to technical knowledge; they also tend to seek rewards outside 
the social system of applied science; the value of knowledge in applied science is 
related to its value as a commodity; communication networks in applied science are based 
on end products, not knowledge; strong impediments operate to prevent open access to 
information and the free exchange of information outside the immediate work 
environment; the social system of applied science is characterised by restrictions, security 
classification, and proprietary claims to knowledge. 
2.7.1.2. Work environment: Employing organisation and work activity 
It is further suggested that the immediate work environment of scientists has an important effect on 
their information communication behaviour. A scientist's work environment may comprise of a 
number of hierarchically related sub-systems and their influence on information communication 
behaviour may range from the direct and immediate impact of the specific work-team with whom 
a person narrowly associates to the overall employing organisation. Within any organisation it has 
been found that various organisational factors impact on the flow of information within, to and 












influence employees' interaction with information and their need for information. 
Cognisance of such factors features in a number of studies. Hall distinguishes between "public use 
[of information] versus proprietary use versus the academic urge to know" as a means to differentiate 
between the communication and use of information in various work environments (Hall, 1981: 106). 
Communication of information in the public domain (usually government institutions) is categorised 
by a tendency to seek information only when a crisis arises, to seek information that denotes 
consensus opinion, to use information to control situations, to acquire information to achieve pre-
stated goals, and to collect everything as widely as possible. These users infrequently process the 
information they acquire to produce new information. Proprietary use of information (usually in 
industry or business) may be distinguished by pre-emptive actions to acquire information that might 
be useful in future. Proprietary users set new targets constantly, and they retain only selected, 
prioritised information. Novel information is primarily used in their efforts to beat competitors and 
the emphasis is on the processing of information to produce unique marketable products. Only the 
most essential and critical internal reports are produced at as low a cost as possible. Academic 
communication of information is distinguished by an inherent urge to know and the need to research 
the chronological development of a topic. Academics are particularly interested in theory, there is 
constant informal exchange of information through the medium of invisible colleges, and all 
information on a specific subject is collected. Information is highly processed by academic users 
and the objective of information use is to produce and publish new information, to achieve peer 
group approval and to claim priority rights for new ideas. 
Wilson has suggested that the various world views of different occupations generate divergent 
demands upon sources of knowledge (1984:200) and it is proposed that this in tum also affects 
information communication behaviour. Wilson proposes that persons working in bureaucracies 
have a distinctive cognitive style which may be distinguished by their general concern with 
orderliness and the legal basis of their establishment. This, in tum, results in an information 
seeking behaviour that tends to be utilitarian, introverted, constrained and overly preoccupied with 
their own organisation (Wilson, 1984:202). 
Mahe (2004) found in her research that the importance given to scientific information was related 
to a scientist's work activity and where they were placed on the basic to applied science 
disciplinary continuum. Scientists whose research activities were more applied, confidential and 
contractual were marginal information users, the literature in their field was usually inadequate, 












they required. Researchers working at the more basic end of the spectrum, in contrast, engaged 
heavily with the primary literature in their field, they were generally integrated into a large 
international scientific community that stimulated informal information exchange, and were 
prolific contributors to the information in their field (cf. also 2.2 and 2.3). 
There is a whole body of research dealing with the interaction between organisational factors, 
information flow and performance (or productivity). T J Allen and his colleagues undertook in-
depth and comprehensive research into the flow of information within the constraints of industrial 
organisations (Allen, 1966; 1968). Pelz, and a number of co-workers, in tum, extensively studied 
scientists conducting research in a number of diverse organisations with the objective, amongst 
others, to establish whether the organisational structure affected performance (Pelz, 1967; Pelz & 
Andrews, 1966). 
From these studies it would appear that organisational structures and climate can have an 
important influence on a person's information seeking behaviour. The more open and transparent 
the structure and the more freedom granted and self-directed, or autonomous, employees are, the 
more effective and productive they are with an attendant increase in a need for and use of 
information. This further results in increased communication with colleagues within and beyond the 
organisation, a general decrease in isolation and an increase in stimulation. 
A number of researchers have demonstrated that in general, information flows more freely in an 
academic and research environment than in industrial organisations. The latter type of organisation 
tends to inhibit the free flow of information as they are often organised along fairly bureaucratic lines 
and competition in industry, as well as the tendency to secrecy, frequently results in access to 
information being restricted. Further factors that affect information communication in industry are the 
general concern with deadlines and cost-effectiveness, and the fact that they are mission-orientated. 
Academics and research scientists, as a result of their less structured organisations and less restrictive 
work ethos, have fewer impediments to obstruct them when communicating and using information 
within and beyond the bounds of their organisation (cf Allen, 1977, eharton, 1992; Hanson, 1964; 
Marquis & Allen, 1966; Pinelli, 1991; Slater and Fisher, 1969; Stevenson, 1980; Talja, 2002). 
From these studies it has further emerged that: 
It researchers in industry require information more speedily than academics; 
It factual (as distinct from theoretical) information is required more frequently by researchers 












• academic scientists have more specific, focused and defined information needs than industry 
researchers; 
• academic scientists are far more unsophisticated in their use of information facilities 
(including libraries) than their industry counterparts; 
• academics search for information themselves, while industry researchers tend to delegate this 
task more readily; 
• researchers in industry have a wider range of information needs which are more difficult 
to foresee; 
• academics tend to browse more to satisfy an unspecified or unknown need; and 
• academics make less use of recent literature than their colleagues in the industry sector. 
The type of work and a person's 'work role', (i.e. the activities, the responsibilities, etc. that a 
person is committed to as employee of some or other organisation) have further been identified as 
important determinants of information communication behaviour. Wilson has suggested that the 
performance of specific tasks, problem solving, decision-making, etc. will generate cognitive needs, 
while the personality of the individual and hislher ability to fit in with the organisational structure 
will create affective needs, and both these needs, in turn, motivate and initiate information 
communication behaviour (Wilson, 1981:9). Slater and Fisher (1969) investigated variation in work 
activity by comparing scientists who were primarily engaged in lecturing activities with scientific 
researchers with a minimal teaching load. They concluded that variation in work activity had a marked 
effect on information seeking and use behaviour. 
2.1.2. AGE, EXPERIENCE AND STATUS 
Age, experience, seniority and the status of an individual are often key factors in the information 
communication process in science. It is reported that older scientists derive inspiration from 
informal discussions, usually with their more senior (and thus also often older) colleagues in the 
same institution. It was further found that higher-ranked scientists tend to show greater information 
use rates than those in the lower echelons (Bouazza, 1989). Hallmark (2004) further reports that her 
study indicated that while the younger users preferred using e-joumals, the older users rather 
referred to print journals. Talja et al. (2004: Earlier studies on scholarly mailing lists) in turn 
suggest that electronic mailing lists provide differentiated benefits for senior vs. junior and elite 
vs. non-elite scientists (it was found that the senior and more established scholars tend to find 
them less beneficial and then withdraw from the interaction). 












the context of the infonnal communication network, where according to studies by Allen 
(1968:452), and Price and Beaver (1966: 1017), such networks operate at a senior level. The more 
senior (and often also older) members of a profession communicate extensively on a personal basis 
at conferences, by letter, telephonically, electronically etc. The younger persons, in contrast, 
generally have fewer external personal contacts and they tend to rely more on the literature to 
interact with the leaders in their field by regularly reading their pUblications. Ford (1973: 101) further 
also suggested that in a university environment, junior lecturers are more likely to use library 
facilities than professors, who usually fonn an integral part of some or other invisible college (often 
playing a key role). Accordingly, they obtain a large proportion of their information via their personal 
contacts, obviating the need, in many instances, to use formal channels through the medium of a 
library. 
2.7.3. INfORMATION SYSTEMS 
An individual scientist will generally interact with a variety of information systems, ranging from a 
number of fonnal systems either related to hislher work environment or social structure to the 
informal communication networks to which shelhe may be linked Studies have indicated that there is a 
clear interaction between an individual's information communication behaviour and the information 
systems that provide access to infonnation. For example, the mere existence ofa convenient and well-
organised collection of infonnation sources and fonnal information services or, on the other hand, the 
integration into an efficient infonnal information communication system may stimulate 
communication activities that would otherwise not have occurred. Conscious and unconscious 
needs for infonnation may be activated by efficient facilities to meet them, while inadequate 
facilities tend to stifle infonnation needs and communication behaviour. It is suggested that 
information users' perceptions of the information system serving them could be one of the primary 
determinants of successful or unsuccessful communication acts. 
Many information users are uncertain and anxious when seeking infonnation and communicating 
their information needs to information professionals. Mellon (1986: 160) has found that states of 
anxiety and uncertainty are commonly experienced by users when first interacting with information 
services and those individual users perceive this to be due solely to their own inadequacy in handling 
the situation. These inhibitions negatively affect the interaction with information service providers and 
subsequently limit access to information and communication behaviour. Infonnation systems have, 
however, traditionally ignored users' feelings of uncertainty, anxiety and confusion when they interact 













A number of researchers (Dervin, 1976:333; Nahl-Jacobovits & Jakobovits, 1992: 13; 
Westbrook, 1993:546-547) have proposed that communication systems should rather 
concentrate on helping people to inform themselves by providing them with the requisite 
affective and cognitive skills necessary to cope with their information needs, rather than create 
sophisticated information retrieval facilities. Information users should be sensitised to the 
broader information systems and be made aware of the interconnections between the wider 
information systems and the services and resources of their immediate libraries. 
2.7.4. INFORMATION USE 
A comprehensive study conducted by Hall (1981:103-112) covering a cross-section of 
information users involved in research, information operations, and planning, indicated that the 
intended use of information plays a very important role in the information communication 
process. He suggests that the most important factor in judging the value of information is its 
intended use and he further states that this may change with time as roles and priorities are 
modified. This, in turn, may affect each person's value judgement as "a given individual operates 
from different inner centres at different times and ... the shape of his cognitive map shifts 
accordingly, in ways which can be linked to identifiable patterns of use" (Hall, 1981: 1 07). 
Users judge the value of the information that they have received and take decisions on what they 
wish to retain and use based on a number of rational, objective as well as aesthetic, intuitive, 
and subjective principles. Information use thus goes through various levels as more energy 
and mental processing is employed to upgrade the information from the raw information 
acquired from external sources or personal resources to where it is selected, synthesised and 
analysed and finally used to take some or other action. 
Information use is further inextricably interrelated to an individual's work roles, discipline 
affiliation and other environments that influence communication behaviour. As mentioned in 
2.2 and 2.3 basic scientists generally utilise information to generate and publish new information 
(the production of scientific literature) while applied scientists use it to solve specific work-
related problems and to develop and improve a product or process. 
Research has revealed that applied scientists generally place more emphasis on facts and data of 
immediate practical use, and descriptions of objects, processes or methods. Basic scientists in 
tum place more emphasises on material for background reading and purposeful study, 
information to generate new ideas and to provide stimulation, and information on research 












Research by Harkins and Petty (1987:268) has revealed the multiple source effect where it was seen 
that individuals are more likely to use information that is available in more than one source, than 
when the same information is available in only one source. The authors argue that this is because 
users have the perception that information contained in multiple sources represents divergent and 
independent points of view and thus has greater validity. 
2.8. PRESSURE ON THE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM IN SCIENCE 
A number of authors have suggested that for the last few decades the science communication 
system has been experiencing severe pressure from the following impacting and constraining 
environmental factors (see for example: Andrews et aI., 2005; Correia & Teixeira, 2005; Crawford 
& Stucki 1990; De Gooijer, 1993; Hurd, 2000; Shaughnessy, 1989; Von Seggem, 1995): 
• The ever increasing cooperative and collaborative nature of research with long-term goals 
entailing many uncertainties. 
• Increasing specialisation, growth in interdisciplinary fields and the rapid growth of many sub-
fields. 
• The factors mentioned above compound the exponential growth rate of the literature which is 
even further exacerbated by the ever increasing publish or perish syndrome. 
• The severe information overload experienced by many scientists and the problem they 
experience to keep up with the plethora of publications which, in turn, results in reduced ability to 
keep track of new discoveries outside their own area of narrow specialisation. 
• The emergence of novel publishing models for formal and informal communication among 
scientists, using information communication technologies that provide functionalities that far 
exceed those existing in the print world. 
• The weakening in the peer review process caused by scientists bypassing the traditional 
channels of communication and publishing electronically. 
• The closed environment of electronic networks can render scientific communication less public 
and less accountable in future. 
• The different interfaces and architectures that the various multiple electronic resources have 
create major information communication barriers. 
• The production of expensive highly focused journals, per-pagefees, subvention grants and the 
overemphasis on return on investment. 












pricing models for digitized products that only large consortium can afford. 
• Rigidly controlled budgets, accelerating competition, and increased artificial rewards for 
discovery. 
• Pressure on scientists to commercialise their research which militates against the fundamental 
assumption of open communication. 
There is growing evidence that information technology is impacting on the communication process 
and changing the way in which basic scientists communicate information about their work, both to 
their peers and to the public in general. In the past, the jownal held a pivotal role in scientific 
communication and this was largely based on its embedded peer evaluation system that ensured 
minimum standards and further that it provided a reputable vehicle for laying claim to discoveries. 
More and more scientists are now using electronic media to communicate their research findings 
with the result that their work is not always being evaluated and judged by the peer review 
system. A further problem that is coming to the fore is that replicability, one of the inherent features 
of science is becoming increasingly more difficult to maintain because of the tendency to work in 
large collaborative teams, the intensifying competition for funding, and priority in discovery. 
2.9. CONCLUSION 
It is evident that the system of scientific communication that has evolved over several centuries is 
now undergoing a transformation spurred by many factors, least of which is the electronic 
environment that we live in. Changes are therefore occurring in the communication system 
ranging from the effect on interpersonal communication between scientists to new publishing 
models, and the World Wide Web has further enabled new types of products and services to be 
developed that go beyond mere replication of print formats. 
Not all technological innovations have necessarily produced positive results and assisted the 
communication process. Factors such as access problems, standardisation, transmission speed, 
bandwidth, etc. have impacted on the real potential of the new medium. Other, and probably even 
more important inhibitors, are the human and organisational behavioural factors that relate to 
acceptance of technological innovations. Electronic innovations in the communication process, 
albeit how effective, have to be adopted by the scientists whose activities they are intended to 
enrich. The value systems, reward structures, day-to-day work habits of scientists all have an 












infonnation communication behaviour. Such value systems and reward structures are further also 
deeply embedded in the organizational cultures of individual disciplines, professional 
associations, work environments, etc. and it is generally accepted that change at organisational 
level is far slower than at the individual level. Also, all individuals have unique perceptions and 
value systems and what may appear as a good new visionary innovation to some may be 
dismissed outright by others. 
From the above it is clear that a study of the communication and use of infonnation is subject to 
many variables, an exercising a greater or lesser influence. The factors or variables that have 
hitherto received the most attention and which are considered to exert the greatest influence on 
communication behaviour are the profession the individual belongs to (e.g. engineer, etc.); the 
scientist's discipline and whether the nature is basic or applied; the stage of the project or task; the 
type of work environment and employing organisation (e.g. whether academic, research institute or 
government); job function; and finally the years of professional experience and status within the 
organization. 
The review of the literature provided this researcher with clear indicators of the main issues that 
relate to and impact on the infonnation communication process of science. The salient points 
derived from this review were further used to conceptualise a reference framework upon which 
the empirical component of this study was based. The variables outlined above were incorporated 
into the empirical study and fonned the nucleus of the study. In the ensuing chapters the 















Research in library and infonnation science has traditionally drawn very heavily on social science 
research techniques. This is a legitimate field to turn to since in these investigations we are 
concerned with the interaction between people and information, an acknowledged social system. 
3.2. THE RESEARCH PROCESS 
Before examining various aspects relating to research methodology in greater detail, the researcher 
will first outline the overall decisions taken during the research process. A number of authors have 
indicated that it is important to document the empirical process followed as carefully as possible to 
ensure later replication and verification. For this purpose a flowchart of the procedures and steps 
followed in this study will be presented. This by no means suggests that the iterative, interactive nature 
and the complexities of the research process can be reduced to a simplistic step-by-step procedure. 
STEPS FOLLOWED IN THE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH PROCESS 
CONCEPTUALISATION 
Clarification and conceptualisation of the problem 
Establishing the research paremetere 
Conducting the main literature review (this was continuously updated throughout the longitudinal study) 
Concept clarification and generation of research questions 
OPERATIONALISATION 
Identification of the target population & definition of study population 
Selection of research methodology and data collecting Instruments 
Development of an Interview schedule 
Pilot study 
Development of a database containing population details 
PHASE 1 (199011) 
Arranging & conducting group and indMduallnterviews 
Capturing & analysis of data 
PHASE 2 (200112) 
Updating of literature review 
Analysis of this data and Integration with phase 1 data 
Synthesis with conceptual component. 












3.3. QUALITATIVE VS QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH APPROACHES 
Qualitative research is humanistically oriented and attempts to provide an understanding of 
human activities. It provides a method to probe deeply into the inner world of persons and 
reconstruct their thought processes and lifestyles. Individuals and their cognitive sense-making 
worlds are the focal point of the research design. The emphasis is on the natural context of the 
environment within which an activity takes place, it is far more situation specific and provides 
contextualised descriptions of situations. Phenomena are thus studied in detail by means of less 
structured procedures in as natural a setting as possible by researchers who are immersed in the 
process. Concepts are defined and analysed to discern patterns and interdependence of concepts 
that have probably not been specified before. The research is thus not predetermined and 
structured by hypotheses explicitly stated at the outset of the project (although preliminary 
hypothesis may be outlined to guide the process). The goal is rather to generate new hypotheses and 
theories than to test hypotheses and both questions and answers evolve while the research is in 
progress (Bryman, 1992: 57; Grover & Glazier, 1985:247-253; Selden, 2005: Introduction). 
Quantitative research on the other hand tends to be more formalised and follows a positivist 
approach. The research is oriented towards description and explanation and the provision of 
universally explicable relations. Variables and categories of variables are isolated to explicate 
hypotheses which are stated explicitly and formulated beforehand. The researcher attempts to 
reduce ambiguity to a minimum and works with clearly defined concepts The researcher tries to be 
as objective as possible and operates at a distance. The study is thus attuned to controlled 
measurement and data are collected under as controlled circumstances as possible (Brannen, 
1992:4-10; Glazier, 1992b:6-7; Mouton & Marais, 1990:7-12). 
Probably the most important difference between qualitative and quantitative research is the way in 
which each approach treats and collects data. The data collecting techniques may appear to be very 
similar, but the orientation differs considerably. Quantitative methods are oriented toward following a 
far more structured and unobtrusive approach and obtaining quantifiable data that may be analysed 
using sophisticated statistical methods. Qualitative data is usually collected from individuals or small 
groups, the researchers are involved with the instrument, and the information generated is often not 
numerically analysed or presented (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982:27-30). Analytical induction methods 
are used, Le. they generalise by abstracting, rather than applying enumerative induction that 












Both research approaches have their advantages and drawbacks and researchers should thus be 
aware of the most suitable approach to adopt for a specific study. Furthermore, although qualitative 
research originally evolved as an antithesis to the positivist approach of the more traditional 
quantitative designs, there is currently greater convergence and the two approaches are often used in 
combination to complement each other (Ferreira & Puth, 1988: 164). Many authorities further believe 
that the two approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive and that they rather lie on a 
continuum (Widdows et al., 1991 :352). Many researchers thus suggest that the best attributes of each 
approach should be selected to arrive at a good mix of approaches with each enhancing the other. 
Thus, both modes could under certain circumstances be adopted in one study and used in a 
complementary way to obtain the clearest understanding of the phenomena and behaviour under 
investigation (cf for example the views expressed by Babbie & Mouton, 2001; Brannen, 1992; 
Bryman, 1988; Ford, 1986; Rohde, 1986; and Streatfield, 1983). 
Triangulation, or multiple operationism, or multi-strategy/multi-method research, are the terms used to 
refer to the situation where a number of research methods are used in a complementary way to study 
the same phenomena The aim of such acrosslbetween-method triangulation is to compensate for the 
individual shortcomings of each method and to obtain more valid results. Such an approach ensures 
flexibility as well as systematisation, it serves as a validity check, and it affords the maximum 
utilisation and analysis of data (Brewer & Hunter, 1989:17-21; Glazier, 1992a:209; Layder, 
1993: 108,205-206). 
It is generally thus considered that a triangulated approach enriches a study and improves validity. 
Several authors therefore recommend the combination of quantitative and qualitative methods in a 
single study to achieve convergence between the positive attributes of each approach (Bryman, 
1988:95; Jick, 1983:135-136). Mouton and Marais (1990:92) specifically suggest that when 
combining techniques the researcher should try to combine more 'reactive' techniques with less 
reactive techniques (reactivity refers to the phenomenon where users are aware of the fact that they 
are being studied). It is therefore advocated that when selecting methods the researcher should try to 
provide an in-depth analysis of a situation as well as ensuring validity, reliability, replication and 
greater genera1isability of results. 
For the reasons outlined above and to obtain a true and in-depth picture of the complexities of 
information communication behaviour among the selected group of scientists in South Africa, the 
researcher decided to adopt a triangulated approach and to combine the best attributes from both the 












3.4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
The literature on social science and library and information science research methodology indicates that 
there is general lack of consensus as to the absolute differentiation between research design and 
methodology and the techniques employed to collect the data required. An attempt will be made in 
the following sections to first clarify concepts used in this thesis, and then outline the overall 
research design, methodology and data collecting techniques applied in this study. 
The researcher will adopt the views of Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1996:99) who suggest 
that a research design is the blueprint that assists the researcher to solve problems pertaining to the 
investigation. It consists of the "set of decisions regarding what topic is to be studied among what 
population with what research methods and for what purpose" (Babbie, 1995: 104). Research 
methodology will be viewed as the conceptual processes pertaining to the conduct of the empirical 
study and will be distinguished from research method which will be taken to refer to the research 
tools or techniques used to collect the required data This researcher specifically holds the view that 
the hypotheses or research questions are the core components that serve as the blueprint and 
framework for all aspects of the research project. 
3.4.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
As stated in chapter 1 the purpose of this research project was to examine the constituent elements 
of the information communication process within the crystallographic research community in South 
Africa. The objective of the study was to establish useful predictive measures of communication 
behaviour and to infer appropriate assumptions about the role of various impacting factors on the 
communication process over the period from 1990/1 to 200 112. 
As this research project was partially embedded in a qualitative research paradigm, research 
questions rather than formal hypotheses were formulated to serve as the framework for the 
empirical study. In qualitative studies theories do not usually form the foundation and conceptual 
framework of the research project, but they evolve and develop out of the empirical investigation, 
i.e. they are grounded in the empirical data. Dey. however adopts the viewpoint that theories should 
serve as the organising framework for both qualitative and quantitative research and that even with 
qualitative research designs it is imperative that the study is conducted within a conceptual framework 












The research questions that form the framework for this thesis evolved from the researcher's 
concern with the role Of the communication of information on scientific endeavour in South 
Africa, together with problems identified when the literature in the field was studied (cf. chapter 2), 
and the general awareness of the impact of the rapid growth of information and information 
technologies and other structural and socio-political changes on the communication process in South 
Africa during the last decades. 
Thus the primary research question that motivated this project related to 
• What constitutes the information communication process among a bounded 
community of basic and applied scientists in South Africa? 
and this was further amplified by the following subsidiary questions 
til What cognitive, behavioural and environmental factors drive the communication 
process in science in South Africa? 
til What factors impact most on the communication process? 
til What environmental and other changes have occurred during the intervening years 
of the longitudinal study that affected the communication process in South Africa? 
til What is the role of informal communication of information in South Africa? 
3.4.2. RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 
Whether qualitative or quantitative research approaches are adopted, the researcher should ensure 
that the project satisfies the requirements of scientific credibility. The two criteria of reliability 
and validity are generally utilised to assess the quality and credibility of research. These two 
criteria are embedded in the concept of objectivity as it relates to research. Glazier (1992a:210) 
identify four aspects of objectivity that pertains to the discussion, viz. 
(1) objectivity as a control in terms of methodological consistency, (2) objectivity as a 
control in terms of accuracy, (3) objectivity as related to new discoveries and anomalies, 
and (4) objectivity in the form of rriflexivity as a means of being aware of the unintended 
and unanticipated effect the researcher has on the data as it is collected and analysed. 
In quantitative research objectivity is used as a pointer to the degree of error or the level of bias 
introduced by the researcher in the collection and/or interpretation of the data. Glazier further 
contends that whereas in the quantitative paradigm, and particularly in the natural sciences, the 
acceptable percentage of a variable's variation should be contained in the .99 range, in qualitative 












of variation to fall within the .50 range. "These differences do not necessarily reflect the rigor of 
the research in one area versus the other; rather it appears to be endemic to the nature of the 
phenomena being researched and the researcher's ability to control the variables impacting on those 
phenomena" (Glazier, 1992a:211). 
For operational purposes objectivity may be categorised in terms of the concepts of reliability and 
validity. Reliability refers to the extent to which the repeated application of the same research 
methodology and instruments, under similar or constant conditions, will produce the same result, i.e. 
a measure of consistency. Qualitative research methodologies, by nature, are designed to be situation 
specific, and generally cannot be repeated under similar conditions. It is often the uniqueness of the 
situation that is highlighted in qualitative research. Thus the condition of reliability in the sense of 
the typical scientific paradigm is rarely attainable in qualitative research (Fidel, 1992:39). 
Despite the inherent problems pertaining to these measures and qualitative research, the method should 
not be exempted from the need to test the reliability and validity to ensure the integrity of the 
research process. One way of overcoming the problems outlined above in terms of reliability is to 
conduct consistency checks by comparing the results obtained in the qualitative study with those 
reported in the literature (Glazier, 1992a:21 I). Another possibility is to apply triangulation and to 
utilise more than one method to collect essentially the same data and to compare the results. The 
methods used could all fall within the qualitative domain or constitute a mix between qualitative 
and quantitative domains. 
Validity, in tum, relates to the degree to which the research methodology has in fact investigated or 
measured what it was supposed to investigate or measure, i.e. is the methodology appropriate for the 
type of data being investigated and how accurate has it been. Once again this might be more of a 
problematical issue in qualitative research than in quantitative research. In the former instance the 
researcher is generally immersed in the topic and interpretation of events is dependent on the 
subjective understanding of the researcher. This again relates to the question of reflexivity (Fidel, 
1992:40). 
Reflexivity refers to the researcher's awareness of hislher impact on the research process, i.e. 
that the researcher is aware that hislher subjective personal experiences and background may 
influence the way the data is interpreted, and that shelhe is aware of the possible effect of hislher 












1993:24-25). Researchers should therefore develop a sense of reflexiveness (i.e. reflective conscious 
self-consciousness) by being aware of personal values and beliefs. Reflexivity is, therefore, an 
essential attribute that every researcher, particularly those applying qualitative methodologies, should 
acquire to gauge and counter their impact on the research process. Henwood and Pidgeon, however, 
argue that in qualitative research the attainment of absolute neutrality is very difficult as "research 
activity inevitably shapes and constitutes the object of inquiry; the researcher and researched are 
characterised as interdependent in the social process of research" (1993:24). 
Closely related to this aspect is the subject's reactivity to the research process. It is generally 
accepted that when humans participate in, or are the subjects in research and are aware that they are 
being studied, they may react to this fact and then act in an atypical fashion. They may then 
amongst others refuse to participate, supply incorrect information, or behave unnaturally to 
deliberately obstruct the research process or to create a good impression. This phenomenon is known 
as reactivity and it is one of the greatest threats to the validity of research findings. Data sources that 
directly involve humans tend to be more reactive than those where humans are only indirectly 
involved (Mouton & Marais, 1990:76, 78). With reference to these aspects Brewer and Hunter 
(1989:41) suggest that the following factors may induce reactivity: "the guinea pig effect, role 
selection, measurement induced changes, response sets, and interviewer effects". 
Internal validity refers to the requirement that a study should generate accurate and valid findings that 
relate to the specific phenomena being investigated in that study. A research project is deemed to have 
satisfied the requirements of internal validity if the constructs have been measured in a valid manner 
(i.e. theoretical validity has been attained), the data has been accurately and reliably collected (i.e. 
measurernent validity has been attained), if relevant analysis techniques have been applied 
(reliability achieved), and if the final conclusions are adequately based on the data collected 
(inferential validity achieved) (Mouton & Marais, 1990: 118-119). To overcome the problem with 
internal validity, Fidel (1992:40) recommends that the researcher should implernent controls by 
ensuring that each interpretation is based on several kinds of evidence and validation takes place by 
rechecking and comparing the different kinds of evidence, e.g. a number of observations of similar 
subjects engaged in similar activities in similar situations would be compared. 
External validity is concerned with generalisability and refers to the extent to which results obtained 
can be generalised beyond the specific research project from which they were derived (Schofield, 












generated ... it would therefore be correct to regard external validity and generalizability as 
synonymous" (Mouton & Marais, 1988:51). A researcher who aims to achieve external validity 
should clearly circumscribe and define a target population of people or situations or periods, and then 
draw a representative sample that will be studied with the purpose that the conclusions and findings 
win be generalised to the defined population. It is thus clear that the greatest impact on external 
validity is the extent to which the sample is representative of the target population. 
Schofield (1993:220-221) argues that although qualitative researchers have in the past played down 
the value of attaining external validity, the situation has changed and there is currently an increased 
awareness of the importance to design qualitative studies in such a way that they enhance "their 
implications for the understanding of other situations". Qualitative researchers have further moved 
towards a redefinition of the concept generalisability to one that provides a closer alignment to 
qualitative research and which relates it to the "fit between the situation studied and others to which 
one might be interested in applying the concepts and conclusions of that study" (Schofield, 1993:213). 
To ensure the highest possible levels of quality and credibility the researcher tried to counteract as 
many of the threats to reliability and validity as outlined above. A reflexive consciousness was 
maintained and the possibility of reactive responses was guarded against throughout the project. A 
triangulated methodology was adopted to, amongst others, improve validity. By conducting an 
extensive literature study the researcher could ensure better comparison and the cross-validation of the 
interpretations. A further aspect that improVed validity was that the entire study population was 
investigated in both studies in the longitudinal process. 
3.4.3. VARIABLES 
According to Mouton and Marais (1990:126) research problems are expressed in terms ofa set of 
concepts or constructs and these are the categories according to which humans organise their 
unstructured empirical experiences. When we progress from the conceptual to the empirical level in 
research, concepts are converted to variables by "translating or mapping them into a set of values" 
(Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996:55). Variables are thus the specific concepts or theoretical 
constructs under investigation (Rubin & Babbie, 1993:120), or in other words the characteristics of 
the research object being investigated (Mouton & Marais, 1990: 129). 
A discrete or categorical variable classifies persons, objects or events according to the kind or quality 
of their attributes (Bohrnstedt & Knoke, 1994:20-21). Discrete variables can either be orderable, i.e. 












non-orderable and their units, further, cannot be subdivided (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 
1996:58). Continuous variables can, in theory, assume aU possible numerical values in a given 
interval and they can be stated in fractions of a unit. An accepted practice is to treat certain ordered 
discrete variables, such as those on a rating scale, as continuous variables in order to utilise the 
higher level of statistical manipUlation permissible with such variables (Bohrnstedt & Knoke, 
1994:22). Variables that cannot be measured and expressed numerically are known as qualitative 
variables and have labels or names assigned to their categories, while those that can be measured 
and expressed numerically are known as quantitative variables (Bailey, 1994:62-63). 
When studying the relationship between variables one should distinguish between dependent and 
independent variables. Generally speaking, the independent, experimental, explanatory, predictor or 
causal variable is the variable which, when varied, has an effect on the dependent or criterion variable. 
The latter is the variable the investigator wishes to explain. Thus the independent variable is the 
presumed cause and the dependent variable the presumed effect. When studying or measuring the 
relationship among variables, the researcher tries first to establish whether they vary in conjunction 
with others and, if so, an attempt is made to measure their degree of correlation. 
The nature of the topic under investigation and the decision to utilise both qualitative and 
quantitative approaches predicated that the research purpose or orientation would be towards an in-
depth descriptive study that further also investigated the factors that have the most impact on the 
communication of information among a specific group of scientists in South Africa. To follow 
Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias' categorisation, the emphasis was placed on investigating 
property-disposition relationships rather than stimulus-response relationships. 
3.4.4. TIME DIMENSION 
A further aspect to consider when deciding on a research design is the time dimension. Cross-sectional 
designs examine a phenomenon by taking a cross section of it and analysing that cross section within a 
particular time span. Longitudinal studies, in turn, are designed to collect data over a period of time to 
study the effects of change on the population being studied. A specific category of the latter is a 
cohort study which is used to study changes in a specific sub-population (cohort) over time (Rubin 
& Babbie, 1993:109-110). 
As mentioned previously (cf. chapter 1.2.; 1.6; & 3.4.1.) the researcher not only wanted to investigate 
the constituent elements of the information communication process within a specific research 












a result of the advances in, and growth of, information communication technologies and systems, 
and further whether various political, structural and environmental changes have had an effect on 
the communication process in South Africa. The latter aspect motivated the adoption of a 
longitudinal, and more specifically a cohort, research design to examine the change in communication 
behaviour over the decade spanning the period from 1990/1 to 2001/2 (data were collected in 1990/1 
and then again in 200112)6. 
3.4.5. DEFINITION OF THE POPULATION AND THE UNITS OF ANALYSIS 
Not only the temporal and spatial constraints, but also the study elements as well as the relevant 
characteristics of the group to be studied should be clearly specified and defined early in the project. 
A population is the theoretical aggregation of study elements (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 
1996: 1 79) and usually a distinction is drawn between the target population and the population actually 
covered; the latter is generally referred to as the study population. The actual list of the elements 
composing the study population is known as a sampling frame and in practice, "existing sampling 
frames often define the study population rather than the other way round" (Rubin & Babbie, 
1993:225). Such sampling frames are not always complete or up to date and the researcher may 
further decide to exclude certain elements and limit hislher study populations for specific reasons. 
Any such redefinition of the population should be clearly stipulated by the researcher. 
The population is represented by the units of analysis (Bailey, 1994:83) that are the most elementary 
part of the phenomenon to be studied. They can be individuals, groups (which include formal social 
organisations and institutions), social artefacts (i.e. all products of human behaviour), social 
interactions (e.g. communication), and events whose characteristics the researcher wishes to observe, 
describe, and explain (Rubin & Babbie, 1993: 111-114). The data collected in a study are employed to 
describe the individual units of analysis, or aspects thereof, and these data, in turn, are aggregated and 
processed to describe the population. 
The researcher gathered from her survey of the literature that the communication of information is a 
complex and dynamic activity with various factors impacting on the process (cf. chapter 2.). The 
factors that were reported to have the greatest influence on the communication process were the 
scientists' discipline and subject orientation; work environment which included work activity and 
position; demographic factors such as age, position and qualifications; and each individual's various 
6 The time lapse between the last data collecting exercise in 2002 and the finalisation of the thesis was due 












cognitive, affective and psychological traits. As was mentioned in chapter 1 the researcher decided, 
after discussions with various well-known researchers in this field, to select a target population 
consisting of a clearly circumscribed and finite population of scientists who were subject to the 
influencing factors outlined above. A number of factors pointed to the selection of the community of 
scientists who were conducting research in crystallography in South Africa. Crystallography is 
studied from a number of viewpoints, ranging from the pure study of the field (usually by either 
chemists or physicists), to its utilisation as an analytical tool in a number of basic science subject areas 
(such as geology, microbiology and chemistry), to its application in applied science and technology 
(mostly by mineralogists, materials scientists, applied chemists and urologists). Further discussions 
with a number of crystallographers indicated that the entire group conducted research in one of three 
types of organisation: universities, research institutes and R&D facilities of large industries. This 
group of scientists clearly manifested the range of attributes and were subject to the variety of 
influences required for this study. The circumscribed units of analysis for this study were thus the 
individual scientists conducting research in crystallography in South Africa. 
Most crystallographers in South Africa are listed in the World directory of crystallographers that is 
produced at regular intervals by the International Union of Crystallography (1986, 1997). This 
publication lists crystallographers by country as well as providing full contact and biographical 
details for each entry. This publication thus provided an appropriate sampling frame from which to 
select the study sample. On establishing at the time of the first study that only ninety eight 
crystallographers were listed under the South African entry and to ensure that all categories of 
crystallographers would be represented in the study a decision was taken not to sample, but to study 
the entire population. The researcher had also at this stage decided to adopt a triangulated research 
design utilising both qualitative and quantitative methodological approaches The target population 
was thus considered to be sufficiently small to study the group in depth, but also large enough to be 
able to investigate the various factors that influence information communication behaviour that 
were reported in the literature. 
During phase 1 (1990/1) of the study, the researcher contacted all the crystallographers listed in the 
then latest edition of the Directory (1986) and established that a number of the crystallographers 
had left the country, or had retired since being listed. It was further established from the South African 
Crystallographic Association that a few new members had joined the crystallographic fraternity in the 
interim period. From this information the researcher established that the crystallographic 
community in South Africa at the time of the 1990/1 empirical study contained 80 members and 












The study elements for this study could now be re-defined to constitute aU the individual 
crystallographers listed under the South African entry of the World directory of crystallographers 
(1986) who were in the country and actively engaged in research at the time of the study, 
supplemented by new members (not yet listed) in the same category. This process was repeated for 
the phase II study in 200112 and the 1997 edition of the Directory (the most current edition available 
at the time) was used to establish the initial list. Once again there were a few subtractions and 
additions of members who had left or new ones that had joined and the final study population for 
200112 constituted 78 members. Of these crystallographers, 63% had also participated in the first 
study, indicating a very high level of commonality between the two studies. 
3.S. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Having clarified the overall design decisions that should be taken, the researcher examined all possible 
research methodologies that would satisfY the parameters outlined above. The researcher eventually 
decided to concentrate on two possible approaches, viz. case studies which are orientated towards 
qualitative research approaches, and surveys, the most well known social science method in the 
more quantitative domain. 
Case studies have often erroneously been categorised as belonging exclusively to the qualitative 
research domain. Yin, the eminent case study methodologist, while acknowledging the propensity of 
use of this method in qualitative designs, suggests that they may be used on either side of the 
quantitative/qualitative spectrum (1985:23) and Rubin and Babbie more recently refer to the trend 
toward using a case study approach that combines both qualitative and quantitative methods 
(1993:392). The distinguishing feature of case studies is that they focus on a single case, or a number 
of cases to investigate contemporary phenomena within their real-life context and that they utilise 
multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 1985:23). Its essential characteristic is the intensity with which 
each unit of analysis is studied (Fidel, 1992:37-38). Paris is of the opinion that this method is 
particularly suited to studying complex phenomena, to studying phenomena over an extended period 
of time and for descriptive studies (paris, 1988:138). The rationale for applying this method is 
usually the availability of a special case that incorporates all the attributes the researcher wishes to 
investigate. It is ideaUy suited to studies that reflect the shift towards a more holistic, user-
oriented approach and that require an in-depth investigation into information communication 
behaviour (Dervin & Nilan, 1986: 19-20). 












the latter provides an intensive study of a few units of analysis, the former studies many units of 
analysis extensively. Generally speaking, surveys provide an overall perspective of a field and 
although they are usually concerned with populations or large groups, they may also be used to study 
small populations. This method provides a systematic approach to study the relative incidence, 
distribution and interrelations ofa number of variables (Kerlinger, 1986:377). 
Bailey, however, suggests that although surveys provide an effective method to examine the 
products of social activities, they are not the ideal method to use to examine the activities themselves 
and to attain a more qualitative approach, a case study would be more appropriate (1994:288). Other 
problems that pertain to survey research methods include the dependency and reliance on the 
respondent's veracity, understanding of the situation and recall capabilities as well as possible 
subjective bias that both the investigator and respondent might introduce. These problems, however, 
are encountered in most social science research methods, and the best means of resolving them are to 
be fully aware of their existence and to offset the adverse effects as soon as evidence of possible bias 
has been detected which may distort the integrity of the responses. Respondents should, furthermore, 
be encouraged to fully participate and to identify themselves with the integrity of the research project. 
On the strength of the arguments put forward above a decision was taken to combine the best 
attributes of case studies with surveys and to conduct a small-scale survey that would approximate the 
depth attributes of a case study. In this way both qualitative and quantifiable data on the 
communication behaviour of scientists n South Africa and factors affecting the process could be 
obtained. This would further satisfy the requirements of a triangulated research design as indicated in 
3.3. 
3.6. COLLECTING THE DATA 
The next step in the research process is to collect the data in order to try and answer the research 
questions posed. Data collecting techniques may be categorised in a number of ways depending on 
whether the data being collected is new, or whether existing data will be used; the nature of the source 
of the data, i.e. whether the data is obtained directly or indirectly from individuals, or from recorded or 
other physical manifestations of human behaviour, or whether simulated data is used; how aware the 
subjects are of the research process, i.e. the level of obtrusiveness of the technique; the level of 
control over the situation and the level of structure embedded in the data collecting procedure. Data 
collecting techniques can further be placed on a continuum from quantitative to qualitative if they 












Obtrusiveness in data collection refers to the degree to which participants are aware of being studied. 
The more natural the setting of the research project, the less obtrusive the data collecting technique 
and the lower the reactivity level but the lower the validity of the results (Mouton & Marais, 1990:78· 
79). The researcher thus constantly has to weigh up the advantages of control and validity against the 
risk of reactivity and the decision as to which aspect should be favoured will depend on the aims of 
the research project Each of the main data collection methods may operate on a spectrum that at the 
one end incorporates highly structured procedures and on the other end utilises a totally unstructured 
approach. (Mouton & Marais, 1990:78-79). Qualitative methods generally utilise data collecting 
techniques with the least structure and control and are often highly obtrusive, while quantitative 
designs derive data in a far more structured, controlled and unobtrusive wav. 
There are essentially only two main sources of data that are generally utilised in information and 
library science research, viz. data obtained directly or indirectly from the respondents themselves, and 
all forms of recorded information found in archival sources. Each of these main categories of data 
source is in turn associated with a specific data collecting technique. Observational and questioning 
techniques are generally employed to obtain essentially new data directly from respondents, whereas 
archival sources can be examined and analysed to obtain already existing data. It is generally 
accepted that if more than one source is exploited, it is possible to obtain a more comprehensive and 
detailed perspective of the situation (cf. the reference to triangulation in 3.3.). 
3.6.1. QUESTIONING DATA COLLECTING TECHNIQUES 
Questioning data collecting procedures have tended to dominate the field of library and information 
science research (Hewins, 1990: 146) and it is generally regarded to be the most effective technique 
to use to obtain both objective and subjective information and to ascertain a subject's opinions or 
attitudes on given matters. However, the researcher should be aware that verbal responses may not 
always provide objective data as many persons tend to report only what they perceive to be socially 
acceptable attitudes; and respondents tend to answer questions in terms of their own insights. 
This data collecting technique divides essentially into self-administered questioning methods (such as 
mailed and e-mail questionnaires) and interview techniques. Each category, in tum, can utilise 
questioning schedules that range from the highly structured to the totally unstructured situation. 
Interviews can be conducted with iI:tdividuals or with groups and may be in person or by means of 












200 1 :249-253). 
Self-administered questiOimaires may be distributed either by mail or e-mail or by personal delivery. 
Self-administered questionnaires are recommended for research situations where a large population is 
investigated; where the respondents are geographically scattered; where sufficient knowledge of 
the topic warrants the maximum use of structured questions and standardised responses; where costs 
are a factor; where interviewer bias may playa role; where time limitations are a constraint; 
where anonymity is a factor; and where the researcher is confident the respondents will be able to 
understand and answer the questions (Bailey, 1994: 148-149; Rubin & Babbie, 1993:355). The main 
disadvantages of self-administered questionnaires pertain to the low response rates; the restriction on 
the complexity of questions that can be asked; the inability to probe for further information or 
clarification of ambiguities; the lack of control over who answers the questions; the inability to 
observe and record non-verbal behaviour and to record spontaneous answers; and the general lack of 
flexibility (Babbie, 1995:149-151; Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996: 226). Interviews are, 
therefore, the better technique to use to ensure the veracity and validity of responses and where 
complex situations and phenomena are being investigated in detail (Frankfort-Nachmias & 
Nachmias, 1996:237-238; Rubin & Babbie, 1993:342-342). 
The main advantage of interviews is that the researcher or interviewer is present and this generally 
helps to establish rapport and create a dialogue situation., which generally results in greater and more 
accurate detail being obtained. However, this may also have a negative affect as the interviewer may 
introduce bias to the situation (reflexivity effect) or evoke distorted responses or the presence of the 
interviewer may intimidate the respondent or prompt the respondent to act differently (reactivity 
effect). Further deficiencies that relate to this method are that it is a very time-consuming method and 
costly, it is difficult to execute if the respondents are geographically dispersed, and only relatively 
small numbers of people can be interviewed. (Bailey, 1994:175; Babbie & Mouton 2001:250-
256). Many of the problematical features may however be avoided by being aware of them and by 
consciously counteracting them. Interviews, thus, have a clear advantage over self-administered 
techniques, as data collected in a face-to-face situation are of a high order, yielding rich and 
spontaneous information. 
3.6.2. INTERVIEWS 
Interviews may range from the more formal, less flexible, structured techniques to the informal, highly 












comparable data (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996:233-234). The unstructured approach in 
contrast is far more open and flexible. The interviewer has the freedom to adapt the proceedings to fit 
the needs of the specific situation, to delve deeply and obtain data that truly reflect the respondents' 
feelings and opinions about a topic. Such unstructured interviews, however, are in no ways 
conducted in an unplanned and haphazard manner and as much thought and careful planning precedes 
them as with structured interviews. 
Between these two ends of the spectrum lie focused interviews that are "malleable enough to follow 
emergent leads and standardised enough to register strong patterns" (Oliker in Frankfort-Nachmias 
& Nachmias, 1996:234). The respondents in such studies should all be in a position to contribute to 
a discussion of the phenomena that form the focus of the study and the interviews should also focus 
on these phenomena. An interview guide is thus usually employed to direct the process and to keep it 
focused on the main issues under investigation. 
It is often advocated that a triangulated approach should be adopted where structured, non-structured 
and semi-structured elements are all be combined in a single interview to obtain all the data required 
(Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996:237). For example factual information may be elicited by 
means of structured questions while the less directive format may be used to obtain opinions and 
attitudes. 
The medium in which the interviews are conducted further differentiates between interview 
techniques. The most common method is the personal interview where one or more interviewers 
personally conduct the interviews. Other lesser used variations are telephone interviews, and 
interviews using electronic networks (Bailey, 1994:213; Babbie & Mouton, 2001:262). Interviews 
may further be conducted in either a one-to-one situation between interviewer and respondent, or a 
small group situation. 
Individual interviews provide a face-to-face interpersonal role situation and may operate on a 
continuum from the more structured to the less structured approach. Individual interviews are usually 
conducted in circumstances where highly individualised, in-depth information and perceptive 
commentary is required, the topic is of a sensitive nature, respondents would not convey their opinions 
within a group situation, and detailed explanations and answers are required. Individual interviews are 
thus the ideal method to use to obtain deeper insights, to establish rapport with the respondents, and 
where it is important to obtain a specific person's responses (Shuter, 1987:31). The greatest 












of establishing rapport with the respondent; the greater obtrusiveness of the method; the overload of 
data obtained; the intensity of the method; and the limited number of respondents that can be 
interviewed due to time and cost constraints (Schurink, 1988:138). However, most of the negative 
factors mentioned above may be counteracted by being aware of them (cf. the reference to 
reflexivity and reactivity in 3.5.2.), by handling the situation with sensitivity, and by consciously 
trying to avoid them. 
Focus group interviews relate to group interviews that focus on specific issues and involve 
participants that can contribute to these issues. An interviewer conducts interactive interviews 
with a small group of people by introducing a topic which is then freely discussed amongst the 
respondents. The discussion is 'focused' on a specific topic and the interviewer elicits the required 
information by means of subtle probing (Ward, et aI, 1991:267). This interview technique 
provides the ideal environment to analyse complex situations and the group situation engenders 
synergism, veracity, frankness and often more detailed responses than in a one-to-one situation. 
Group dynamics generally stimulate recall, the generation of n w ideas, and the interaction that 
comes into play amongst group members can produce very valuable insights. This method further 
incurs less direct costs than individual interviews and it is less time consuming. (Ferreira & Puth, 
1988:168; Ward, el al, 1991:269; Widdows, et aI., 1991:352). 
This technique, although providing valuable data and insight, does also suffer from a number 
of drawbacks. It shares the problem of obtrusiveness with all questioning methods and the 
flexibility of the situation and group interaction can lead to unpredictable and inconclusive 
outcomes. Individual respondents may be influenced and inhibited by the other members in the 
group or be threatened by the group situation or if tension builds up between group members. The 
length of focus group meetings (often up to three hours) may restrict participation, and the logistics 
to gather together the members of group at a mutually suitable time and period may be 
problematical. (Bailey, 1994:192-193; Drabenstott, 1992:89; Merton, et al., 1990:147-153). 
However, if the interviewer is aware of these possible negative outcomes many of these pitfalls can be 
avoided. The interviewer should control the interview sufficiently to keep it focused on the topic and 
also encourage all members to participate as well as preventing anyone person from dominating the 
proceedings. 
An important factor to consider with this technique is the ideal composition of the groups. The 
literature produces a range of recommendations which ranges from the incorporation of 












& Puth, 1988:71; Ward, etal., 1991:267). Although the ideal number of participants in focus groups 
would appear to range between four and ten persons (Drabenstott, 1992:85), it is suggested that the 
nature of the research project and the specific situation will dictate the ideal number of respondents. 
The time allocated to the interview is largely detennined by the complexity of the topic and time 
limitations set by the respondents and generally varies from a minimum of one hour to a maximum of 
three hours (Widdows et aI., 1991:352). 
Telephone interviews represent a semi-personal method of collecting data that has become a 
popular and acceptable method to use (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996:242). The method, 
while viewed with scepticism and distrust in the past has gained in popularity (Babbie, 1995:269) 
and if effectively used has produced valid, reliable and quality results (Rubin & Babbie, 1993:348). 
Powell is of the opinion that this method combines the advantages and disadvantages of personal 
interviews and mailed questionnaires (1997:108). Factors that have made this method popular 
are that telephone costs are considerably less than that of personal interviews; technological 
advances have made telephone interviewing easier and more accurate to execute; it is far less 
time-consuming than personal interviews; and interviewer bias is less of a factor (Bailey, 1994: 196; 
Huysamen, 1994:147-148). The abuse of this method for sales campaigns has, however, made the 
general public inherently reluctant to participate in telephone interviews and it is very easy for a 
respondent to terminate an interview before all the questions have been asked. Telephone 
interviews, by nature, also produce more perfunctory information (Bailey, 1994: 198); the researcher 
cannot record non-verbal responses and user characteristics; nor can the environment be 
contextualised (Huysamen, 1994:148). Fra:nkfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1996:243-244) thus 
suggest that although in certain circumstances telephone interviews could replace personal 
interviews, they would rather recommend that they be combined with personal interviews to 
complement the latter. 
Having investigated and evaluated the various data collecting methods outlined above, the researcher 
decided that although she would utilise more than one method concurrently, she would concentrate on 
personal interview techniques as the most appropriate primary method for this study. During both the 
first and second stages of the study individual interviews, focus group interviews, and telephone 
interviews were conducted. The latter were mostly used to follow-up and clarify certain ambiguities 
that came to the fore during the data analysis stage. In 200 1 e-mail questionnaires were also used in the 
instances where interviews could not be arranged. Throughout the two stages this data was 












Once a decision was taken on the data-collecting instruments to use for the study, the researcher 
made a concerted effort to counter as many of the weaknesses as possible of the techniques selected. 
As the researcher conducted all the face-to-face interviews personally she was acutely aware of the 
possibility of both interviewer and respondent bias arising from the complexities of person-to-person 
interactions, and she was aware of the need to prevent such factors from distorting the results. 
3.7. INTERVIEW SCHEDULE CONSTRUCTION 
As stated in 3.6.2. interviews can range from the highly structured to the totally unstructured situation, 
or a combination of techniques may be applied in a single interview. This, in turn, affects the nature of 
the interview schedule utilised in a study. This can range from the situation where no schedule is used 
during an informal conversational type of interview, to a more structured interview guide approach, 
to the situation where interview schedules are used that contain standardised open- and closed-ended 
questions that have been carefully constructed and sequenced to ensure maximum consistency with 
minimum intrusion from interviewer effects and biases (Patton, 1990:280-285; Rubin & Babbie, 
1993:161). In the event that a more structured approach or mix of approaches is used, the 
guidelines that have been outlined in the literature that relate to questionnaire construction would 
apply equally to the construction of an interview schedule. However, more flexibility would be allowed 
in the design of interview schedules than with questionnaires as far as legibility, presentation, 
simplicity, and ambiguity are concerned. 
The researcher decided to utilise a semi-structured interview approach (cf. Appendix B and C) for all 
the categories of interviews. Th  second interview schedule (Appendix C) was also used as the 
basis for the e-mail questionnaires that were administered. These schedules served as a guide 
during the interviews and the questions varied from totally unstructured prompts to structured rating 
scales. The researcher primarily referred to Babbie (1995), Babbie and Mouton (2001), Bailey 
(1994), Berdie and Anderson (1974), Duncan and Steinbeck (1988), Frankfort-Nachmias and 
Nachmias (1996), Moser and Kalton (1972), Oppcnheim, (1966), and Rubin and Babbie (1993), 
for guidelines and assistance in designing the interview schedules for this study. 
As with most aspects in a research project, the development of the interview schedule is closely 
related and integrated with the overall objectives and design of the research project. The interview 
schedule should thus address the specific problem under investigation and only questions that 












point that should be noted is that all potential sources of error that could be attributed to the 
interview schedule should be anticipated and counteracted whenever possible, e.g. inaccurate 
question wording, incorrect structuring of response categories, asking non-ambiguous and easy to 
answer questions, etc. 
The establishment of rapport is not only related to the interview situation, the personalities involved, 
and the interview technique followed, but also to the type, structure, sequence and wording of the 
questions asked. The respondents' motivation to answer the questions in the first instance and to 
provide accurate and honest answers may all be affected by these factors. To ensure maximum co-
operation the interview schedule should be designed in such a way as to create a positive attitude 
towards the investigation. Bailey (1994:115, 143-144), Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 
(1996:260-263) and Rubin and Babbie (1993:186-188, 190) have amongst others provided useful 
guidelines that can be adopted when constructing an interview schedule. These include phrasing 
questions carefully, factors such as clarity, brevity, correct language and terminology, the 
sequence of the questions, keeping the schedule as short as possible, and pre-testing to obviate 
deficiencies. 
Most questions usually relate either to facts (or what are believed to be facts) or opinions (or 
attitudes). Factual questions are essentially concerned with the respondent's background and 
demographic characteristics and facts relating to the subject of enquiry. Questions relating to 
demographic facts (also categorised as classification questions) are often used to distinguish the 
main groups of respondents for analysis purposes. 
Opinion questions that relate to subjective attitudes are, generally speaking, far more difficult to phrase 
and construct than are factual questions. A number of specific problems have been enumerated in the 
literature and include the difficulty of obtaining meaningful answers, assessing the intensity of 
respondents' opinions, the multifaceted nature of responses to opinion questions, and extraneous 
factors influencing responses (Bailey, 1994: 115-113; Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996:252-
253; Moser & Kalton, 1972:317-318). These problems should be carefully considered and 
circumvented when designing an interview schedule. 
Broadly speaking all question fonnats employed in research projects may be categorised as being either 
of the 'open' or 'closed' format. In open-ended, or free-response questions the respondents are asked 












offer the respondents a choice of alternative replies. 
Pre-coded questions are generally quicker and easier to answer, more questions can be answered in a 
given time, they are pitched at the level of precision required by the researcher, they produce 
standardised responses, and quantification and analysis is straightforward (Bailey, 1994:118-119). 
The chief advantage of open-ended questions are the freedom they give the respondents to express 
their own ideas spontaneously, in their own language, in the detail they wish and to qualifY any 
answer. They can generate rich data that conveys an in-depth picture of the respondents' perspectives 
and views (Bryman, 1992:70). Open-ended questions, however, create problems with coding and 
data analysis, the amount of irrelevant data produced, and the time required to complete them. 
The interview schedules for this study were developed in accordance with the guidelines outlined in 
the previous paragraphs and the final products are attached as Appendices B and C. The only 
difference between the two interview schedules related to the effect of various changes over the 
study period and specifically that of electronic modes of communication that were addressed in the 
second (200112) schedule. Both factual and opinion questions were included in each interview 
schedule. The various response formats adopted are indicated in the outline of the main sections of the 
interview schedules as follows: 
411 Section A: This section contained classificatory questions that were used to verify the 
biographical and demographic information obtained from the World directory of 
crystallographers that was used as the primary source of biographical information at the time 
of each data-collecting exercise. These included details regarding the respondents' affiliation to 
their organisation and details regarding the specific department they worked in (if it was 
established when making the appointments that the person had relocated), hislher current 
position, highest qualification (and details pertaining to it), and current research interests. An 
aide-memoir was also included to remind the researcher to ask for all the biographical 
details of the crystallographers who were not listed in the Directory and who had been 
added to the population. 
411 Section B: Provided an outline and aide-memoire of the points that had to be discussed during 
both the individual and the focus group interviews. These non-directive, unstructured questions 
related to the communication of information in general, communication of information 
within the respondents' organisations, between them and other persons within South Africa, and 












discuss any factors that related to the communication of information as it affected their 
work environment and their profession in general. They were further requested to name the 
persons with whom they regularly communicated to obtain information on a professional basis. 
In the second study respondents were also specifically asked to highlight major changes that 
had occurred in the communication process in the last ten years. 
• Section C: This section included a mix of factual questions and opinion questions to 
obtain specific details regarding the information communication process and the use of 
various communication channels. The questions were formatted both as open-ended 
unstructured questions and closed--ended questions formats. Multiple-choice questions that 
included checklists, rating scales, and ranking techniques were also incorporated as measuring 
instruments. The various categories were judiciously interposed to arrive at a satisfactory 
sequence and arrangement of questions. The following aspects or themes were addressed in this 
section: General aspects pertaining information communication and the use of channels and 
modes; the communication ofinformation on an interpersonal basis; the use of print-based modes; 
the impact of electronic media and modes - in the second study far more detail and specific 
questions relating to this aspect were asked (cf. Appendix C, question 7); the role of conferences 
on the communication process; the information gathering process and the role of channels of 
communication; and finally the interaction with libraries. 
• Section D: This section reverted back to only asking open-ended questions pertaining to 
the crystallographers' professional activities and research output. They were also 
specifically asked to provide a list of their publications, reports produced, etc. 
• Section E: This final section asked for general comments relating to the communication 
process that had not been covered in the previous sections (Le. an open-ended question 
format was used). 
In preparing the interview schedules for this study and when formulating free-style questions in the 
field, the investigator attempted to word questions in such a way as to obtain optimally reliable and 
meaningful data. Her own science background, long years of service as science librarian, the pilot 
study and pre-tests helped considerably to achieve this. Care was taken to simplify wording and 
sentence structure, to state questions precisely and concisely, to avoid leading and ambiguous 
questions, and to generally avoid or eliminate all factors that could potentially affect bias or affect 
responses (cf. reference to these aspects in the sections above). The researcher further endeavoured to 












attempted to produce interview schedules that had a neat and uncluttered appearance and which were 
easy to read and follow during the interviews. The e-mail questionnaire that was sent to the 
crystallographers who could not be interviewed during the second study was an exact replication of the 
interview schedule. The telephone interviews were conducted on an ad-lib basis as they were used in 
the follow-up process to clarify ambiguities, or to obtain missing elements and greater detail. 
The researcher further subjected the interview schedules (and thus the e-mail questionnaire) to a 
number of pre-tests involving a sample of the intended population, experts in the field and information 
science, and two experienced research methodologists. 
3.8. PILOT STUDY 
There is general agreement that a pilot study is an essential prerequisite to any empirical 
investigation. Pilot studies are small-scale advance studies, covering most of the ground of the full-
scale study, and they help to clarify the finer details of the research design to be followed. Pre-tests, 
generally speaking, are directed at testing specific components of the research project, such as the 
reliability, validity, and effectiveness of the interview schedule. Both categories provide the researcher 
with advanced knowledge of the factors to be encountered and of the findings that may be obtained. 
Such prior knowledge assists the researcher to further familiarise himself7.herse1f with the topic of 
enquiry, the study population, the reaction that the questions will evoke, the duration of the 
interviews, and the suitability of the data collecting technique It is generally recommended that a pilot 
study should where possible also be based on a representative sample of the target population and that 
the size should be large enough to fulfil its function, but small enough not to deplete the main study 
population, particularly in the case where the population is of limited size (Bailey, 1994: 143-145; 
Huysamen, 1994: 197-198). 
During the course of this research project various pre-tests on isolated problems of the design were 
conducted while the formal pilot study consisted of five interviews that the researcher conducted with 
crystallographers who represented a cross-section of the study popUlation. They covered various 
work environments, fields of research, crystallography application and position categories. 
All these preliminary investigations jointly provided information on the research design to follow, the 
target population for the study, the most suitable data collecting method to use, the probable duration 












3.9. EXECUTING THE EMPIRICAL STUDY 
Before embarking on phase 1 of the empirical study the researcher contacted all prospective 
respondents that were listed in the South African entry of the World directory of crystallographers 
explaining the purpose of the study and requesting an interview. The researcher approached all 98 
crystallographers listed under the South African entry and found that a number of the listed 
crystallographers had either retired, or were on protracted leave within South Africa and abroad and 
further that new members had joined the crystallographic fraternity since publication of the 7th 
edition of the Directory in 1987. The final population of crystallographers that were present in South 
Africa at the time of the study was eventually fixed at 80 members. Once the final sampling frame 
had been established, the researcher telephoned all the potential respondents to arrange convenient 
times for the interviews. It should be stated that at the outset that the researcher was never refused an 
interview and that she was warmly received by all participants in the study. 
The respondents were concentrated mainly in five geographical areas in South Africa, which ranged 
from the Western Cape in the south west, to the Free State in the centre, to Kwa-ZululNatal in the 
east, and South and North Gauteng in the north of South Africa. The considerable distances in South 
Africa entailed extensive travelling to conduct the interviews and extended the time-span of each 
study. The interviews were thus conducted intermittently from the end of October 1990 to September 
1991. 
At each regional site the researcher scheduled 4 to 5 individual interviews per day and attempted to 
restrict each interview to about one to two hours. The focus group interviews were restricted to two 
to three per day and generally lasted two hours. The researcher manually transcribed all responses as 
she was of the opinion that a tape-recorder would be too inhibiting and distracting. She reproduced 
answer sheets for each interview and these consisted of the interview questions together with 
extensive blank spaces to record the responses. This ensured logical progression and assisted with 
the later synthesis and analysis of the data. 
The process followed in the first phase during 1990/1 was generally repeated in the phase 2 study 
conducted in 200112. The crystallographers listed in the 1995 Directory were contacted, non-active 
members taken off and new members added to the sampling frame. The number of active 
crystallographers had diminished over the ten year period to 87, and of these only 78 were available to 
participate in the study. As mentioned in 3.4. sixty three percent of the crystallographers in the 












with as many of the 78 crystallographers in the sampling frame as were available during the period 
July, 200 I to April 2002. All members of the study population who were not available during the 
interview study were contacted and asked to respond to an e-mail questionnaire during May 2002 and 
as the response rate was low this was repeated again in June/July 2002. In a number of instances the 
researcher further made telephonic contact with respondents to clarify ambiguous responses and to 
probe certain issues in greater depth. 
3.10. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
According to Babbie (1995:2-3), research is concerned primarily with measurement and 
interpretation. Measurement refers to data collection (or as he terms it observation) that is 
deliberately and rigorously executed and it may range from that which is numerically or 
quantitatively orientated to that which is qualitative. Interpretation, or data analysis, is where 
logic and/or statistics are used to analyse the data collected to establish whether meaningful 
patterns emerge and to make inferences. Such patterns can range from simple description, to 
providing verbatim quotes from the responses, to describing the objects of investigation in terms of 
the variables that characterise them and their relationships, to an understanding of why variables are 
related. Data analysis further transforms raw data into a useful format and it assists the researcher 
in making sense of and communicating the results of an empirical study in an intelligible format 
(Shuter, 1987:35). 
There are two main approaches on which data analysis is based, the inductive approach which begins 
with concrete, specific data collection and aims at identifying some general principles governing 
what is being observed; and the deductive approach which begins with general principles or theory 
and then turns to data collection as a way of testing the validity of the theory. The wen known 
philosopher, Kaplan (1968:347), in a similar way, posited the "deductive model" (i.e. deducing reason 
from known facts) and the "pattern model" (i.e. establishing patterns in the data to explain the factors 
being investigated) as the two main methods of explanation in research. While inductive logic and 
the "pattern model" generally form the basis of qualitative data analysis, deductive logic, in turn, has 
traditionally underpinned quantitative data analysis. 
A number of researchers suggest that these two approaches are not mutually exclusive but 
complementary. They suggest that in practice a combination of these strategies can be used where 
researchers alternate between the inductive and deductive, moving from the one to the other and back 












which may be tested by means of further data collection and where the results may lead to the 
modification of the original theory (Babbie, 1995:2-4; Dey, 1993:3; Mouton & Marais, 1990:103). 
Dey (1993:3) thus suggests that, although qualitative data deals with meanings that are analysed 
through conceptualisation and quantitative data deals with numbers that are analysed through 
statistics, the two forms are interrelated and mutually dependent as "in social science, number 
depends on meaning, and meaning is informed by number". The relationship between the 
qualitative/quantitative data dichotomy shifts with the level of measurement that is applied which 
ranges from the situation where meaning is predominant and the role of numbers is negligible 
(nominallordinallevels of measurement), to the situation where numbers assume a more important 
role than meaning (ratio/intervallevels of measurement). 
3.10.1. ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE DATA 
In quantitative data analysis a general distinction is made between parametric and non-parametric 
statistics. The latter refers to the analysis of discrete, or nominal and ordinal variables, while the 
former refers to the processing of continuous or, interval or ratio variables (Bailey, 1994:389). If 
the variable is nominal or ordinal (i.e. more qualitative), percentages and proportions are calculated 
and non-parametric techniques applied. If, on the other hand, the variable is interval or ratio by nature, 
measures of central tendency or dispersion are calculated and parametric techniques may be employed 
(Rubin & Babbie, 1993:456-457). Rubin and Babbie (1993:457), however, further state that in 
practice there are many 'grey areas', such as when rating scales have been used with an ordinal 
variable and the mean rating given to that variable or its categories by the sample or population is 
calculated. 
Descriptive statistics merely indicate the properties of a sample of observations and do not reveal very 
much about the population from which the sample was drawn (Bohrnstedt & Knoke, 1994:22). 
Inferential statistics, however, apply the mathematical theory of probability to make inferences 
about the likelihood that properties observed in the sample can be generalised to the entire 
population from which the sample was drawn (Bailey, 1994:389). If a random sample, which is 
representative of the population, is drawn, the researcher may with a degree of confidence make 
inferences about the parent population and statistical significance tests can be applied to establish 
at what level of error, or confidence, results obtained about a particular sample may be inferred or 
generalised to the population. 
If data have been gathered from an entire population, the question arises whether statistical 












which statisticians are not in general agreement. There are those who contend that significance tests 
need only be conducted when sampling has occurred and where inferences are made from sample 
data about the parent population. If the entire population is investigated, any observation made or 
relationship detected should be significant as there is no sampling error and it constitutes a true 
reflection of the population's attributes. Others, however, argue that the above statement only applies 
to descriptive statistics, and that if the researcher wishes to infer that an independent variable really 
causes changes in some or other dependent variable, and that such variation is not merely a function of 
random processes and due to covariation by chance, significance tests should always be applied to 
establish the plausibility that relationships observed reflect true causal processes. 
Many researchers further also utilise significance tests to establish whether a relationship exists 
between two variables and to test hypotheses. This, however, is inadvisable as significance tests 
merely indicate the probability whether a relationship was caused by chance (Le. sampling error) 
and whether that relationship can be inferred to exist in a theoretical sense or in a broader population 
(Bohmstedt & Knoke, 1994:23; Rubin & Babbie, 1993:489). Therefore, if a relationship is found to 
exist, the researcher should rather utilise a statistical measure of association to establish the strength 
and direction of the relationship (Bailey, 1994:378). One should however be aware that a negative 
or low outcome, particularly when working with smaller samples, does not necessarily disprove the 
existence of a relationship, and that it may merely indicate that the chances that it exists due to 
sampling errors is greater. 
Explanatory statistical analysis is the method used to analyse a perceived relationship between two or 
more variables (Bailey, 1994: 378). Bivariate analysis examines the relationship between two 
variables and multivariate analysis the simultaneous relationships among several variables (Rubin & 
Babbie, 1993: 460, 465466). In bivariate cross-tables two variables are placed together in a single 
table in such a way that their interrelations can be examined. The strength of the relationship is 
measured in terms of the degree of correspondence between the variation in scores of one variable 
and the variation of scores in the other variable (Bailey, 1994:395). Both parametric/non-parametric 
and descriptive/inferential statistics may be used in cross-tabulations. Once a relationship is detected 
the researcher should first apply a significance test to establish whether the pattern observed in the 
sample data is likely to reflect covariation in the population from which the sample was drawn. To 
assess the size, direction and strengths of relations among variables, one or other of the various 
statistical measures of association should then be calculated. The type of significance test and 
association measure applied will depend on the level of measurement used and the type of variable, 












A significance test, as mentioned above, merely indicates that a relationship exists between 
variables, but not how strong the relationship is. Measures of association or correlation 
coefficients are generally used to assess the strength of such a relationship by measuring the 
covariance between the variables. They generally range between scores of 1 for a perfect 
correlation, and zero for no relationship and can also show the direction of the relationship by 
means ofa '-' for an inverse relationship and a '+' for a positive relation. (Bailey, 1994:396). The 
question now arises what would represent a sufficiently large correlation coefficient. In the first 
instance this would be indicated by the significance level associated with the coefficient. 
Secondly it has been suggested by Bohmstedt and Knoke (1999:146) that correlation coefficients 
as low as 0.25 are sufficiently substantive to explain the variance in a dependent variable for a 
single independent variable in social science (this would however not necessary apply to other 
disciplines). 
3.10.2. ANALYSIS OF QUALITATIVE DATA 
Whereas in quantitative research concepts and categories are predetermined and defined 
operationally, in qualitative research the interaction between empirical data and the concepts that 
are grounded in the data generally informs theory construction. The qualitative analyst is supposed 
to unearth problems, identify indicators and formulate hypotheses as the end-product of research, 
rather than investigating predetermined problems within an established theoretical framework. To 
the qualitative researcher the formulation of theoretical propositions, the observation of empirical 
events, and the evaluation of data and theory are typically all part of the same ongoing process 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994:212). The researcher develops theories, or generalised understandings, 
over the course of the data collection and analysis process. Each new set of empirical observations are 
related to general principles and their impact is evaluated. The tentative theories and conclusions, so 
arrived at, then provide the conceptual framework for further data collection. In the course of data 
collection and coding the researcher will establish the interaction between variables and emergent 
patterns. It is thus clear that data collection and analysis are interwoven processes in qualitative 
research. 
Maykut and Morehouse (1994:122) refer to three main approaches in qUalitative data analysis that 
they derived from Strauss and Corbin's (1990) work. These approaches are positioned on a continuum 
that ranges from low to high levels of intetpretation and abstraction which then culminate in theory 












the second approach, known as "interpretative-descriptive", provides a descriptive and realistic 
reconstruction of the data. The outcome of the third approach is theory building and requires the 
highest level of interpretation and abstraction. This is akin to the grounded theory approach as 
developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and which many researchers see as forming the foundation 
for all qualitative data analysis. This approach adopts the premise that theories cannot be divorced 
from the processes that generated them and that they should be inductively derived from the data. Thus 
hypotheses and concepts are not only derived from the data, but are "systematically worked out in 
relation to the data during the course of the research" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967:6). 
The grounded theory approach, however, is not without its critics and Selden (2005: 114) is of the 
opinion that qualitative research should not be conducted without a framework that maps the area to 
be explored and that researchers should thus adopt theories (even if loosely defined) as the 
organising framework within which to connect the various concepts used in the analysis process. 
Theory should thus, have a role to play in providing a conceptual framework for a research project. 
Despite these divergent opinions and even when considering and accepting greater convergence 
between qualitative and quantitative approaches, it is however clear that the logic of qualitative data 
analysis differs considerably from that in quantitative data analysis and that each approach would 
adopt different data analysis techniques. 
From the previous paragraphs it would be obvious that a major concern in qualitative data analysis 
relates to the generation and classification of concepts (used interchangeably with "categories" and 
"constructs" in the literature). During this process the researcher is endeavouring to extract from the 
empirical data the distinguishing concepts that can be generalised into theories and Lazarsfeld 
(1972:226) warns that the process of "switching back and forth" between concrete categories 
embedded in the empirical data and general categories that relate to other fields of experience until 
"both concrete applicability and generality are obtained" is a time consuming process. Dey (1993:30), 
however, suggests that despite various opinions relating to the conduct of qualitative data analysis, a 
common thread can be discerned that can be used to categorise data and make connections between 
categories. He thus proposes that the researcher should at the outset arrive at a thorough and 
comprehensive description of the phenomena being studied. This thorough process is often also 
referred to as thick description and this is in contrast to thin descriptions which merely state facts 
(Dey, 1993:31-32). 
The constant comparative method is frequently referred to in the literature as a useful tool to 












all the units of meaning established during the 'unitizing' process (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994: 134). 
Units of meaning are categorised and coded and as each new unit is identified it is grouped with 
similar units of meaning. If there are no similar units of meaning, a new category is formed. This 
results in a continuous process of refinement, initial categories can be changed, omitted, or 
recombined, while new ones can be formed and new relationships identified. It is important that the 
researcher devises rules that define the dimensions of the categories, their properties, their limits, and 
their relationship to other categories to assist in inclusion/exclusion decisions, as well as "to provide a 
basis for later tests of replicability; and to render the category internally consistent" (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985:347). 
The key to this process is classification and the categories that are used to sort or organise the data 
according to relevant characteristics. Categorising the data assists the researcher in more easily 
making comparisons and retrieving it in a variety of ways according to different characteristics. 
Classifying the data therefore provides the basis for making new connections between different bits 
of data and identifying relationships between variables. Classification both breaks data up into bits 
and reassembles these bits into classes or categories and it provides the conceptual foundation for 
analysis. It is at this stage that the researcher can establish whether the categories can be further 
refined, or sub-categorised, whether boundaries between categories can be finalised and the first 
comparisons can be made. This process of re-organising the data according to a designated 
category set is also known as recontextualisation and once data have been categorised they can be 
counted, and such enumerated data can be statistically analysed, albeit at a simple level (Dey, 
1993:40, 129). 
Categories should be sufficiently grounded conceptually and empirically to form the required 
analysis framework and to arrive at an adequate categorisation of the data it has been suggested that 
• the data should always be considered in context; 
• categories should reflect the purpose of the research; 
• categories should include all conceptual definitions; 
• categories should be exhaustive, mutually exclusive and independent, and they should derive 
from a single classification scheme; 
• the researcher should be flexible and open to constant modification of the categories; 
(Dey, 1993: 105,112; Holsti, 1969:94-100). 
Once the data has been classified the researcher can examine it for regularities, variations and 












between different categories or variables, the researcher can identifY connections between them 
(Maykut & Morehouse, 1994:139-145). Not only regularities arc identified, but variations and 
exceptions may also be distinguished and by delving deeper the researcher may establish why such 
variations have occurred. Only once a logical reason and meaning for the association has been 
identified does the correlation between different variables acquire significance and the researcher 
should thus constantly return to the data to see whether such a connection can reasonably be inferred. 
According to Dey, (1993 :49) cause in qualitative analysis is not only external and contingent, but it is 
also related to the "inherent capabilities and liabilities of social actors, and how these interact to 
produce particular effects". 
Dey (1993:131) further suggests that the next step in the analysis process involves the combined 
processes of' splitting and splicing. The former refers to the further sub-categorisation of the data to 
achieve greater resolution, detail, scope, a more intelligible and coherent analysis, while "splicing" 
refers to re-combining categories to provide a more integrated conceptualisation. The rationalisation 
for further subdivision depends on similar factors that determined the decision to arrive at the initial 
set of categories. 
Linking data involves recognising substantive rather than formal relations between things. Formal 
relations refer to how similar or dissimilar things are, while substantive relations refer to how things 
interact (Sayer, 1992:88). Sayer (1992: 89) further distinguishes between relations that are "internal or 
necessary" and relations that are "external or contingent". To ensure consistency and enhance clarity 
the researcher should list and label the links which have been used to associate or relate bits of data. 
Links may be derived from the underlying theoretical concerns that underpin the research, or they 
can be inferred from the data. 
Threats to the reliability and validity in the qualitative analysis process are generally attributed 
to the subjectivity of the process, selective perception, evidence being fabricated, discounted or 
misinterpreted, and lack of generalisability of such studies (Dey, 1993:222; Lincoln & Guba, 
1985: 289). One of the checks against such errors in the quantitative domain is the ability to 
replicate the study. In qualitative studies this is notoriously difficult to achieve as the main aim is to 
be sensitive to spatial and time contexts which is usually impossible to replicate exactly. A number 
of methodologists, therefore, suggest that the researcher should institute internal replication 
procedures of hislher research by means of an audit trail, or detailed research records which will 
ensure that the procedures that were followed are clearly stated and outlined so that they can be 












& Morehouse, 1994:146). 
However, the greatest problem in qualitative research is the unwitting misinterpretation of data as it 
is only human for most researchers to be influenced by their personal presumptions and biases when 
they start the analysis process: "We may tend to make more of the evidence that confirms our beliefs, 
and pay less attention to any evidence that contradicts them" (Dey, 1993:222). It is thus proposed 
that to minimise and prevent such errors the researcher should produce sufficient corroborating 
evidence to support impressions, provide opposing interpretations of the data, delay coming to 
conclusions too soon in the analysis process, and not only accept one interpretation as the correct 
one (Dey, 1993:228). Rubin & Babbie (1993:297) also advise that qualitative observations should be 
augmented with quantitative ones as even rough quantification might provide safeguards against 
selective perception and misinterpretation. 
3.10.3. DATA ANALYSIS METHOD ADOPTED FOR THIS STUDY 
The analysis of the data for this study was conducted followings the guidelines provided and within 
the parameters outlined in sections 3.10.1 and 3.10.2. above. All responses, both qualitative and 
quantitative, from the two studies (Phase I and II) were initially captured using the dBASETM 
database management software and Microsoft's Excel spreadsheet software. A record structure was 
created that accommodated the various fields ranging from the respondents' structured responses to 
their unstructured qualitative responses. The quantitative data was then manipulated by means of the 
statistical functions available on Excel and by using the STATISTICA software programme. Where 
relevant and according to the data category, level of measurement, and purpose of analysis, 
percentages, means, significance measures and correlation statistics were calculated and represented 
in tables. To further explicate and clarify the analysis process certain analyses were graphically 
depicted as charts. 
The more detailed analyses of the data involved cross tabulating the various sub-categories of the 
population (the independent variables) with the various categories of the dependent variables. 
ANOV A or chi-square statistics were further calculated for each data set to establish which cross 
tabulations were significant at a significance level :::: .05. This initial analysis provided the ovemll 
effect of the independent variables on the dependent variables. The Wilks' lambda statistic, the F 
ratio and phi values were also calculated and used to establish the strength of correlations. 












Inductive category coding was combined with the simultaneous comparison of all the units of meaning 
that were uniquely identified. The phenomena being investigated were described, classified and 
categorised. Categories were refined and re-combined as required. Once the data had been 
classified the researcher examined it for regularities, variations and singularities and also whether 
any patterns and correlations were evident in the data. Not only regularities were identified, but 
variations and exceptions were also distinguished and the researcher tried to explicate the reason 
why such variations occurred. 
In the ensuing two chapters the results of the data analysis exercise, both qualitative and quantitative, 












INFORMATION COMMUNICATION PATTERNS AND 




This chapter is based primarily on the qualitative data obtained from the unstructured questions 
asked during the individual and focus group interviews in 1990/1991 and again in 200112002 and 
was further supplemented with that obtained by means of the structured questions put during the 
two sets of data collection (cf. Appendix B & C, Section B, Questions 1-3) as well as follow-up 
telephone interviews. The respondents were asked to discuss the communication of information 
in their immediate research and work environment and then to expand it to the wider 
crystallographic and general science community, first in South Africa and then globally. Specific 
attention was paid to the factors they thought had had the most significant impact on the 
information communication process between the 1 SI and the 2nd study. This chapter provides an 
overview of the information communication process and interpersonal communication networks 
that an analysis of the data revealed. The next chapter win address the specifics of channel and 
mode preference and discuss th  factors that impacted on the information communication process 
in greater detail. In each of these chapters the overall situation that applied to both studies will be 
outlined followed by changes (if any) that were noted in the intervening eleven years. The 
demographic profile of the respondents is outlined in Appendix D and this data was obtained 
from Section A, questions i. - vi., Appendix Band C. 
4.2. COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION WITHIN THE ORGANISATIONAL 
SETTING 
From an analysis of both the qualitative and quantitative data it clearly emerged that the 
respondents' work environment and work structure largely determined communication patterns 
and the interaction with information. (This is in agreement with the findings of a number of 












environments (industry, the research institutes and the academic institutions) generally 
detennined specific work structures which in tum impacted in varying ways on the 
communication of and interaction with information. These ranged from the most structured 
approach that prevailed in industry, to the less rigidly structured research institutes to the 
academic institutions where a far more flexible approach was adopted. 
The communication of information was closely integrated with and related to the research 
activities of these respondents, the underlying reason for conducting research, and the information 
needs engendered by these activities. The communication process was thus driven on the one 
hand by a need for information to start up a new research project, to test a theory, to solve a 
problem, design a system, product, process, etc. and on the other to keep up to date with new 
developments in their field. Another very important driving force was to impart the end result of 
the research effort to management, the wider organisation, clients, colleagues, and in many 
instances to the science community in general. These interactions with the information 
communication process were conducted either on a direct interpersonal level (mostly using 
informal communication channels), and/or on an indirect impersonal level (mostly using formal 
communication channels). 
4.2.1. COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE INDUSTRY SECTOR 
AU the respondents in industry worked in the research and development (R&D) divisions of one 
of five industrial concerns in South African. Four of the five divisions were, by South African 
standards, large units with professional staff complements that ranged from 300 to 400 persons. 
The fifth unit was much smaller with 50 scientists conducting applied research. Two of these 
companies were affiliated to large international conglomerates, while the other three had no 
formal international affiliations. 
All of these crystallographers were engaged in applied research that was in one of the following 
fields: applied chemistry, mineralogy, or material science. The majority of these respondents 
worked in South Gauteng (Le. in the environs of Johannesburg), while the other smaller 
contingents worked either in North Gauteng (mainly Pretoria) or Sasolburg in the Free State. The 
vast majority of the industry respondents had doctorate degrees that were almost equally 
distributed between those obtained in South Africa and abroad. It was found that most of these 












crystallographers constituted 16% of the 1990/1 and 14% of the 200112 population. There was 
only a marginal change in the profile of the respondents when the two studies were compared and 
this related primarily to a slight increase in the age profile and slight drop in numbers of the 
industry respondents in the 200112 study. 
The organisational structure within the research and development section in each company was 
generally very similar. Researchers were grouped into divisions that were engaged in cognate 
research areas and these were further divided into smaller more homogeneous research units, or 
groups, each addressing a specific research project of interest to the company. The groups and 
divisions were respectively managed by group and division leaders, with a research manager and 
often also a deputy research manager providing overall leadership and co-ordination of all 
research projects. The R&D division of the smaller company mentioned above, although 
following the overall pattern, had a less structured and more flexible approach than the larger 
R&D divisions. 
The overall flow and communication of information within the five companies thus followed very 
similar patterns with minor differences evident between those companies with international 
affiliations and those without such affiliations and also between the larger and smaller R&D 
divisions. It was further observed that the flow of information was largely determined by the 
ability of the group and division leaders to stimulate and encourage the communication process 
and by the level of confidentiality of the research they were engaged in. 
The research emphasis in these R&D divisions was obviously not on basic research, but on 
providing solutions to problems that were related to the operation of the company. They were, 
thus, involved in developing and implementing new products or techniques, in providing 
technical and product support for the company's production facilities, and in troubleshooting and 
problem solving for the production and management divisions of the company. This implied that 
they were very dependent on bilateral interaction with all company divisions and other outside 
clients that required their services to receive input and feedback to direct their research activities. 
There was, thus, constant interaction between them and the production side of the company, with 
general management and to a lesser extent with the sales divisions. 
Although most respondents commented on the inherent problems attendant on communicating 
effectively in the work situation, there was consensus that this problem was generally resolved by 












companies. This operated at two parallel, but also intersecting, levels where both formal and 
informal modes and channels of communication were utilised. On the formal level this was 
driven by the project management structure within which most of the industry crystallographers 
operated and which enforced regularised reporting and communication of information. 
Researchers working on specific projects reported on their progress on a regular basis to their 
project managers, group or division leaders who then met at fairly formal, weekly to bi-weekly 
meetings to consider the progress made on the most important projects and to focus on short term 
problems. The more junior researchers also participated in these meetings if the topic related to 
their work. These meetings were generally chaired by a member of the senior management team 
of the R&D section, typically the research co-ordinator. In addition to these meetings, less 
frequent, but still regular, project review meetings were held to review all ongoing projects and 
these were generally chaired by the research managers. Representatives from the production or 
other units for whom research was being conducted also attended and provided input at these 
meetings. The outcomes of aU these meetings were regular progress reports to the top 
management of the company, who then provided feedback and comment which was disseminated 
back to individual researchers by their managers. Other information of general interest was also 
filtered up and down the hierarchy to ensure that all persons were kept informed. 
Formal links were further also maintained between aU major divisions in the companies by 
convening formal but less frequent (monthly to bi-monthly) meetings that involved all sections, 
including the R&D division to discuss general company policy and to exchange information in 
general. Senior management from each division generally represented their sections at these 
meetings and relevant information pertaining to the research and development operation was then 
disseminated back to the laboratory researchers. The research managers were also included in the 
decision-making process that involved only the top echelon of the company. Once again it was 
incumbent on them to ensure the effective flow of decision-making information up and down the 
hierarchy. 
In addition to the formal communication structures that were in place all respondents that were 
interviewed emphasised the importance of informal, person-to-person, exchange of information. 
It was evident that the informal exchange of information was in fact actively encouraged and was 
the major method of communication when information was required to solve specific problems 












where project teams worked in close-knit units, communicating interactively. When a specific 
problem arose the researchers concerned would first consult amongst themselves and if they 
could not provide the information to resolve the problem they would approach their group 
leaders. If the problem persisted the relevant group leader would then consult the research co-
ordinator or research manager or some expert from another research group. This could eventually 
result in an ad-hoc meeting being convened among all relevant people who could possibly assist 
with the problem and provide a solution. If still not solved, the research co-ordinator, or group 
leader would then either request the technical library to conduct a literature search, or more likely 
approach experts within South Africa or abroad for the appropriate information to solve the 
problem. 
Such informal communication operated not only at the research team level, but also among the 
more senior members of the R&D divisions. Group leaders generally held regular informal 
discussions amongst each other and with the top structure of the R&D division to discuss 
problems encountered as well as progress made. Such ad-hoc informal communication was also 
extended to their 'clients' in the production and other units of the organisation for whom they 
were conducting the research, or offering a service. Face-face communication was the preferred 
mode of interaction, but the telephone and e-mail were also used extensively. 
It was specifically observed that informal, interpersonal communication was the most active and 
effective when it operated at the same hierarchical level. As soon as information was 
communicated outside the peer group more formal channels, such as meetings, seminars, reports, 
technical notes etc., were generally utilised to ensure the effective exchange of information up 
and down the hierarchies. 
From the interviews it clearly emerged that the key person in the R&D communication network 
was the person in charge of the researchers working in research teams (this generally varied 
between six to fifteen persons working together). Such group leaders were in direct contact with 
the researchers in the laboratory, with each other and by means of project meetings with top 
management. The group leaders generally acted as gatekeepers for the group, and ensured a two-
way communication pathway to and from their groups to the wider company and even wider to 
the overall research community. They were often also members of wider research groups in the 
same broad fields that extended beyond the specific company and incorporated all subsidiary and 












meetings were regularly convened to discuss mutual problems and to exchange ideas. Such panel 
discussion groups transcended rigid subject boundaries resulting in a cross pollination of ideas. In 
the instances where the companies were part of international conglomerates, these meetings then 
resulted in the local researchers meeting up with experts from allover the world within the same 
family of companies. This aspect was considered to be an important countermeasure against the 
isolation from the cutting-edge of international research that was enforced by the confidential 
nature of their work and the geographical distance of South Africa from the major international 
researcher centres. 
Although the majority of the researchers were of the opinion that the lines of communication 
were very good within their companies they all agreed that communication could always be 
improved. At the time of the 1990/1 study it was suggested that greater use should be made of 
facsimile transmission and electronic methods to improve inter- and intra-company 
communication and that regular inter-company symposia covering pertinent technical/scientific 
topics should be held to gather together aU interested parties, particularly the more junior 
researchers, and improve the flow of information in the companies. 
When these aspects were addressed in the second study it emerged that the use of electronic 
media have had a considerable impact on the communication process and are heavily used in 
most of the work environments. E-mail, online databases and the Internet are used routinely and 
outside the immediate work environment the use of e-mail is very extensive, particularly for 
international communication. E-media have facilitated group interaction and this has made it 
feasible to obtain information on particular aspects of their work or advice from an expert within 
hours from anywhere in the world, and to quote one respondent "the global village has in fact 
become a reality". 
However, while it was generally considered that electronic media had improved the ease, speed 
and accuracy of information communication (especially when transferring files), all the 
respondents still held strong views that person-to-person information exchange was the preferred 
mode of communication and remained the best method to obtain information for problem solving. 
To quote two of the respondents: 
E-mails are useful, but no substitute for one-to-one discussions with colleagues and experts in 
the field and Although electronic communication is fine for exchange of information we still 












Electronic mailing lists and electronic conferences were regarded in a very similar way - they 
were considered to have some use, particularly for idea generation and interim discussion, but the 
consensus was that they did not fully emulate the interactive nature of face-to-face 
communication that traditional conferences, for example, promoted. 
A specific problem that was raised with the use of electronic media was the danger that security 
could be breached and confidential information accessed. At the one R&D facility the possibility 
of industrial espionage was taken very seriously and the open use of e-mail and the Internet was 
strictly controlled. They could only use their own secure tie-lines amongst all subsidiary 
companies world-wide to communicate and transfer files. Another problem that all the 
respondents referred to was that the poor bandwidth in South Africa had a detrimental effect on 
effective communication. 
In addition to the information communication structures outlined above these researchers also 
interacted with other layers of formal and informal information communication channels and 
networks. This related to information networks they maintained with colleagues and other experts 
outside the immediate work-related environment in South Africa and abroad and their interaction 
with the published or recorded literature in both printed and electronic modes. These 
communication interactions were important as they ensured that external information was 
imported into the work environment and that their knowledge was transferred to wider audiences, 
and if published also to the public domain. The interaction with colleagues outside the immediate 
work circle will be further discussed in 4.3. 
Most of the industry respondents held very strong views about the importance of engaging with 
the published or other recorded literature. They all believed in conducting extensive literature 
searches before embarking on any new research project. The comment recorded below provides a 
good overview of the respondents' general views on these aspects: 
When searching for information on new topics I use the Internet and CD-ROMs to get pointers 
and then follow these up by searching the printed literature and communicating with people. I 
then follow this up by looking for references found in journal articles, etc. It is important that 
one should always conduct a thorough literature review of all sources before embarking on a 
new project - it is expensive to replicate work already done. I search the printed literature, 
databases and patent databases extensively. I don't often use the Internet for detailed 













The interviews clearly indicated that the final encoded research output was a formal report, or 
series of reports which was circulated within the company, and if applicable, to other subsidiary 
and/or affiliated companies in South Africa and abroad. In addition patents were promulgated and 
to a far lesser extent conference papers, journal articles and other published material were 
produced. All final reports were lodged with the respective company libraries where they were 
indexed and incorporated in the library's database. A copy was also sent to affiliated companies 
for wider dissemination. These reports were all classified according to their level of 
confidentiality and concomitantly the level of access was restricted. 
All respondents were in agreement that report writing is of vital importance and a fundamental 
component of the communication process in industry. Reports not only contain invaluable 
information, they also prevent the reinvention of the wheel by encoding the outcomes of the 
research process for future reference. However, it was observed that the free flow of information 
in applied science is generally impeded by the fact that reports are not distributed beyond the 
boundaries of a company. 
Patents were the other important form of research output in industry and they played a 
considerable role in the communication process of applied science by ensuring that industrial 
research entered the public domain. Although research reports and patents constituted the primary 
written end-product of the research effort in industry, many of the researchers that were 
interviewed stated that they did try to publish in international journals as well as deliver papers at 
conferences. There was, however, usually a problem with confidentiality in industry which 
prevented them from pUblicising information that could be detrimental to the company, but as this 
was largely related to the sensitive nature of specific research projects, the embargo on 
publication was often lifted in the instances where they were of a less strategic nature. Further 
factors that inhibited the general publication of research findings was that the driving force that is 
inherent in basic science to ensure that new knowledge is made public does not apply in industry 
as their primary objective is to produce a product and/or to provide the best solution to a problem. 
The only significant change, other than the far greater utilisation of electronic media, between the 
two studies, was that it was apparent that far more research was being contracted out to 
universities and research institutes and this in turn caused a far more complex communication 












extending both trust and confidentiality restrictions beyond the immediate company boundaries. 
The R&D facilities were, as a result, either downsized or their research efforts were redirected 
towards troubleshooting and problem-solving, while the more fundamental, developmental 
research was outsourced. 
4.2.2. COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTES 
The crystallographers working at research institutes constituted 23% of the 1990/1 and 22% of 
the 2001 study population and were attached to one of the following three organisations in South 
Africa: the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), the Council for Mineral 
Technology (MINTEK), and the Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa (AEC)7. The 
professional, managerial, and technical staffing complements of these institutes ranged from 
approximately 450 to I 000 members and these research institutes an maintained very similar 
organisational structures. The organisational and management structure, as in the industry sector, 
to a large extent dictated the formal information communication networks that were in place. All 
researchers in these institutes were grouped into one or other division under the direction of a 
director, often assisted by a deputy director and/or a project manager. The divisions were 
established according to broad subject, or mission orientated categories and each division was 
generally further grouped into project teams of approximately 8 to 15 researchers working on 
specific programmes under the direction of a group leader. It was found that there was a greater 
tendency in the research institutes than in industry to delegate responsibility and devolve power, 
resulting in a fairly-flat organisational structure and a more delegated working environment. 
All the respondents from the three research institutes were predominantly engaged in applied 
research and were working in the fields of either materials science, mineralogy or applied 
chemistry. The majority of this group worked in Pretoria, North Gauteng, while a smaller 
proportion was situated in Johannesburg, South Gauteng. More than two thirds of this group held 
PhD qualifications that were mostly obtained in South Africa. These respondents were fairly 
equally distributed amongst the three age categories of 20 - 35, 36 - 50, and 51 - 70, and 
approximately half held more senior research positions. There was no significant change from the 
first to the second study in the research institute respondents' profiles. 












The majority of the research institute respondents adhered to very similar communication patterns 
which were largely determined by work structures and the prevalent business model that operated 
at the time. A feature of their work environment was that a large proportion of the research was 
conducted under contract for some or other external client (either in the private sector or for some 
government department) and they, in tum, often further contracted their research out to various 
universities when they lacked the expertise or facilities to conduct the research, or they 
collaborated with academics on research projects. The divisional structures outlined above 
formed the basis for information communication in the research institutes. Although considerable 
differences were discerned among the three research institutes and the various divisions followed 
fairly differentiated work models, a generalised information communication pattern did emerge. 
The preponderance of contract work dictated that the communication process was, despite the 
fairly open culture and flat hierarchical structure that prevailed, still fairly formalised and 
structured. Intellectual property and confidentiality issues also impinged on the process. 
Formal information communication in the divisions was established by means of regular 
structured meetings between the directors and the group leaders, who in tum, passed the 
information up and down the hierarchy. The directors, in addition, held meetings with all the 
researchers in their divisions at least once a month. The directors were, in tum, part of the top 
management structure that held regular strategic planning or so-called summit meetings. Internal 
project management meetings, which ranged from the totally informal to a formal structured 
situation, were held regularly to discuss problems and to exchange relevant information relating 
to current work. In addition, inter-programme seminars were held where the divisional directors 
and project leaders communicated across program boundaries. This encouraged cross pollination 
of ideas and helped to resolve problems that could not be answered within the unit itself. In 
addition to all this, ad hoc informal meetings were convened to discuss specific problems that 
arose from time to time. For each project that they were engaged in, progress or interim reports 
and finally formal concluding reports were issued. All reports were disseminated to the senior 
levels for evaluation and feedback and then finally to the appropriate clients. Reports were 
archived both in printed form and electronically. 
Work that was sponsored by outside organisations and contract work further also required regular 
reporting to the sponsor, or client. Communication was firstly personal, then by means of 
workshops, progress meetings, meetings of the management committee, and finally by reports 












effectiveness). Progress meetings and regular workshops were specifically held with their 
industry partners to help to keep them in touch with progress and the outcomes of the research, to 
explore problem areas requiring investigation, and to clarify any ambiguities. Such contracts 
often ran for a number of years and the resultant interaction and communication between the 
researchers and their clients was fairly extensive. 
There was continuous informal interaction amongst the members of research groups and the 
researchers involved in day-to-day empirical research tended to communicate on an informal, 
unstructured basis amongst themselves rather than by means of structured meetings. The overall 
communication process was generally facilitated and mediated by the group leaders who ensured 
the effective vertical and horizontal communication of information in the work place. This they 
achieved by means of informal interpersonal discussions, seminars at various levels of formality, 
reports that disseminated the research output and the literature disseminated by the library. 
As in the industry environment, informal, interpersonal interaction and exchange of information 
was highly valued, actively encouraged and it occurred on a daily basis. The view was expressed 
by most of the researchers interviewed that they valued direct personal interaction and would thus 
rather exchange information on a person-to-person basis or by telephone, than engage in written 
communication with their colleagues or find the information in the literature. In their opinion 
informal tearoom discussions with colleagues often sparked off ideas and solved problems and 
were thus one of the most effective methods of communication. This view was succinctly 
summarised by one of the respondents as follows: 
Personal interaction provides in-depth iriformation as well as a bigger picture of what people 
are doing. In an hour you can be briefed in the direction that the group is taking and you can be 
advised of new techniques, new philosophies that are not as yet or never will be in print. The 
iriformation is generally less formal and very iriformative. The literature on the other hand is 
more accurate and detailed. 
An added dimension that was provided to the communication process at one of the research 
institutes was the fellowship structure. The fellows are scientists who are accredited by this 
institute for their excellence, and who are acknowledged international experts in their field and 
recognised nationally and internationally for their contributions to science. Although they are 
ranked as the most senior members of the staff and participate in strategy planning and decision 












and their knowledge is regularly sought, for technological strategy development, planning and 
foresighting, amongst other reasons. 
The research institutes also engaged extensively in multi-dimensional collaborative research 
projects that often involved themselves, universities, industry and the public sector. A good 
example of such a multi-faceted collaborative research project that created fairly complex 
information communication structures was the deep mining research project where the one 
research institute instigated a collaborative research effort to solve deep level mining problems 
for the entire mining industry. This project constituted a large research team (over 250 
researchers) where approximately half of the participants came from two of the research 
institutes, and the remainder were derived from a number of universities, and representatives 
from the mining industry and government. The one research institute acted as the lead 
organisation that co-ordinated the project. It required extensive networking skills, research 
leadership and direction to ensure that the various researchers from all the collaborating 
organisations worked effectively together and met the targets set. Persons who were normally in 
competition with each other now had to work together and this often caused personality, 
professional and organisational problems that required good mediating skills. The information 
networking was at task level with regular progress reviews that culminated in quarterly reports. 
The research institute researchers, in much the same way as their industry counterparts, also 
interacted with other layers of formal and informal information communication channels and 
networks. Their interactions with colleagues and other experts outside the immediate work-
related environment in South Africa and abroad win be discussed in 4.3. Their formal interaction 
with the published and other recorded literature was achieved either by means of their own efforts 
to find appropriate information by personally searching electronic databases and the Internet, and 
browsing through current journals and other sources; or by means of their interaction with the 
library. The latter related to the various services offered by their libraries such as SOl services 
and online searching conducted by their libraries for them. A number of these respondents 
mentioned that the most important service offered by their libraries was the systematic routing of 
relevant journals. The library's involvement with information exchange was thus viewed to be an 
integral and very important aspect of the communication process. 
As in industry, project reports represented the main formal written research output in the research 












reports, furthermore, were seen to be an important method of communicating with outside clients 
and sponsors with whom they had contract research agreements. Progress and fmal reports were 
produced and distributed internally to an interested parties, while contract clients and sponsors 
received copies of relevant reports. All reports were permanently stored, usually in the library, to 
maintain records of previous research and development and for information retrieval purposes. 
The publication of journal articles and the presentation of conference papers, although playing a 
secondary role, was far more heavily utilised to disseminate research findings than in the industry 
environment. This was partly because not all research was confidential and partly because of the 
prevailing ethos of sharing information with the wider research community. Patents were another 
form of encoded research output within this environment. 
Although the basic information communication model outlined above remained fairly constant 
from the 1990/1 to the 2001/2 study, certain significant changes did surface during the second 
study. The variation was predominantly caused by changes in the work environment in the 
institutes and the impact of electronic information communication media in the intervening 
period. The change in the work environment was primarily caused by changes in their funding 
structure. These organisations changed from institutions that received very large and liberal 
grants from the government to a situation where state subsidies were reduced considerably and 
they were forced to operate as self sufficient business units. The intervening years thus saw a shift 
from a purely research-based ethos and environment where they were free to conduct research on 
any applied or basic science aspect thought to be of use to the country, to one where the driving 
factor was the motive to make a profit. This has resulted in the need to engage almost exclusively 
in remunerative contract work, which in turn brought about the enforcement of confidentiality 
restrictions by their clients (usually in industry) and intellectual property rights issues. 
This awareness of intellectual property and the need for secrecy has made people less open, and 
the flow of information more restricted. Whereas previously a collegiate environment prevailed 
with aU new knowledge that was generated being freely shared, there was now a dramatic move 
away from transferring their research outputs into the public domain (e.g. by means of 
publications, conference presentations, etc.), to patenting innovations and producing profit-driven 
products (usually in partnership with or for clients). The number of publications thus dropped 











where previously our division produced over a hundred scientific publications a year, it has now 
dropped to one to two due to commercialisation, intellectual property rights and cmifidentiality. 
This contract driven environment, with its attendant time restrictions and almost exclusive 
focus on final outcomes, has had a considerable impact on the information communication 
process and as one respondent stated: 
The collegiate ambience that used to exist and was fostered at our institute has changed because 
of the profit drive. The emphasis in our institute has moved from our annual publication output 
to what income we have generated - the days of huge funding for basic research have 
disappeared and we are now part of the global village and its competition. 
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Informal interpersonal interaction has also been affected by the new environment and, because 
they have become less fundamental-knowledge oriented, conferences that had previously played a 
very important role, have become less relevant. While they still exchange knowledge, the focus 
has shifted and peer groups are not so much interest groups based on sharing technical knowledge 
but more focussed and oriented towards the exchange of information that is market oriented and 
imbued with restrictions dictated by the confidentiality imposed by their clients. In the process 
informal networks of people struggle to exist mainly because budgets that are geared towards 
selling man-hours penalise time wasted on chat groups. 
The researcher, however, detected glimmerings of yet another change in the organisational 
structure and research environment of the research institutes. This was the reference made by a 
number of respondents that there was a growing appreciation in their institutions of the 
possibilities and value that a knowledge management approach and knowledge sharing could have 
in the work environment. The largest research institution was in fact actively investigating the 
feasibility of introducing knowledge management principles and practices. There was thus once 
again a drive to acknowledge and appreciate the importance of collegiate interaction, knowledge 
networking and tapping into tacit knowledge and realising the benefits this has for knowledge 
generation. The implication was that the focus would once again shift to an environment of 
collegiate interaction and learning. A few respondents even mentioned that once again greater 
emphasis was being placed on the importance of transferring knowledge outputs into the public 
domain. Such a new drive towards a knowledge intensive and sharing culture could however 
create tension with the still prevailing profit oriented culture and the attendant emphasis on 
confidentiality. 












environment it was noted that electronic communication modes were important, heavily used and 
have significantly impacted on the information communication process in the research institute 
environment. Electronic media have changed the mode of communication, it is now feasible to 
communicate in dispersed mode, it has speeded up the process and far wider communication 
networks are more easily maintained. For example, electronic current awareness services such as 
e-newsletters were mentioned as being an important and convenient new innovation that provides 
very up-to-date alerting possibilities. E-mail, however is the mode that has had the most 
significant impact on their information communication process. According to these respondents it 
is easy to use, convenient and has revolutionised networking and collaboration. It has facilitated 
the sharing of information, the writing of joint proposals, the requesting of information and it has 
made managerial information communication very effective by reducing the number of typed 
letters and internal circulars that are disseminated. 
Not all electronic modes and media were however equally heavily used. It was found, for 
example, that electronic mailing lists were generally not used amongst these respondents, but then 
those who did engage with them stated that they have assisted them to establish far more robust 
communication networks than in the past and have helped to increase the frequency of interaction 
with colleagues. The main reason given for not using electronic conferences was that they did not 
afford the all important platform to interact face-to-face with other people. It was further stated 
that there were too few journals in the electronic format that they could access in their field to 
make a substantive difference to their use of this journal mode. 
A number of disadvantages to this mode were also noted and a recurrent theme was that because 
it is an easy medium to use, it generates endless amounts of irrelevant information and junk mail. 
Another problem of e-mail that was highlighted is that it often generalises the communication 
interaction and does away with the finer nuances of one-to-one relationships between people with 
different communication styles. The general view was that e-mail is adequate for communicating 
unambiguous and clear information, but that it cannot supplant personal interaction, or even the 
telephone, which provides the possibility for immediate response, dialogue and the clarification 
of ambiguities, and as one respondent stated 
after the first e-mail contact there should be personal follow-up and interaction to ensure 
effective communication. 












electronic communication modes and its dehumanising aspects. It was felt that personal one-to-
one communication and the human factor gets lost when electronic modes are used to 
communicate information. Another theme that was often referred to, was the importance of 
fostering collegiate communication and informal unstructured interaction as this engenders a 
culture of lateral and innovative thinking. The scientists at the research institutes were concerned 
that these important aspects were not currently being sufficiently addressed and the following 
quote is fairly representative of these views: 
In the previous environment - i.e., where less emphasis was placed on information technology 
and of course where there was a more open, less profit motivated ambience - we scientists talked 
and communicated with each other - sometimes by means of formal seminars and sometimes 
during informal group discussions. Typically, the tea room was used to discuss problems and 
this interaction resulted in idea generation, synergism and problem solving. 
Only three respondents in the first study and one in the second study deviated from the 
information communication pattern outlined above. These respondents were working on their 
own on specialised research projects and were not involved in the normal reporting and 
communication structures. This was an exceptional situation and did not normally prevail in the 
institutes. In all the instances, the researchers were utilised in this way because they had 
specialised knowledge and the field of enquiry was at an exploratory stage and would, if found to 
be a feasible project, be expanded into a group research project. They all still maintained informal 
information exchange links with their colleagues in their divisions, attended all divisional 
meetings and seminars and interacted vigorously with their divisional directors. They also 
maintained extensive contacts with outside people. They, further, communicated by means of 
their reports that were circulated internally and to outside clients. 
4.2.3. COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE UNIVERSITIES 
The crystallographers that were attached to the twelve academic institutions at the time of the 
interviews constituted the largest group of respondents (61% in 1990/1 and 64% in 200112). The 
majority of the academic crystallographers were situated in Gauteng where they were almost 
equally distributed between Pretoria (North Gauteng) and Johannesburg (South Gauteng). The 
other academic respondents were attached to academic institutions in the Western Cape, the Free 
State, and Natal in almost equal proportions. The academic staff complements of these 
universities ranged from the smallest with 311 full time equivalent (f.t.e.) academic staff to the 












All of the academic crystallographers were basic scientists and within this category two distinct 
groups were identified, (a) those academics that engaged in crystallography as a primary 
discipline (they will be designated as pure crystallographers) and (b) those academics that 
utilised crystallography as an analytical method in their main fields of research (these 
crystallographers generally referred to themselves as 'tool' crystallographers). The distribution 
between the 'pure' and 'tool' crystallographers was almost equal and their subject fields ranged 
from Chemistry (by far the largest proportion), to the smaller groupings in Physics, Geology, 
Materials Science and Biochemistry (Physics and Biochemistry were grouped together with 
Applied Chemistry under the Other category). 
In the second study the age distribution was fairly equitably distributed among the three age 
categories, while in the first study almost half the academic respondents were in the 36 to 50 age 
category. The majority of the academic respondents held a doctorate degree, generally obtained in 
South Africa. Half of these respondents were in more senior positions and the remainder were 
equally divided between those at senior lecturer and junior lecturer level. 
It was observed that the formal research team structure that constituted the norm in industry and 
only slightly less so in the research institutes was far less strictly adhered to within the academic 
environment. However, a natural evolution towards group forming and collaborative research 
occurred amongst a large proportion of the academic respondents. Three distinct working styles 
were thus discerned: 
1. Those academics that worked together in well-organised, cohesive research units, or groups 
and maintained fairly strong, interactive and structured communication links amongst 
themselves and for the purposes of this study have been designated: the structured groups; 
2. Researchers that worked together, but within a totally unstructured framework and 
designated: the unstructured groups; and 
3. The academics that worked entirely on their own and designated: the loners. 
From these working styles three clear communication patterns developed that were based on the 
degree of group forming and collaborative research undertaken by the academic respondents. The 
communication of information that pertained to the academics will thus be discussed according to 
whether they predominantly conducted research in a structured or unstructured group, or operated 












The structured groups 
The largest proportion of the respondents that belonged to structured research units were pure 
crystallographers and worked in the field of chemistry. For example, the four single crystal 
diffractometer facilities at South African universities were all operated by units in the 
chemistry departments that were involved in pure crystallographic research. Membership of 
the groups was however not restricted only to members of the crystallographic fraternity and 
even in the groups that concentrated on pure crystallographic research, academics and 
postgraduate students from outside the field of crystallography were incorporated. The group 
sizes ranged from ten to thirty members, with a median of 16. 
The groups all consisted of a leader who was often also the head of the department; one to 
four fairly senior academics at professorial, or senior lecturer level (who generally spent half 
of their research time on their own special interests and the other half on the group's work); a 
number of researchers (often engaged on a contract basis) and other junior lecturing staff who 
concentrated their research efforts on the groups' activities; post-graduate students working in 
the same field and under supervision of senior members of the group (they often constituted 
half the numbers in the group); and finally technicians and other support staff. 
It was very clear that the members of these groups aU shared common research goals, that a 
strong bond existed amongst them and that they were very directed and focussed. Although 
the members of the team collaborated with each other and other scientists all over the world, 
each person in the team was encouraged to make their own unique contribution. A distinctive 
feature of these research teams was the strong communication links that were maintained and 
which ranged from daily, informal, contact during which everyday problems and new 
innovations were discussed, through to ad hoc, but more formal, brainstorming sessions to 
resolve urgent issues, to formal meetings that were held on a regular basis (weekly to 
monthly). At these meetings the group's research progress was reviewed, problems were 
discussed and post-graduate students reported on progress made. Although all members 
participated, the group leader was generally the driving force and these meetings often served 
as a forum for the leader and other members who interacted most frequently with the external 
environment and information media to report on conferences attended, research contacts made 
abroad, discussions held with outside colleagues. the latest literature in the field (both printed 












contributed by alerting others in the group of new developments in the field that might be of 
interest to them. 
The success of the group dynamic largely depended on strong leadership. This was found to 
be an important factor with all the groups in all three work environments that were 
encountered in the study. Strong leadership resulted in the development of a good team spirit 
and active inter- and intra-group communication of information. It was thus also found that in 
all instances the group leader, or one or more of the more senior members of the group, played 
a very important and active role in maintaining the strongest links with the external 
environment. They exchanged information with colleagues outside the group, they filtered and 
disseminated the most relevant information into and out of the group; i.e. a typical gatekeeper 
role was adopted 
The more junior members were far more dependent on the leader of the group, or some other 
senior member, to disseminate information obtained from their contacts with the exterior 
environment than the more senior members, who had generally built up their own network of 
contacts and were thus less dependent on the leader to mediate in this way. The more junior 
members, in tum, maintained a far stronger link with the institutional library and the 
published/recorded literature (both printed and electronic) than their more senior counterparts. 
They often provided the physical link with the library and kept the group informed of the 
latest literature in the field. All members, however, generally endeavoured to keep up-to-date 
by regularly scanning the latest journals in the field. The cross fertilisation of ideas and new 
knowledge was further actively encouraged by regularly inviting other scientists from within 
the country and abroad to address these groups. Such groups thus maintained strong links with 
both the formal and informal information communication channels in their field. (This aspect 
will be discussed in greater detail in 4.3) 
A feature of these groups was that they frequently provided a service to other researchers, 
often external to their university and in diverse research areas that ranged from 
crystallography to totally disparate research areas where crystallographic data or assistance 
with the structural analysis of substances were required (this was particularly applicable to the 
four units that operated single crystal diffractometers). Such activities resulted in expanding 












diffractometer within such a group and the group leader were the persons most frequently 
contacted in these instances. 
Even within these fairly close-knit groups it was observed that collaborative research and 
group forming in the academic environment was less structured than in industry and in the 
research institutes where research was far more mission oriented. The university environment 
cultivated and encouraged individuality and unrestricted interaction. Group forming was thus 
a voluntary process which depended largely on the motivation of strong individuals within the 
departments and a sufficient critical mass of people conducting research in the same broad 
field. 
The unstructured groups 
In this category the academic respondents were usually members of the same department that 
collaborated, but who did not form as close-knit a research unit as the previous category. 
Although, as in the previous category, most of the crystallographers were chemists there was a 
far more equitable distribution among the disciplines represented in the study, particularly as 
far as geology and physics was concerned. Another distinguishing feature was that the 
majority in this category were not pure crystallographers but rather utilised crystallographic 
techniques as an analytical tool. The unstructured group sizes typically varied between three to 
fifteen academics that collaborated with each other and regularly communicated. The nature of 
the interaction, however, was far less structured and formalised. 
When they interacted and met they generally addressed very similar issues as the structured 
groups and discussed problems encountered, new ideas and information found, new material 
found in the library, conferences attended, new contacts made, or any matter of general 
interest. They also actively communicated with their post-graduate students and other 
researchers and colleagues on and off the campus who were working in cognate fields, or 
requiring information from them. Although, as in the previous category, it was found that the 
more senior members communicated more actively with the external environment than the 
more junior members, and the latter tended to rely more heavily on the literature and the 
library for their information than their more senior counterparts, this differentiation was not as 
marked. There was a general tendency for all members in this sub-category to engage more 












library) than those that operated in a more formal group structure and individual members 
were less dependent on the group leader to interact with the external environment and to drive 
the process. Individuals were thus far more independent and actively involved in the 
communication process and there was far less cohesion and evidence of a group dynamic. 
The loners: 
The last category consisted of the academics who worked independently and in virtual 
isolation. These lone workers primarily used crystallography as an analytical tool and their 
specific subject fields were fairly equally distributed amongst chemistry, physics, geology and 
biochemistry. These loners, although working outside a group structure, did maintain 
informal, unstructured communication links with colleagues in their departments, in other 
cognate fields and outside the university environment. They usually communicated 
extensively with the main crystallographic group at their university, basically to draw on their 
technical crystallographic expertise, or to use the diffractometer (if available). The interaction 
was mostly with the leader of such a group and the operator of the diffractometer. They also 
undertook collaborative research, but to a lesser extent than their counterparts in the other two 
categories. They all regarded the library as an important link in the communication chain in 
their work environment. 
The driving and motivating force for all the academic researchers was to make their research 
known to as wide a scientific community as possibly and a major end-product of their research 
was thus some or other publication. In this way they received peer acknowledgement for their 
research endeavours and they could also contribute to the body of knowledge in their field. 
The changes that were observed between the two studies in the information communication 
patterns for this work environment pertained mostly to the impact of certain structural changes in 
their organisations and the escalating electronic information environment. The structural changes 
related to the fact that government funding of universities had increasingly been reduced over the 
period and funding for research was not as freely available as it had been eleven years ago. 
Competition for NRF8 (National Research Foundation) funding was thus intense within and 
between universities. This had lead to the universities moving into the realm of profit-based 
contract research which they undertook for government and/or industry. This competition for 
g The NRF had been established in the intervening years as the main national research funding parastatal organization that channels 












funding and the need to secure contract work has increased the level of tension in the universities 
and two opposing views surfaced with regard to the effect this has had on the academic 
environment. The majority of the academic respondents were of the opinion that it countered 
open learning, the free and vigorous flow of information and that it had a detrimental effect on 
collegiate interaction. This view is succinctly summarised by two of the respondents as follows: 
there is now a greater level of aggression and the old collegiate interaction is not as 
prevalent as before and 
this competition, because of decreased funding, is not healthy and this has caused 
considerable friction in the Department 
The opposing view that was held by a much smaller proportion of the respondents was that 
competition is good and that it stimulates research, increases output and has further enforced a 
shift away from a very theoretical research basis to a more applied approach which has 
considerable beneficial outcomes for the country. 
As far as electronic modes of communication were concerned, the general consensus was that the 
impact of has been extensive and to quote one respondent this 
has particularly helped international communication by speeding it up and has 
increased the possibilities of exchanging data very easily and speedily all over the 
world. I use e-mail extensively for this purpose. 
The use of electronic modes of communication has made both national and international 
collaboration far more feasible and helped to considerably increase the propensity of such 
collaboration. The problems that were encountered in South Africa because of inadequate 
bandwidth and the detrimental effect this has on communication were, however, also raised by 
the respondents. 
The general opinion with regard to the attributes of electronic journals was that the mode in 
which the information appeared was not of particular importance and although they were "nice to 
have and have many advantages" it was more important to have access to quality information and 
not all the main crystallographic journals were available in electronic format at their institutions. 
The university respondents' view on publishing in the electronic format was that the medium was 
irrelevant other than their concern that there might be problems with archiving. Their main 
concern was that the journal they selected for publication purposes should have a prestigious 
standing in the scholarly scientific community. A further very positive impact of the electronic 












opportunities provided by electronic media and were amongst others offering electronic alerting 
and searching services which were highly valued by the respondents. 
Almost all the respondents, however, held negative views with regard to electronic conferences as 
they did not provide the opportunities for personal interaction and because of their "lack of social 
dimension". In their view the most important aspect of conferences was not the presentations. but 
the value of interpersonal exchange of information and the possibilities provided to initiate and 
maintain contacts. The university respondents were further also not very enthusiastic about the 
value and quality of the information they found on the Internet. 
It is clear that although the impact of the growing electronic environment has been considerable 
in the university environment it was still not as wide spread as what had been expected. This is in 
line with Tenopir et al.'s (2003) reference to the evolving or pre-advanced stage (1994-2002) of 
electronic media adoption (cf. also Hallmark, 2003, 2004 and chapter 2.6.) A further aspect to 
note was that once again there was the recurrent theme that personal contact is very important and 
that electronic modes of communication had not supplanted the need for personal interaction in 
the information communication process. 
4.3. COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION OUTSIDE THE IMMEDIATE WORK 
ENVIRONMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA AND ABROAD 
Two factors had a considerable effect on the communication of information among the wider 
community of researchers involved with crystallography in South Africa and abroad. The first 
relates to the professional organisation of this community in South Africa and world-wide. The 
international crystallographic community is very well organised by means of the International 
Union of Crystallographers (lUCr) which was established soon after the end of World War II. 
Since 1948 they have been publishing the World directory of crystallographers and the Acta 
crystallographica series (Sections A - D). which is one of the most prestigious serial publications 
in the field. They further also publish the Journal of applied crystallography and the Journal of 
synchrotron radiation. Their Newsletter and Minutes of the Union's meetings are further also 
distributed to all member crystallographers on a regular basis. In addition to the print versions of 
these publications, electronic formats are distributed as Crystallography journals online. The 
IUCr was in fact one of the first scientific organisations to embrace electronic information 












Helliwell, Chairman of the IUCr Commission on Journals, the "WWW has provided rapid and 
efficient communication between the IUCr staff and its Editors, streamlined peer-review 
procedures and permitted the development of additional author and reader services culminating in 
Crystallography Journals Online" (2000:5). This online publication provides full text versions of 
all the IUCr journals in both HTML and PDF formats, and all supporting data are made available 
through the IUCr electronic archive. Other services such as e-mail alerting, tables of contents and 
details of forthcoming events are also made available online. Links are further provided from 
Crystallography journals online to relevant bibliographic and structural databases (such as 
Medline) and other primary publications that are available on the Worldwide Web. One of the 
leading crystallographers in South Africa in fact administers and maintains one of the three 
international IUCr Web mirror servers. 
In addition to their formal publication efforts they also ensure further interaction by means of 
specialist conferences and their general tri-annual congress to which each country sends a 
delegation to attend the Assembly. The Union has further established a network of Commissions 
that cover a number of areas and which provide a body of experts who can be consulted on issues 
that range from new apparatus, to publishing and research, to various specialised fields. The 
respondents were generally of the opinion that the IUCr provides the ideal forum that facilitates 
co-operation, interaction and exchange of information among the members of the international 
crystallographic community. 
A major impact on communication among the crystallographic fraternity in South Africa was the 
establishment of the South African Crystallographic Association in 1984. It was specifically 
founded to facilitate the communication of information related to crystallographic research in 
South Africa and this Association maintains close links with the International Union of 
Crystallographers and the central body of scientific unions in South Africa. The latter has, as one 
of its functions, acted as a clearinghouse for scientific information in South Africa and it also 
maintains close ties with international bodies of a similar nature. Communication within the 
Association is fairly active, and is mainly driven by the regular symposia that are held in the field 
in South Africa. These symposia further stimulate the informal communication among the 
members. 
The second major factor that affected communication was related to the researchers' access to and 












such access crystallographic research would be severely curtailed. Access is specifically required 
to analytical equipment such as single crystal diffractometers, and if possible powder and neutron 
diffractometry facilities. In South Africa only five institutions have the capacity to acquire and 
run single crystal diffractometers and all researchers in the field are thus heavily dependent on the 
analysis services that these five institutions offer to the crystallographic research community in 
general. South African researchers further rely on the Cambridge Crystallographic Unit (CCU) at 
Cambridge University in Great Britain; the Joint Commission for Powder Diffraction (JCPD) in 
the United States of America; the facility at Grenoble in France where a number of countries co-
operate to run a large neutron diffractometer facility; and the facilities at the Brookhaven and 
Rutherford Laboratories for powder diffractometry and other more sophisticated crystal analysis. 
Institutions in South Africa could never afford such large and sophisticated facilities and local 
crystallographers therefore rely heavily on data obtained from such units, and the possibility to 
use the sophisticated equipment maintained at the research laboratories when the need arises. A 
few institutions in South Africa have sUbscriptions to the electronic crystal structure databases 
produced by the CCU and the JCPD and they in tum provide access to this data to the local 
crystallographic community in generaL All of the respondents, however, specifically mentioned 
that international and local cooperation was excellent and this resulted in the open and often free 
exchange of information, data and computer programmes in the field (this even applied to the 
years when South Africa was politically ostracised by the international community). 
From the above it is clear that members of the local and international crystallographic fraternity 
are closely linked to each other either by their need to access sophisticated equipment or their 
willingness and ability to provide a service to outside researchers. The result is that there is 
constant communication (both person-person as well as by indirect means) between 
crystallographers within the country and the international community. 
Access to such facilities formed the basis for much of the networking in the field in South Africa. 
Originally the CSIR was the only institution in South Africa that had a diffractometer and they 
provided a structure analysis service to aU researchers in South Africa. As everyone was 
dependent on that facility close links were maintained between the crystallographic community 
and the crystallographers at the CSIR. However, since 1983 four other institutions acquired 
diffractometers which has resulted in a more dispersed information communication network. The 












concerning technical and operational problems regarding equipment. In addition, 
crystallographers who do not have their own diffractometers interact regularly with the institutes 
that do have the facility. 
In the following sections a more detailed outline will be given of the local and international 
information communication structures that prevailed among the researchers in the three work 
environments. 
4.3.1. COMMUNICATING WITH THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT: INDUSTRY 
The main impediment to the free exchange of information and inter-personal communication 
outside the immediate work environment in industry was the competitive environment and the 
confidentiality and secrecy of their research. The researchers in industry, however, were very 
conscious of being isolated from new innovations and research and were thus aware of the 
necessity to constantly import new information and technological developments. They, therefore, 
made a point of maintaining very active communication links with researchers in cognate and 
relevant fields at the research institutes and the various universities in South Africa and abroad. 
They, for example, regularly invited academics and other researchers to visit their R&D facilities, 
or visited them at their institutes. 
They maintained particularly strong links with the universities where their more senior 
researchers obtained their postgraduate degrees, or where they had done post-doctoral research. In 
one instance, where most of the senior research staff was of British origin, it was found that the 
communication links were mostly with British universities. Senior researchers in industry often 
served on various committees at the universities they maintained alliances with and in this way a 
clearly defined network of contacts both within South Africa and overseas has been built up over 
many years. 
A feature of this interaction was that while the researchers in industry generally initiated 
interaction with outside researchers, particularly in the academic community, the converse did not 
always apply. However, there was general consensus among industry respondents that there was a 
growing tendency towards greater interaction between academics and applied researchers. It was 
suggested that each draws from the others strengths and expertise. Industry provided the actual 












required research expertise and advanced theoretical knowledge and frequently conducted 
sponsored research for them. The second study in fact indicated that most of the R&D divisions 
were downsizing their research activities and were contracting out a considerable portion of their 
research to universities and the research institutes. Interactive communication links were, 
therefore, maintained with the project leaders at the universities and research institutes with 
whom they had contracts, or where they sponsored research projects. A fairly complex 
relationship has thus evolved between industry on the one hand and the universities and research 
institutes on the other. 
It was interesting to note that notwithstanding the constraints of corporate security restrictions, 
the researchers in industry often maintained information communication links with the R&D 
departments in cognate industries (often their main business rivals). It was thus not surprising to 
observe that vigorous communication and information exchange took place among parent, 
subsidiary and affiliated companies, both within South Africa and abroad. In the one instance a 
formal agreement existed between the international group of affiliated companies to exchange 
information systematically. Another group of international companies maintained a central 
research centre in the United Kingdom that served all the affiliated companies that contributed to 
the funding of the centre. This research centre conducted fundamental long-term research and 
new technology development was transferred to all the contributing companies who then adopted, 
adapted and applied the results to local needs. This research centre often contracted academics to 
conduct research for them and further encouraged all affiliated companies to second their own 
researchers to work at the centre for extended periods. Individual companies could also bid to do 
contract research for the centre and in turn they could contract these projects out to local 
universities. Two such contracts were in operation at the time of the interviews at a South African 
university. The respondents were of the opinion that such world-wide co-operation and 
participation resulted in cost effective research, cross fertilisation of ideas and effective exchange 
of information. It was, however, emphasised that they firmly believed in the maintenance of their 
own local R&D facilities as South African operational conditions are often unique. 
The respondents at companies with no international affiliations were particularly aware of the 
necessity to interact with international experts and to import new knowledge, innovation, 













while academics tend to collaborate on research which leads to mutual interaction, researchers in 
industry have to consider confidentiality factors and this means that we work in isolation within our 
companies - we then have to seek contacts in other ways as cross fertilisation of ideas is very important, 
particularly with experts from overseas as we share very few research interests with persons in South 
Africa. 
They were generally actively supported by their top management in their efforts to maintain 
regular links with colleagues and experts overseas, many of whom were scientists listed in the 
World directory of crystallographers. An of the industry respondents went abroad very 
frequently, the more senior of them going a few times a year. The main purpose of these visits, 
other than for business reasons, was to specifically obtain new ideas and infonnation by 
interacting with international experts they had contact with, visiting research institutes (such as 
the Cambridge Crystallographic Unit) and international R&D facilities, contacting equipment 
suppliers, and attending relevant international conferences. 
It was, however, noted that although conferences in general were valued they did not play the 
same role in the infonnation communication process in industry as they did in the other two 
environments. The confidentiality of their research generally prevented the industry researchers 
from making presentations and they, in tum, derived very little direct benefit from the fonnal 
presentations as they were deemed to be far too theoretical and of very little relevance to their 
applied needs. The few conferences that were of a more applied and practical nature were 
appreciated and all conferences were valued for the opportunity they provided to make contacts 
and to strengthen interpersonal networks. 
Another important platfonn of interaction was provided by the links between the R&D divisions 
and their outside suppliers and manufacturers of materials and equipment. These infonnal 
networks that operated with their suppliers, often from abroad, were very important as many of 
the suppliers could impart unique and very practical knowledge and up-to-date, useful 
infonnation. 
It clearly emerged that external contacts were initially made by means of indirect methods such as 
via third party referrals, or because of knowledge gained during doctoral/post-doctoral research, 
or attending specialist conferences, or the literature and then followed up by means of some or 
other mode of correspondence and finally personal contact. The preferred method of 












made of telephone contact, e-mail, and faxes. The more senior respondents had more extensive 
external connections than the more junior respondents and they went abroad far more frequently 
to initiate and maintain communication links. The more junior members were kept informed of 
external developments by their senior counterparts who always held debriefing meetings on 
return from these visits. 
It became clear that a few key persons, often only one to two, in the R&D divisions played a 
particularly important gatekeeper role in the communication process (cf. also reference to this in 
4.2.1.). They provided the motivation and stimulation that encouraged the exchange and 
importation of new information, they maintained direct contact with the other researchers in their 
divisions, they kept themselves informed of the information needs of their colleagues, and they 
maintained the closest and most active links with the outside world. They actively sought 
information which was then disseminated to all concerned. 
4.3.2. COMMUNICATING WITH THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT: THE RESEARCH 
INSTITUTES 
All the respondents at research institutes were very aware of the importance of maintaining 
contact with international research in their field and it was obvious that they were encouraged by 
top management to interact vigorously with scientists abroad. There was further also a feeling 
that there was not a sufficiently large critical mass of local experts in most of the scientific fields 
in South Africa and that this militated against meaningful interpersonal exchange of information. 
Most of the respondents in the research institutes therefore went abroad as frequently as possible 
and maintained contact with scientists overseas. Such contacts usually stemmed either from 
doctoral studies abroad, contacts made by presenting papers at and attending international 
conferences, membership of committees of international associations, post-doctoral or sabbatical 
research abroad, and correspondence with persons identified through the literature. 
On their visits abroad they attended as many international conferences in their field as possible, 
visited research facilities and leading academic departments, used advanced facilities such as the 
Grenoble neutron diffractometer, and visited suppliers of equipment and materials. Such visits 
were then followed up by correspondence bye-mail, or in the past by letter and fax. They also 
used these opportunities to find people to invite to South Africa. The one research institute was 












share ideas, to broaden local perspectives, to assist in the cross fertilisation of ideas and also to 
solve specific problems. They generally also invited the wider South African research community 
to share in this experience. They felt strongly that this provided an effective and affordable way 
of exposing as many researchers as possible to international expertise and to help to overcome the 
geographical isolation that all researchers in South Africa were subjected to. 
The research institutes generally maintained close contact with similar research institutes abroad 
and often instituted various reciprocal agreements. The one research institute also maintained 
very close ties with an international organisation that co-ordinated research in their field. This 
made them an active partner in this international research environment and its global information 
network. Another research institute received considerable sponsorship from abroad and they were 
involved in extensive contract research for international concerns which they in turn had partially 
subcontracted out to a number of universities and private research laboratories. There was thus 
intensive interaction with both their overseas principals, sponsors and the academics who were 
doing the contract work for them. 
As the research institute respondents undertook a significant amount of contract work, very close 
communication links were consequently forged with the various companies and government 
agencies who sponsored them and for whom they did the research. There was thus regular and 
active exchange of information which included formal meetings involving the clients and the 
project teams and informal meetings where mutual problems encountered were discussed. As this 
research was often confidential, communication on these matters was thus restricted to their own 
group within the institute and the sponsor/client for whom the research was being conducted. 
A further area of regular communication was with academic institutions. As was observed with 
the respondents in industry, it was found that particularly strong links were maintained with their 
current or previous supervisors. They contracted work out to them and consulted them on a 
regular basis to assist in problem solving. A researcher who actively communicated with 
colleagues at universities stated that he had more interaction with departments engaged in applied 
research (e.g. engineering, materials science and metallurgy) and with departments that could 
provide information on analytical and related crystallographic techniques than with academics 
engaged in basic research as "my work is very applied and often remote from that done at 












with basic scientists as they provided them with insights into the latest theoretical research in the 
field as "in this way I can focus on what is coming out of the mill". 
As in the industry environment, it was found that suppliers and manufacturers of equipment 
provided valuable information to the research institute respondents. Scientific meetings and 
conferences in South Africa and abroad provided another forum at which information was 
regularly exchanged, both formally and on an inter-personal basis. In many instances, however, 
the confidential nature of their research prevented them from presenting their research at these 
conferences. This aspect generally impacted on the free exchange of such information outside 
their immediate research circle. 
It was further observed that the work structure had an effect on the level of personal 
communication with the external environment. Researchers who worked in structured project 
teams depended to a large extent on their team or group leaders to handle external communication 
links. The group leaders thus generally facilitated the flow of information to and from the 
research institutes. This gatekeeper role, however, was less marked than in the case of industry 
and individual researchers interacted far more actively with the outside world on a personal level. 
4.3.3. COMMUNICATING WITH THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT: THE 
UNIVERSITIES 
The factors that played an important role in the academic respondents' external communication of 
information related mostly to whether they participated in collaborative research, how structured 
such cooperation was, whether they conducted pure crystallographic research or used 
crystallography as a tool, and their level of seniority. It was generally found that the leaders of 
structured groups conducting pure crystallographic research were the most active communicators 
and they maintained close communication links with all the leading pure crystallographers at the 
other universities throughout the country. They also maintained contacts with academics in other 
cognate areas, and with researchers at research institutes. Such communication related to the 
exchange of information with the researchers with whom they were collaborating on a research 
project, as well as with other scientists who required their expertise in solving problems, or 
information they, in turn, required from other experts to solve problems they had encountered. 
They also communicated with researchers in industry and in this instance the link was often 












contract work for various companies and research institutes and once such a link was established 
they maintained close relationships with their principals. 
The leaders of structured groups who used crystallography as a tool followed very similar 
patterns to their peers in pure crystallography, except that they communicated more with 
scientists in their primary research area than with crystallographers. The leaders of unstructured 
groups, while following very similar patterns, generally communicated less frequently than their 
counterparts in structured groups. The senior academics who worked on their own, i.e. the loners, 
also followed a similar pattern, except that they were even less active than their peers who 
worked in unstructured and structured groups. 
It was found that the more junior the academic respondent was, the less active he or she was in 
communicating with other scientists. It was further evident that the more structured the work 
environment, the more the junior members relied on the more senior members and particularly 
the group leaders to interact with the outside world on their behalf. The more senior members of 
structured groups, particularly the group leaders, thus played the most active and important role in 
the communication process and in the crystallographic community in general. The converse 
applied in that the less structured and greater the level of solitariness in which they worked, the 
more the less senior academic respondents relied on their own devices to interact with the 
external environment and acquire the information they required. This interaction, however, still 
remained at a much lower level than that of the group leaders. 
A special category of communication took place between the crystallographers from the five 
institutions that had their own diffractometers. They communicated actively with each other on 
technical and operational matters and in this instance the group leaders and operators of the 
diffractometers maintained particularly close ties with the crystallographer who used to operate 
the first diffractometer in South Africa. A further form of communication was with the 
researchers who did not have their own diffractometers and who approached them for assistance 
and a crystal structure analysis service. 
It was very clear that a close relationship existed between the academic respondents and their 
former students. Such students either moved into industry and then they approached their alma 












research institutes from where they maintained close communication links with their former 
supervisors to obtain or provide information, to solve problems, and/or to collaborate on projects. 
University respondents rated conference attendance as a very important factor in the 
communication process. It was evident that most of the academic respondents tried to attend as 
many relevant conferences that were held in South Africa and abroad as possible. In their view 
such conferences provide a valuable forum to discover and discuss new developments, research 
fronts and innovations, to pUblicise their own research findings, and probably the most important 
of all, they provide the environment to meet new people in the field and to foster old contacts. 
Although the university crystallographers also expressed a need to interact with the international 
research community, they did not manifest the same level of international activity on a one-to-one 
basis as their counterparts in industry and the research institutes. Their main form of interpersonal 
interaction at this level was by means of collaborative research. There was further far greater 
emphasis on the role of formal channels of communication in the international arena and in 
making their work known amongst their peers abroad. There was thus a greater urgency to 
communicate internationally by publishing their work in international publications, to present 
their work at international conferences and to read the latest literature in the field, than to 
personally obtain the latest information from some or other expert abroad. It was also clear that 
funds to travel abroad were not as forthcoming as amongst the respondents from the other two 
work communities. 
However, they did try and go abroad as frequently as they could. The more prominent and senior 
university researchers maintained the most active links with scientists abroad and they generally 
tried to go overseas every year to two years to attend conferences and visit their foreign contacts. 
The pure crystallographers maintained far more contacts more frequently with other pure 
crystallographers abroad than the university crystallographers who used crystallography as a tool. 
These links were very positively stimulated by the activities of the International Union of 
Crystallographers and interaction with the Cambridge Crystallographic Unit and other such 
international research facilities. 
As mentioned, although interpersonal contact was primarily maintained with scientists abroad 
with whom they wished to collaborate, the university respondents also did interact with scientists 












interaction was generally initially established at either the time of doctoral degree studies abroad, 
and/or post-doctoral and sabbatical research overseas, and/or contacts made at international 
conferences, and/or persons they identified through the literature with whom they made contact, 
and/or international scientists who contacted them because of their publications, and/or visitors to 
South Africa, and/or contacts made through colleagues in South Africa. 
4.3.4 EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION: DEVIATION BETWEEN THE TWO STUDIES 
The major differences that were observed between the external communication patterns of the 
two studies related to changes imposed by decreased funding, the effect of electronic modes of 
communication, a greater drive towards collaborative research, and the changed political 
dispensation in South Africa. 
Budgetary constraints affected all three environments, but was the most marked in the university 
and research institute environments where the respondents reported that because of ever 
decreasing budgets over the intervening years, they were forced to more actively solicit contract 
work to generate funds. This then inevitably resulted in a greater shift from basic to applied 
research and confidentiality restrictions. This in tum affected the open exchange of information. 
The latter impinged mostly on the transfer of information into the public domain. The one major 
positive aspect of this change was that the university and research institute respondents now 
maintained much closer links with outside organisations both in the public and private sector and 
engaged in research that had very practical outcomes and a greater utility factor. This profit-
driven business model was in greater evidence in the research institutes than in the universities. 
Although the industry respondents were far less affected by budgetary cuts, it was still very clear 
that in the intervening period the R&D facilities had been downsized considerably and that they 
were expected to contract out more of their research to the research institutes and to the 
universities. 
Electronic modes of communication played a very important role in external communication of 
information and particularly assisted interpersonal communication. The vast distances in South 
Africa and the country's remoteness from the epicentres of international scientific research 
rendered electronic media even more appropriate and useful. Although face-to-face 
communication was still preferred, the use of electronic modes was often more feasible and could 












cost. It also meant that persons engaged in collaborative research could not only readily interact, 
but also exchange files and data very easily. Electronic modes not only effected interpersonal 
communication, but also in many instances widened the scope, the ease and the speed with which 
researchers could interact with the recorded literature in the field. Electronic modes of 
communication made a particularly great impact on external communication in the universities 
and research institutes, while the industry environment was more cautious to embrace the new 
mode as they were concerned about the possibility of security breaches. 
The worldwide drive towards increased collaborative research has also had an impact in South 
Africa, and particularly in the university environment. Not only did the respondents report on this 
tendency, but a perusal of their publication output saw a marked increase in the number of joint 
publications. This meant that there was a greater need to interact with colleagues outside their 
immediate work environment and this was further assisted by the greater ease with which they 
could communicate electronically. 
The change to a democratically elected government in 1994 further assisted interaction with the 
international scientific research community. The embargoes that had been placed on South Africa 
and South Africans in the past were now lifted and travel, collaboration and interaction with the 
international research arena were far more feasible. 
4.4. INTERPERSONAL INFORMATION COMMUNICATION CONTACTS 
In this section the dynamics of interpersonal and informal communication of information outside 
the immediate work environment win be examined in greater depth. In many studies the 
important role of informal information exchange has often been neglected. This is despite the 
early indications and empirical proof obtained by well known researchers9 that often the most 
frequently used and important channel of communication is direct informal oral communication. 
To try and obtain a clearer picture of the dynamics of direct personal communication among the 
members of the South African crystallographic community, the respondents were specifically 
questioned on the personal contacts that they maintained with respect to their research and/or 
work situation and they were requested to provide the names of all the persons (and their 
9 cf. the early work of Price, Gerstoorger &Allen, Crane, Crawford and others; and more recently Fry, Hertzum & Pejtersen, Murphy, 












atfiliatioo) with wl'lOm tl...,y exchallged information 00 a regular basi, withill and without SOllth 
Alrica (ct: Appendix B & C, Sectioo 8., (,ll",stion 2,). From Ihi, d"l" a malrix w"s created for 
eoch d"la 5<:1 (1990/1 & 2001/2) to analyse tl"" interrersonal communication '''''tworl:s !llallhe 
rcspondenls ,naintained. TI"" contact, 10 cry'tallograpl""'" listed in tl"" W()rld dj,."efOly ,!.i 
"rysla!l"!5rat'h~rs were iOenti tied alld a di,tinctioo was dra "n het.",,,en SOlLth African a"d foreign 
contact,. The tOlalllumb ..... of cootact. as well as th;, "wrage number or cootact, WHS calclLlated 
for each imeractioll in So<.lh Atrica (in general "",110 lislcd ~rysl"llogr"phcr'l. "",I "ilh COlltacts 
abrood (in general Hnd wilh lisleJ cryslHlIogmphcrs), h W"s rurther po!<siblc 10 ~'!<Iablish whie h or 
the resp:lrIJenl, wCre rcgularly approached by lile other reopondents and tile numher or ~Onlacl' 
received could he calculated. Tili, data is rerresented ill Tabl e 4.4. below ' . 
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Tj,., avemge tOlalllllmber orinlerl'CI>Onal communicalion lin~s lhal ,,·cre aClively ma;l1Iained by 
individ",,1 respondent; was 6.7 in l'l'JOil and 7.6 in 2001/2 alld this ranged between a minimlLm 
oro to a mHximlLlll orn (1'190,."I)"nd 32 (2001/2). OFlhcsc. 57% (19'l(l/1)"nd &0% (2001/2) 
"ere to scientist' listed in the World direel",y ,if crysralln,;rapher<. Of the t<xal comac!, 
mai nlai""J 5go/. (1 Y'XJil) and 52"/. (200 I i21 were wilh persons in Soulh Arric", aoo or n",* ,7'% 
(199011) and 34~'o (2001/2) " ere to regi'tered crystallograpl""r> in South Africa. or the total 
cont",,!s maintailled, 42"/. (I '1')0/1 ) and 48% (200 I /2) "'ere 10 per'lOllS "broa,!' or which 1')"1, HllJ 












(200l!2) cotUoc!, and thi> ranged belwcen a minimum of 0 10 a maximum of 25 and 29. The 
·'cnnlaets received" data represem 28% (1900/1) am 2'1'10 (200 1/2) of all ~o[ltocls mact.. and 
rec~i,'~d , 
From thi , data it is d~ar that there was an overall increase in Ihe level of illterpcrsoml 
~omm uni~"lioll in the 200112 data 'd. To esrabli,h if II""e differeoces were significant the resulls 
, 
by mean, of 1m, 1-1es\' for two lkpendellt samples. The 
,ignir,c"nc~ Ihreshold level" wa, ~I "I P co ,05 mid il can [,., secn from T"ble 4,4.a, [,.,Iow that 
,i !,~lifkanl diITerences in wmm'mic"lion kvels occurrcd in most c"legories olher than for 
conlacts m~de ill South Africa (hoth th e 10181 contacl, ill South Africa and with South African 
cryst~ llogmphers). n,e .,ignificant i O1Creases in Ihe 200 I 12 , tu.dy for inlerpersonal ~ommunication 
call mai nly he explai ned hy the greater inl"lllalion"1 mol>ility of South Afrkan:; si[lCe 19')4. lr., 
general move to global in",roclion "00 collaboration. a[)(llhe "biq"itou, use ot' clectronic modes 
of communi~alion lh"1 h", made communication over 101lg dismnces t~~,ihl e arl(l tar mor~ 
anordable. 
T ASLE "',1 .' . I ntft rper. on.1 Contacts, T· Tn t for 5ig nificant Diff~l1H1 ces 
151!i011 dft. comp..-vd ..-ilto 200112 
199011 2001102 P 
,~" Me~n 
Contacts m~de in SA " '" 0.320 Contacts witn SA Crystallographers " , .. 0.320 Contacts made abroad '" , .• 0,044 Contacts with Crystallographero . broad '" '.0 0,050 Total contacts made .., " 0,045 Toto, contacts wit11 Crystallographers ,., ,.• 0,047 
Contacts Received , .. ,., 0042 
In Co.u1 4.1 hdow lhc dbtribution of cotUact. made to Somh Affi~"n "nd foreign 
Cfysu,llogmphcrs and n"n-crysmllographers is lkpi~ICd, The l~rgesl ["opor1.ion of cont:;c" (J 7% 
in 19'J()/1 and 3'W, in 200V2) "a, for the contact' the respondent. maintair",d with th~ir fdlo" 
cryslallographcrs in South Africa (i.e. inl~roctjon bet"een lhe r~,pon<knIS). In 2001121hb w~s 
I, A ,. ~c, "lc"",, ~ """'''' ,I", d; "',,'''''' " "'" 0 1"1"'''-'''" n,,,,,,, ;, ,"L;,L~~ 11;- ,;""r,,,,,,,,,. I r tl~ L"~ ,"';.,~ " ~'<'" LI.~ tv< 
"",,"'" · .. ol,~ ,~>oc;,,," ~;tt tho """,,,,,,,,,,,,11' bo' the" the """""'cd "">=n<e" ,;.o i'-,e-."'.lh.nHort·',"''''''' ~ Nd""", 
INd'''' (d ~'" J.I'J I.) L'ke t_bL k< .. ""01«,, ,"",,..,, "''' ,,>oJ '-if ,:~', ""~;"d",' ""'" ,d"",~", r,."·, b'o' of 
,,",,",,,,,,Iih- 0"""",,, ,,,- IW.' P""""""''' 
" [n the ,.-.".J "'~~."' •.• ,",,"",,' 10 It"" ,,~ lI.,,"~ 'I""J '!l_lJ. '''' ',"," ",,,"n,,,, ",,·oft'I""' .:, • ~en"'''''''' '" 1'0 ...... "1;· 












follo"'cd by con tacts maintained "ith p",..;om abroad "ho were line,] crystallographer; (26%), 
whi l~ in 199011 the rati", "ere almost eq ual for lhe ot hcr threc c" lcgorics of person they 
ContaCtM. 
Chart4.1. % Disbibulion at conIact!o: Crystallographer I Non-
crystallographer. South Afric;on I FO«lign 
~ ~"""n;.o",""....".~ 
~ """""~ 0.-."", 
• SA"""~ 0.-."", . "'~"""'~ 
It is lhus dc" r that ' trong comm unication lics arc ma intained with in the ct),stallograrhic 
fraternity as the majori lY of all n mtact> mainta ined were between the rcsp<Jn<icnl.S and Somh 
A Ii-ican cry,l" I l o~'1'Jplll."fs or other ct)'stal lographers abro"J (57% in 1'190/ I and 60"/, in 2{)() I /2l_ 
n~, w("Jld s(ro ngly ;uggest the presencc of lhe ' in vi; ible college- pr.,oomena within lhi, 
community 
4.4.1. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION ACCORDING TO SUB..cATEGORIES 
OF THE POPULATION 
Thc ,]ala for the two sllld ie, ,,,,re fun her an"lyscd to prOOllce cro;s taoolation, ix-1ween lhe 
var ious ,"b-calegories of (he porula( ion (the independent ",tri"b les)"OO thc differcnt cat~gories 
of inlcrpersonal communication (the JepenJClll vari"blc,J. It \Va, ev ident trom this analysis Ih"l 
the ;llb-categories of Ihe p<J p"l"tion generally a l;o followe,] the 101"1 p(JpulaliOll', pattcrn of 
","inwining hi"hcr COrl/act levels in 2001/2 lhan in I ~/l. 
ANOVAiM/\NOVA'-' SIatiSIlc' ,,'er~ then calc ulate,] for cach da l" SCI to cs(abli ,il "'h ich cro,,-> 
IJ A:'OV A .. "AM)\',' ;, • c"""'~'" ,,,' of '"' ,',n",= <,f ",,,,,, oi<w" '" """" <""'<" onJ " ""'" '" """"," ,I", d",,, "' ,h. """"""i<n. n~ "" '"" """,,01«, ,-,~;. bie."'_ ,'NO"-,' {M.,y", of """,,",<) '"'''''''' 'ho ",)'"" ,,- ,ho ~, .,iob~. 












tablLlation, were ,igniOcan(. j\ Ihreshold ,igniticanc~ kwl w," ,<;I al p - .05 and all eros" 
tabulatioos that fell nul,ide lhis level weLe di,regarded. rrOTu Table 4.1.1. Ixlow it can oc '~~n 
thut nui"tion in work enviroo ment, wOfk , tTIKiure, positioo, age and q"aliticatioo all produced 
,ignifica~1 r",,,lls. The co...,ri"~ce bclw~en Ih~ variable, und Ihe slrcnb1h oflh~ effe ct for each 
cale~rJfy of in(er.ction wa, ""',,">CLred by calculaling I he Wilk,' la",bda" and (he r rali",lS lor (h~ 
.ignifieanl ero", labulations (cL "is" 3.10.1.). The re,ult. are depicled in Table 4 1.1. below 
(thos~ cOfr~Mioll5 Ihut have ,igniticanllambda scCO'es and F ratios ar~ markcd in red). 
If Ihe I~ree work envirom"e nt' are con,'idered it i" clear that th e respC>:ldents in indumy and al 
th e re,e:!fel, ins titute, were milre activ~ III initialing and maintaining interp~rso!lal 
communication lini<;; than their cnunterpam at the lUliv~rsiti",. Ihe respoodenl' in industry 
generally initiated slighily [)}(Ife conlacts Ihan Iheir co"nl~'fj'url' in Ihc r",earc~ lmliIU(",. Thc 
ooly instunc~ wh~T~ Ul~ rc'pootlcnV al un;""'sitie, initiated TTlore conlacts tha n the pnpulation 
UV~T"g~ "~d wh~TC they ranked $ccc<ld to t~e re,earc~ in,tilote respondents wa, the ir emlacl, 
with fOfeigD ct)"I"lloW"Jphe". However, it ;, abundantly clear lhal the sub-category of 
r~spon<knll; w~o received the ,,~"l contacts was the lUlivenity respondent,. Th~ rcsearch i~,ti("tc 
re' I><",dent' r~ceived rill average approximaldy h"1 f a~d Ihe i~duwy respilndents a qlLarter of Ihe 
cnnlaet, that the lmi" ~r:;ity r~spootk.'H' had received. The,e r~snlt' clearly , ubotantiate the 
a"~11ioo [D1O{1e in 4.2.1 and 4 .. , . I Ihal the indus~ry R&D divisions ure very consciou, oC Ihe 
pot elllial isolatinn ;",posed by the cm jjdentialily rcsllictions of their work en\'in" 'lue nt .nd th ey 
tim' make a cnneerted eflon to mui~tui~ COOIOCI , and (~l~ keep abreast nf new ckvelopm~nls in 
their tield. It wa, further aho ob.,erved in 4.2.2. and 4.3.2. that the research in,litulc cnvironment 
had very slrong feelings abilnt interoc1ing ""1~ leading ""ientists worldwi ck. Th~ lUliv~nily 
scientists "rc deurly kss dependent ,l!1 maintaining penooul cootacl, 10 acy"ire IlCW knowledge 
w~ il e il wnuld appear Ihat th~ir cxperli,c i, valued", Ihey are f,eqnemly approaeh~d by the oth~T 
Iwo envinl!1TTle nt' In 'hare their ~nowl~d"",. Thc significanl Wilks' la",bda and r , e()('~" for Ihi ' 
cro" labnlatioo rC'jlCcli"dy <anged fro", I).4ROOJ and S.726!i for 1m/I. "~d 0.37''-'3 and 
1l.I)IS f"" 200112 and thi' i, not an exccssively SlT()!1l': correlation, albeil stro!l~r in the second 
' \lIdy. The rea,nn for thi,' wuld be that Ihe ,mall variulioo betw~en (~C <e""ard, In,(itllle and 
](,,,,-,. l 'iO< : 116, 12.' , In). I, r. ' ,~' ., . Ii'-') 
< wilk,- ~., ",lo ~ , """"''' ".-,,~ I"""" " , ",-""",",,' ".L the "" ,,' 0""'" i __ " L """,J< "" • ""nbx","", ,. """"Kim<. 
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more 'Iru~lUred and group-fOfming environment> were collecl1wly III<: rnor~ acti,'e 
commu11ic,~<:oru "nd w~'" approocbed by uther cry'tallographer., m,,,-e freyumuy, fhe 
respondent' working It\ U'\$truclUred grouP' r"nked xco]KI for "H intcrpe,"una] communication 
a~t' while those respooaent, who worked on their own made and receivcd thc ica,t number of 
conlacts, Tbe,e result, 00'"' agJin correlate with tho.'" repo11ea in the previou, ,ecli",,,, "nd Ih~ 
ob,~n"tion, made during tbe inteniew, that working in a group stl'\Jcrur~ has many bene1ki"1 
outClllIlCC<: amOIlg:;l <:'.hen; il "timulm~" inl~rpCl,um,1 ~ommunicalion all,l the 110w and exchange 
of information_ The ,ignijicatol Willal' I"mbd" "nd I' '<Cores for thi' Cfl'" u.bubtiun =pc<:tivdy 
ranged from OJ1J551 "nd 77_ISlR f,,,. 1'>90/1, and 0_OJ400 and n_116 for 2001/2 "nd lhi' 
represent, a ,igndkantly ,trong correlation, 
If the aata i, allalyse<1 accllTaing: tu lhe ""p<macn'" hig:hcSl qu"lification' " ck'" p"llen, i, 
evid ent_ InkrpeThlllla] communic"liOl' ti:or ,,11 type' of interacti,.., i., at the lowe,t le,-el for thos~ 
re'p<Jndoc'flls with til<: IU"'''"t qu"lijic"tions (i.e_ llooour, and Ma'ter degrees) ana at a rar higbcr 
lewl for thc ""p<J!l<Ie11t' wilh "doctorme and this al,o applies to thc averag~ 11umocr uf co.-,mct, 
rN'ei",d, An inlc""ting oIlSer,,,tiOll is that the resp<J]Kicnt, wOo kid foreign doctorates wer~ 
,lightly mOre "cti,-e in instigating ~ont""l" in SWlh Africa, while the re'pondents wito i<x,,1 
doclllTales m"intained , lightly 100'" COl""C" with local crystallograplO<.'T' "11d r~ceived nll)re 
co"t"cls_ This latter a'p'-'ci c"n be attlibuted to the bct toal all bul o.-\e of the ,ix cry'tallograph~n; 
toat emergcd '" Ihe leaders in the lid,l hdd South African doctorate, {d 4,5), Thc range of 
\Vilh' lambda and F 'Cll";' fllT the,e interactio"" was ""p'-'elivdy OA~94~ "11d 7,')]68 for 
I ~90/ I, ""d 0_520 I ') "nd 7,7 Sg 1 fOf 1001 /1 ,w,d Ihi, once again represent fJirly wcak corrd"l.iu,,'_ 
Ag"in this could ~ attrib\~ed 10 the small uriatioo ~tw~cn tbe loc"l a"d foreign PhD re,pollS~" 
that , upprc.'0ed I.he much greater variation OClw~"n lhem w,d those from th" low~r qualijic"ti,-., 
respondent" 
A ,trong: c<ucbtiun i, evident between thc lewl of ,enio,il.y of the respOll<leflt, and their 
interpersonal communicatiun, l>oth initial.ed by them ami ih~ numocr of cont"ct' recei,-ed, 'Ine 
\Vilb' lamt><b "nd I' ,cores respectively r"ng~d belween O_D2n~ and 84,(''(J6 li:or 1~'lO/). and 
0.m2~2 and 7],!J()2 fllT lOOl/2. [t i, dear that tbe m,",e ,enior lhc r~-,;p,-.\dems, lhe more they 
cummunicated on an imerl',;n;unal level with all categories (foreiJ,:fI, Soulh Afl'ican, 
crystaJ1ograpf"'r and non-cry,t"llographer coota~,") and lhe mor~ lhey were contacted, Tl,;, result 
i, not. ourt:><i,ing "s o.-le woold eXpN'1 greak.,- imenlerio" j,om and among the more "cniur "nd 












and Ihus (lq>cmk(1 ('11 Iheir more """iM colleagnes to cnmmunicate outside the immooiate work 
emifOmncnl, 
\\'l,en the data was analysed accurdin!, 1(' the r,'SpoT.lent,' age categorie, it was ,een that 
'trJngely t~ le,'d, "f ink'fP'-rso"al oommunicati"" were higller for the lnilldle a!;C catcg"'), (36-
50) than f"r Ihc okleSI ag~ group (the youngest lIge group l20-35], as eX!",otcd m.intained Ih~ 
low~,t numbo.-r of ,,",ntilct' tor all type; of communicati,'n), Th~ Viilks' lambtla and F '00"", fOT 
Ih~-s" interaction' were ,igniticantly strl'ng and r~'Spc<;li,'dy ran"""l between O.OJ{llol arxl Sol. 93 I 
for 19'1Oil, and (1.02612 ,,,,d 85,{)48 f or 2001/2. 
TIlis wa, a fllirly 'IlIprisillg ""leome a, ",ne could have expected that with tilllG ,,,,d [hu, inorc""e 
in age, oldcr r~,~aT<;her.; w",uld build up a larger netwurk "f "onlaot" This wa.' particularly 
,urpri,lT'g taking into comideration that th~ rG'f'OT1(k"t' ill [he m",t , enior p<lSitiom were the 
!no'[ active cOllllllunicatoI'S ,md ooc w,,,,ld have assumed that they wwld lIl",' be the ol(kr 
r""rondents. On further analy,jng [h~ demographic data it w,o; howcwr ,,,,,11 that ol1ly a "mall 
majority of the senior rcsr<H1(k"ts (-,W'Io) we1'e in the older a!,c oMew'ry aT1(lthat 421}l were in the 
middle a,,'C "atc!,ory. From this ,lata one would U,U' pr~,umG [hat although the lllost actiye 
communicator. were in the more sc"ior ro"i,ion'. they were "Iso in the 3(,-~0 age caK'gnry. 
4.4.2 THE GEOGRAPHICAL SPREAD OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
To in,,"stigate thG exlent of Ihe geogl'JphicllI sprea(1 of Ihe rc,pondclli.'· interpe"onal 
commuIDoatiull a"livities ill Snuth Alrica it was (\G"jdcd 10 furth'" allaly,,~ the datll lIccording to 
whe ther the resrondents mllimaino:;(1 C"llIaol.' with persons in their l<ocal gc<J),,'rapilical area '" 
whethe,- lhcy w~~,t fUrlh~r afield. The geographical (Ii'lriblllion nf illterperwnal illler"ctioo for Ihc 
Inial p"pulation and the y"riou, JX'puialion ,uh-cat~gories for each (Iala ><:1 i, (kpiote,1 in Table 
4,2, hdnw. If th~ nverall jXlp<,lati,'n i, "on.,idered it i.' clear that there wa, wry link 
differentiation a, 52% (199()/1) and 51~-;, (2001/2) of thc cOlllacts wcre made within the 
Te,pt,,,lffit,' own geographical ar~a alld 48% (I 'f9(J/ 1) and 49'% (200 1/2) w,-~" outside Iheir aTea,. 
It oan be ,~ell that the o\'emll pattern had not oh:lIl,,'Cd in ally,ignilicant way in the interyenin!' II 
years. 
If the ",uiou, p<Jpula[ion sub--oat~gorie, are consider",1 it clln b~ "'-"'n that IhG rc<pr>T.len[, who 
"ommunicate,1 .<igniticantly more within their OWll g"ographical ar"" were those who worked in 












kid ma,te" ()r honours d~gree<;, arll lied ct}"tallograrlly, and w<rl;"d in Gaut"Tlg. The 
reSl""'dent, who commul1icated ,igniticantl) more \\Lth I"""SOO' outside th"i, g""graphical area 
"er~ those \\ho work~d at universiti.,. wOO "(}fk~d on lh.i, uwn. and "ho w~r~ in a middle 
JlO,itiun. \\hu "er~ older. h",ld dOCj()rale5. used crystallography as a tool. and wr>rkod in lh. h~" 
St~lx ~l1d W~st= Cap" and to a losser extent in Natal. 
TABLE. 42 CONTACTS ~lADE WITHtN AND OUTSIDE THE AREA 
' ""0" DATA N'MI 2lJ11J2 OATAtN"181 
TOT .... """lJL',TION IOT .... Opu ... TION 
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~~, "' 
.,,, " .. " <MC ." m , "" _'"0"'" . , ,., .. " "",,"0< ." ~ ,m 
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........ OO.TlO" '" CRYOTAl.l.OGIW'>lT APPL'C. C""' ''"''OGR ,- ,~ .- ~. ,~ --,,," .00"," 0, '" .. , ~<""' '" "' ." .... "" .. , '''' ,,.. '" ",.",0< ,,, ." ." GE""""""OO .... '''''A I>EOOIW'IfC .... _A 
""""., " .. """ ""' "'- <oou .... " ... """ "" .,~ ".,., <on"'" .. , " - " oc~ " .. , ." " .. " " ~" , .. ",,' , .. " 100"1 "" ." ,_oooC ." ,~ "" '2" 
An "xplanalion for tl""e tinding, cuuld l>c lhat 
" til;, Gaul.ng a,~a contain, a suttic;"nt crilical lIl>f.>s of expertise in lh" ficld to ohviat~ tI", 
n"ed 10 commul1icat~ ext~nsi,,"l) uutside \he area; 
• all the ,.","rch in5tillLt~S and tl", majority of lh. industries in \1>" 50udy were ,itumed in 
Gauteng. while the universili"" we,e mor" ev"nly di'trihutffi tlorougl)(lut tl", count,) as a 
wl)(lle; 
• ll., ,.spond"nts \\·ho work~d on tl",ir oWn and who wer" nol part of a local """,orl< more 











• the re'potldem, in middle po,ition, general])' were less oound hy th. communication bond, 
of the groups they worked in and ventured further af,~ld more readily tha~ lheir ;,enior 
comKerparts and even more ><J than their mo", junior count~rpart;; 
• tl" older ro']JO,\d enb wer~ lhe at\(:;, lhal commu~icaled furth.r afidJ; 
• tl" responderlls willi dOClorntes had ",id.r communkatioo links because of tli eir mor~ 
eXlended e.~po" .. e 10 the "".aroh envi ronmem: and that 
• the applied ct)'stal lographer; commlLnicated f"r more actively with persons huther afield. 
4.4.3. CONTACT BETWEEN WORK ENVIRONMENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA 
The data """ further an"lysed 10 establi;,1i tll<l w",k calegori.;, oLlh. fH'rson; ,,·ith whom th. 
re'pondenb r~gul"rly ~ommunkat.d on an inter]>el',ooal ba,i, in South Africa. The;;e re;ult, are 
Tepre,~nl ed in Chart 4.2. belo\\. It can be seen that hy fur the mo,t communication took place 
b. lween the respondent.' and pe"""'; condlLcting n"ear~h llt universiti e, (&4% IY9()/L ~'. 
2()fJl/~J. The communication with person, at re"'''ITch in'litute, only represenl.d 160/0 (1990/1) 
and 140/0 (2001/2) of the i",tances "nd even fe"'.r r.lpondems communicated "'ith persons in 
ioou",ry (11% in 1m/) m-.d 18"/, in 2fJOI/2). The latter I'e;ul!. however, iMicate' a slight 
increase in aClil'ity with industry in 2001/2. Thi, can b. allriooted the [aci tlial in lhe int"l'vening 
fH'rioo both the ""earch in,titute, and lli e lIniverlilies WeI'. forc~d to engage in more contract 
work and thi' wa, olten with ,ome or Olher indumial concern (cf. also 4.2.). Interaction wilh 
'other' cateb'Ori es r<lpr.;enl.d 'Y'/O (I 990,'1 ) aM 80/, (2()() )i21 O]'l he imlaoces and most!)' COO;,;;,leJ 
of conl""l with client;, and ;uppliers of equipment. 












4.4.4. ACTIVE COMMUNICATORS 
During tlk various intcrview< it b.came abundanlly cl.ar that a cor. numb .. of r.spomlcnt, werc 
rep"a1..dly being i<klllifi~J a, tl\" I.HJing crystallo~'[apr.e," in South AfricH. 11,~," 
crystall()~'rnpr.e," "~r~ noI ()nly frequen(ly arProachcd for information. but also inilialed HCIs ()f 
inlotIDHlion communication on a '"Rnlar basis. The r.a,ons Riven fur making cootact with thc;;: 
p.:rsoos rdatcd mo,(ly to th.ir eXl"'tti,. and kno .... 1.dg. of ~r)",tallography a, a basic scienc~ as 
,,·ell a, it, variOl15 appli~mions. The rc'pondenb who "ere mo>l fr~quenlly com"~lcd inJi~al~J 
that tr.ey "~re Hppro"chcJ, ",,,ongst others, 10 rrovi,te assistance in solvinR cr)sl"1 SHUClllrc 
problems. 10 hel P to solve combi natorial problem" to do analj"1ical work on tile diffractometer. to 
provid. assistaoce with ditti"actome1:er probl~m'. to ass i,t with ~()mpll!~r ",ftwarc probl.n15. etc. 
Another important ,~a;;on lor int~ra~tion wa, inv()h'~mcnl in lhc SoUlh Afri~Hn CI)·,t"li()gmphic 
A,,,,,,iali,,,\. In Table 4 .. 1. belo,,' (he range of contacts made and receiyed is depicted. It can 
d.arly be ,.en that tr.e m()st acti,'~ ~ry'tHllographer, (l()p 25% "nd li1'/.) m"inlain fHr mOT~ 
~()nta~t' thml the rc;pomkllls in gcncml (Le. (he IX'rulal ion aggrcga!~). 
"1H011· ... "211112·" 
Minimum Popu lation Averag e Top 25% Ave .-. IJO Top '0'" Ave rage Maximum 
Mad. ,gg0/1 •• " 17.1 22,J 27.D Made 2001/2 ••• " 21.4 ~5.1 32.0 Rocoivo<! 1990/1 ••• ,.. 10.1 1 ~ .2 ~ 5.0 
Recoivod 200112 ••• , .  12.2 20.1 2g,O 
]"0 provide " profil~ of thes~ aC1.ive commUn1cator" the cl] stallograpl-.er> woo mad. and rcceiv~d 
tioc mOit contact, (top 25%) w~r~ identifieJ fro m lhe imc,>",r><JnHI inf()rmali()n ~()mmUni~ali()n 
dala oblHine,t for 1m!1 and 2001!2 (cf. also 4.4,) arKi thi, anHly,i, ac~",ding t() II" populali()n 
,ub-cmegorie, i, outlined in T.bk 4.4. klow, It was inT;:restinR 1.0 note !loat ti1cre ,,'as a 75"10 
concspon<Nnce bct,,'e.n (he '"'Ixmdent, in the central network of most aClive communicator, for 
the (wo ,tudi., (the I~\'d of commonality Nlwccn llie lWO study porulal ;ons was 6.Wo, cf. also 
cMpler 3.4.5.). Tilere was therdo," only a 'light variation in the protiks oflhe cem,"1 nel,,,,r\-.; 
of the two ,tudie,. 
l'rom Tabl. 4.4. below it ~an be ",en tllHl the crY'IHllogmr/]";r.; ,,00 rccciwJ the mOSl COlllHcts 
(llic 101' 250/. ) mo>\ly "or\.,~d in Slructured, bnt al;;o in un'iruClnf"d gronp', at univ ... ,i(i ~, where 
almost all were ~ ilher 'pure' cry,mll()grapi1cr.; or u,cd il a, a '1001 ' , A, CHn N ~"]Ncled the 











in it> pUTe form and 10 a ]c;"cr ntCrlI l/Scd as a 1001. thu> chcmi;,try. physics (part of the 'other' 
cme~TY) and geology, Alm:.>st all oflhcsc TCspondents WeTC in ;,cnior positions in thc 36·50 age 
category with ;,lightly 1l'HXC holding So<Jth African than overseas doctorate;. The majexity wor..cd 
in Gautcng. with Swthern Gooteng having a 'light edge O\U Nonhern Gallleng. As mentioned 
thi;, profile varied only .Iiglltly between the I mil aoo 200li2 ,tudie,. 
TABLE4A. MOST ACTIVE co.IUffICAl'ORS. Top 2ft. 
DIA1bu1ion '" PopuIItion ............. 
Conta<;U ~Kon.d ("!oj Conta~ts .. .. Ie ("10) 
"",,, 200112 """ 2CCtlI1 WClflIl ~VtROlltE~ Uni • • .-.,!y M '" " '" R .... r<:h " '" " '" --'" , , '" " WORK STRUCTURE Struet. GrOUll ' " " " " UM trL>Ct. Gr""~ '" " " " L"""fO " " , " A PPl..ICA~ ~" " " " " ,~ , " " " " AP\l11«! '" " " ..SUBJECT CI\oomi . try " '" " " ~~ " '" " " M,,,,, ro llGeology '" " " " M.lllrioli . oci, " " '" " POSITI~ S.~ i Q r "' " "" "" MI4-I ..... 1 " , " '" J"~I<>t " " " " AGE CATEGORIES ~1·70 " " '" " ~6-5Q "" '" "' eo20-J5 , , , , 
OUAUFlCATlON ,,- eo " " " F<>trig n PM '" " " " SA MlHon " " " " GEOGRAfItj!CAL N<>n~ Gout. ng " " '" '" AREA So"th (Hwt. nQ '" " " " Fr .... S\<lW '" , '" '" Natal '" '" , " W .. t .... ~ Ca P'" " '" '" " 
When the profile of the wre group of cryslallo!;Taphers who reccived thc mo" contacts is 
compared \\ ilh thai. of the rcspondcnt> wlxl initiated the tl1{I't communication act' . a number of 
diffcrencc, sur/hce. n,e active communication initiator; were far more cqually dblri bu\Cd anxmg 
the three "ock environments aoo as a consequencc therc I"'IS a ,hit! away from a prepoooorance 
of rcspondent' cOioducting pure cry,tallographic re,earch .nJ u;,ing il >IS an attal)lkal 1001 in 











oubj..cr diotrii:>Jtion thus abo ,hifkd mor~ tDwmds lhe "rr'ied discipinc, ,u~h "I m"lcri"I, 
,ci~llCe "nd minc",log)', More ur Ihil ~alcgu<y worked in ,tru~turcd grouJl8 and oonC on their 
own, 'l'hi8 c"tegory also mostly h~ld <~nior positions (with only a ,light ,hit! :0 the middle 
»Osition) and the predomil"'llll ag~ was e.-en mor. emb. d,bl in the 36,50 "ge ~"l.gory, Thcr~ 
w.< tiuth.r a ,hift from a ,m"ll m"jority ofrcopond~'f\to wilh SOUlh Arric"n dodurak' to " large 
majority of 75%, Th~ b'<'ogt-arilic"1 di"rihulioTl i"mlly ,'arito<! hel.we<:Tl the cor~ recipi",'b amI 
initiator;;, 
,'iilhin thi, ~orC group of communicalors_ .ighl crystallographers wer~ contockc curuiderahly 
more trequ~ntl y th.an the other membe", of the central network "00 th~y ~'Cocrally "Iou "i'f'.'ared 
to he tM mo,t promin. lll m. mw" or thc cry,t"llugr"phy fratc'1'Ttily. Thc ,ncm!x:,."hip of this 
nucleus of very "~Iive cr)<slaliograpMr:; did nm vary l"'lween 11", Iwo smdi~, and in both 'lUdies 
they repr~.,;c."t<.X1 10% or thc t()(.l »of"llalion of ""spo"dent'_ The slight diff. r"""" in rcofile 
hem'eenlh" Im"'-I and 2001i2 Iludics was Ihus only due 10 II",se ""spondellls changed work 
,ituation,<, changed locatioos Olld muv~rrn;nl into "n 01 d. ... age category .nd they 
• all hold ,ellior po,itio",; 
• 75~,'o headed ,tmctun;d !;Nu~, "nd III<; other two were leaders of uu;;tructurcd 
groups; 
• three held o,'erseJ. docturak. "nd fj"" held local doctorate" 
• in I mil only on~ of thes" CMC m~mhe", wns ill th~ 51 -70 age cat . gory (lh~ oIher 
se\'en w~rc bl.;tw~cn 36 and 50) and hy 2001/2 two wer~ now in lhe 51-70 "gc Woup; 
• mOot of the,e respondent, were conducting P/Jr(' crystallographic re>earch at 
universiti~s alld oTIc ufth~ two who were involved in applied res~"rch"t r~o"arch 
in<titllle:< hod moved by the timo:: or ll", <econd <lUdy to a univ~"ily where he Ih~n 
utilio~d crystallography a," 1O()/: 
• the m"jority urthese cry:;tallo~aph= worked in the fidd or chemistry and the three 
non-chemi'to weTe dh<;r in mineralogy, physic, (other ~at~gury), or material< 
s~ienc~: 
• by rar lhc majority were located in either SOUlh ur North Gaut""g. on" work~d in the 
Westen: C"lX' "nd Ihe on~ re<po"delll who was in Nat"l in 1 'i9O,' 1 1\",1 .1 ~ nlovffi to 
North GaUleng by 2001/2, 
Of Ihe,e eighl ,espondent., one cryllallo!,'1'apll<;r ~merged"" Ihe per;;oo who wa, by I"r the mOot 












A numbo:.T of T"p<:mdents r.terre<! to him a, Ihe "Joy. n or bo,," crystallographer in South Africa. 
H. wos 0 .,enior academic. in the 51-70 age group. h"d a Soulb ,\f'i~an doclomk "nd w"" m, 
leader of a structur~d group working in Ih~ fidd of ~hemistry os 0 {lure cryslallographer in Soulh 
G"uteng. Tlu, ',Ioyc",,' ~I)'S~llIngraph", ond (he other ,",-en who were approached the most 
frequc""lly"1i ""n',,1 nn 0 numh., of impo<tant bnard,. commiUees. etc. witlun 11", general fIeld of 
,eience, thcy wcr, a,li wly involved in Ih.i, pm/"e.",ionol """",iarion, and played a leading role in 
thc," in,lilulio,,", Ihey puhlv),NI profu,ely, Ihey ,e!"vNI on editorial committee,. were ,ought out 
li)[ ~xterTlol examining purpo,e, and generally wlerged 'IS the "Teh,l}"p"l 'wciom,lric sl"rs in 
their tield. 
To graphically depict the interpersonal intcmclio,," Ihal WeTC maintained hetw.en th. cor. actors 
in the cry,tallography ~ommunilY in South A fric" " "",,·iol n.two,k map wa, constructed using the 
CmapTools ,0Ih""TC pr()du~<:d hy n,. In'litUl' for I-Iuman and Machine Cognilion (see Map 4.1. 
below). Too m"p nxli~al", II", key player' a, nod., and 11", linking lines the strength (Ibickn~" 
of the line) and ,lir""linn (arrow ",xl comm.mof}') of 11", interaction. Too node, arc colour coo,d. 
wilh the blu~ shade, in(licoting universitie" green indust!)' and rcd ,ha,k, Ih~ [(;sc"Tch in.'~lulcS_ 
Th •• ight key actors in the communily"," indicalcd a, follows: uel wa, Ih. 'n-called dnyen 
crl"'tallographer at " unive"ily in G"ulcng, Ih, olh", '01. players in c,auteng were UBI, UDI 
(both ,t univ'Tsili"'j. RCL "",1 RBI (al ,"search instihltes). !AI (in indu,try); l.'Hl "I a 























4.5. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY, SCIENTIFIC ELITES AND INFORMATION 
COMMUNICATION 
A number of .,mdies have indicated that info'mation Cl'nllnuuicati(}n invoh'ement all<! 
pt"l'fe"Bi(}nal activity and productivity are dnsdy ,d"ICd (,dc, tl' ch"pter 2.1., 2.2., 2.3 .. 2,7,). 
Reference w-os funher "Iso """Ie in ch"])!'-"T 2.2.1. and 2,3.1,1, I'" "cie"liji(" elite> "nd 
technological gatekl"per." The t<lI'ln'-"T according t<l Price (1971, 1975, Inti) a", the emi""nr 
",Cn <If sci,-"nec wl~ .. have l>c'-'n ,",corded recognirion in tbe" discipline." \\ilO hnve achieved a 
,I"wiani <If c'cdlcnce in their work, who are highly pwd'K-1ive and vi"ible in tlleir prore"il'naJ 
co",mumty and who have n strong influence O\"r the ,cientific conllnunicali(}  syslcm in IIl'-~, 
Odd Te("h""i,,!!,",,[ g,,/deeper.\' (et. Allen et aL. 1970) indirec~y JCI a, inlcrmcdiarico III 
org"ni,JI;'">n$ w emure the effective tlow l,f inforlllation within "wi v.~tl~·'ul organisal i<ln" It h"s 
be"" '~n that bolh [he e!i/i:, and the galeke''p<'n' ,n'-" vcry [nwlved not only with their imm"dime 
work situation. bul also lhe wid'-"T ocience com,mmity thaI Ihey "'perate in, rbey generally "'-"TV'-" 
on cditorial l>oard:; and the committee., (}f tliei, professi(}nal organi,ali<lno; n",y ","intain J hi gh 
prome and they a", highly prc>ducti"e bl>tll "' fJr", cnc<ld::d oulpul and C>4~r outpul m,"'SlITe., 
are concerned. They 1IChie"e Ihi, by allcnding Jl~>re conle,,,nce,, by having more extemi,.., 
personal C<lnlaCI \\;1 h colleagl\es out,i<\e Ihe organi,ation, and by engaging Jl~'",-" actively with II", 
published lilerature Ihanlheir Ie" active colkaguc" 
II wl'ulcJ thus "p]JC"r th"1 the Jl~'"e pw",inent" role a person pla)~ in hi, ihe, pwfessi"'!al lifc, Ihc 
",ore auive the person would he in thL" cOlnm<mic"lion <If infmmalion in hi~"her field. Tl' 
c,l"bli,h wl",ll~r Ihe,e pattern" we,., evident among:;1 the ,espondenlo in thi, ,I\,dy I he re.ea,cher 
obtained infonnali(}n during Ul'-" inleniew, tlk~t relaled I(} lheir involvement in profe"il'n"l 
,!(Iivilie, 1'1~ ,,,spondem, were asked to imlicJI'-" wl"'IIl'-"T they load acted a, reterees and 
members "I' ,-,jitori,,] bO'lr<b oj' ,cientific andior pwfe" il'nal j(}urnals; whether tbey wcre 
involved with Iheir professi(}n"l in'titutio", (bolh South A frican and internal iooal J: and further to 
pwvidc informalion COl their encoded research OI'tput (d. Sccti(}n D., (,)u,-'SIi'"" 15 & I~. 
Apperxlix B & CJ. 1 hc ,,-'Sc"rch O<llpUl and prote"sio"al involvement (i. e, activily couuts to, each 
aClivi(y of each re'ron<lentj data were tl'lalled and then the top IIJ% cxtract'-~i by mCan, of a 
lillering (}perationto establi,ll lhe "'0"1 Jlf,.luClive ,,,,ri professionally active "'SJ1CKl<!em" n,e,e 












Wocn th~ lilter..'{\ research Ol!tpl!t dala wa, corrdated il "a, ""en that all thc crystallographcr;; 
who "er~ Ihc r~cirient' of the most infon""tioo commllnicatioo apprnachc5 arid 65'1. of loose 
wh() initiatc<j tilC most communication acts wer~ among toc group of crY5tallograrhcr;; with toc 
highcst rcsearch output colLnt" It can be ",en trom Tabk 4,5. bdow thatlhe aggregate overall 
res~areh output cowl! of tt.. mo,t active commlLnicatOl"' was 8.0 in 199 I arw.j 1 O. I in 200 I /2. Thi5 
compares \'Cry favourably with Garfield', (1990:230) fourteen year 10ngitudin.1 5lUdy that 
ilwcstigat.o<.j tllC rublication OutplLt of ",""ailed dile scientists (Ihe 1000 most cikd scientists in 
lhe In,lilUk for Scicntitic Infurmation', dalabJ.>e,) and "hich establi51ICd Ihat tllC most highly 
citcd ,cimli5ls "",,~ ochieving plLbl ication cOllnl, ()f approximaldy ni nc paper5 a ycar"'.A lthough 
toc validity of publ ;cation counts a, a erikri"" of sci~nti tic excdkoce arid productivity h'" often 
bc~n queried 011 the gmlLnds that a cruck COlin! of publ ication5 igoores factor; <uch as quality and 
length of rublicatioo. this res~,,,cher wOlild like to agree with Price', (19R(d7) statememthat 
' on the whole there is, "h"ther w~ like it or not. a reasonably good c()rrelation betwe~n the 
emiocnce of a ,cienti,t and hi, producti"" of papers", Tt.. hest re,earclle", th"" terld t() have 
many publ icati()n,. and ml} rarely" ill toc,c he Iri vial atl<1 uncited, while bck of socc~" tend, to 
termiMte pUblicati()n. 
.., 0.' " 0.' U U ,., 
Presentations '0 U ,., ,., 
" '.0 £.0 " 
Th" filtcred <jat" rclaling to tt.. cry~tallogra~' general prot-';"innal involvement {i.e. til()se 
re.'rondem, who were tne m()st aClivdy invol \'Cd in commitIMnlS 'lJCh as ooitorship'. ref~reeing. 
~tc, rtop j()%ll were con-elated with the mo,t active initiators and reciri ent' of communication 
,let, and with loo,e who h .... j the highc5t encnded re,earch ()utpUts, Oace again it was ,Cen IMt 
high lewis 01' commutlJllity exi'ted bel\\~en the acti,'e information communicator;; (rarticularly 
the recipi~nls of informatioo oontact,. alm05t 100'% coiocidencel and re,earch OlLtplLt and 
prof"'sioMI oclivit) TIle hrealdown by rorulatioo ,llb-catqorie, for tnes~ highly prnductiw 
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II is ~kar from T"hlc 4S that the rc'I'",x\ent' ,,110 werc the most acti,," ill th~ wid~5t raLlge of 
adi vii i~s w~rc tho."", who had worl<cd in lJnivcrs itie, (cxcept lor pat~ms aLm r~ports ",he"" for tI..., 
formcr. IIx: illd,,,try ,""s[Xl<\den(> and, tor the latter, tile rcsearch institute r~,pond~nb wer~ tI..., 
mo,t prolific): wlm "or\;ed in a stru<:tured enVir<l<lmcL;!, wllO "'~r~ in '~nior positions; who "er~ 
ill II", 36-50 aRe ranRc_ wl10 held a South Afri<:an doclorat~; ",ho ",ere pm'. ny,laliographc,:; 
(~xcert lor pateLlt and "'port olLlpul and in Ihis ill:;lar,,"c thc aprlkJ crystallographers wcre the 
most prol i tic): arod who \\orl:ed in Nonhem or South Gauten!> (altilOugh it ,,'a, ",en tlla! "s i;,r a, 
area was cO/lC.~n;ed tI",,,, wa, a mor~ ~uilablc distribulion ~"ro.% tloe cooott') other than for 
pateLlt and rcport ""tpt'tl_ Tile lowe>! activity ratings wcm to tho,~ r~,pofldenl' who ",orl.:d in 
industt')· (cxcept for pateL;! outpull, ",ho worked Oilll",ir o",n. who \wr~ in ajunior (Xlsiti"", wl10 
",ere in the yOl~lRe_'t aRe cateRo!")'. who 1'>Old lower <]lLalir,<:atioll'. and who ",orl~d in Ihe Ff(x 
Stat~ and Natal. 
From the ailove it would appear that high pnxluclivily. profc>sionai iLwoiwmcnt ~nd 
iLll~~T>on"1 illfonnaliOll communicMion arc intri<:at~ly imcn"OyeLl It is thlJS submitted that Ihi, 
_,tud)' has produced 'Umc~llt evidmce of Ihe rresellcc or all elite grnup ()f wkntjsts within tk 












~lencc who have heen accorded recognition in their disciplines, who have acbJe\'ed a standard 01 
excellence in their work, who are highly proiluctiYe and vi,ible in their professional cOITIlnunity, 
and who are illlimately inYoh'cd wilh (,.ud o[Len have c()nl",1 over) lhc ~icnlific communication 
'y'IL1ll in lheir field, 
[I " further clcar that the _"x:inmeiric .>{ar" or elites in the crystallography community in South 
Africa mostly "''''ked in a ,,,,,i< envimnment that was more conducive to collegiate inten-.ction 
whc,,, {he pmfit motive and the concomitau{ restrictions were Ie" e,ideut. Workiug together in 
tilTmal or loo,ely structure,l groups ,timubled info.-",a{ion c()mmunical\()n, prol",,",onal aClnoly 
aud pr()(/u:';livily, 11 Wll' fl!Ilher cvalenl lhat thc,,", el ite, ciustere,1 at the basic "cience_ and 
'pecificlllly thc 'purc' crY'laliowaphy siM, of the basic to applied spectrum "",I that GauleDg 
pw,;,1e<1 " ,ufficicnlly larb'" critical maB' of sciemist, workiug iu Ihe ""me field !() ,timublc 
interaction and productivity_ 
4.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
II ciearly emerged Ihat the resp,-",.lent' work envirnnmcnl and worl "tmcm", largely Jelenniue,l 
communication p"IIL-rn, a11i1 Ihe interaction with informatioo, The org,mi '" lional cillo, lhal 
prevaile,l in each of the Ihree work cnvir()nment' (industry, the ""earch inslilut'" and the 
academic imlilution,) b"-'lK",ally determined specitic work ,mlCtures which in lurn impllc]eil in 
"llTYmg waY' on thc communication of and inlemclion wilh infon1'alion, 
The success of Ihe work dynamic in all tllree work em'ironment, brgely depemle,1 ()n strong 
le",Ier,lllp and allhough all members panicip"ted. Ihe group le,,,ler Wll' genen,lly lhc dri"ing 
force, Strong 1o,,,le,,hip re,ul\ed in the developmenl of a iPJ<1 t""m 'pirit "nd llctive inler- ,.ud 
intra-group communicatioo of inform"li()n, 'r'he group leader lhm played a \'Cry important ami 
,,,Ii,'c ",Ie in maintaining the strongest link, with the exlenml enviwnmct\l and a typical 
gaTekeeper role Wi!' ailo!"ed. 'rIley cncourage,l the cr""s fenilisation of i,leas and new kn()wled~c 
and c,,,,,,tant interaclion with both the fon,," I "nil in[o.-"," l in[ormali()n communicaTion channels 
in lheir fid,1, 1t w", [llrlher clear tllat a COfe number of re']XImlent, ",'ere the le",li11g; 
cry,'tallographers in South Aliica, lhe sGicI/(i(ic dlle" aT,,1 thai lhey werc driving the information 
C()IlllllUnicllli()n procc",_ fl,e,,", cty,'tallograpilers were rot only freqllently "ppr()""I",,1 for 











Although th~ ba,ic lllrormOlion commullicOlion model .. ~mained fairly constant hom Ihe 1990/1 
I" lh~ 2001/2 nudy, certain signijicant change, ,lid surface during the ''''OIId ,tudy. Th~ "mimion 
",." predominantly c"u,~d by the imp"cl of th~ ",calalmg: dcclrOllic ill r""naljon ~nvirollm"nl. a 
new political ,li'p"llSaliO!l in South Africa, a, well a, 011011Ciol ond ,\mctural chong~, ill the work 
~n"ironmcnl'. 












THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHERS USE AND PREFERENCE FOR 
CHANNELS AND MODES OF COMMUNICATION 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 2.4 rcference was m"tle to bisley·, (InO) well knuwn os,..,rtion that the way and 
mcdium in which infomwtion is communica4ed can have a ,ignificont dlCet 00 thc 
commWlicoti"n process. It w", ",en iliat information m,y be communicated by mean., of 
various combinations of mo<le and channel and that the mode of communication i, the physic"l 
state in which it is encoded whilc thc channel of communic"tion i, lhe roo<1ium by which 
informalion is. oonvcycd from ""n,ler to r""eiver. Channel. of comnmnioation COn furlhcr he 
c'legno1~OO ,., either fnm"'l ch"llI!el, (i.e. when illi"orrtlation is archived). nr inform"1 cl",nneis. or 
a combination of both of these. BOlh forrtlal 'nd informol chonnel, c"n "1'0 be ci,,,ified in'" 
per.';onol ,nd impersorwi channels.. Thc former cotegory involves p"rsonaj communioalion 
t>elwecn individuals. whilc the 1"lIer category ref"", \0 channel., wherc the inlormation is first 
rccorded and then tnm,fen·ed. 
A numhcr of .,mdie, have imlic.ted Ih'l acocssibilitY. tllmili'rity ,nd c""e of """ of infon11,liOl1 
modes "nd ch"nnel. ""e impurl""t o.'poct, thot often provi,l e the re",on for Seleclion 'nd 
frequency of usc tar n>Ot"C conclusively tb,m high rew,ru or qualilY faclors (cf. Ch"P1er 2.4). It 
has. however. nuther been found tilat \dlile the.,e aspect' determine the inilial s.eleclion of 
ohaT1llels.. intorrtlati"n ond ideas "re "cc"PI",j and aduplcd in rci'tmn to the reputobility "11<1 
qu,lity of the dWlIlel lilal oonvC)" thc informmioo. 
To est,bl;,h lhe died nf chonnel, ,nd nID<les of oommunicalion 00 the informotion 
communia,tion proce", ,md 10 ,scerlain thc South Athcan crystollographers use of ,nd 
prefercnoc tor ,uch mode< ond ch"nnels. ,series of questions rdaling \0 lilcsc ':>L1ms were put to 












5.2 OVERVIEW OF THE PREFERRED CHANNELS AND MODES OF 
COMMUNICATION 
It was estahlislwd durin g th" pilol modie, and from tM r~view of the litcralun; Ihal (he main 
catcgorie, of intormation communicalion d,"nnd, "nJ mode, that th~ c!)"rallograrhcrs g"Llcmlly 
"ngagcd with wcr" din;ct person to per,oLl "XdlULlg~ of iLlformatioLl (the more intOrmal inler_ 
peroonal chan""ls and modcs of information conrnuLlic"lion). "nJ IOC more furmal. indirect 
recorded chann.!, that were u,ually either in print or clccTronic formals (mo<,k,). C()nf~renc", 
were funh e" frcquently me'lllioncd as forming an im)X"'aLlt conslilucm of Ihe cornmlLnicatioo 
prOCCiiS and, although ,tr ictly speaking coniiisting ofa range of mod'" and chaLmd,. il W"' lak~Ll 
as a distinct catcgory 
The re'p<Jfl<iem, w~re (h", a,k"J ill roth '(lLJi~, 10 Ji",,,,, toc rol~ thai tI",s~ fOlLr cate~'Uri~, of 
nl<Xies aLlJ cham",)' playeJ in loc iLlfonnaiioLl cllfllITIooicaiion proccs> lVld 10 mle 1lJ<: \'alw of 
~och chULmd on a raling scak of 10 (u,ed ver), fre(jwlllly,l vcry highly rat"d) to 0 (not us~d,.' of 
00 ,'allL"1 (d. Appendi" B & C, Qu::slion C4.1, Thc awrag" rat"d r"'p::m,c' for Ih" study 
rorulalion arc dcricted in Tahle 5. I and Chart 5.1. 1", low. 
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Wbile both inkr-I"'TSOnal and prim-ba,ed c(JmmlLnicalion mo<ks were ckarly hi~hly rmed, the 
tOrmer attracted ,]ighlly higher mtings lh~n prim"Mscd mocb. Conferences were also consiMrcd 
to play all i mpurlanl role in I he ~'Ommunicalion pro.:css, on ly more '0 in l~ 200 I /02 '1\1<1), than in 
til;, I mil wid)'. The raling' award",,] to elcctronic mode;; varied c(ln. iderably from {he very low 
val"", in (Ix: I 'NO/I study to the vcry high val'''' rat i ng' awarded in 200 I /2. 
The l-tcst"tor two dependent ,amples ",a, used to e'tablish whether til;, data for the two studie, 
showed stali;;lically . ign iticam dit1ereLW"S_ Table 5.2. reilects the r~suln of the t-te't and it c·an he 
;;e~n that significant diff~I"nc. , Ip < 0,05) ""r~ ",,,,;cd i'or Ihe much higher raling, nblaiocd in 
the 200 I /02 ,tlLdy for d"".(ronic. mocks and confcrcn<."C; , Th~ wry sub,tanti~1 incocas-cd rati ng tor 
e leClrDLlic mooes cam;, as no ;urprise~; lh is w~s C0mm~ni;urat~ with the worldwide ~sCll.Ia!ion in 
availal>ilily uC cl~<.1ronic medi~ and ;}';lCms and rl,e general move toward, an electronic 
informatiun envmmlTl~nt. The inerea .. e in the valu" rating given to conference attendaLlee can be 
~tlribUied 10 the ~~neral trend toward, global i,mion and the tact that the 1"'1 itie,,1 change in 1994 
has lTI>1<k it far mnr~ tenabk for South African ",iemists to alleLld iLltert1ati()l1~1 confer~nc~s. 
l'hel'C ha, alwa}'socen a need for South African ",ientim ("ho ar~ g:""gr~phically far remowd 
from til;, main ",ienee epic~nlrcs) 10 both stay abr:""t with the toref,-cHlt of imematiOL'k!1 sc.i eoce 
and 10 publ ieise lll1<j recei vc f .. ",db"ck (Ill their own research eLldeavOllt"l, 
fa!>l . 5 2 .. T_ T • • t l o r .r9n if'e . nl b l tw u n s tudy di ffe re ne ... 
Mgd . Pr. f&r. nc • • , 1 UO i1 & 200112 
M u n SId D. " Ditt, 0 , " .. " '''"_ •• ,,on, ' .. , 1.5 ~ O " 2. 0112 'nt" _. , ,,oo. ' " 1.544 " 0 ,000 0.000 1.000 " .. " p"".o .. . o , .• 1,714 ..
2.1 112 P,;",·O . .. O , .• 1.748 " _0.244 _'.223 ~ , 225 , .. ." • "WO"" ,. , 1.377 .. Eloot,o , ,, " 2.182 " 5.192 10.749 G.~OO """ COO"".<U ... 2.300 ..CO. " " ""O , .• 2.431 " o.n. 1,140 0.018 Soc. •• " .. d ... , 'O'~;""' '' " < ,'"00. 
5. 2.1. PREFERENCE FOR MODES OF COMMUNICATION ACCORDING TO SUB-
CATEGORIES OF THE POPULATION 
The ,jata was further analysed by cross tabulating til;, dependent variables ofmodc prdercncC"S 
with the popu lation sub-caleguries as inocpor1<krll variahlc •. ","OVA" ,tati,tics were then 
" 5« ,k",."., ~ -I .• n ~ '. III. I li)( " ""'toil ;0<1 0( 11>< 1 _,.st. 












calculated to r each data set to establish which ero" \abulalioll' W"'~ s;~'l1ificanl. A lh,esilold 
,jBnificance level wa, ,eI "I P ::: .05 and "II cross luhuia(iOll, lila! ti;;il oulsid~ Ihi, lewl ,,~r~ 
disregarded. 'n", 11l~an ralings ofthc significant r.suits as w"1I a, the \Vilk>' lamlxla significatlcc 
,U~iSlic and the F ratiO'< are depicted Table 5.3 boelow. Stali,ti~ally signiticam differenc"" w.r. 
scored for c~l"gori""tion accordirtg to worl environmenl, CI)"talk>graphi~ appli~alion, positi()n 
atld age in both the I9'JO/I and 2001.12 daia-,els. 
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fmm tile above it can 00 seen tnal", fa, '" inlerlX'r,onal communicalion and variation according 
work envirom".,nl "a, cooc~rocJ. all wor\; cnvironments rcgarrkJ this as atl impor(~nt mNie in 
(hc comml1tlkati()n pmce". In hoth mriies the indLJ<II)' r.spon<kms, how~wr. scored ,Iighlly 
higiler value, than tn. ()(I"" t"o ~nvironmCrilS and Ihi~ rcsult correlates with comm~,m made Ily 
the ind"'lr) ,ciemim Ihal they prefer discussing: problems "ilh ~olleag:ue, or e"rem 10 flnding: 
lhe ,,,,s"'er in Inc lileraturc, This vkw was apti} expressed a, follow.: 
f ",ill if Ilee"""",,}, [<:i,,,/Iy ewch ~ plane ~nJ fly 10 {I", ril:hl p<!rsons ~nJ''''he>1! in 111<' world to 
II",," them hell' '" Ihall .<cmkh ",,-,und in Ihe iil,mlUre w(ind Ihe unswN 
HJl:rc "'~rc di~tincljvc djft~rences amotlg the vallie ratings Ihal eClCh of tile three "or\; 
enviro'Hlle,m awarded [0 prir.-bose !llO<k, of communication, It is dear that tile lJnive"ity 
re'ponOems valued this mod<: by far lOC higoc'X, Ihal tile itldl1S1r} r~srondcnl' award~d by far [hc 
lowest ratings, and liial the re,e~rch in,titute respondent. took a midway nance th~1 ranged from 












,Imin!! the int~'r\'iews .\'lIg~"' 1 Ibal 11", UTll' C"ily re,pOndeTlI, volued prinl-il<~'ed \ll()Je~ nQ{ only 
10' lbe infor!ll" ';m, lhRL Ille r conveyed. but ' pt'Clfically alw for the pub li~atiun vchide they 
p,m-ld<' filr their f'<'$t'ar<:h OOlputs. The inWmy rCl;fl("lmk nlS wcr~ mOr" concen!<'J wH h J..-ohlem 
wh'j,og ;:orn", "" w,,"'I1 :IIi product and scrvi« OJlCOUlC!< than wi ll, 1"' ... ft"lIiRg lhe,r "",earch 
OlllC<>IIJC> inlo lbe f'Ubhc domal n_ 1 "" .~h " .... IIM .... ruo.:cd from a pmlontl ..... ntIy ooo-plOli l 
,,,,,,"~.m,h en' ·i."''' .... ", til tlle ea.ly ) 9')0', 1<> 1M siru;uioo I~ p<"Ita;"",1 in 2002 where o.u.! 
t",.-owry, pmr.!j ~nd tl, e dommi lioT1 of conrr""l fl'!; ... tr~ b h",1 bc<;,-"".;; the norm, The ... ~ il\l"\l"nal 
chaTlge, would tlm< ~.,pbin why tbe valuc r"hll~,", ll"" c ","jlO<\deTlI' gJ"e IU prinl-b.l~ed m<xle, 
~hltled trom lbe hi¢l l ~wJs in lhc r,n;1 j lwy 10 mOl.krr.le level., in the !Il'C<)nd ~tudy, 
The '"<"IY ~i gni lic:ml .ncrcase in Ihe ,"aI"" r.>l(np ~w-~rokd b~ aU . he \\'011; ""~I/"OhmenlS !o 
..r"" IHlIlic mode; i .. t l~ 0«010<1 ",,,,Iy camr "" no .o~ II rnn, hoWe Ya', be '""n "1lI1 1he 
in,h", lr),' r~~l', ... .drnll ;r,,"~nkd ,.-Ialively Iowe'T riling,> !I .a" !l,e olhor lwo .. nvir<>nnlCDI... I hi. ~an 
~'Coc,ajly),., .. "" i\)(:,llu Iheir amln::m.~' of lloe lXlI',ibLlily o/' induslrial C~]~'1!l~)(e and Ihe reol 
thrcat' I" ,ecurit)' bre~ch .. ~ Ihal pcr~lj n I" I he e' e.::lrm~ c environmenl (d "cm.n\.:ut~ m • .Je to th i, 
effed in chapltT 4) , It j~ rlln.OO- i,(e .... ,li,,!!o IM e 11m the rC>Carcll jn>lUUlt cry;laHug<.pbe,,, 
r~umcd "'" hil!ll<l<1 100011" e ' .1I.In;,'" in hoth .. uJic. f.:.r II" . lllOd.: lni. can he Oltriblll<:cl 10 
ohs.<'nmlODS m:llk dorlnlllbc mler.'''''''' Ihal d~ ",,(arch imlltulcs gene",ll y B~ eo,,'y adopt"", 
of """. inoo>-..ri o"s ~nd .ed.nol"llY 
Conference" deorly pltlY " mlh~'T in,igni~c aIK role ,,1 the il1du ~ lry C"""O'\I\~"1 Jnd Ihi.' j, in 
di'-":; l ,onlm.1 I" lhe hI gh valu e ratings awa,ded by Ih e other Iwo envirom"'·nl~, ,\ number Oflhc 
,,,d,,-,uy respooKkru~ 1l1,~~.uC<.1 during ll'" illl""1e\\'S 1I~1 1 <·,)nJi.-,-o,c<,> I"" ". hlUHed \'arue ,i""" 
IIIOliI coniliooce I"'pen and discuS>IOns arc ' "Or lh«..-et,,,,,Ur onent.,.] . " llOnll;!Cr o f " "',-..:.-s;ly 
and ioou;;uy fe>poooJ <.'Ili. ~om",e"lcd during l~ Shall' lhal il i~ "US i"'poor1~nl r ..... Ih"'" 10 
",!!ul~rfr .\lend cOl\leromccs h) ..... '1wOf1 ,,;11, nl'tfl~ in th. (,eM. 10 ""blicl.c Ihei ' work ftOO h~ve 
LI o",lu"""I. a"d aloo !O ~tiy abrea,t with DCw ill",Wal;,)n;. Th. re>e>rch 1j\Sl<tUI~ rc. !".lll""nl, 
,,"e,e vet)' Jwore QI' S'">Lllh ,' fri,-a', rcmotel1 e"" frOOl 111~ ma in . cicu,c ,c!;Can: h ~et\lre, Jnd Ihey 
Ibu" ,,,,,,k a ",' I1'' '' I .d .n"on !(J .nond a.> !lllIny inlCn>(II ;Q,,~I C<)nte!"ence> as po!iLbI~ 
n oe "'li ng:> 8,,":Iru..J by III" ,,,,,pW<Imls in II", thr« cl"")i~tallo!l'.plly aPl'lic~llon ~rcas ",<.Iieale 
!1~"l1 while lbe "I')~ ,ed (rysltnograph ... ~ loJ)OWW ~ p.ll1a n ,molar 10 . hac <If [he combmoo 
""I'Of"e> f,<>I" i-r ,.J LI~! 1"")i a,o<I the ,.,;=~h i ''' lilul~. lhe '''''/ and p"r~ c~l~lJugrJpb;:r. d o.ely 












mode, hi!#lly; the "Wli.d cryot"l1og£aph",-, rated print-ba,.d lno<k, and to a I","r ext~"t 
eI",,"ol1ic mooc,; taT 10\\"'- lh.m the O[heT lwo ""tegOTi"-< (tni' "ppiled to h,>ln "tudie.); this 
cat~gory iurther mted conkr""ce, 'ligbtly higher in the 1~;91 ,tudyand then in [be 2()()1/2 
sn,dy "war<l~d lower mlings Ihan Ih~ P""c and /001 "rys lallo!,,'1'Jpher;., 
The varia[ion in r"'pon",,-, "tl)(1<\g the three age and po.,itil)/] caICg,,,.ie, t,)llowed very simil"r 
pattern,. It can he ,een that the more ,enior amI older respond..,t, valued lDter-pe,wnal Tlmdcs of 
ootllT"uni",~ion "on,ider"bl y more th"n the ,i unioc "nd youngc" cry81" llo!,,""phers, Tbis tendency 
Cl)uld he rdated to the a"umpEion that [he more .,en1(>I' ""poneknt, and thu., pos."bly "Iso lhe 
old",- re'pondent' bave g""eIJlly established them,e]ve, in th.ir pmie"ioos and have over the 
y~aro buill up " ,ub,wntive circle of coll~"b",e, ".jlh whom tbey conllnunicat~, collaborate and 
g~,w,-"lIy inkT"cI. The high v"lue, "w"rded [0 print-h",ed Tlmdcs by the oldL'!' "nd mOTe 8enior 
""pl)lldem, can largely he exploined by comment, maek duling the imervi.,,', U1J[ tbey v"lued 
print-b",ed publication, for the vdricl~ they pro\lde to publi'h their re,earch OIltpU!. Th. old., 
amI more ,,,,,ior r~,pond"DI' bigh confer""ce mtings could be hnk~d 10 Iht:ir greater ability to 
secure funding, thLir mOTe adv"nced ""e"rch ;.t"nding [Mt ~'t1'urc., th"t their P"P"-Tj "re moce 
T."dily "c~epted at imel'llaliooal ~onie,-ence", and t""t Ihey me al so ~alloo on 10 otticiare more 
ti-equL't1[ly than thLiT younger, more jun,'" coomco'pa,K 
'I'be only in,t"n"e where the )"Junger and mor~ Junior r,,"ponden" "w"r<led bigher ratings Ihan 
th~ir .",nior counE'-'rpa,t' W".' tor declronic mode, in the ,""cond ,tudy_ It C"n be aTgued lhM [his 
may ~ ",cri~d to the tun that youn~"'r people (and thu, oft"" those in a me ... junior position) 
gLl1er"ii y adapl 10 and adopt modern technologie, more readily than the olocr gcner"tiot"_ In the 
first stndy. wher~ Vel)' low rulings wer~ ,,,,,,,,ded to tms mo<k. a revers"l to thi' patkm ClCeuro. At 
the time ot'the 1990 .. 1 ,tudy the main me of el ectronic moM.' was for online "e"rching by mean.' 
of \'en(k", such "8 t)i"log_ TlIC8e ser .. ic,," wL'T'C e,pm.,ivc and ;.e"rd",,, w~re "Iso ,,~nemlly 
conducted by ,ome intermediary and tbe lIlen s~nioc re'poodenr, were th", ill a ~rter position to 
requ",,"1 "nd "nord such 8er.'ic",_ 
5.3. PREFERRED MODES OF INTERPERSONAL COMM UNICATION 
Having established the main categocies of moo", and channels that the cr}~tallograpl\Cr., u.,ed in 
the information commul1ic"tiol1 proc"-,,,, it wa, JeC1Jeci lo il1ve,li""le channel and mode u"e in 
gr~ater (ktail. The Iir,t a'])ect tbat the re'IXl!Klent, "'~re thu, ",ked to discn" was interpersonal 











communicating with co lleagu;" at work, within Sooth Africa, and nnally with colleagu;" abroad 
(r;:f. Qu~stion C5, Appendix B & C). The a","",,,, provided by the responocllls were grouped into 
th~ tollowing tour main interp"r",nal communication mode calegorics: 
Fac~-to- face intcmclion; ",ing- the telephone: electronic mudes such as c-mail: a,Ki 
mau"al me llxxls of correspo,Kicroce such as lcncr writing 
rtl;, re'porKknt,' a~'Tcg-ated value rali ng' for each mode at 'l'<orl<, in South Africa and abroad are 
oulii,Jed in Table 5.4. and Chart 5,2 below (a rating seale of 10 ["",d very frcq"ently / wI)' 
highly ratedl to 0 I not used"" of rIO val"e] wa, appli~dl, 
TABLE 5,4. Interpenonll Communieltlon Mode Preferences 
... M 
AT WORK IN SOUTH AFRICA ASROAD 
199011 200112 199M 200'12 1~9011 200112 
tn pel'$on •• •• , . " " >A Tuluphone " .. •• ,., ••• ,., Etectronic ,.. " '" ,., " ••• Manual correspond. ••• ,. " " .. , , 
Tile ,",ult, obtained from ixJth ttl;, ,tudics dearly indicatc thaI "'ithin tl-.c immcdialc work 
environm~nt by far tl", preferrcd modc of i'l/crpet>Otlal communication wa, di rect face-to-face 
communication. and it can furtl"'r \Ie secn that thi.' mode anracted particularly high ratings in tile 
[irst ,tudy, In IQ9(l/1 the next most important mode wa, telephonic communication follo"ed by 
manual correspond",,;:e, while electronic mode, hardly featured, 11>;, ,ituation chang~s 
considerahly in the .,econd ,tudy and it can be ",~n Ihat electronic modes generally rcplaced 
manual correspondence and telephonic communication in importaroce (the former more ;;0 than 
(he latter) It L.' pmhahl} al.;;o tlle reason why tlle lace-to-face mude prcference mting- dropped 
slightly. 
If communication within South Africa is considered. (IIC data for I 9'}(li I show, that the preferred 
modc of communication wa, u.ing th~ telepoone, follow~d by manual corre'pondence and tilee-
to-lace interaction, whil~ dectronic modes attracted wry low rMings. In 2001/02 th er~ i, once 
again a reversal with e lectmnic modes l>xoming tI", dominalll modc of interaclion follo\\cd 
clo,ely by telepllOnic communication. The re.'pon,e.' "ith regard to communtcation outside South 
Africa fullo",'ed a fairly 'imilar pattern to tl"\1 olxained within tl-.c bordcr>. The only signifLcant 
difference pertains 10 (he 2001/02 reslll!s "'here the impo,ta'lCe of telephone use dropped 











Chart 5.2. Interpersonal Cotnrunication M:>de Preferences 
---
AT"""" 
To establish whethe, th~ outcome:; for tll<: lwo sludi~s :;howed ,lali:;lically :;ignificarll dilTerence:;. 
the data lor th~ two ,mdie, ,,~re ,ubj eCled 10 the t-tesl for dependent samples. T abl e 5.5. re/lec!> 
the ""ult, of Ill<: l-le't and il can be s-ccn that in mo:;t in:;tances highly signi licant stati'tical 
di ITerences (p:Jl.OO I ) were obtai ned hetv.~e n tbe response, of the two studie,. The only in'tarce, 
wl"'re thi' did not occc. we", 10.. the u,e ofti1t: tekphone within South Africa and fac~-lo-f1lCe 
communication " ith contact' abroad. 
11 i, cle"r lh"tlhe masl conseqllCntial differeoce bemeen tbe results oflbe two ,miies with regard 
10 illlerpcrsonal mode prel~rence, wa, tl", con,iderable inc,~a," in ti1t: u,e of and rrefe,~rc e for 
d~ctronic mode, in the ,econd 'ludy. h can be seen thaI as the diSlance belween tbe persons 
interacting increaSl'S (and thu, co,t implication, become ,ignilicant) electronic rno<Ie, hav~ 
almo't supplanted oli1t:r fonn, or inlerpcrwnal communicalion. The use of manual methods has 












Table 5 ,5. T_ Toa t l o r S ig n ili cant bet_ . tudy d iffo rftlCVli: 
Inte rpersonal M edia Prefe rencn .. 199011 & 200112 
Me." Std.D. , , 
Telephone 
AI work 199011 " " '" _10_'" \ ",1', Alwork200112 " " '" S Alrie. 199011 U " " H33 0.511 S Alrie. 200111 , .. ,. '" Abroad 199011 ••• " eo -15_770 .~ Abroad 200112 " " '" MarlUal corresporld, 
At work 1990/1 "' " '" _'0.<70 0,01){) AI work 20011:( U " '" S Africa 199011 •. , " "' _10 01 00. S Africa 200111 ., " '" Abroad 199011 •• " '" -" .," •. ~ Abro. d :(00112 " " '" F. ce-to-I. ee 
At work 199011 U •• "' _3,15 3 0_000 At work 200112 ... 2.0 '" S Alrie. 199011 ... '.' "' -, .n1 0.001 S Alrie. 200111 ,., " " Abroad 199011 .. , ••• " 2,()40 0_'" Abroad 200112 , . " " 
Electronic 
At work 199011 U " "' t 8.4.1 0.000 At work 200112 " " " S Alrie. 1990-11 .. , ., " 1l.569 .. ~ S Afrie. 200111 ., ••• '" Abroad 199011 U " " ,"_02t Q.OOO Abroad 200112 •• " " D.lt.r. "".. markod In ",d .'" oignifi<ant ot p < .~5000 
5.3.1 . PREFERRED MODES OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION ACCORDING 
TO SUB-CATEGORIES OF THE POPULATION 
Th" data wa, further ana lysed by no" tabulating the depeooent ,'ariable, of interpers.onal 
e.ommlJlli~ali(}fl mooe prcf~r~n~'" with tt..; population ,uh-categorie< .. , Ind"pendent var iahle; 
,"'n"lysis oh-arianc" (...-"OV A) 'tati'tic; ",ere u,ed to le,l lor . ignifLe.ance I",tween the mean, of 
the,e e·ro:;, tabulalion,. Signi (jeanT diIT~rcno:.;es "W~ 'i-Cored thr hoth the I (j9()/ I and 2110 I /02 dam-
8-Cts tor cate~ori satio" according to the worl< "nvimnment ard cr;"ral lographic applie.alion. The 
Wilh' lamlxla mea,ure, of a""".imion ranged bclw~en !. - 0.42 and !. - 0,17_ Tho.;"" rcsults arc 
wllino:.;d in Ta~e 5.6. helo,,"_ 












,Ixmed a marked pr~fe"'nce for lace-to-face interpersonal interaction rnodes (Ihis applied 10 bolh 
1'I'Xl/1 and 2001/02). The research in'li1lLl~ re'pormm, al,o ,ho"d thi' prckrencc in 1990,.'\, 
but in Ihe 2{)()li{)2 study they rated Ihis mooe slighlly lower than electronic interrc"onal 
communicali()n. The otn.r marked variatioo in th" Z()())/1l2 study "'IS between the itldumy 
re,poodents and tn. other t",o wori< e,\\'iroorncn:;s "hcre the fomwr gay" a far lower rating for 
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Th~ itldumy and res"arch in'titute resporxknt' rated tOO u,,, ()f te]epho,.." fo.- in(e'p.n';onai 
communicati()t1 within SolJ!h Afric" f"r higher than their universit: c()unterpam (both studie:;), 
l11e 1"lter gJ""P, in turn, rated nmnllai corrcspon,jence (in 1m/I) ~tld ekctronic mtlde, (in 
2001/lll) far higher than the other Iwo en\iironm"11l', The indust,), re,pt><l<l;lms funher al,o rated 
face-to-f"ce contacl wiUlin South Africa far higher than the other group" Thi, work environment 
O1)e" again ""arded high"r rating, to thc lI'!C oflhe kkphonc ami f~c,,"to·face interaction whcn 
cornrnllnicating ~broad (hoth ,mdic'): while the 'fl1iver>ity "" potldeng ga\ie higher rating' lor 
manual correspondeoc" that the other tW() work enyiro,un"nt, (both :;tlKiics). Far higher scor~s 
wer~ gi\ien by the uni\ie"ity "nd r~,earch inslitlll<l rcspoo<.knt:; than the indllstr)' rcspomknts for 
elcctronic tTlotk:; of i nkrpc"onal cornm'fl1icatioo in 200 I /02. 
1'00 cii 1T",eoce:; bctw~~n \h~ work ~'" ironm~n\s' preference for electronic rn",ks of intcrpersonal 
cOOlmunication coold he altributed to a greater te ll<ie oc), for ",ienti't' atlllliv~"itie, and research 












security bre.d"", The expl icit preference expressed by U", industry participants during the 
int.rview, for f.ce-to-face cont"ct. even if il m<:anl Ira\ielling: exlensively 10 adlieve this. or if 
Ihal wa< not j",,, ;hlc the u,e of the telephone ralher th.n more indiree[ merlxx,!" w .. , ju"ifted by 
stating that the volue of immedi.te and recipr""a l engagement far outweighed the direct costs 
involved. The university respondent' operutcd under far more ,tringenl budget oonstmints than 
their counterparts in the re,e"rch in,tilule, and evCll more 'u Ihan the industry "ient;,t" Thi, 
would explalO Ih"1 while wilhin Iheir own i""htmion;; they w~'<e v~,<y much in la\iour of f"~e'lu­
lace communication they were not prep.red or able to travel to .clueve this, 
If tl", vari.tion between the re'p(Jn'es oblaln ed from Ihe Ihree cr)~lallogruphic application 
c.teg:.rie, are examined il can be sc~'1I lhal although there aTe '1;l,[hl d;ftcren~'Cs bel""een lhe 
re'ponsc' of Ihe p,me and /riOi cry'tallographero;. the greatest variation pertained to the upplied 
crj~lallographers. The laner group were ge,,,,r.lly the least incli,,,,d to ongage in i!>direct "",t\uxls 
of interpersonal ~~'mmunic.tion (,uch as manual corre'pond.nce and eleclronic ~onlImmicarion), 
and comequently g."",rally showed a greater preferen~e for face-tu-f"ce and IcJ~l'h"ni~ mud"" of 
interp.roon"1 ~ommunicaliun. The,c diITcr~'1\ces wcre particularly markcd when c",nmun;cating 
outsidc th ei r O\vn work environnlffit. It i, sugge,ted that the", variations can be attributed to the 
lacl thai almo't all the cry.;tallographers who cla"ifjed themselves as working in the applied lidd 
were atmched to either a r",earch in,titute or 10 some industry and the appU"dpatlern thu, do,ely 
follow, that of the combined resc"rch Jnslitutc and ;ndu'lry re'p',,"'es. 
5.4. PRINT-BASED INFORMATION COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 
PREFERENCES 
Studies th.t have investigat.d ~h"nnd ,e leclion llllw gen~'<" lI y I,'und Ih:ol dis~iplinary aml;ation 
and Ihc n"ture of lhe work engaged in has a .:gni licant afj~ct on channel selection and use. 
Infonnauon cha'IDel, th:ot "re mure clo,ely a\lulled tu Ihe work ';lUaliun are 1i><.'Teli,re mo't 
lrequent! y utilised and \'alued .nd it h", for example been found that while sclnl.rly journal, ore 
the mo,t frequently u,ed and valued jnfonnatiun ch:onnel in lhe basic scjcocc;;, awlicd ;;cienti<ts 
working in industrial en\'ironment, again Yalue internally produced repon' and patent 
'pe,ification, far higher (~[ ch:oplCr 2.4.2. and 2.4.3.). To e<labl i,h lhe categoric, of print-ba<ed 
information communic.tion channeb lhat the c')"I"llu)lTJPiM.'T' ge,,,,mliy used and prefcrred the 
re'pundent& were ~,kcd 10 ,ndicate and rate the most important print-ha'ed channels used in th.i, 











clear lhal It.;; main chantlel categorie, thm were usa! by the r~'[lOndenl, were journals, 
motlOgrapl-.., i mernally prodoc,ed re[lOrts, patent s)>eL,i flcatiorn;, and a variet) of (){her lesser u,ed 
,0I.Jrce, that ranged from revi ew publication" to reference ,,'orh to trade literature. 
1re average raled r""]XJllSe, for the ,aillC awarded 10 eacoh ~hannd category"", outlined in Table 
5.7. and depicted ill Chart ) . .1. belm; (a rating scale of 10 rused \· ery freqllCmly 1 vet')' highly 
ratcdllO 0 rno{ used 1 of no valuei wa, appliedl. It i, clear that journal' ,,'ere by far Ihe lno,t 
valued prim-hased information communic,ation channel that was l"ed by tre ct)"tallography 
community a, a whole jthi' applied to bulb ,tudie,). Not one orille other categories attracted high 
rating', other than rep<!rt' 11~'1 in 2001/02 "'a, given a mo<icraldy im]XJrlaJ\\ rating. The OIher 
channels that were used were specifically a"ardcd very 101"'- ratings in ho{h stOOie,. 









Chart 5.3. Print-based Channel Preferences 







I he t-leSI for depcndelll sample, indicated that there "'~re ,rati'ticaliy signiticant ditterences 
be\ween the lWO Sl\Jdies for the re,ult' obtaitled for books. report, and patent 'p"ciflcatiollS ,,;lh 












000'" drorf"'d slightly, while the rali ng:; given to p"kfl( 'p<:~i fica!ion, inc","",d slightly aLld 
tllO'" for ,erart, inc",,,",cd 'luile considerab ly. The l"llE:r IWO inem,,", Can hc inlorprolod in lh. 
lighl of ,110 cc>ml~.Il" made in Chapler 4 that referred to chan~' in organi,atiooal ~lho, at the 
uniwrsiti~s. but ratticularly the ""eaf~h iLlSlitu!., wocre greater ~l11pIUlSi, was b"ing rlac ed on 
income geflerating contract ,"""arch and the :;ubscqucnl grcakr rdiance on "'port "Lld patm! 
lil~ra!u",. 
"Taalg 5.6. T·T~.t lo r s lgnifican l b~lWoo "·al\ldY ditf1)'1)r>C(Ia , 
PTint-bHo<j Chan" ~ 1 Pr1)f1)'1)nC08 1990/1 & 200112 
Meon Sld.Dv. , Diff. , " 1990l1 JOURNALS ••• 1.304 ,. -0.115 -0.953 0.343 
200112 JOURNALS ••• 1.6(2 " 19l10l1 BOOKS ,., 1.640 .. -0.615 -3.7S9 0.000 
20Q11' BOOKS " 1.768 " 19!1011 REPORTS ... 3.«0 .. 1.333 ~.466 0.000 
20011. REPORTS ••• 3.111 " 1~!II)I1 PATENTS ,., 3.313 .. 0.410 2.159 0.034 
200111 PATENTS , .• 3.442 " 199011 OTHER U 0.923 .. ·0.064 ~.583 0.562 
200112 OTHER U 0.737 " ",-.no" no."''''' "" ." "" '~."' .. " •.• ., 
5.4.1. PRINT-BASED INFORMATION COMMUNICATION CHANNEL PREFERENCES 
ACCORDING TO SUB-CATEGORIES OF THE POPULATION 
The data was fllrth., analy; ed by cross tabulating the dcp.;LldCLlt vuriabb or pre ,erred prinl·based 
informatioo communication chaml<:l:; wilh Ihe PJP',I"lion sub-c"l.egori"" as independent 
"mi"bks. !lnal ysis of nriatlC~ (ANOV A) 'tati ,tic ...... ~r~ used to te,t for signiticuoce betwe~n Ihe 
m~allS of thes~ cross tabulat ions. Signi tkant ditr" renc~s ".~", ,cored tor both the I ~')()/ I and 
2UO)/02 d"ta-, el> tor categorisat ion according to the work ~nvirOflmel\l. cry,taliogmphic 











To .. . n . p_ood Cho.MoI 
P _ _ boi 
p",,_ s.. ~~ ... ... ... ,. .. __ , __ 
Jo ... " .. - .- ,~~ - • "" ""~ "''' n'''''' " ... " 200 ''''' ' ''''''' 'OO'~l ""lI' """"'" -, .... , ." l":" "","', 21>0,,,,, ~"" ~,-"'''''' " .. , ,., 0.' " ••• ,.,' ,., '-' 0.' " ......., .. ••• n " .' , .. " " " ••• " " u ...... .,. " •• '.7 .. •• '.0 " " ., ••• " " ""~ """"" EN, " •• ~ ; . '~"" '_'.'_'. ''' ~ ,"~","", .... _ '" '" """. EN.- " • ..". _. , ......... ", ... 'I'~ ' ''~1''.''' , poO.OIOI 
C " .... , """"""''''' 
• ,pIIod ... ,. ••• " u '0 • • , .• • • .. " , ,-, •• .. .. .. " ••• " • •• " u " " .- •• .. •• •• • •• " • •• •• " ••• , " ' 01'" "","",. _~ "M ..... , ..... ' __ ,'''"', '1", "'1-" ......... _ 
,_, e"' .... _""""; LS M. _. "' ... '.., ..... 11 _ , ~ ", '061"' ' ""'. ",,000' 
00;''''' 
s."", •• •• •• .., •• .. .. •• '.0 ••• " " 
M"," ~ •• •• •• ., •• • • ... .. u " " " ,- .. •• '.0 .. •• ••• • •• .. .., .. " " ,.,"" "u .. ~"" ,,~ ... , "' ... , ........ "',,,, '1", '''f-' .... 11 •• ".""" ,,.,,, ""sm"" LS M .... \'m, ' ........ " 904, .. ". "W" "' . . "" ... 
Tbc CroSS tahulation according: 10 illoC ,,()f\; cnviron ment indicates thattne indu,try r~spoJl(knl' 
placed muc h higher value ratinR' on patcnt .peci tications and "'porls tllan on jOll rna ls and 
panicularly l:>ooh and thc 'other' chann..!s. The universi ty respondcnt. in tun1 tcturned an almmt 
I [)()% • yef)' important' respome tor journals and a iligner tilan overall .tudy population aggre~ate 
val"" rating: for mon()Rraphs. The ""earch insti lu!e rcs]XlTlocnts manife.,ted responses !n.o'lt 
reficcl cd a position somewn.o'l1 heme~n Iha! or tile univcrsity and industf)' re'pondem, b) 
""arding: a lmmt equally high prd~re"", mlings 10 journaL,> rerort, and patem" rhe mling' tlley 
a"arded to reports and pa lents im:l"Ca.';.Cd in 2001/02. and thi' woold knd to confLrm tile ",scrlion 
made that lne dlang~ in ~mphasis to,,' anl, a more protit oriented appnJilCh in thc workplace 
played a role in ""arding: a value ratin R to a 're<'ifLc ~han""l (Ihis incrcasc i. also cviocnt, albe it 
bs mark~d, OCtwccn lhe 19'X111 and 200 I 102 ratings gi ven by tlloC uniwrs ity re,pondenl, I. 
In., dirrerentblion :>ccordinR to crystal l()graph i~ applical ion OnCC agai n .IXlIV.' that the IOO! and 
pure cry.,rallograpners em ub led illoC uni, crs i!y re.pondent.' and tile applied crys!allogmpb~rs tbal 
()f a combined rcwarch institute and indmtt)· ",spons." 
If the r~.pon.';.Cs :>ccord; n~ to pmition categor;"s are con.idcl"Cd. il can be seen tI"'tlhe more 
.~n i or respondent, placed a rar iligller value (IrI palCnts and report., and a ,Iigbtly iligner valuc on 













5.5. ELECTRONIC MODES OF COMMUNICATION 
When the respondents were ",ked in I 'NOli to discuss the role and impact of electronic media 
and communication netwOlks on the information communication process (cf. Question C7, 
Appendix B) it wa, found that II", respondent. at that time had minimal interaction with such 
media aDd networks. The limited interaction th"! did take place was re,tricted 10 searching 
eleclronic bibliographic databa,es by means of vendor services and an intennediary; being the 
recipient. of electronic SOl output; referring to the CD-ROM vefflioo of the Cambridge 
Crystallographic database for structural data; and the hitheno infrequent usage of communication 
networks such as BlDNbT that were available in South Africa at the time. 
The respondent. were again queried in 2001/02 on their interaction with the electronic 
environment (d. Questioo C7, Appendix C). From the re'ponses rtteived and comments made 
during the interview, it is clear that a marked shift in the lISe of eieclrooic modes of 
communication had occurred in the intervening period between the two studies and that the 
electronic envirOllmen( ha, had a considerable effect on the communication proces" 
Ibe following comments ",conk,,1 durin" the iOlnview, ckarly express tl", respooo".nt,' vi ew:; 
on (his topic: 
£·mail Md Interne, haw ~ad afond"",,"'ally PO'''''''' impocl 0" ou, f'O"ibililil!> 10 ",,",",,,,Ia," (J/IJ c<,. 
ope~"'" wil~ colleague., ali o\~~ 1M world wry rapidly. Research proje<r.r """ be organised "it'-' any 
per30"ai """'''''' Md "","llSlq"""j"", ""'Y be diK"""d a/mo" jm,,,,Jl/y and '" very 10" =" wi""", 
and ne~'s~f'Q//f" are <NiI,IOOk j".- vi""ally oiIIOP'''', A, 'he s"""' Ii_. """" n=","'Y iltj:Nmaii,,", can be 
oiJwmed """"gh "'" I","""". 110< ",-,<arch ... ",1d "'" be"" .. e ~ m""h ""'r< c!os<?-o.u " odJ, 
M"d "I,,", ",,.m".u.'Qti,,,, '" ",,,.I, <"p",-iQIIy I" ,~I<or h.'al <m<J iIt«"''''iQ"aI Mniwnllie. it dct>< ,;a <-
",ail. AJ"'rl 1m", inlorp"""nQI """''''MniC<>ti"". ,",,,,,,,-.,n iltj",,""",,n ;. """",,,,,j.-"'ed and ,/oUroJ hy <-
,"ail aN the W111f I, ~<11 ""'-<I definitely faciliJa,ed 'Z,oup as_iall"" •. ,,,lIob.,,-,,/i,-. ,..,."",d<, 
er/..IJ!i,h,",,'" of co,"",wlilie: of procn'",,'. In OiIr ",,~arch ~rowp ai~ ~~'w ",,,,l>IirMd ,ew,a/ 0"""<11 
eml1ac1S by ..,;"g II<. ~/e.<;/",,,,.- ""'""'""'calio" _dia. probably ... " ,...3"" oj Ik "'-'< and 'P"!4 oj 
Eloclronic mruia haw mosl ,,,,,'ainly jmp,oved com","nic-Qli,,,, ... ;Ik ""Ik«g><", hoI!. iIt .~>«Ih ~j,-kQ ami 
"wn .... , &i<h'ilk d",a can 10 !<Om' J"~r" Ix? fr<.!y ad'''''f«il h<cJn .... n """an'""", ... jln /h~ aid <1 
"lec/ro"ic ",,;Ij« flemm:h ",.ull: ell/! be ""'''' ,..,adjly rompa"d and d!fJ..-",,' \"~'P'''"IS ,asily discIU"d 
i><,..,..",," diff .... '" IV""f" r<garJlr!3s ojl~"ir grosrap/lico/ po,ilion, T1Iir ir vilalp";,,llaIxx(Jliv< ,..,,,a,<I •. 
£Iect""";c ",<dia """" had "'I)" hW~ mj/u<""" al .... ork, bUI el.le~'~"", i. South ~ftica /h"y haw j1cililaled 
""'"1,,,,£,,"'" ",,,,,"uni.,,,,ion "ml gr.-Oily improved In<QIH!'" rmd rapid """""",,ic~'ion worldwide, Th",,,. 











0", rkpml"""U i" 'p"'o.1 ,~" ,"" J b'lilding,' "'(lkin~facc-IO-f(l"" co",",""icOliOIl difficult. E-",(lil is a far 
m"" ,!frelil',' """hod o/!«"i"X inti .. ",,,,,,,,, I"" k"g' """',,..,' '~"p"'rJe ,iKm" "Ie""" ,,,,d ",~,."h q",.,.i., 
Ihem .,akillR 20 phon" ""1/,, ,..;_.",il is ",y ,."Ni,) """n, ,~ .. ",,"'''''mic,'',o'' "-,,"nAcr, ill ."""N AF''''', il j, " 
"'ON "lioM, "",hod 10 ,'"'11'" Ih,~ " """"ag" ro,,~ .. "", ii,' rk"ina,i ... , ,"'''' lile onJi",,,y I'OM I ji,"! il 
"",ior 111011 ma!.ing 0 1"'0"" call as OlkO Catl eh,r1y "IX"U (''''dly wl,al 0"'" W(~1Il' to kIlO", '" say ,'ilK'(' 
... ,,' "',,' ,i_ '" go ,"" rll< _s"o~c I do all .,y owmas ",""",unicali,,, hy ,_mail m>i il 1m aSlistcd with 
ri>,' d,'wl'1'"",nl "i'coli"", .. aJi"'" 
Ei<clrrnic ",.Jia has imJX!e",d p'-",i'i .. ly ... , ,i>,,, (."o",,,,,,,,i,,,,".,, ", W"'( ",,'n,I .. ,', in ,w"Ih ,~Fim "',) 
o,~",as. II i, an ""'y ""y 10 {'om",""i""", "ilh a /wp ""ml",,' "/p"'r'" "'"! il j", II .. ,,"Iy .'''y "i 
c,,"''''''~icarinR ~'iJh scim'i'" m-4!rlca and j, ,w$I pro/dly ~oi"1': to ,a)'() l(:i"'~ifi(' "'H'md, in AjrK'Q in 
,'''' I"ng run 
F,,,,,i/ i, a ,i,o/ 1001 ill c"",""",lcaiioll, Ir o/frrs Ih, cp<ion of addi"f/ at"ICI"'~O"I. Ih(ll (/dd a ,ital 
rr~ICI"","lily for "x< .. iK"'ging inj,"""'li,," .. hieh am tak" "" 0 \'o,i,,'" o/f"'·"", '1M,' i, nOlI1'],uib/, lfilh 
",oro CC<I,,,,"',,,,,a I """I ia Iii:<! ji", "'aN", "'1"1"""'" "",I .. " n 1"'''''"'''/ i"'w~,'Ii",1. /I I"" "p"".d II", "'"" 
10110,0 'oW,id,," worM "nd ",,,d, , .. "",mu"'v"i,m .. i,h ,,,",1m "ilh," II" ",,"IU'y ,md "".'",nd a,' '''-,y ,,' 
"om""micatio" lfilh wor!..,", in om, im",,'dia" phy.ieallocalion 
5.5.1. THE IMPACT OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA ON INFORMATION COMMUNICATION 
AND ON INTER-PERSONAL INTERACTION 
The r.'pMdems w.r~ funher 'l"'cifLcaily r~4""'led to comment on and rate lr.: impact lhallr.: 
lIS. of el""tronic m~dia had had on the ge""ral comm uniealion of information in lheir immcdiat. 
"''''''' ~nvironmenl. ei,.,,,here in South Africa and tinally "orldwick let: o.,estion C7,a" 
APl"'ndix C) They ,,~rro also asked to i ndieate the dICel that the ,be of electronic communication 
media had hnu on it'(erl"'r.,onal int.raction wilh colleagu •. , and oIh.r .xperts .• ,g, had it 
facilitat~d or pm,ibly inhibiled group associatiom, eollaboralh'e rcsearch, etc. (ef ~Slion 
C.7,h" Arrendi~ C) , A rating .<cale of I 0 [used very freql.,mly.-' vet)' highly raledj to 0 lno! u,ed 
.-' of 00 value] "a, applied and th:; aggregate ralin~s ohtained from the >ludy population are 
ollllit\ed in Tabl. 5.10. m-.:i depicted in Chart 5,4. 0010"'. 
l~ bIe 5.10, Impact 01 El ectroni c M-.2la on Info ".,., ~U o n Comm"nin tion 
At work 
In General 
In South Africa Worldwide 
l"t.r-pe'Oon.1 













It is clear thallh~ r~,polldenl ' in all in ,tal1c~'S we,.., [)fthe [)pil1iol1that electrol1ic media had mad~ 
a ]Xl'itive impact. albeil in "arying imel1sily_ The highest rat~d impact wa< for w()rldwid~ 
il1tormatioo c()m<lluni~ali()n (8.5). whi le the lJSe of d~clronic media for inter-pel'\()nal 
communication atlracted Ihe lowesl rating' ((d), The rea,on for Ihe former raling: rdale, I() tlle 
ease and ,dati,e low ~ost of usil1g electroLlic m"dia and ,:>",Ie lll ' I() acee" iLlformalion from 
anywhere in Ihe world, while the lan~r lower ratiLl!; i, in line wilh Ihe g:eneral preferencc for face-
to-tace itllerper'KInal cor",n"li~alion Ihat was exprcssed during the imerviews, TI", foll[)wing are 
e>.tmets f,om llie comment , Illade in this regard: 
r",'('-ro-W<.'(' """';''1:'' "Y(' imr""w,,, Ji" ,"oli,.,,,i,,",,1 purl''''''' bul "" i",,,,,,,,Ii,,,, 'Xc/lUng' . _"wi! " 
N t/a. 
Fac;,-w-ji ,c;, eo"""""i",,"'"'' i, "Iw")~ I"'fi""o!" ""I ,_,""il C,""""~,i'-'iffi",, i, /<"" und II<IJ 'irl""i~,' 
."",,>me ! f>" !1O,"', 
Chart 5.4. I~ of Electronic M>dia on InforrrDtion 
CoIrrrunicalJon 
. ~ '" """" • """'*"" ., "",,-,-" .... """ 
; " a..--...-. ,,,"',,, ... ,,,. 
" ,,~..--~ "~......" 
5.5. 1.1 . Impact of electronic media on information communication according to the 
population sub-categories 
TIle dala "as t'urrher analys-cd hy cross tabulari I1g tile impact ,'all!'" of electronic media" ilh the 
ropulmj[)n sub-cat~gorj.s as jndep"nd~nt "ariabb. ALlaly, i, of "Miance (A:\OY 1\) slali,lics 












,ignificanl JitteretlCe, that ",'ere obta;""d lOr tfle 200),'02 data-,et "'"' lOr cat~gori,ation 
according (0 the work environment. 'l1,e ,Vilb' b mbd" mea"..-e of a,,,,,,.i"tion [;,corded a strung 
as<ociatioo ofl. ofO.7~. T~,e re",it,"re wliined ill T abk 5.11, Ixlo"" 
TabM 5.11. Imp.aoc:t of ~ I~c Medi a "" I nfQrm.a~"" CDmmunicato~ 
~ PopJ Iati.,.., SOJ I>-u t.wo<i .. 
..... dM .. o. Gen.,,' G.mer.1 c;.,ne,.1 Inter pN,onai 
WORK ENVIRONMENT AI wor); In South Afri"" Worldwido '" te·" d", 11 
, 
I"duot..,. '" " '" 00 " R ••• • "'h Inst~ute. , .• " ,." '" " U niversl~ • • U U •• • 
There ",·as s ign iticant variation in the imracl ratings gi v~l1 by lfle thr"e v.·ork ,,"vi ronments tOr the 
.freel of e lectrullic medi" 011 inlbrmatioo communical iOIl "'jthi" their i mllledi"!e work ,imat ioo. 
\\orldwide. "nd "1'0 for inl<:r' p<:r;;onul inl<:raclion. The univ<:rsil) and rcs.c"rdl imlilllie 
respond",,\;; it><lica l<:d a far gr<:atcr impolCI wil hi n It-.::i r i mm<:Jiale work Silllalion Ihan [he indu,II)' 
r<:\pJnck:nt,;, ""h ile the uni,.,, ;t}' resrondents again returned higher ratings tor thc impact on 
worldwide in/Ormatiol1 commllnic,atiol1 ""d i11ler-p,,,,onal interaclion than both the industry ""d 
research institule re'p<ll1cienls, It would I hu> app<:ar I hat I hc !;I"atc>l pJ.,;iti vc impaci or eleclronic, 
media was observed by th<: uniwrsily reSpJ"Jcnt:; and that the indu\t'1' '\"I'U'l<kms WCre Ih<: 
kasl in~ocnced. 
5.5.2. INFORMATION SEARCHING AND THE USE AND VALUE OF VARIOUS 
ELECTRONIC INFORMATION COMMUNICATION CHANNELS 
The ZOO l102 r.slxmdems w.re /i.uther probed on the electronic information doone!> they mo,t 
freqllently lIsed whcn , carching ror \\ork-r<:lal<:J in/ormatio" and Ihcn asked 10 rate th. valuc of 
each channel on a rating ",,"Ie of 10 (lI,ed very freqllently; "ery highly raled) 10 0 (notu,ed; or 
no .'"lll(;), I he cicCirOf,ic channcl;; 1 hat wer<: nl<;ntiooed tell into on. of the tollowi ng cat.gori." 
• The Int.rnet and the World ,Vide ,Veb (WWV.') 
• Exl<:rna I Jalahas<:s (e.g. C[)·RO\f's) that their organisations .ub<;crib.d to 
• Intemally prodllced d"lahas.c, Ihal wCre available OIllhcir InD'a"c\> 
• Olhcr SOUreCS "'hich i,x;ludcd ,,,,bj~(."1 Raf",w.o.\', pOr/als, etc. 
rile agb'regated u,e freql",ncic'S and .'alllC "'ling:; tOr each ofl)1C above catcgoo'i<:s an: dcpicted in 











, 00' ;' I~ ' .. 
T. ble 5.12. E"""lronk; information channe' '- ..., d v. l"" 
'0 
Extornal ~,t,b.5,", 
U. c V.ll" 
Intmn.1 "~t"',"< .. 
u,. v~I, .. 
'.0 " 
Otl"" 
U 5~ Valu . 
" " 
The moS! freqtJenlly used electrOil ic channels for information-seeking pUlJ>05eS were the 
Intemet!\!iWW followed by external datab.se~ subscribed to, internally produced databases and 
other channel •. It is interesting that the vaitJe ralings did not mirror the usage ratings and 
eXiemally proouc..d databllS~S such 11.'; CD-ROM's sOOscrihed 10, far outranked the lnlernet. the 
channel used most frequ<:ntly. The databases thde own organisations prodoced, 'tlrrri,inglj. 
altracted fairly 10\\ usage and value ratings. 
I: c. m .. "rt;&;:,' •.• Ra_""' __ '~_.".""_.~_'~_."'"E,~ ___ ·_il.I~ •• " ,eotionchaonnel$ 
Th~ fullowing pertinent comments were recorUed relating to the val'}ing view. the respondent. 
had on the value of electronic media ",rom searching fix information: 
Til< {,\TERSEr i, "fI"" uwfol "hen <laninga .",. ,".,wreh pro}":' 10 g" ""mwiwhii< ,,,bjm lI"'eways. 
por,.,l. a", _'" "'"J"' ,0 go, mew ,Mail'" in/Ormation afi"",'aros. CD-RO.II dd'aba~. an ~ 10 
~ a Ii"'~,",.. .,,,a,,," or 10 ob'ain laural 'nfo' .. at"," cooarning a ""cifsc ,ubj"," 0' fJllbii,,,'j,,"' '" 
an a",hor of imen". TIIis J follow up by oot<,,,,,,;,,g o/Mr w""k,, i" ,'''' field and ,", " 1m, ""'''' going 
'hrough "'ep",nal. manually. 
On< is ojlen "",amp<J 1».' "",I,." j~ion "" "'0 ISTl!.R.I tT and "sing It may I>< qui", Ii __ ro", ... ing. 
Subj<cl gawwaj-'< portal. ar< >ery u~1 "nd (D_R().I/ dd'aho .. s """ a/oso/.l<ly m"'tkll. 
C£>'RO.lb a"" i,.p,m.,nt whom "mbarldng "" at! Initial s<a",h ftr injonnatio • .following thjs I jindfo""" 
i"fQr_,on by ''''.:-ing dt"Mm "~"""''''' I. "",-1<1", ,ha, I ha" ,<ad and found pO'''.mJ. Th< Im".-"", 











{oI1'",'ed by "jo",,,ai ""rch ,,"<1 IhM I "u /i, !I:.< oblail~°<1from """ (0 ""rdJ .rr","", !hi. may im'!J<d<' 
rAh" .,,'<lia _'",,'I, "' C/J IW.VS, ".,·lah/i, I,i"g p<m",,11 C'O'1I1.:1 "c. 
N«'I,ofJi,' ,ialaOO".' a" oft'" !l"-'omp/{'/c "'.fi:,i/ J"" In ,,,,,J,:'q""k ","rd, Mgi",."'" emu ."aJ,-h ,,,,,,, ,' ~i,."., I 
jin<ll/" "'0" "'''1"1 /i"raw" by m".dJint.M ",,'''''' ",."'" """-/"" i" " '1~."CijK· .lidd,jimling ""' who 
,.," 1;"- »Ill" ,,1,,'a11l "or. in Ihal a,,", .,,,,,dJint rO' ,h,ir PO/x", i" Ii",""'_' J,:""",,_,,, und II",,, ~'~'g 
Ii>l!>'. a,,<1 "'fin",',," {'il,'d i" II"", 10 ~'I>Md 1/" inf"'''"'''''' ,kiwlx",. I "Isa ,IS< a CII""'" ,lccl'""" 
UalaOOu, 1iP,,",,d ,mT 6 w",,,i/,, ,h", w" ,,,,,cri!'" '" ",. an i»~"'!1a,u .<la,i"8 I>oi'" "/"'" lookifJgfr 
"om.°rIJ iJ!~ _'{J<{' file 
5.5.2.1 . Information searching and the use and value of various electronic 
information communication channels according to the population sub-categories 
AnH]y,i, of Y"ri"nce (At'OV t\) S\"I ;stics (haT " ere u",j to to,t t,,,, ,igniticance when the 
eie'lruLlic iLllurr,,"ti(}n channel LL,e data was l'ro" tabulate,1 ,how",1 >ignifi~JLlt diff~rences for 
C"lcgorisation according m tho work eLwironmel1l "00 applicalion of cr)"I"llogmph)" fhesc 
MullS"i'C ol~litX:d in Tahle 5, 13, helm •. 
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The indmtry ,e'IXlildeLlI, cie"rl), nol oLlI), us.;.i the rm~rnet infrequently, hut aL.., a",igned low 
""it.'C mting; 10 Th;, channel Thi, i, n(}t J surp;ising outcome giveLllhc commeLlb mooc by lhe 
industry ,e'IXlll<lenb "ith rcg"rti to lhoc ~Cl";l: '~",iction< that many (}nhem or-rmed under and 
"'hich pro,ontoti thorn from fr~ely using the 1l1leLnei. 1'1-.::)' funhcr, allhougjl llSing exlcrnal 
datHbas~s ooly mooeralel)" a»ign~d ve,y high ,'alue rating' m thi' channeL Tl", value rating' 
they awardeti to int~rnJII) pn><locc,1 ,1 " I "b"~s WCi'C surprisingly fH)1 a, high"" thei, very high 
fr~'1ueL")' of u~ for this channel would have led (}ne to expect. 
fhc rc~"rdl in:;tHutc i'C,'pondent' aL.., . howeti fairly mJrked ,Iiffefen~es betwe~n the m~ .11><1 
val'''' rating., they awarded t() el~~tronic inform"tion ~h"nn~h. Allhough It>c)' u~d lhc ILl\CrOCI 











US\: or~"~rnal ~kctronic databases they awarded raidy good valllC rating, to them, The '15~ alld 
valllC ratings tt."y awarded to internal I} produo,:ed dataha,,,,, were high> a dear ifldi~alioll MIlk: 
gllality ofm"h internal I} produo,:ed daraba,es. 
The university respondents Were tile only "or.; ~n;'ironme nt category tl-k~t a"igr",d almost eqllal 
me and val"" rating' to tile d~ctroni~ infurmation chanocls tiley lL>~d, The Internet and e,ternal 
database; "'~r~ wry I;':ayily used by llk:m and m\<:d highly. It i, 1101 ckar why thi, ,e,ult was 
oblain~d. giwn the pr~domin~lIIly ocg-ali W ~(Hntnenl, tn>ld~ of lh~ yalu~ of illformalion found on 
the Internet, The low ,l5e and Yal,,,, rating-s awarded to ["'email), prod,)Ced d~t:Jbas~s ",~s 001 
surpri,ing: ,.; this "ork environment generall y had k" I"'""ctive librar~ ,ervices than tt." other 
two. 'Iocy W~l" also lile only worl;. enYironm~!I\ cal~gory 10 award moderat~ '-"'" and value ratings 
10 'olll«( dt~<l<l<els ,uch as Slobj~~1 ga\<:w~ys alld porwls. 
h i, once a~'<lin dear 11M tlk: yarialion in the ~.,.oss \.abulaliOlI5 for II;.: lhr~~ cryslallug"'l~lY 
appi icalion categorieS sl);)wed ,i mil~rity hoclween thoc "'spon",s of the pltr" and /00/ rcspo<l<kms 
on thoc 0"" hand and thoc university res[X>ndents on the other> whil e Ihe aPrI icd c,ystallo gmph~r;. 
again ,eturned re"(l<>rne, somewhat b'et" een that of the ind",try and re""arch i n'tilllte ""ron,e,. 
5.5.3. THE USE AND VALUE OF ELECTRONIC JOURNALS 
A numller of ,tudies have indicated that jOllrnal, are comidered to be the most valued i nlOrmatiol1 
communication channel by scient;,ts in ~""neral. rhLs facl "as ~onfirm~d b} tile rewlt' obtained 
perlailling 10 prinl-ba""d journals (d. 5.4.) and tlk: r~seard;.:r Ihlls ",i,h~d 10 .:>wblish lu whal 
~'Ie!l\ ~ledronic juumal, ",ere ])-eing u",d; ,,·hat vallie was attri t>tted to th~m as ~n infon" ~lioll 
SOUTce and as a publication medilon: ~nd how llk:y rukd in cump~riwn 10 print j[)umais (d. 
qllCstion C.1.d.> API"-'ndi, C). The aggregate rat~d re,poIls", tothe, e 'lllC'tion< a", (Hltli""d III 
l'al>l e 5, 14.a & b ,md Charts 5.6, a. & b, bdow. 
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From the table and charts it is clear that although electronic jcmnal. were only used moderately, 
their infonnation content was highly valued. They we", further a1"O nO! really used as a vehicle to 
publish research ill. When compared to print jC>Ul11als only 30/0 of the respondents rate<! them 
higher than print journals while 67% rated print journals higher. From the COl1lDleDts mooe it 
would appear that Ill<' reslX'ndents were not that concerned about the mode urIbe communication 
chanod, but W"f" more coocerned about ayoolooility and ace"", •. The slow s~ of electronic 
access is JIOIoriou.o; in South Africa due to bandwidth problems and the range ofjoun",l. available 
in electronic form~t at the time of the study was fairly limited. A further concern that wa. 
expre"sed aDd which related p<trticularly to publication ""i>"Ct, was that uflbe archiving problems 
that pertain to electronic fonnats. Re"pondents WeTe also concerned that they might only f<'ach a 
Hm1(ed audience if they w~>[" to publish in (he elcctronic mode, The following extracts eXl'fess a 
typical view of the r""poodents' opinions on this matter: 
I. So",/o Afr;,;" ,iI< "'~ of <-J""rnal, /., a'N""'1y d,ffle_l, b«ar"" of ,M s~ .. Mork ""d If"",..d """,I><, 
oj ,.rump,;'m,. I am al,o pm'o""lIy ,~.'pid,",., ,1<1""",,,", ""Iy j<~,,"a/s b.!caw, "'" "'''''''ocM ,hat 
tMiF archMng po/icy i< ,wffi'den/ly firm I" g""""""" Ii>< r<dJing of apaper m say 20 }ru"" ",.0. 
I .,.",,/d M wry happy if ei«lrO<licjou>7!ab ,,~,.. 10 ffp{oc< pri_",Jj<Nrnal,_ J""",a/ i.rs,,,,,, """,aUt only a 
j_ ","tid"" oj'"teres' and "ith "'" jo"",a/, only tho.~ n<1ic/., ofin"'ml ""uJ.i be prinl<d. avoidill'l Q M of 
WdSta.!'e. Also. ol",,,,,,,;c jo""",/, are QI-,;il,;bl< '0 £",?"n< ;"" .. <dialrly_ I, il a pity ,hal eke/ro"ic 
journal, "'" "'" '"0'-" g,nrrnlly a,."ilabl. i. s""th Ajr~ _ 'hi' _",IJ g/W m;~rs j" th" ""'''''ry a 
rool """'I'<'''''W edg" 
Most oj,hejormUl/' ,hat I l""fr' 10 publ;'·" i. w< ,'ili "Jtly al-"iJ~bl. i. prlnljorm"'- I, i, ,." ,he ,kd",,.;c 
jomwl that il ,.,tlM worry, it i, w~lh~.-J/o£Jh',.,J i< raNd aJtJ rnxh", a wide a~ <Ond I ron .,," yrl 
""""i."d ,/0"" ~I",,'roni" j""""'"' do ""'I. 
These responses of course re!lOCl the (Xl.ition ,t the time of the "lLldy (2001l2) and it can be 
argued that opinio,," might bave cllanged in the interim period as was observed by Tenopir and 
co-workers (2003) when tbey differentiated between the evolving and .dVlltlced stages of 











Chart 5.6.a Electronic Journals 
I'v'IBan rated Use an:! Value 
jii~ctl - , 
' . v...., aoo-to' , 
Chart 5.ab. Electronic..lolnlals 
~ .... thPrint...lou'nals % 
I. r>,",""" ,,""'W. 
'. _ ."""". 
5.5 .3.1. The us e and va lue o f e lectronic journals according to the po p ulatio n s ub-
c ategories 
The dma was ti,rth~r atoalysed by ero« tabula(ing the nil", and "'~ of elec(ronic joomal, with the 
population "~l-cat~geO'i es a, ill<kpendem Yilliabk,. Analy,i, of variance (A"UV Al ,tati,(ics 
w~re used to t~,t feO' ,ignilicanc~ betw~en (he l1leill" of (he,e cross tabulation,. rhe l'~arson' , 
chi-"'1uare t~,t") wa, u,ed to l1l~as,,,e the :;lati,tical ,ignifieancc 01' the pcre~nlag~ variation 
bclw~en \he catq;orical pref~rence ratings for print and eleclronic jOlJ:"nal" Signilicanl 
dinl:r~nees we", f>CeO'ed ill both instaoce, for categori,alion ","cording 10 "",k ~Lwironl1l~nl and 
applicalion of crystallography. The>c resulT, arc outlined in Table 5.15.a & b below, 
I he m~a"""s 01' association wcr~ "cry signiticant for variati on according to work ~nViTOnl11ent 
for both the a=<SITk:llt of ~-joumal lLS~ 'lLld val,,,, (I"ilb' ;, - 0,43: F - 12,6) atod comparison 
willl pri~ journals (X' = 42.3: phi'" = 0, i41, It is cl ear that the respond"lll, in industry made the 
" p"",_ '" ,"i_,,,, __ , ",~ ll', ;. , "".".""''''~ ''''' ,.- ~", ~~. I ,i. ,if;,,,,,,,. ",1 ~ "'''' vi • "."eI, .. o.! ,:" ,""" "o.!~".,,,,.,J 
, hi_""",, "", It "",' ""II "}'''''"",~ '"" the ""',,'. r",,.,,,,,,,, ",' u,,,-=,,,~. vi u""",',J ,,""" lui"", ,,,,,,,,ie,," rre."""",' 
Ji;(ri "," "'" eo;;"", -, ,-fi ;-"l ~~'O ,~, '" """ '" .,,'''' lx<h ."". '"'' of "! «,0 ",""",,, 'x "'" .., ,,,,,,",,,J ~<""""y "i"","",oo" 
dirt .. , ,inm , ,h,,,,,,,~'~ J~";""'",,,> ,,,. """ of '~""~' • i", d,~l"" ""iri ",",,,,,,,,,,,,, on '"" ",,,..10,,,. "I.'"",J ;" , 
'""",~""y ,""Ie, "" "Ocr<-"""'" of,,,," nbo,) (A",,~;, '''''" "'_2-">; u.u;,.",,,,, & 1<""",_ ,->9-1, io') 
, p," ~ , ''-''''''c'''" ""''''"' of ~<~" .. "" ,,,",, ioJ~",,, tk ~"",'" ur """01",, '",L~<e' .... " ur ,"'co'" ,.,d-:", ['I'; ~ <Ie,i,e, 
",' J;"""~' i " :,,, 'Y N I"" '",,' ""TI1", of,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, "" ,ho"" "'"'-""" tk m" of,~ "">1 ... ,,,,,,!" _1>0 int,,,,,,,,",,,,,,, 
I'e",,.,., '- Lh "I,~, "" .. ' ""'""" _1.G-1 "" I.~) ("","'''',,. """"',,-, ",, " ,,,,,,,,,,;,) ,,>1 '),00 ,h" ">d~"" 00 ,'01"""~';r 












lea,t u,e of d""lronic j oumal', ",lc,1 llleir ,'alue lhc low~,:;l. haally raled lhem '" ~ plIblic"'ion 
research i[l>;lilulC rcsronocnl.s. ailhough ~warding Ihc highe,t ro:;sibk 'alue mlin~ 10 lhe 
infonn31ion eontenl of eketronic joornals, did nO! usc this journal mode more lhIln 11l0(kmtcly. 
awar<kd very low publication value ratings to it. and they held the view that print journals are 
more i111jXlrtanl than elaotronic jalLrnal>, The uiliver.;it) re'llOlldellt, were the category tMt 11100e 
the ma,t fr"'luent lr.;e of elcctronie journal" regarded their inionni1tiall \'alue highly. and 
although n!ling their ,'~Iue a;; a rublicalion "chicle i~irl) 10,,", Iii II gi1Ye Ihe highc:;t rating far Ihis 
a'pc'Ct oi' the three work environment,_ A I most two thirds of the un i vcrlity r~,:;ponden" gave a 
'more important' rating to print jouTilals, while ,ilL't aver one third rated electronic and print 
j olLmal, of "'Illal irnp<JrtmlCe. 
The variation according to application of ctystallography showed "eaker correlations (han tMt 
for \\0,"" elwirontl'lent. In thi. inst<\Ilce the I'.,'illc-,). was 0.82, and F w"' 2,5 for lhe use and value 
of e-jalLrnal>, while wilen compared to print jOllmal> tl~ i "'a, 18.1 and phi """' 0.4~, '1 his could 
once again be attributed \0 Ihc fact thM Ihc applied ery>tallogmpherl gcnerally worked both in 
induslry ~nd in tile I\.,:;earch in,ti,ute, and thus ,,-tum;cd respon,;cs thm rq>rcxnt an ~ggreg~te of 
11",\ provided by the two work environmenlS and the [!ur~ and wd crystallographers in turn ~ll 
worked at uni"e"it;",_ 
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5.6. THE ROLE OF CONFERENCES IN THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS 
It was n,.mioned ill 2.5. that cOllferences have ~ver sillce their illC~pli()l1 I",ell highl y valUM for 
tile role that they play in pr()vidillg a turum w transfer and pLmlicise c,m'em "tate or the uN 
inlonnmion. 'l1,~y ar~ val"",i for Ll()1 ()rLiy proITl()ting , ciemific alld t~chno l ()g:ical illm,'ations. bllt 
al,;o fur fa~i lilating It.< infocrnallram fe r of inforrnal ion by rn~anS ()f1h~ ~ollegial~ proc~" and fur 
slirnul"ling the exchange of idea, and opin ions atTl<"'g:st :l(rerwjants, They f,orther tllll' proviu~ a 
vehicle lOr scicnl ists to make ne,,"- and main tain old interpersonal contacrs, 
5.6.1. INFORMATION COMMUNICATION VALUE OF CONFERENCES 
I'he resp<)[l{i ~nb were ",kcd to iLldic"le th e ro lc th"t c"nfereLlCcs played in their \\ock 
eLwironmcLll in tacilitating the communication of sci ent ilic i nlormat i,", and also t" rate the vallie 
on a <cal e of 10 (lI,aI wry frequeLltly l wry highly <atal) t" () (110t us~u ' ()f no valll~) (cf. 
Que.ti"", C8 C I O. AppeLldix B & C), Thc ffiC"n ratcd respomes f"r h<'lh ,1IIdie, are outliLlC<i in 
Table 5.16. below. while tile I·Test li..- >ign ilicant I>eTween >tlldy dit1"rences is given in Tahle 5,17 
bdow. 
Tablg 5.16. Nun Rated Ya lu e fo r Conferenco Attendance 
199011 (N 80) 200112 (N 78) 
'.3 7.0 
hbl~ $,17, T _ hot 10 r • i9 n ihe> nt b . tw ~~ n _. tu dy d illo ro nc os 
" . Iu ~ 01 conl~ r~ nc ~ . tt . nd . nc ~ 
R.tod Moan VOI" o" " '''''' "0,0'. • 0111. , " 1 SSOJ1 . , ,. 2.520 "' 0.782 1.995 0.050 20~1I2 " 2.535 " ; ... ,' to' n <e <ndoo' .. rn pi .. D;j'".n" ,;n,.,., •• i, ,,;fio . n' " p ' 0.'"' 
The,e response, con'ooorate too,. obmiood in 5.2 and it tIRI" c""firm" that "hil~ th~ respon<i ~nb 
in buth silidie, \i"lue,i c(.,f~rences. lhe 2001/02 raling' were s i gni~cantl}' higher than tlx>sc 
ohtai nedinl'I9IY'I. 
As wa, mentioned in 5,2 thi , diffe renc e can be amibJkd w the fact that South Afri~an sc i~ntim. 
,inc~ lh~ ~hange in the polilic"1 di,peLl,mion ill 1944. arc n"W cncOlJraged to attcnd international 
c"n/C re nce" The respons e; outl ined in Tabl e 5 16, are, howe,'er. not <l, high a, " a, ~~p"ct~u 
from the enlhusia,rn ,hown for c""fer~nc~ all<:oo"l"!Cc d,oring the imcr\'ie,\S. Thi, lower Ihan 
expected rati ng can be cxplained hy the fact tlla! int~malional travel is probihitivel}' costly and 
this prewLlts rn"LlY South African ,"i~nl;,b from lravdling abrotld aLlu p"rticip"liLlg "1 












The tiJllowing summary of the comment, mad. durin!; tbe int~[vi~ws dearly i",licate the 
&c;""tist&' "jews of (he be nefit' of conf=nc~ atterxlanc~: 
• The y fum;sh participant' with the mearu; to announce and publici,,, new r" ,,,orc11, wOfk being 
done, prOduc1& Iha! have lleen Jc"doped. <'te. to" knowlffig~ahk critical and ;nler<'$(ed 
audience. 
• New r" ,,,ufch unnouncea "I "(}f1f"r~n"e, can ofkn be "8 much ," "ne 10 Iwo yea" in advanc. 
of pllblication and are invaluable fix keeping abreast ofr" ,,,urch Iront" 
• Often. lh~ only in/iJrlllJtion Jvaibbl" OIl " topic i, h1lnsmittea thn)Ogh the =dium of 
"onf=nc~ as it may n~".". forma lly appear in the publis!;:'d literature 
• Confe,ence< !llU,' proviM an casy way to establish lh~ ' state of the art' of a research area and 
in,;"hl into new d;r~clion', innovation., practice, equipment. ~tc. in a fkld. 
• Co"feren,"~ "n!;~nder interaclive communicatioll. !,,-"Cr evaluation and immediale feedback 
from 11", expert' in " field ",,,,!the ~n'~ronlIle,,1 &limul"le' the ~"'n"ratio" of new idea,. 
• They provide lhe orporlunily lO r~adily <'$(abli,ll the ;d~nlity. contribUlion." and acti "itie., of 
i!l(livi<lual" or group, in a iield, 
• I,olation con be .rf~cli\'dy counler"cled by "ll~nding ,o,,[er~n,e~. particlliarly i"lemalional 
conference " ~ Thi , is o['p"cific v"l,,~ lO cOllmrie' ouch a, South Africa Iha t are 
~",o),,""phicall y i<ol atffi from the tbrefrOOI of international activity, 
• The lx"llCfil mo<t frequently mentioned and entbme<1 about was that the y provide an ideal 
[orom lO "'tai:>l;,h co"lact' and nurture interaction among colleague< and fellow 
re.'<earcOCr.' across national bou!l(laries and even across <Iis.cip!i""" M"ny individual 
,"""'a",h,rn lurn 10 <mall meeting<, limited to a few selected 'reciali'ts, a, a mean., of 
infoITllJlly keepin" up-to-d"te and in touch v,ilh cojj~"~""" mth~'T Ih"" tTy 1o cope wilh Ih, 
rapid increase in publishe d litemrure. 
The data wa, anal)"le<1 further to est"blish if there \\"os vmi"tion in opinion UlIlO"" the l"'puMio" 
,ub-categoric<. The ANOVA statislical lests again mirrored thaI obtained in :5.2.1. ami showed 
,ignifi,unl ,liff~'T,,,,,~s [or cat~gori,aliO<1 according 10 work "",ironment and l'0'ilion for both 
1,}'X11l and 200112; ,r)"ltallographic application f,'r l,}~/l and age fix 2001/2. The r~oult , have 
oc,n graphically dericlcd In Chart' 5.7.a. - d. below (the tablc., for the,e re,ult' mirror Ihat 











a...rt 5.1.a. Val, .. '" Gcri~r<O!f"CCS 1:1; 
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In .ummary it can be restated that the industry. the junior. youngest and to a tar lesser extern the 
applied crystallography respondent. award"" lo"'~r rati ng:s to the value of conferenccs than the 











varie,l. It i, fi"the' evident that the value of conf~,,'nce, il}Cre",~d incr~m.ntajjy with ag~ and tlw 
seniority of the position, Th~ bner tr~nd can he explained by the faCI lhal the lll<l{e ,~nior ("nd 
th~ Ihen !;~nerally ol,l.t) lh. t~,"pJOOenl' U,e more established and emiMnl they had hecome and 
Ihe mOfe readily coul,l they pre,em papat." a"d furlher "jg,,l ""raCl fumlin!; 10 "ll.nd confef~nces_ 
I he low ,"lin!;, r~l UJl'led by lhe i",lu"lry r~,pond~nt' can),." amibllr..:i to the hJllowing factors 
thaI etnc"rgcd during the 1ntervicw, (d_ "1'0 5,2_ J ,): 
• Most confer~nces are 100 1I1<X:O'~tic.l1 and nol tailored to meet theit applied and often 
mulridi,~iplinar} needs 
• Intemational conf~ren"" have a limited Yalue", f~,earch cooducted elsewhere in the 
world i, nol alway" "wlicable lO lhe local sitwtion 
• They cannol dd"-er papers a, their research i;; conli<icntial. 
It I;; thus cl~<1f thaI although th~y do attend conferences and lI",y do deliv~r tl'" odd paper_ Ihe 
general con,ernu, of thi, group wa, 11",1, "' they were more inter",ted in new P[(xJlI~t' and 
procc,,=", they peden'ed 10 anend lrade lai" Ulat h""-e direct relevance fot thL~r_ They filrlhet 
commented that th")' tind that by maintaining do,", ties with local univ","sities they import neW 
,M", and tl",orencal inllOvation lJIOre dfe~lively tl,,~n by )""ing ~xposed to these i,,"~s at 
confetences. bul they "1'0 ,lid ,Iale 11,,1 co"ference~ can be V~Ty us~fulto make interpe!'",n"j 
contacts_ 
11;" high ratings given to confer~nce, by th~ re",mch institllt~ r~spondents who arc abo generally 
eng«ge,1 in Tes~"rch of" mOr~ "pplied nalure, cleady indical~, tmt U,ey h"v~ bee" f"r more 
succe"ful in hridging tl", divide between 1l1<X:O'Y and pfaclice_ If the re;;ponse." according to 
application of cry<tallograp/ly arc con,idered, II can he >cen that although lhe ,-ariatio" i, not VC"ry 
,"bslanli"l, Ihe "ppj;e,1 cry"rallogr"pher, relurned rhe lowe,t mring', Thi' ;, mainly b",,"use the 
raling' of the applied cry.;lallograph"" ate clearly an aggregation or the indlJ."lty and re","lTch 
i"'lilute reoponse, where the low "",I high rari"g; omet eoch olher. TIlt' pure and tool 
crys.lallograp1",rs ,howed Y""'Y liltle vmialion, and while the form", ""ted conf~rences slighlly 
higher in th~ second "rudy, tl'" /(Jol crystallographers r~versM I];" value rating." in the I ')'){Ii 1 
Hudy_ 
5.6.2. REASONS FOR ATTENDING CONFERENCES 
In question C9 (cf. Appendix B & C) the I~,ponMm, w~re "'ked to state th~ reawns why th~y 












(ver)' important) 10 0 (nol at all important). The re_ponsc5 receiwO w~r" groo.'rvd into th~ 
cal"gori"~ ol nwking e(mla .. ',', IwldinR di,\cu."ion.'_ prescminR papers, ii,lICninR W p"per, and 
,,,her (e_g. otticialillg, etc,). The mean importallc~ rat ing fur each caleguT)' is outlined in Tahle 
5.IK and Chmt 5X ~l()w, rhe resporI''''' for both >tudies follo\\cd tOO ,~[ne trend and by far the 
most highly rated r~a:;(ln for atknding co"f~r~ncc., was 1D mak~ new a nd Illll"lure old jnlo'P<'rsOJUli 
conUtel'. Lo"'~r 00"'" th~ rat ing scale was Oi>em,ioos, both formal and infonnal, tollowod by 
pr=nling" papt:r:;, lbtening 10 papt:rs and" few olh~r rea.s""s ",,;:h as otticialing, organising the 
COJlr~rence. etc. 
R","" moans 
100011 IN SO) 
200112 IN '"I 
Tobie 5.1 B. Reason" for Attendillg Conf"'IIf1CH 
Maldng ",,,,"c" Di"u .. ion . 
a.a u 
~ .1 S.9 
P"' ''"tinQ p'pe'" 
'" " 
U.!el1inQ to Pop . .. 
" " 
Oth . r 
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Chart 5.8. Reasons for atterding confe'el ~: Rated values 
1990(1 (N80) :200112 (N 78) 
r"~ 
[] l..io"""*"GtoPapors 
[] _ rtiog po!lp!>fS 
• ClsclBSi<rIo 
The I-lest thaI measured ,ignific~Jll difihellce, b-el"~~11 the t\\O ,llIdi." ,how~d no ,igllific"nt 
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5.6.2. 1. Reasons for attending conferences according to sub,ca tegories of the 
population 
TI-,., data was tltrtr.er analys.ed by cros, tabulating Ih" mtoo re",llfl!; given f(lf att~nding 
COIrf"c.nce, with th" popUlation sub-eategori~s a, ind~perKknt ,'ariablcs. /\mly,i, (If ,'ari~rK:C 
(A~OVA) ,tatis.tie . "~r~ u,ed 1(1 kSI for significancc betwccn the mCans of Thcsc Cr(>';S 
tabulatiOllS. SigniJ1cant difiercnee; "ere >cored for hoi:h tile 19'JO/1 al1d 2001,2 data-sets 10.. 
c~l~gori,~tion ""cording t(l t~ work ~l1vironmcnt. ery'tallographic application. position. aLod age. 
TI-..;;;;c rcsulT;; arc ootl ined in T ahl e 520. ~Iow. 
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Ttle \>,' ilb' i.. and F ,tat;,tic W~S the strongest for variation aecIXding [0 po,ilion (r .. p.ctively 
0.078. 38 ~nd 0.081 . .>'.5 in 19'JO/1 and 200 1/20(2), follow ed b) work ~nvironm.;nl (r~"pectively 
0.15. 2}.6 aLld 0.Og7. JJ.~ in l~g;)/l and 2001/200Z). then application of ery'taliography 












0.50,5.9 and 0.393,8.4 in 199011 and 200112002). 
It is clear that although all work environments rated 'making' contacts very highly; the industry 
respondents basically only attended conferences for the contacts they can make or maintain and to 
a lesser extent for discussions they can have with colleagues. It can further be seen that the more 
senior and older respondents and both the tool and the applied crystallographers also rated the 
networking feature of conferences very highly. 
Engaging in formal and informal discussions at conferences was an important feature for all the 
work environments, but slightly more so for the university respondents than the other two work 
environments. The more senior and older respondents also valued this aspect higher than their 
junior and younger counterparts. It is further clear that the tool crystallographers rated discussions 
the highest of the three crystallography application groups. 
The university respondents, the tool and pure respondents, the more senior and the older 
respondents rated the presentation of papers and posters far higher than any of the other 
population sub-categories. The younger and junior position respondents, in both studies, and the 
pure crystallographers in the 199011 study were the only categories that returned a higher than 
average importance rating to listening to papers as a reason for attending conferences. 
5.6.3. CONFERENCE MODE PREFERENCE 
In 199011 electronic modes were not generally utilised for conference presentations, but in the 
intervening period the situation changed considerably and the crystallographers were thus queried 
in 200112 on whether they engaged in this mode of conference participation. The overwhelming 
negative response (only 17% engaged with electronic conferences) was fairly surprising and on 
being explicitly asked to indicate their preference between traditional and electronic modes, the 
overwhelming majority indicated a preference for traditional conferences (94%). 
The reason given for this very clear disinclination to engage in electronic conferences was that 
although the electronic format does overcome all travel-related problems and costs they do not 
provide the opportunity for face-to-face interpersonal interaction, and this in their view is the 
most important aspect of conference attendance. The outlined comments below clearly 











Conferences serve a totally different junction than other communication media such as e-mail, they are 
about networking, chance meetings and general impressions. 
I have an overwhelming preferencefor the personal attendance of conferences particularly those that 
specialise in the theme I work in. 
Electronic communication might eventually replace the need for large conferences, as costs are high and 
travelling is time consuming, but lfind the main use of a conference is to meet on a one-to-one level. 
Electronic conferences are not used by us, mostly due to bandwidth problems. I think though that I would 
always prefer personal attendance which enables personal contact. 
Personal conference attendance is very suited to research development and the testing of new ideas. 
5.7. INFORMATION GATHERING AND CHANNEL SELECTION 
180 
In chapter 2.1 it was seen that one of the main motivating forces that drive the information 
communication process in science is the need to gather information (the other is the scientists' 
need to transfer knowledge into the public domain, usually in the form of information, but also 
as a product, service, etc.). It is further suggested that information gathering is fundamentally 
driven by a trichotomy of information needs, viz.; a need to stay abreast of new developments in a 
specific field; a need for exhaustive information covering all aspects on a topic; and a need for 
information to answers specific questions. Each of these needs, it is suggested, would require the use 
of different information gathering methods, channels and modes of communication. To investigate 
these assumptions the respondents were therefore questioned on these aspects and asked to apply a 
rating scale of 10 [used very frequently I very highly rated] to 0 [not used I of no value] (cf. 
Questions Cll- CD, Appendix B & C.). 
5.7.1. KEEPING UP-TO-DATE 
It is generally accepted that it is a fundamental requirement that any person permanently engaged 
in research should keep up-to-date with the latest information being generated in bis/her field of 
endeavour. The respondents were therefore requested to first discuss how they kept up-to-date 
and then to rate the usefulness of the methods that they used. An examination of the methods that 
the respondents mentioned could essentially be categorised into the following five methods: 
• Regularly scanning current print journals or printed current awareness (CA) publications 
- categorised for the purposes of this study as scanning 'print media'. The ratio was 













• R.gul:;rly <;ommunicaling with collcaglJe; and other ex!"'n, in (he lield to di<;cu", new 
lkvdopm"ll! in Ih" field _ catcg[)ri,ed as 'colleaf!)ie,,' ill the tabl es boel,m, 
• Regularly atlellding conf.rences to ga:h.r II." i"formation cirr...r by ii>lolling to 
pre,,,ntmiOLlS '" .ngagiLlg ill informal rcrsOllal dii<Cu;;,ioo;; with experts, etc - catcgo,i,cd 
boelow as ·cOliferences'. 
• Regillarly rcrusillg ouqlU( from electronic al etting se"'ice, and <;canning electronic 
JOIlmai;; Oil a regular ba,is (200]/) ol11YI. Th.,. are categorised ill the iaOl., boelow as 
'electronic method.,' . 
• A variCl:y of ',HNe,.' m~OOds that rang.,,] from keeping track of work produced by 
'tavourile aUloor" to stud"nt, work, t() s.rendip; tOlls]y iillding inrorm~i()". 
The preference ratings lor each of th"''' ~akgoTi.s "'e", aggregakd fIIoJ the resuits ar~ d~pickd ill 
Ta~o 5.21. oodChar! 5,9. below. 







Coneague. Conferences Electronic methods 
3,& 2.7 2,5 
4,0 6.4 7.3 
Other , .• 
" 
rrom t~ ab",'~ it '"'11 b~ ,o~n that ill 1990/1 thc ,canning of thc lale,t print jOl,mal. and CA 
publication. " ' ils oJ far the most highl)' rated method to keep up to date, Thi, wa, followed (al a 
mllCh lower raring) b} commllllicatioH with individuals (colloaglles or oth~r e~perts). aLld rhen 
aimo'l eqoolly by cOLlferenc~ att~J1(laLlc~ and d""tronk CA medlOd:;. rhc ·otocr" methods li;;ted 
atlract~d a Vel)' 10,," rating. 
111 2001 .... 02 although scUllLling: prinlW rubli,hed media agaill attracted t~ hig~,t ratillgs. Iho 
dilkremial betweell il aLld t~ ,,,,,ond mosl favourcd catcgory. elecrronic method.<. wa.< nol vet)' 
, ubstantial. COLlfcrencc attendance atrmcted t~ Ihird highest rating. alld CO!l1l11llllicatioLl with 
colleagues/expert' attract~d tho fourth higr..,'1 raliLlg'. albeit at a 111,.;h lower lewl. Oi:her 
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Chart 5.9. Current Awareness I\IIathod Preferences 
1900'1 (N=OO) 200112 (N-T8l 
The He,t for dcpo;nocnl "ariable>. wa, cundlICted 10 eqahli;;h whether the variaTion in the r.;;ulT, 
for the lwo 'llKlk, wa, Ilalistically significant. rrom Table 5.22. below it can he seen that 
bel v.ccn·,jlldy variations "~r~ sign ilicant fur all variable, except comLlluni~atioo with colleague", 
wloer~ it can be ,"en thai the ralings awarded wer' very ,i 111 i Inr. The gr~atesl din~r"oc"s hen,-""" 
lhe lwo ,luciie, wele The mT; ngs awarded to C""lt.,,."IlC~ attendance arod electronic CA method" 
hllie 5.n. T ·Tn t for . i~nifi< ' "t .,.t ... u n_ . 'udy " df. , . no • • ., 
Curr . n! "'",o,. n." r . . ,~md . 
R .t." "" ",. M", "to,"" " " iff 0 p,, ", ," oJ •• 200'," " ,.,,, " P,-;n ,m o d;. 19." , " 1. .. , " .0.'" ., ". , .." Coif • •• , .. 200 ' ,'2 " ,., " " 
Co " .. ~ " ," """ t , .. , .  " " ,.". 0.700 0,'" Co o,,,,,, ,., ' 00'" •• Hd1 " Con', ,, ,,, •• 1'"011 , , U " " '-'" ,., .. 0.'00 E'oo" On; , ", . " od. 200 " . " ,-'" " '. '"0"''' ",",hOd . , ,,01' " '-'" " 4.1 10 12.'" 0.000 "w '" ' 112 " , ." " lI,., 1 U Ol1 " ,-'" " -, .• ,. _'.1 " 0.0>1 0;''' ''''", ", ,od '" "'" ,"~co"' " , < ",,, 
The increased rating tOr el ectronic ",.thod, is OO! 'Ufl""i,ing '" thi' wa, in k~eping wilh the 
im.nl!ltiooal t,end toward, gL"eal~r ",Ioplion of declL"Ilnic mcdia and melhr.xh (c[. commenT, in 
5.2). Tn.: very ,urn;rantial increment in tloe rating a",ar<i~J to OOflt"r~llCe attenda""e from I 49()/ I 
to 200 ],'2 ",a, surpri'ing and the only clarificalion would be ,;milar to llml ~iyCn in 5.2 "here The 












SCi~LltiSl< m'er the wor1,j all<j "!su the grcater c"", '~ith which South At,ican s.ciemim can travel. 
5.7.1.1. Keeping up-to-date according to sub-categories of the population 
r he d"l" w"s fllrlhcr ",,"Iyscd hy cro;;., rahulating ttie d'l",nd.Llt varial>!e, uf CA prder~nc~s with 
Ihc poPlllation ,uh_cat~g(}fi" as imkpendeLlt v",iabb, ANOYA ,tali,l ic, were us~d to t",t for 
signi(i~"ncc hetwce" n,. mean., of the,e eros, tabulation,. Sign ificant differe"".s \"er~ , cored for 
huth thc I 9'X1/ I and 200 I /2 data-,et, for ~ategori,"l ion ""cord ing 10 the work envlronment. aoo 
crymllograp'lic app l ication. The,~ re,ull , are oullincd in T "blc 5,23. oc llOw, 
r _ 0,23. Cu".".Aww.<MOS , reI ___ by P.",....iooo S....,OIe5 ...... IStgnoft<ont ......... 1 --. " • • c ... l ......... "'",- - - • r ,Ork ",IrOOm<nt , , lDO'12 "MI' lD01Il ,...,., '00'12 '...,11 200112 ,9""" ='" ,,00/, '0011' 10"""- •• , .• '" ',5' M' , ". '" i .1I "" , .• " " --- ,.- 7.<, ,. , ... U, 7," 1.>1 i,7' 1.7. 1.1, " " u.,,, .. ,,, .. " ,." l.t< ",. '. ,. 1.0' •• 1.1I ' " " " """' WORI< ON; C' ......... ;~.I.m"._"""', '1". '''!,"UOl2. ,"."""" 
'"''''' WOO>< EN; C' ~ ..... ";,,.I'~Od.".ot"'. '{"'.1""1"'''''' ... 01_ 
"1" 01, ...,,~""Ion . - UI '.i ' U I '" >." ,." l.ll .... .., '.17 , " ,~ .... U 1 4.0' ." >.0 ' " m ... , '" c." " " . ,. I ." ,- •• '" '" '.20 '. •• U • '" " " , ... " C""tal. .. __ , '  M • .,. W;b "."'".113". F(1<), , .. )-•. ,.".". ...... 
lO"I:tC ..... ."",,,,' LS M .. ,,, "''' ,,,,,,bd .. "'" f ". ,.,,.,.,,,, 0" "'" 
Toc \\,'ilks' i, "nd F stati'tic sho",.d av~rag. stren~1h in the relationship>: worl ~nVLrOnTnent WaS 
rcspcctiv. ly 0.42, 7.2 in 1'190/\ aLld 0,5, 5.8 in 2{)()1/2002): and "l'Plication lOf ~rys,"llogTIlrhy 
was respectively 0.51, 5,8 in 1990/1 "nd 0,75, 2.2 i,,2{)()1/2 
r here w"s Ihlls very little variation among.,t ttie thr~. work enviroLllnent' "' far JS the ,'al ue 
Mi"~ thcy awar<ied to th •. ,calming of priLlt media. olher thJn Ihat the resc"r~h inslilulC 
respondents "Icd This mcthod slightly lower in 200 I /2 wh.,e than ttie ottier two work 
.nvironmem" It wa, furth~r interesting to noIC that thc indliWY rCSllO'l<knts g"ve thi' method th e 
highest rating:; of "II IOC ("A mctho..j, u,ed. The res~arch imtitUl' re,pOlld.,us awarded the lowe>! 
ratings of the three work envi mnment, for inten1Clion wilh col lc"glics/cxpct1S "s a CA ITICI hoo, 
and in 200 1/2 the indUSlry reSPlOndent' rat~d thi' method con,id.ral>!y higher than the orher work 
envimmn.m" The industry re'pondents cunsi"cntly g"VC low Mings in both studies ;or 
conferenccs"s" mc"n, 10 keep up-tu-date. and while the oth., two ~nviromnenb also awarded 
lairl,' low rating., ill 1990/1. they both rated thi, ITIClhod highly in 2001/2. Bulh Ihc rcsc"rch 
in'titute "nd WOOSlr) rcsPlOndcnts r"tcd electronic CA m.thod, " ~r~ highly in tl,. 2001/2 ,tudy, 
co",i<ierahly higher than th. uLliver>ity re'poooelll', ')1'ere WJS further ,'cry lillie ",,,iation in Ihc 












Jt i, clea, thal although all Ih,ee environments valued print media highly as a means to keep up-
to-date the value atnibmed to toc UIIlI:I CA mdh<xb v~ri~d cOl"iderably. Th~ industry 
reop<Jndmlo' hi!;h rating uf culleag;u",,,"cxpert-, in 200 112 can be explained by the cOI"iderab!. 
"al"" Ih<:y g~,""rally placed on "",king om expert' wheo they required iofonnatioo. It is 
,ugg",lcd thal The important role that conferenc"" play io the n"e,u~h institute ond nniversity 
efLvirOl,menlS (in both instance" far more '0 in 2001/2) is he"auoc uf Ihe gre~ler lIll 'uuod ~urr<nl 
awareness kneilts th"t th~,e ,"i~oli,,,, d~Tive from w"fete"ce aItmdance if compared to their 
industry """lllterparts. The lower val"" attributed IO dectronic methods to keep up-to-date by the 
university respondeow ""0 be rdated IO comment> made which indicated that the librari~s that 
oerv"d the uni\n,itie, "",e Ie"" [>roactive in providing electronic p",h o",\i~"" than in IOC ulher 
\"0 wo,k e"vironmems, 
The three cl-ystallogI"phy arrlic~\iot, categoric, also altrilmted almo't eq"ally high "Ii""" 10 
,calming print medi". Th~ m~in variation IlCIween methods for thi, cmegoriomion relaled 10 
dillerences in 11IIin*' awarded to arrrooching colle"gue,"bpert-', allcnJ;ng confc,crLce" and 
using electrollic CA methods, It can k "tlen lhm lhe r""f'Orw.ients who applied crystallogra[VIy 
generally differed comiderably to those who u,txI il a, a IMI or conducted pure crY'lJllographi~ 
r",ea,ch, The arpliM cl-yslallugr"phen; awarded tal' higher ratings to de<.1roni~ mel.bulk and b.r 
lower ratiogs 10 conferencc, Than the rool or prm; cry:;I"llugrapllL'T" In 1~9(J/ I th" applied 
cryslallographer, alw rated colle"gues w,,-,idernbly lower than the other two groups. h\lt in 
2001/2 the rmtem elm"b"'s i" that the loot and applied cr)~wllogIapb<;rs gave higbcr rating' to 
colleagu'" lhan the pure category. J\ ~an tho, o"ce again he ,,",'''' that tl'" awliM ""punse pllIIK"' 
C\os~ly emulated toc wmhincd ""ponse" of the indnslry lIDd n,selln:h inSlilUte r~"pon,e" and the 
p,me and wof re,ronses that of the \lniversity ''''rondent', 
5.7.2. FINDING INFORMATION FOR NEW RESEARCH PROJECTS 
1\ is generally acccpT",u that mo"t res~archers WQuid Ii,:;! ",labli,h the 'lJte-oj~the-art of a field 
before undertaking n~w r£,~arch in that area. Tlli, ''''oids \lnne<:e","ry duplication, (l<ovide., 
mClhodological insight and usulllly h~Ip.' "brify concertual i",ues, It was thus ,It:<:id£d to 
<ju~,tioo th~ ~ry,;tallowaphe" on how tocy arrroach~d i"formarion gaTher ing before nll:Y 












j'tJ" metb.od, th"t the ""pontkm, i",liealed toot they pre<iominamiy u,ed " he n condllC\ing all 
exhauslive ,carch for informalion call ~ssenliall) b<: cat~gori,cd inlo lhe 101 to\\ ing lour methods: 
_ COLltill<:ling a manual search oftllC primcd puNisllCd iilcralllK 
_ CondllCling ,m onlitloC ;.~areh of various eleclron ie databasc;. ,md Ihe Intcrnc\, 
_ COLllacling colkaglloCs or cxpert, to [l'"ovide the requircd information. 
_Ot));or le;.;.cr used methods that incloo.d random lJIl,ystematic searching. and tollo"ing 
up rcfc reoces tound in useliJi ,ouree" 
III TaN~ S.24. aoo Chart 5,10, below the "l;b'Tegateti rating' for the maiLl melhotl, tMt lhe 
respondent. u,ed to g"ther information before uLlticnaking a tloC'" projcel arC laNcd aLld prc'~LllCd, 
TaIll . 5,24 , EXHAUSTIVE INFORMATION SEARCH' METfiOD PREFERENCES 
Roto< Me.n. 
',",GI1IN~O) 
200tll N 7~ 
Lit Searoh Manu . 1 Colte~gu .51Expe"" Electronk .earch Other method. 
U ,., u H 
~.3 U U 2.2 
a-.art 5.10. B<haustive InfOlTJBtion Search: Method 
F>I-<ofu .... nc:es 
199Q{1(NSO) 200112(N7a) 
a~' 
t:l Bacln:n'c search 
t:l a:.I ..... guecIB<parts 
IS ut Sooa.-c",.,. ....... 
Although most r.'pontkm, useti more IhaLl on~ mClhod concurrently, il can be ",ell lhal in 
I ~9()/1 by far tlle mOSI vall .... --.J method was to condoct ,ystematic manual lil~m\ilr~ ,carel.." for 
rublisr....--.J rrint material. TIle next mo,1 "llocd melhod. 001 at a titr lower rating, was to contioct 
electronic scareoc;., It wa, e,tabli,hed in 1990/1 that lh" LTIlmual scarer....,> wcre g~neraily 
condocted personally by the cry'lallogmrhcr;.. while thc onl i n. s.arcJ"" w. re g.ner"ily delegated 
to ttJ" smll" of the library. TI", ·oth., medxxi, tlley lJSeti "ere ,"let! LleXI in valoc aoo an 
Ilncxf'Octcd outcome "a, tMt " high perceLlla.,,,, of tl);;,~ "Cre for random. u,,,y.tematic se"rching 












em~rges, e"epl for online searching that surl"'-~,es manlLal liwrmure s~arclle' , The ,urpri.,ing 
f~ctor is that manual ,earci-.es ,till allracted >uch high TIlting', It wa, furtl"" inl~,e,ting 10 gather 
Th~t onli...., searci-.e, were now conJockoJ pc,s.onally by moSI of the crysl~llographer:; from Iheir 
own desktop computers. 
A He,t for oopl'nocnt ,ariables w~s cOI\(hxted to e,tahli,h The l ev~1 of ,igniticance in th~ 
variation bem'~en th~ reslllt:; for The two SlUdie, (cf Table 5.25. r..low), It can r.. ",en that 
r..t,,'een-,tlKiy "ariatiom w= .,igniticant lor almost all the variables (other than "'king 
colb'g","'e"pt>rts for information), and it i, clear tllatthe greatest din"r~nce, belw~en th~ two 
,tlLdi~:; w~re for ttl<: high~r rating., awa,ded to demonic s~,,,ching methods in 20011:2 (this in 
alignment WiTh The glohal patlern anJ the g~ner~l incre:ls~ in use of and valu~ awarded to 
electronic rnetoc.:!s in the s.cconJ ,tudy), 
T.bl • • .• • T·1 • • t lor .'g" ~Ie. n1 b . ,W ... • ... "y ~'If • .-.oo •• 10' 
.. h.y"" .. 1.1 .... lion $.''''~ ... t~".s 
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5.7.2.1. Finding information for new research projects according to sub·categories 
of the population 
The data wa, funher almiyse<.\ by cro" tabulating: th~ J~p"n<k1\l ,anables of ~xhamtive 
information retrieval methods with Ilw populatioo sub-c~tegorie, a, indepenoont variables, 
Analysi, [)fvariance (ANOYA) :;tatistic.' were m~d t[) te,l for ,ignificance between the rn earL, of 
the:;e cross t~hulatiorL'. SignifLcant difb'ence:; \\.'~re :;cored lor categori>ation according: t[) the 
work environm~m, crySlaliograpllic application and po,iti[)n (both the 1'J90/1 and 2001/2 data-
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The m~a>ur'" of a",oc iat ioo IUr th. ", cross tabulat i"", w~r. nO! part icubrl) st rong "ith tho 
Wilk', lambda ranging tJ.m.~n). - .66 and). - .7Y and lhe F ,talislie lJ..lw~. n 4.2 and 2,2,11 Cilll 
be ""en that the indlL>try r~'p<JI1~nl> in oolh In. slLKii . s show~d lile gr~alCsl pT~dil~clion for 
e lectronic , . arch nw:hods and by far 1I1e lowesl prdcr~ncc ralings lor manual m~thods. In 1990/1 
th~ univ. "ily r. spundcnb gave Ill.;: hi gnest ratings for manual ;earch m.thuds and the) al,o in 
buih Ih~ sludi~s ral~d col l ~ag""s a, w.1I a; 'other" , earch methods (. ,g, unsystematic bro,",sing). 
tar higll~T lhan Ih~ 011;;:1' two work .nvironm.nts. It i, t"urth. r inleT. , ling 10 nol~ lila! 1Ile T~scarch 
in,t itute re'pondent> awar.rd equall: high ralings fur manual and ~kClron i c s. arcil method, in 
the 2001/2 '!lIdy. 
As titr as variation ""curding lu awlicaliun of crystallogra[>hy i, conc~rned. it can he ;;e.n thattn. 
/",,1 and {'ure crysmllograpf"" awar<k<:l only ,lightly higiler ralings 10 manual m~1Il<)ds lhan 1IlC 
appli~d crystallographers (oolh :;llldi~s). and tllalthere was hardly any dim" .nc. among'ttlle 
l h,"~ cat~gori ", in the rat ings they gave to electronic "",Ihods, 'I lle gr~al~sl d i ff~rc'lC~S among 
th~ three cat~gories w~rc It.:: tar high~r ratings give n hy the laol cat~gory to eoll~ag""s and orher 
metilod.' in iooth ,tud i~, . The rea'IUn for IIlC laller d i lT~Tcnc~s could he ~xplained hy ohs",vatiom 
ma~ during lh~ inl~T""'''S h) the tool ct)'smllographe" that hecaus~ they u""d crystallograpily 
as an analytical too l they oft. n have tu d. p"nd on lile p"re cryslaliograpll.;:rs' for as:; istanc. ",·itil 
cry'tal lographic analy"" , 
'The varialiun according 10 posilion is onl) particularly marhd for tl,. re l at i v~l) great"' vallie 











,tudi.,), It i, interesting to [)Ol. that whil. tlle more 'cnior re'pOl-.:i.til' arrcared 10 usc and mie 
.I.etronic methoos relatively higiler in I 9')()i I and th • .i unior re'pc)[Ident, gave [h. lowc", ratings. 
the position i, reversed in 2(XlIil. Thi" it is <Llgg""ed rdate, W tile previous explanation gi\'en 
that in I 99()/ I onlin. searching wa, cond ucted by means of wlldors and was ~xpellsi ve, and "ilen 
it heeam. 1110'" g~llera l ly available and affordable til<l morc j lmior and youngcr ,~i~mbts wer~ 
emhlls ill,tie adopters. 
5.7.3. FINDING INFORMATION TO SOLVE A PROBLEM IN THE WORK SITUATION 
The third ",ain need caicgr>ry Ihat giH' ris. to information gatherillg i, whell r~,ea,che" 
cncountcr prohlem, in th. worl< situation. The resporidellls wcre Ihus askcd to ind icate ho" Illey 
gcncrally w.nT. about it w find illformatioll 10 rcso lvc th.ir work-r.lat.d prohlems, tile 
communi~atioll chamJeI\ they (lscd and \hc mcflLl n"" at· the"" ehmUl.is. 
rhe methods that \lIe rC'PonMnts iJ1dicated that they pr~do",illan\ly used Can csscntially be 
calcgr>r;sed as folio"" 
• Approaching a ~olleag(le or "",IC OlllCr cxpcrt [0 hdp them s.olH th. probl.m. This ret;'rred 
to ~ither colleagucs within thc respood. ng' own organisation, or an experl in til<l licld in 
SQuth Africa. or bs fi"eqll.mly .xperts abroad. 
• Lr)(lling lor a solution in the Iitem\lllC in tlle Odd TI-.; r.'poncient> were a,k.d [(I 
dilleremiate het"' e~ll the vah.o;o of print and .I.crronie nJedia and th. rated re,]lOfl"'" have 
b.len ,eportcd sepUTaidy flY IlIeSC two categorie" 
• FirJding llleir own ,oIlLti"" to [he prohlem arKl Olh", b,er uscd nlClhoos lhal included 
,peeilleally a[tending contc,ellC~S to flnd an answcr [(I [1-.; r'ohlcm, Thc,c morc infreqlL.rKly 
used nlCl ho(k wcre conllat.d with tile . oth.r methods' ,espo=s. 
Thc aggrcgalcd ralings for tile importaoc. attributed 10 the ",ain melhrxi; that \oc rc'rondcnl< 
,,,.d to tind inlormati"" to ,olv~ proble",s arc tahled and prcf>CrKffi In TaNe 5.27. and Chatt 5.11. 
below. 
Tablo 5.27. Findo"lj[ ~lluiii.~otI 10< ProtMm SoM"II: p,"",," __ 
R .... _"" P,in! Modlo COli .. Uu .. ll!xpo.... l lew""" Medlo 00" met",,". 
""~ I" oal U • .• '-" '.1 












It w"" t<>und in bolh ,tudie, that ap!>'"oaehing J person who ""uld provide tne solutioll to tiICir 
problem "as the mOst ":;ed and ,'ai"ed method, Cmnmenb made during tn., int"rvi~w, iLldicated 
lhat colbgllC, in lhe "orkplace "ere tlIC mO'l highly valllCd as tlICY wCre familiar "ith the 
,pecific si watiOIl and could provide immediate and relevant assistance. If tneir colleague, could 
not assist the m. they approacned local expem extemal to lhe organisation mrl then experts 
ahrood. Illformation found in the literJtLJre (both print and d~~tTOni~) pla)d a fitr less importJnt 
role ill problem ,o l,';ng tllim "lien information wa, required to keep up-ta-date or " ,hen doing an 
exhJu,ti", :;e"dl for information. This can be anributed 10 the Ileed for raj>id ans"ers and 
fuedba~k and the highly ,ilUation specitic nature of wo rk-related prohlem" 
Finding a solution in d~~troni~ media, ""eh as ,earchillg tlle Illternet ollly really featured in lhe 
2001/2 ,tud), The 'otl.." melhod, used maillly ref;,rred 10 ,imalioLl' where the re,pondeLl!> rated 
tinding their own solulions to prohlcom ahave other approad-.e, tl..,y follo"ed, J\, Can l>e s~en 
this was nOl tlIC predomi nan! method u",d to ""solve probl~m s;tualions. 
Chart 5.11. Finding tnformation for Problem Solving' Preferred 
Methods 
lW1-" IN ~Ol WOW IN 7!) 
C. E"",roo'>; '"~,. 
c. P,'" """"'" 
T -tests tor depende m variahle, were ""ndueted to e'tabli,h "l..,lher tllC "ariation in the results for 
the two ,tud;e, "ere statistical I)' ,igni~calll Icf Table '.28. helow). It can be seen that tile onl) 
significant variation. were obtained for the rating' a"Jrded to finding solulion, to problem, in 
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5.7.3.1. Finding information to :oolve a problem according to the :oub-categorie:o of 
the population 
The ,tata was Tllrtl~r analy, . d by Cret55 tab(Jbting probl.m-s.olving intormation g~thering 
methods with the population .>Llb-cat. gori., as independent variable" Analy , is ()f "ariance 
{ANOVAJ ,tati,tic, w.,. appli.d to test lOr 'i:"~lificance belw~ell ll., mean :;.core, ()f the ero" 
t~hulat.d , 'ariabk,. Signitieant differ~rces were ,cored for catcgorisatioll according to lr.c work 
envirollme nl and crystallographic application (both th. 19'>()/ 1 and 2001 /2 data-s.et' j. The,e 
resuib ar~ OI'llil1<:d in T ahk 5.2'1. below. 
r_ ,C!~ '''_ ,," ._.'_ 9 ",._ C", ,,,,~ • .,. "_"""" s"'-<,, ___ -"') P,'",,'" C"'._. _____ '- " 
,',",, "~ '-~' 
,1m., 2 ' ]1" '''~'' "' ''-', 190(1" lW'" ,-" ,,.,,,, 1no." 200m ........ , ,., , .. 1.1 " " ,. , l'.' l'.'J " " ."..."" '. 1 G.G " ' .• " .. , .• " " " , ....... ~ , .. " , , " •• " " " " " .. , .-,."" ",," "'.~ ,~ " . "" ... " . .,. "', ".,-,.,.-, "._ ' 
""~"""' <N.-" _ .... -"" .""', '" , .. ,. •. " ... "._" 
~::",'.r:~" .",,...- .. .. , " " " , .. 1.' " " " , .. " " " " " " 0.' " " " ... ••• .. , " " " " " " " " """ c·, .. .. ..... --." ,~- ,.... "- '.'-' ~' , ..... .,"', ._' 
''''''' c~~ • • "" ..... "" .. ~ "'~. " ........ " "',' ,. , .. u"" .. "", .. 
It can he .>e.n that altl>OlLgh the dam analy",d accordillg to lr.c re:;potl<knts' work environment 
,bow, di,linct differences between the three wor\: . n\'ironment>. til;, mea:;Uf'" ()f a",ociation ar~ 
not particularly .,trong (til;, I'.,' i Ik, lambJa and F 'lalislic [or 19'10/1 and 200 I /2 was resjX'Ctiwly, 
). - ,61, ), - ,68: and F - 5,2, F = 3.'>1. In both .mx!i .. the r""pot'l<knt> in indmtry rated 
~pproaching their C()ll e~gL"'s and ex!"'rts in 11., field (bolh local and abroad) sub,lamiwly higher 
lrun >lily Oll;;;r m~thod to lind ",formation to solve a prohlem. The re,~arch inslituk re"pondents 
whi le in 19'j()/I gi'ing alIT\(),l a, high ralings for lhis method assigtlCd lower ratillg:; in 2001/2. 
rhc uniwr,;t: respon(icnt". in both 1990/1 and 2001/2, aw~rded til;, hi~Il;,'t ratings t() print m. dia 
o[ all Ill;, probl~m sol ying infOrmalion sOI,['Ces t!>:;y used ~nd su!:>seque ntly al.", rat.d II,.m high.;r 












TI\C ratings for d~etroni~ W\Jn:~S of information w~,e low lo, ,,11 work m\orunmen!$ in I ')9()/I. 
with th:,; lmiw,sity re;;JlfIndems ",oring m",,,>in"liy h\gh~, ra{ing" than the r~,ea,ch inslitut~ 
,esponden{;; who in turn we,~ slightly hi~>h~r than induSll'y. The ~l~ctronic n""li" ,"lings, as 
mentioned abo,-~, iocre",~d ~on,i<l, __ ... ably in 2()()U2 and it ~"n k '~~n Ihm 11K; uni",,"it)' and 
resean:h instilul~ ,e'rondent' "till atTributed higher ,"ling' 10 Ihis m(,,\:.; Uum Ih~ mduSlry 
respondent". \\1,ile The indush)' r~,pond"nl> Illmll)' us~d 'other' mdhod, to lind informalion to 
s-oh~ probl~m', Ib~ l\,"~,,,ch institute arxl universir.y r~spondents progressi,-ely ,med th~,e 
mdhods ,lightly higher. It would Ihns appear Ihm whil~ the indu,lry ,e,pondenl, 'lIm"'l 
exclu,ivdy relied on iDter-pe,s-onal inform"tioo gmlK;ring 10 ",sol", prubbn$, th~ otlxr two 
work -'11vironment; ,pre",! their options mur" cv~~lly and the universir.y re'pondenr.s val c>cd prim 
'0"'''''' p"rliculariy high I y. 
TI\C Cr<>'l' labulalioll" according {o lhe "'''p''ndent'' ap-plicatioo of c'ystallograiXJY al,o ,howed 
moderate leveh of association (the Wilks- l"mlxb "nd F ""Ii,tie for 1990.il and 200112 '''"' 
r~,pectiveJy, '! - .M, '! - ,6~; "nd Y - 4,7. r - .",~j. 11 cnn be ",en Ihal. as far a, lhe ,'aluc 
allrirn,kd In pnnt m"dia, lhe {June cryslallographers valued Ihis :;ource the highe"t of n", thr~e 
application gr""p$ f"llmve,1 closely by the tool erysmllogr"pbcro (lhis "pplied to bulb slUdi~,), 
Ihe impo'l"n~~ of ~olk"gue, and other exp,.'tt, a;; a mean;; to "olve problem' wa;; Ihe highest 
among the applied re'pondent' (in bolh 'lUdi~'l, closely follmwd by the tool "'1",wllographu" 
The pure cl)-~tallograph",-, mv<",kd Ihe high,T Ming, to lhe u,e of electro"ic wure,,~ fi)r problem 
,olving purpos'" than Ille olkr [WO )!COUp" (in bol.h ,rudie" only more <0 in 200!/2j, T)'" /00/ 
and pun, r~,pond,.lIt, al{ribukd hi ghe, mling, [0 o/h",- meth0d, than the npl~led Te~pondcms (in 
ix)l.h ,rudie"l. 
5,8, THE USE AND VALUE OF LIBRARIES 
Anum kr of "lUdic" have iJl(licJl~d thaI the information b~ility '~'\-'ing a ~ommunity ~"n imp"el 
~onsiderably, both f!<Jsitivdy and nell'"i vel y, on lhe inlemna{io" communical io" j}I'oce" of thaI 
community (ct: abo chaj>l~' 2,7.],j, For e,.,1lllpk, th:,; mer" ""islene" of" ~onwnim{ "11<! wetl-
organi,ed collec[ion of literalure and fr:ormal information seryices or, on the oll"" hand, the 
int~gration into an efficienl inf="1 inlonn"lion ~omTTlunic"tion syskm TTl"y ha,'e " very 
po,ili"e dk~t on lh"{ uoc'" gnJup" interacl.ion with inf"rma{ion, Con<ciou, and llllcon<cious 












1M commllnicat ion proces_,_ while ihadequate facili!"" t~tKi to 'Iifle information ""cd, "00 lhe 
communication ~fjnf()rmmion _ 
To establi,h the mle lhat IMir org"nisalioll"llibrarics played ;nln.;; communicatinn proCC%. Ih;;; 
re'pondents \\er. ",ked 10 indic"le Ix", frcqllCntly lhey u_<cd their libraries. to rate their jihrari;;;s' 
conlribulion to (I>;; infnrmalion communication procc,,_ atld to rale the ,,,,,vice provided by tho;r 
libraries (a ralir;g -' • .:ale of I 0 rmcd very frequently.i very highly ral"dJ to 0 loot USN l of no valuel 
"as applioo; cf Qu",tion CI./. Appendix 1'1 & L). The ag!;TI'g:ateJ raling' are depicted in Table 
5.30. atld Chart 5.12. bdo\\. 
Ratod Mean. 
1~&011 IN 80) 
200112 IN 78) 
Tabl . 5.30. Library U .. , Value & S.rvice rating 
Frequency of Use ,., ,., 
Im""rtance ,., 
" 
Chart 5.12. Ubr.oryUsu, \f.llue & Service Rating 




: I:I  
i" """""" Rooting 
It L, evidetllthat i" bOIh .>nld ie,. whil e the librari~, "-ere highly rated for th eir contribuion the y 
made to th~ infoIm"tion cnmmunicatinn process. (11.;; lISe made ~f t!lem and tile service ratings 
given were much Inwer rating.;, This ""eming anomaly c"n b. expbined by th~ fact lhal many 
r. ,poodelll. slal ed during IOC inlcr .. i~"s lnal they rar~ly p.;rwnally u.;ed the liI",,,r), '" they eitr"r 
,en( a junior ,taff me mber or a 'lUdenl to find m"teTial in th~ library On locir Ix:halC OT tocy 
r~4u e 'ted th e libraTY staff 10 >C"Tch for Ihe informatinn tl",y required. The l~w .,ervice rating can. 
in turn. be explained by tile large nurn b. r nf university re,pondenls who weT~ di""lisfi ed "iln lhe 
, e rvic~, provid",( in Ih~ I Y>'(j,,'1 stlKly "nd toc fruslration lilat the re.;poooe,,!s at the large.,t 
r~'Seal'l,;h in.;titute llad with lileir library in 200112. It W3'l ~vide nt lilat the generalised vi~\\' was 













n" I-lest that " ' ,'IS ooLrluetoo inJicat~d thai th~ onl)' ,igni [je"n! b~1" een-,Iudy variation, were for 
the r>!lings a",""k,1 10 lihr8ry ,""'ie. rmvision (ef Tahle 5,31. ~Io") , T~ ,.tisfoctioLl with 
librar)' s~rvic. rrovi,ioLl "'", higlo<:r in 21J01/Z than in lWO/l. This can brgdy he ~xplainffi by 
comment, mod" be- tile lInivd,il), r~"p(Onde1lls Ihal ",jlh the grea1;;r u,e of ~k~lronic m~dia and 
,",VIC"" th~ir librari~'S had lxcome more .n'~l i v~ 811(1 could now ()n.r a more I""'rson8li,ed 
obi' 5 .31. . T n t 10' .;g ";11 <1 .' b. t", •• "· ot u d y d Iff ... . e .. , 
u ••• • , U .. , V, I, . ~ .. .. 1<0 .. , • • 
Rat«' M ..... M", ,," ,,~ , om , 
2001" u" .. , u .. " 2."'" n '"00.'1 l;'"" u", " 2,"~ '" 0,,45 ,027 0.'07 2001" l" " .yV.,,. " ..... n " "',' l,b".yV",. " '-"n " ·0.090 ·0." 1 0.'"" 2001" l'b'''y '"~I,, P 1, ;0; " , .. ,,' lIb,,,y ' ,,~I, . " 2. JH "' O. '" ' .T1" 0.00' 
5.8.1. THE USE AND VALUE OF LIBRARIES ACCORDING TO THE POPULATION 
SUB-CATEGORIES 
I he ,1818 wa.' further .n"lys~d by cm" tabulating library ,'alue, US~. a.nd '"r"i~e ralillgs wilh tk 
rorulati()n ,ub-c>!leg()fi~, a, ind~p~n<knl variabb. Tk I\NOVI\ ,l8listic811~'t' t~W ",~rc run 
I"'",illcffi signi[jcan~e s~or(." to]' eategori'81i()n according to te.. ",ork ~nviroLlm~nL 
~r)'stallograpl1i~ aWl ication oM position cakgori~, (bolh the I ~9iJ/ I "Lld 2{)() li2 d"IO-,"\$), rh~," 
'""Lit, a," outliL",d ill h,bl~ ~ .32, bdow, 
T,,,,. ~.J2 L;b'~'Y US., Value & Service 'ati"" by Po>", I,tioo SlIb-oategorie. " ~ ,, ,, '" ''''.''': 
1'<0.' E.~I,"'m.", 
I" " "", 
R .... "" 
""~''';'' 
AP.'>< . "o,"' C.,st 
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Although Vel)' cle"r ,Iiffereoce, ""faced in the re,ponscs recciycd from tbe tbr"" work 
"nvironments, th" mea,ures of a"ociation we'Ie {}nly n""bately <trong (The Wilk;' laml><la .nd 
F ,tati,tics ranged respectivdy for 1990/1 anti 200 1 /2 hetw""n " = 0,(.0, '! ~ 0.74 and F - 7.3, F-
4.0). Tbe rcspondents in iT1{lu,lry .• Ithough personally using their libraries infrequenlly, awankd 
the bigheo;l v"lue rating" 10 their comrihution to th" information cOITnnunic"tion proo:;ess "rKl 
s,,,,,ice pmvide,1 During the interviews it became dc"r tb"t " wry h,mnoniou, rd"ti{}D,hip 
"xi'teel hetwce" these re'pondents aT1{i their Jib"ri'" anti allhough their lihrarie, were mually 
,ituated within tbe rc"",,,,,b divi,io"" 'hese re'pondem, (patticularl y the more senior 011"') rardy 
had to visit the lit.,.ri", '" " very pro.ctive ;en'iu was provided by the library stall 
The unive"ity re'pondents peroonl1i Iy u,ed their librari'" the mo,t frequently of the th,ee wnr\( 
categories, but they ,11", aW,1T\icd slightly Inwer v.lue "'timat'" and considerahly lowe, service 
raring,; thm Ine {}ilier two categ<Jrics_ The latter ,'jew varied con,iderably betweeD the two studies, 
aDd wbile Ine c{}mment' made during the 19-9011 interviews iooicated general dissatisf""tioD with 
the ;;ervi~" otle,ed. the ;;entiment in 200)/2 wa, It" mmc }X"itive, Tbe imp",,,i{}D gained w", 
that with the advent of eicdronic medi" anti 'ervicLo;. thc university lihra,ies were nnw otlering 
more u,er-oricTllcd anti value-atideti servi",,;. 
The pattern of respome, from ihe ",sc"rch iro;tilUt'" r"'r.-mdent' fell ;;omewhat in hetween that of 
the university ,wd induslT}' respnndent<. Jt wa, intere'ting to note that a number of re'»On<knt, 
"ttacheJ '0 tile lar),""t research imtilUte were V~'Iy diss"ti,C,ed in 2001/2 with lb.eir organi;;ation 
for c{}D,iderabk down_,c.ling lihrary ,ervices There was ohvinu; dis.greement with tbe 
.rglLlllent that the gelleral availability {}f elexoironic inlDrn'"ti{}D ,o=e, macic librark, rcdundant 
'n", variation in rc,»O",,,, according t{} how the re;pnntients applieti crystallography once again 
indicat'" the at~)lied cr;:,mllographers followed tbe p"ttem {}f the "",,"'egaled ""ponses 0 r th" 
industry "ml r"sc"rch instiiute respnndent; and the pure and /00/ ,espnrdents that of tbe 
university ''''f"llldeDts. It ,hould however be noted tb"t the rool ",spondents' r",]>On,e;, 
particularly iD I 990/1. ,·""",d 'lightly in the directinn ofthat of the applied cr.~tallographers .. (be 
dam as anal)~ed by tbe }X"iti{}D c"'egorie, of 'he re'pondcm, ,how, that v.ilile the frequency of 
libr"ry u,e meTeas", "' the po;itinn categories drop from the senior to the more iunim categoric,. 
the value placed on the library's role in tbe communi~"tion pr{)Ce" and the library 'crvice rating' 











5.9. RESEARCH OUTPUT AND PUBLICATION DETAILS 
The 'e,earch p'''''.'' r.aches its p."" when th. re,ult, of the ,tudy a,c tran,fcrrcd itllo 'OmC or 
olh~T o"l]>u1. Thi, conld, depending on the circ,nmlaTlce' (u,ually lhc nalUrc of the re,earch and 
thc worl: cnvironment) result in 'Ullle or olhe, publication in thc ]}Ilblic oomain: the prodnction of 
an mpnbli,hed interTl,,1 rC]}llrt: the patenting of an invention; the rrodnctioo of a physical eTltity, 
ur the intmduclion of a rrocc.,. Thi' final ,t")",,, 'ignal<; the \r,n"fer of thc intcraction wi lh the 
communication 'y,tem from the in fCJml.1 lu lbe f CJmlal domain a'ki the conclusion ofthe research 
rroje~t. The inf(xlll"tion commnnkation proc~'SS tim,; culminate, when ,ci.ntitic inform"tion 
)"'eTl..-,,ted d"riTlg the ,,,,,earch rrocc>< herom., public knowledge (ef. ,ll,o d"'ple, 1.1., 2.1. & 
1.3.). 
Thc rnlllicatiOll of r.search findiTl!;t' in ba,ic ,ci'Tlce i, rcgardcd hy thi' community not only to 
constitut. th~ cuimin"tion of 'he ,esearch proc~ .... ' hut al,o to form thc hasi' of the communication 
proce". Zim,,,, (1 %9,31~) l10s otten hc.n qu[ud for arguiog that the result, of r.se"rch in 
,ciencc can only become compi.tely ,cienlific once 'hey have been publi'hcd and lhi, h0<iy of 
r.corded knowledg. nut OTlly fonm an integral part of the ,cientilk communication prouss ,md 
hLL' underpin, lne ad"'lllCem"nt of science. 
Applie<1 ,cience '" interaction with thc ]}Ilbl ication proc.ss, by nature, occupie, " posilion of le"er 
im]>u~ncc than in hasic ,ci.llCe. An "pplied ",ienli,t i, cOTlcenoed. primarily. with producing a 
physical or practical end-pH",I"ct (e.g. a palent, a licensc or ncw product) whidl will I""0vid. th. 
best solulion '0 " partic"l"r proillem, rather Illan with nrbal encoding amI. a, mentioned in 
Charter 2.3, Illi, i, the basis for diff rrenl;a ling l>elw~en [he iTlform",i..., communication procc"., 
in basic and applicd ,cicnu 
Allhough, a, indicat.d alJ(we. pubii>hed lit.", lure occupie,,, much Icss impottant po,ition. it 'till 
pI,,:>", a ,ignilicaTlt rolc in thc communication of tochnical information. Th. lite[<liure of "pplicd 
,cien"", however, t.od, to be of a I"""ctical n;,t<"e aTld applied scienliS!< a" readc,", become so 
"ccu,I{)1Jled 10 thi' IOrm of out]}llt tllat th~y find it difficult 10 ,,,,imil:ol. lil.emure of a morc 
thcoretical nature and hmce their [d"elance 10 lran.'cend [he lilc"" ",e of hll,ic ,cierlc. (cf. th. 
reference 1{) dlC,e "'pecl< in chapter 2.3). 
To enoblc 'he ,,,,cawher to examin. and inHstigme th. re,.arch oulp"t ,,00 publk"lion paltern, 











publications. or any OIlier fOlll1 of encoded rese<lrch outp!1t and furtller to provide as mu<:h d~tail 
regarding lfleir r~search outpUl a, po" ihle. The information report~d in thi, ,ection i, thu, hosed 
on the data obta ined from lfle,e lists together with the responses obtained to Q""'lion D16. 
Appendix Band C; and information obtained during the interview,_ 
5.9.1. RESEARCH OUTPUT CATEGORIES AND DISTRIBUTION 
From the data recei,'~d it was ckar tllat th~ research output of the re'pO!ld~nts cOIlld be b'Toupl'd 
into one of (00 follo\\ ing categories: formal puhiicat ions stICh a. journal articles. r~view artick'J. 
book chapters. etc.; technical rep<>ru tMt were rrodtlCed ",ithin the organisation: patent. tMt 
were rromulgaled: and invited lectlLre or cont~rence presentations. It wa, a.,umed thot re'earch 
that culminated in tfle production of a prodUCl or (he gelle!'alion of a proces;; would be verballl 
encoded in tfle format of an internal repo<t produced for the inslitution or comrony_ Wh ere {he 
confidentialilY of the research rrevented 0 respond""t Iron] providing the reqllired information. 
the re'Jearcher reqtJe'ted that tfle average number of reports. palenls. etc. s lLbmiHed p~r annUm be 
divulged. The researcher received full co·operation from Ih~ resrondents and i~ S8ti stio:d thaT the 
data obtained is a fairly accurate reflection 01 (he research outrut of each respond",, !. 
The distribution of the research OlLtplLt among the variolL' channd, for tfle entire population i, 
dericted in the Table 5.33. and Chart 5.13. below. IT i~ ckar thM formal p\lblicaTions consTi1Ut~d 
almosT hall (50"/0) of all fonl1' of encoded output. Intemol report' " ere a quarter (25%) and 
conferenCe/lecture presentation, , lightly Ie" (22"/ . ). whi Ie patent , lagged far behind at 3~o of the 
{otalolltput. 
f abk! 5.11. "I, Di l tributio n o f _rch OU tput ..,,,,,; Cha ,,,,1111 
CHANNELS % 1tt1l11 'I, 200'112 
Publication" " " Prinl .. " Electronic 0 , 
Presentations " " Reports " '" Patents , , 
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T~ d<>la was furth .. >]" anal},ed by cross tabulating the distribtUQn of the research OUlplil among 
th. variOlli channels wilh Ihe populatKm sub-categories as ind. [Jend.n1 variabks. The Pearson's 
chi-squar~ leSI Was used to measure the statistical ,ignificaJ1C. of In. percentag;: varialion and 
significant differe"""s w. r. ,cDr. d for calegorisalion according 10 work ~nvironment and 
application of cry'tallography (ooth >tudies). II is fllrther clear Ih'" in all iIlStances the measures 
of as,ociation "ere wry significant (work envirorunenl: '1..' = 63.2 [19Q()/I], 59.3 [200 112]; phi = 
0.86 [ 19Q()/ J], 0.81 [200 I /2]; applicatioo of cry,tallography: i - 56.5 [1990/ J], 52.9[200112]; phi 
= 0.73 [1990/1]. 0.71 [200 112]). These results are outl i ncrt in Table 5.34. below 
In industry Ihe written research ollpll was very clearly lechnicaJ "'ports 000/" 1990/1; 75%. 
200ln). with paI~ms (lW ... 199011; 14'1 ... 200112),). publicalions (9"/ ... 199011; W ... 200112), and 
conference/lecture presdnblions (8~ •. 1990/1; 5'Yo, 20(112),) lagging far behind. None of the 
publication, was in e1octronic format. This confirms the Stalements made by the respondents and 
finding; reported in the literature (cf chapter 2.3. & 2.4.3.) that ,"searchers in ind ustry are 
primarily concerned with improving products .00 produclion procedures and technical reports 
thus 'drve as u,., main vehicle to convey research OU\CC>lll"S to the company al large. Publication 
in the publication domain Jnd presentalion of papers wa, perceived to be an ancillary by-product 
and often no! feasible because of the confi dentiality oftheir research. 
The industry and resdarch institute environments produce<! by far the largest proportion of 
pat. nts, a clear indication of the importance of this channel to safeguard new irmovatiollS in th~ 
applied science environment. 'The respondents al research institutes were also prolific prodocers 












of """Irael research that lhey c()nducted and thol oonfid",(ifti it} '''''Iricliun pre'emed lh"n from 
tramrerriLlg II large pl\1)lun:k'>n of In~ir r~,""r,n OUIC()!T\~, imu the puhli c domain, 
rile ""i~C1'<;I Y respondent>.. in (mal cun{llIS( 1.0 the <llh.:r ,,," " Oft.. ",,,irorur..:m;. "lrnuM 
"wIIL,i'cl) traruu ..... ((j Iheir Jl:\CaJ"Ch "UI<:nm~ inf<) the JIlIblic dumain. "~:I} q< formal 
rubhca1ions (7 10/0, I 'I9Ofl: 67" .. 100111) and 10 ~ k-..scT C.\IC'JJl as 1)I~nlauOft.; (199011. !I!%:: 
29%, ZOO)!2). 'roc ~1T~~ t uf ,nc,ea, ing tin;u""bl OOllSlr.unlS "Old Ille drhe If') engage in 
1"' Ill W1~rati .. c oon/met rcocarch can he .'~" n in lh~ mat !..,,] in,..,~,e i n lh~ P'Ol'Ol1;"'" of kdmical 
","port, and palent , pmdue<:d hy the un;"",, ;I, rc , puOO.;1115 in the ,~oond >too)'. '[o,,;i ar><] I h~ 
r~'\p.!n<lCf1I' fmm t~ reean:h i"':tiMe, "ere {he (lilly "t).tallograpO<r1; t" utili ... ' clCl;l.Nn ic m<.><l~ 
fvr publications (~Ib.>il onl) 7% 811<1 S% re;po:ti\'"I~). 
To ... S.)f. 'Ii. 01 __ " R-..:ft C ..... _ ... ". ___ on ou~ __ (>00 ...... ,_ .. , 
w..to I",. • - , ' ....... TII. ... u~ .. -,- ~ ,M, ,'" ,,., ,.' toO", '"' »0", ,M, -, P,. JIUO .. ", , , " " ,'1 " .. .. ~" • , " " " .. " " -~, • • • , • , • , -- • , .. .. • • " " '- .. .. .. .. , • " • .- " .. , • • , • • TOrOl ,. - - - - ,. ,. ,. '_._""'_'U,.,.., -. ... ___ ·T 
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11.9.2. AVERAGE ANNUAL RESEARCH OUTPUT 
f rom II>.: dal~ !M! C:\(;~ r.,pendenl submhkd lhe ~eard"'r ".icubt."j the lUI.,) numbor of 
"" .. arcn oulpul:; ",i lh, n e~cn calegn ')' and th"ll lhi , l'il4u,"" wa. divided hy !h~ 1lU111b..r or yC(l[S 
Ih ~, ~llCh "'spnn,km nad bct: n pruJucli ... c to an i ... .. III "n aggregale ilII 'lUa) W'pul. Thi . 
info,matiOfl is; n1' .... ,.,·I11'''' '" T~ht e 5.35. I1d"" . In 199/)/1 !he a,"e~ lllUlllll eru:od<!d ",,,,,,,,,,h 
UUlput for all cmnnel$ lOr the cnh", ""pulal ion of C1)<tallQgr:lph"n; "u. -:!.~ and 'his rong~'\! fro:n 
O. 12 ror pal""''''. \0 0 36 fur t'l."pon<. to 0.95 tW w"f.fenee 1,n:SC1llaI'om, 10 1.92 for puhlicalions. 
By 1001;"2 Ihi. had ;ncml;.c:d on a,·crago: h)' 2!r'.4 tr. an /Werall olllptll of 3.2 (0.18, ) .-:!S. 1.2 1, 1.2~ 












"!'<:oded OU!pu! wa, from 110 (0 ?9;11 19?()/1 and 0,0 to 12.) in 2001/2. Thi, grov,(h ;1111..., 
number of p',hlicalion, 1"" I"'rson per annum WaS" geneml (cmk,.ICY that was om;cr\'c,t JlOI 01111' 
for the ten }"ar period ot'ti1. Sll.oy, bill "Iso iflhe tOlal pHhl ical;on output is Oll.ly;ed o".r the 
tol!!1 p"rio:i of plLblic"lion uClh'ily (i,c. "om the tim" of tim conducting r.s~"rch to the lim~ of 












If til. tomi ",,"arch Wlp!'l data is al1<lly,cd according to th~ various population \ub-c~lcgorics tile 
following trends emerge (et. Table 5.3~ belowl. nle research inslitule "nd uni\icr:;ily rcspom1cnt; 
"ere almo'l cquall) prolitic and boti1 cat.gori~s ,howed an increase ;11 OU11~Jt ill (he second 
,Iudy, The i tl<1u<;1t)' respondent' were slightly bs prol i ftc and al,o did JlfI\ i l1Creose their ooxput a, 
,uhstantively "' th~ 011...,,, in 2001/2. Tl1C variatioo among tI..., cryslallography "Wlication 
c"togoric, W"' l1littimai. There wm a sligh! iocro"," in ou'p'~. 'ho more 'lfL>cturcd the wnrk 
environment became anti this il1Cr.m~IH"1 illcrea&e also applied as seniority in po,itioo and ag:~ 
;l1cre05ed. Th~ outpul wu, mwh higi1er for re,pOlodem, wilh doc",ml d\:gr~cs ",,,1 'hose "ith a 
foreign ,joc!oratc were 'lightly more prolifLc ,halllhose with ~ local qualiticMion. 
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5.10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
rrom the "hQVC it i., YCry cle,t that the tea"'" why information i, rcqlLltC..:.i ha, a ,ignir,c"nt 
imp"cl 011 1m: men".,,1 u,,,1 to gather information and on the prefelTed communication channel 
and m'><le. The ,",,'ponMntr r"flOrt"'\ during the iDler"iew, thai they u",all y used IDQre thm1 one 
m<'!hexl concurrently ""d that their re,pons"" reflect",\ lhe l,'CDetali,ed ,i1<J.alioo "nd preferred 
meth<J<I,.Ic""llncls could vary t<J<l:;iderahly (kl'ending on the sp"cific namre oFth~ information 
required. II " further dear that the iml~)rta""" an,\ relevance of the metho<\' ""d ch,mllels use,\ 
varied (in ;;ome instance, considerahly) .,ccording 10 !he re'pondenlS work amli"lioll ",,,I 
applicalion of crJ~lanograplly ,md "Iso in mallY iTlsWTl t~'S octotdi Tl g to th~ir pn<ition. 
ITl " wry 'imilnr ,·"in. the ,""a,on why research wa, being cOn(IUCle,\ ""d p,nticulariy Ihe 
r<.:$ponMnt,· work environm"m and application of crJ~I<,!lo~'T"phy imp"cled on th eir rese,",ch 
omput and on Ihe channel, and modes of C'''lllllull;t.,lioTl u,~(l fot Ihis putp<1I;c. 
The vari ,,,ion on thannel< u,ed for information ,eeking ,,,,<I research output purpo,es betweell lhe 
,tudie, generally ,howe,\ cons iderable d;ffer.'IC~'S. "fh~ iTl"et~"t comnlUllit"tion m,><ld did nO! 
ch"ng~. hul it j< cleat lhal the dcctroni<o eovironment had " marked etten on the mode of 
interaction u;;ed and on channel , eloctioTl for infonTl"lioll·,c~king purpo'~'S. Tbe dCttrOllK 
emironlllent ""d. howe\·~'T. "artily an<.:crcd puhhcation output mode u'~. cven in the <econ,\ 
study The othcr marked d,ttere,,,,,, ~ ween the srudie, wa, clearly the ell<:cl of ch,onged 
organisation"1 ,t",ctu,",,;; and financial mo<\els. a, well '" tbe pot;itive imp""t of lh~ new pol ilica] 
,\i'pellSation in South Africa. 













DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
In this chapter a discussion will be presented of the main results derived from the study. 
201 
One of the main premises of this thesis is that scientific and technological advance is largely 
dependent on the efficient communication of ideas, knowledge and information as well as the 
amount and quality of interaction among scientists and technologists. With the growth of 
scientific and technological enterprise over the years, the burgeoning information industry, 
globalisation, and rapid technological advances, the information communication process in 
science and technology has likewise increased both in size and in complexity and this, in tum, has 
impacted on the efficacy of the system. It is therefore suggested that to be effective, the 
information environment, and this includes information professionals, has to comprehend the 
information communication practices of the scientific and technological communities it seeks to 
serve. 
A factor that is of specific concern to the researcher is the dynamics of information 
communication behaviour within specific science communities in South Africa. The problems 
outlined above are compounded by the complexity of the South African society, real economic 
constraints and above all the fact that our science and technology community is geographically 
(and in the past also politically) isolated from the forefront of research. The focus of this research 
project was thus on establishing what factors impact on the communication process within a 
specific research community in basic and applied science in South Africa, what role informal 
communication of information plays and particularly what the effect of changes in the socio-
economic, political and technological environment have had on the information communication 












6.2. COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION AMONG THE 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHERS 
It clearly emerged from the empirical study (cf. Chapter 4.2.) that the crystallographers' work 
environment and work structure largely determined communication patterns and the interaction 
with information. The organisational ethos that prevailed in each of the three work environments 
(industry, the research institutes and the academic institutions) generally determined specific 
work structures which in tum impacted in varying ways on the communication of, and interaction 
with, information. These ranged from the most structured approach that prevailed in industry, 
through the less rigidly structured research institutes to the academic institutions where a far more 
flexible approach was adopted. 
The communication of information was closely integrated with and related to the research 
activities of these respondents, the underlying reason for conducting research, and the information 
needs engendered by these activities. The communication process was thus basically driven by 
two categories of need. On the one hand there was a need to obtain information to start up a new 
research project, to test a theory, to solve a problem, design a system or process, produce a 
product, and to keep up to date with new developments and research fronts. The other very 
important driving force was to impart the end result of the research effort to management, the 
wider organisation, clients, colleagues and, in many instances, to the wider science community 
and public in general. These interactions with the information communication process were 
conducted either on a direct interpersonal level (i.e. where informal communication channels 
were mostly used), andlor on an indirect impersonal level (i.e. where formal communication 
channels were mostly used). 
6.2.1. INTERACTION WITHIN THE ORGANISATIONAL SETTING 
As mentioned above, a fairly structured work environment prevailed in industry and researchers 
were grouped into divisions that were engaged in cognate research areas and these were further 
divided into smaller more homogeneous research units, or groups, each addressing a specific 
research project of interest to the company. All the respondents in industry were engaged in 
applied research, usually either in applied chemistry, mineralogy, or material science. 
The research emphasis in these R&D divisions was on developing and implementing new 
products or techniques, providing technical and product support for the company's production 












divisions of the company. This implied that they were very dependent on bilateral intemction 
with aU company divisions and other outside clients that required their services to receive input 
and feedback to direct their research activities. 
In geneml a good, workable, communication structure prevailed within this sector and this 
operated at two parallel, but also intersecting, levels where both formal and informal modes and 
channels of communication were utilised. On the formal level this was driven by the project 
management structure within which most of the industry crystallographers opemted and which 
enforced regularised reporting and communication of information. In addition an respondents 
stressed the importance of informal, person-to-person, exchange of information. It was evident 
that the informal exchange of information was in fact actively encouraged and was the major 
method of communication when information was required to solve specific problems encountered 
in the work situation. Face-face communication was the preferred mode ofintemction, but e-mail 
and the telephone were also used extensively. The key person in the R&D communication 
network was the group leader of the research teams and they generally acted as gatekeepers 
ensuring a two-way communication pathway to and from their groups to the wider company and 
beyond to the science community in general. 
The respondents in industry were particularly aware of the isolation caused by the confidential 
nature of much of their work, the geographical distance of South Africa from the major 
international researcher centres, and during the first study, the effect of political isolation on 
information communication. They were thus very conscious of the necessity to import external 
information into the work environment and made a concerted effort to engage with external 
colleagues and other experts, often transcending rigid organisational boundaries. They further 
also realised that they had to engage with recorded litemture, not only to obtain much needed 
external information, but also to transfer their unique knowledge to wider audiences, and if 
feasible even to publish in the public domain. The latter aspect, however, was not genemlly 
feasible as they were severely hampered by the confidentiality restrictions mentioned above and 
the profit motivation that was the driving force of their work environment. 
The most general encoded research output in this environment was thus some or other technical 
report that was circulated within the company and, if applicable, further abroad. Such reports are 
a fundamental component of the communication process in industry and ensure that the outcomes 












specific organisation. Patent specifications, which of course are directly related to the main 
business of industry, were another important encoded output. The presentation of conference 
papers and publications such as journal articles hardly featured in this environment. 
The organisational and management structures that were in place in the research institutes, albeit 
more flexible, were fairly similar to that in industry and these structures also generally 
determined the formal information communication networks that were in place. Most researchers 
thus worked in research programmes within divisions that were established according to broad 
subject, or mission orientated, categories. The greater flexibility in the research institutes and the 
tendency to delegate responsibility, however, resulted in a fairly-flat organisational structure and 
a less restricted working environment. 
These researchers were also predominantly engaged in applied research in the fields of materials 
science, mineralogy or applied chemistry. A feature of their work environment was that a large 
proportion of their research was conducted under contract for some or other external client (more 
evident in the second study) and they, in tum, often further contracted their research out to 
various universities, or they collaborated with academics on research projects. These various 
levels of contract work resulted in a fairly complex information communication structure and it 
also dictated that the communication process was, despite the fairly open culture and flat 
hierarchical structure that prevailed, still fairly formalised and structured. One of the 
consequences was that intellectual property and confidentiality issues impinged on the 
information communication process (again more evident in the second study) and this was in 
direct conflict with the underlying culture of information sharing that has always prevailed at 
these research institutes. 
Formal information communication in the research institute divisions was established by means 
of regular, structured project management meetings. In addition inter-programme seminars were 
held where the divisional directors and project leaders communicated across program boundaries 
and this encouraged cross pollination of ideas and facilitated problem solving. The overall 
communication process was generally mediated by the group leaders who ensured the effective 
vertical and horizontal communication of information in the work place. As in the industry 
environment, informal, interpersonal interaction and exchange of information was highly valued, 












The research institute researchers further also engaged with the published and other recorded 
literature to obtain the information they required and to transfer their research output into the 
public domain, if possible, or to circulate it within their closed community, if confidential. They 
thus produced reports for each project that they were engaged in, and patents where possible. 
Although the presentation of conference papers and publication, such as journal articles, played a 
secondary role, they were far more heavily utilised in the research institute environment than in 
the industry environment. This was partly because not all research was confidential and partly 
because of the underlying ethos of sharing information with the wider research community. 
The crystallographers that were attached to the twelve academic institutions were basic scientists 
who were either engaged in pure crystallography research or utilised it as an analytical method or 
tool in chemistry (the largest proportion), physics, geology, materials science or biochemistry. 
The formal research team structure that generally constituted the norm in the other work 
environments was far less strictly adhered to within the academic environment. A natural 
evolution towards group forming and collaborative research, however, occurred amongst a large 
proportion of the academic respondents. Many academics thus worked in structured research 
groups or less formal unstructured groupings, while a smaller proportion worked on their own 
(the so-called loners). These working styles predicated three distinctive communication patterns 
based on the degree of group forming and collaborative research undertaken by the academic 
respondents. 
The structured groups all shared common research goals, they were very directed and focussed, a 
strong bond existed amongst them, and although collaboration was a very distinctive ethos, each 
person in the team was encouraged to make hislher own unique contribution. Interactive 
communication links were maintained amongst members of the group, which ranged from daily, 
informal contact, to scheduled formal meetings. A further feature of these groups was that they 
mostly consisted of researchers conducting pure crystallographic research and they frequently 
provided a service to other researchers, often external to their university and in diverse research 
areas. Such activities resulted in extended communication networks far beyond the field of 
crystallography. 
The unstructured groups usually consisted of members of the same department that collaborated, 
but who did not form as close-knit a research unit as the previous category. The nature of their 












crystallographers were more equitably distributed among the basic disciplines represented in the 
study and further that most of them utilised crystallography as an analytical tool. It was also 
observed that there was far less evidence of a group dynamic in these less formal teams, 
individual members were more independent and personally involved in the communication 
process, and were less dependent on the group leader to drive the process. 
The last category consisted of the academics who worked independently and in virtual isolation. 
These lone workers primarily used crystallography as an analytical tool and their specific subject 
fields were fairly equally distributed amongst chemistry, physics, geology and biochemistry. 
Although they worked outside a group structure, the 'loners' did maintain informal, unstructured 
communication links with colleagues in their departments, in other cognate fields and outside the 
university environment. They usually communicated extensively with the main crystallographic 
group at their university and then mostly with the leader of such a group and the operator of the 
diffractometer (if available). They also undertook collaborative research, but to a lesser extent 
than their counterparts in the other two categories. They all regarded formal channels of 
communication as important links in the communication chain in their work environment. 
In all three categories the driving and motivating force for the academic researchers was to 
receive peer recognition for their research endeavours, to make their research known to as wide a 
scientific community as possibly, and to contribute to the body of knowledge in their field by 
publishing their research outcomes in the public domain. They also produced project reports and 
promulgated patents, but to a far lesser extent than the other two environments. 
Although the basic information communication model outlined above remained fairly constant 
from the 1990/1 to the 200112 study, certain significant changes did surface during the second 
study. The variation over the ten years was predominantly caused by the impact of the escalating 
electronic information environment, structural and other changes in the work environments, and 
changes brought about by the adoption of a democratic political dispensation in South Africa. 













6.2.2. COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION OUTSIDE THE IMMEDIATE WORK 
ENVIRONMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA AND INTERNATIONAllY 
It was clear (cf. Chapter 4.3.) that two factors had a considerable effect on the communication of 
information among the wider community of researchers involved with crystallography in South 
Africa and abroad. The first related to the professional organisation of this community. The 
international crystallographic community is very well organised by means of the International 
Union of Crystallographers (IUCr). From the formal scholarly communication point of view they 
have been very active in publishing (both in electronic and print formats) some of the most 
prestigious journals in the field of crystallography. They have actively embraced the electronic 
environment to enhance and improve the efficacy of their publication procedures, and to provide 
links to relevant bibliographic and structural databases and other primary publications that are 
available on the World Wide Web. They provide a number of other online services such as e-mail 
alerting, tables of contents and details of forthcoming events. These electronic services are made 
available throughout the world by means of their three international IUCr Web mirror servers 
(one of which is administered in South Africa). 
In addition to their formal publication efforts they further promote interaction by means of their 
tn-annual congress, to which each country sends a delegation, and other specialist conferences 
they organise. The Union has also established a network of Commissions in a number of specialist 
areas and which provide a body of experts who can be consulted on a variety of issues. The IUCr 
thus very effectively creates the platform for interactive co-operation, interaction and exchange of 
information among the members of the international crystallographic community. 
In South Africa, the South African Crystallographic Association has had a similar major impact 
on communication among the local crystallographic fraternity. It specifically aims to facilitate the 
communication of information related to crystallographic research in South Africa and further 
ensures that close links are maintained with the International Union of Crystallographers and the 
central body of scientific unions in South Africa. Communication within the Association is fairly 
active, and is mainly driven by the regular symposia that are held in the field in South Africa. 
These symposia further stimulate informal communication among the members. 
The second major factor that affected communication was related to the researchers' access to and 
interaction with sophisticated crystal analysis equipment and crystal structure databases. Access 












diffractometry facilities. In South Africa only five institutions have the capacity to acquire and 
run single crystal diffractometers and all researchers in the field are thus dependent on the 
analysis services that these five institutions offer to the crystallographic research community in 
general. The crystallographers from these five institutions maintain very close communication 
links with each other as well as with researchers at other institutions who approach them for a 
crystal structure analysis service. South African researchers further rely on the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Unit (CCU) at Cambridge University in Great Britain; the Joint Commission for 
Powder Diffraction (JCPD) in the United States of America; the facility at Grenoble in France 
where a number of countries co-operate to run a large neutron diffractometer facility; and the 
facilities at the Brookhaven and Rutherford Laboratories for powder diffractometry and other 
more advanced crystal analysis. A few institutions in South Africa subscribe to the crystal 
structure databases produced by the CCU and the JCPD and they then again provide access to this 
data to the local crystallographic community. It is clear that international and local cooperation is 
excellent and this has resulted in the open and often free exchange of information, data and 
computer programmes in the field (this even applied to the years when South Africa was 
politically ostracised by the international community). 
From the above it is clear that members of the local and international crystallographic fraternity 
are closely linked to each other either by their need to access sophisticated equipment or their 
willingness and ability to provide information and/or a service to outside researchers. The result 
is that there is constant communication (both person-person as well as by indirect means) 
between crystallographers within the country and the international community. This interaction 
and exchange of information was further fostered by the respondents' acute awareness of the 
importance of exchanging information and cross fertilising ideas by maintaining contact and 
interacting with other experts in their field and the wider science community. The paucity of a 
critical mass of experts in many specialist fields in South Africa further encouraged active 
interaction with international scientists and research facilities. 
Where possible, the local crystallographers thus tried to go abroad to visit international centres of 
excellence, use advanced facilities, attend whatever relevant conferences were being held at the 
time, and visit suppliers. They also then generally used these opportunities to find international 
experts to invite to South Africa and where feasible encouraged them to spend sabbatical periods 
in South Africa where they were then also exposed to the wider South African research 












infonnation was regularly exchanged (both fonnally and inter-personally), where the 
crystallographers made and fostered contacts, publicised their latest research and also kept abreast 
of new research fronts. Another important platfonn of interaction and source of new innovation 
(particularly in the industry environment) was provided by interacting with suppliers and 
manufacturers of materials and equipment. 
A feature of the respondents' external interaction was that while the applied fields actively 
approached the basic fields for infonnation and assistance, the converse did not always apply. 
The interaction in the basic fields was generally between scientists at the same level of expertise 
and environment. In the second study there was evidence, however, that this aspect seems to be 
changing with a growing tendency towards greater interaction between the environments, each 
drawing from the others strengths and expertise. This could be attributed to the fact that over the 
last decade the university and research institute respondents were forced to engage in more 
contract research and industry to outsource more research. 
The worldwide drive towards increased collaborative research has also had an impact on South 
African researchers and resulted in greater interaction with colleagues outside the immediate 
work environment. The increase in use of electronic media and networks has assisted this process 
as well as the fact that South Africans have generally gained greater international acceptance and 
increased mobility since the change to a democratically elected government in 1994. The general 
use of electronic modes of communication has not only widened the scope and ease with which 
researchers can interact with recorded literature, but also facilitated inter-personal 
communication. This, despite the fact that face-to-face communication was still the preferred 
mode of interaction, has been an important factor in South Africa, with its vast distances between 
main centres and its remoteness from the epicentres of international research. 
6.2.3. THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHERS' LEVEL Of COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY 
It was seen in Chapter 4.4.4 that there was a relatively small nucleus of crystallographers who 
were driving the infonnation communication process and who were the most active inter-personal 
communicators. These active communicators were the recipients and instigators of far more 
regular infonnation exchanges than the population aggregate. In Chart 6.1. below the aggregate 
number of professional contacts made and received by individual respondents are compared. The 
Chart compares the population aggregate with the top 25% and top 10% most active 
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assumption this study specifically investigated channel and mode use among the 
crystallographers (cf. Chapter 5.). A number of studies have indicated that although accessibility, 
familiarity and ease of use are of prime importance to infonnation users when initiaily selecting 
communication modes and channels (cf. Chapter 2.4.), the reputability and quality of the channel 
that conveys the infonnation is far more significant .as a measure to accept and adopt infonnation 
and ideas. 
Paisley's (1980) distinction (cf. Chapter 2.4) between mode (the physical encoding) and channel 
(medium transferring the message) was adopted for this study and it was further decided to view 
communication channel categories as lying along a continuum that ranges from fonnal, indirect, 
channels which could for example utilise recorded modes of communication, to infonnal personal 
channels which could typically relate to oral face-to-face communication between individuals. It 
was established in the study that the broad categories of channels and modes that the 
crystallographers generally engaged with in the infonnation communication process were direct 
person to person exchange of infonnation, recorded channels that were usually either in print or 
electronic modes, and conferences (although strictly speaking consisting of a range of modes and 
channels) were further frequently mentioned as forming an important constituent of the 
communication process. 
In the 1990/1 study there was a clear preference for both inter-personal channels and print-based 
communication modes, and while conferences attracted only a slightly higher than average rating, 
electronic modes hardly featured at all. There was an almost complete reversal in the 200112 
study, all four categories were highly rated, and there was hardly any differentiation amongst the" 
preference ratings given by the respondents. These factors will be discussed in more detail below. 
6.3.1. INTER-PERSONAL COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION 
The important role of infonnal communication of infonnation in science has been highlighted by 
a number of researchers, of which the seminal work of Price (1963) provides one of the foremost 
expositions of the invisible college phenomena (cf. also Chapter 2.2.). Cronin has stated that 
infonnal communication did not evolve as a reaction to shortcomings in the fonnal systems of 
communication but as a "device created by scientists for scientists to serve a particular set of 
functions" (1982:229), the most important of which, the researcher suggests, is the interactive 












A number of studies (cf. Chapter 2.2 and 2.3) have indicated that there is a positive correlation 
between high levels of communication with colleagues and high perfonnance levels and that 
perfonnance increases if infonnal communication links are encouraged. Indicators point to the 
fact that scientists who belong to large infonnal networks are more actively engaged in 
collaborative research and publication collaboration, they have stronger citation links, they are 
more innovative, their ideas are transmitted more effectively, and they generally have more 
influence on research than their counterparts who do not belong to such infonnal networks. 
From discussions during the interviews (cf. Chapter 4.4. and 5.3.) it was clear that direct personal 
interaction and exchange of infonnation was very highly valued and by far the preferred mode 
was face-to-face engagement followed by communication by telephone. It was frequently stated 
that infonnal corridor discussions generated new ideas and serendipitous problem solving and 
some respondents were prepared to go to extreme lengths to engage in face-to-face interaction, 
for example the one respondent as mentioned in the previous chapter was prepared to 
... catch a plane and fly to the right persons anywhere in the world to have them help us ... 
It was, however, further seen that various external and often pragmatic factors impinged on this 
inherent preference for face-to-face interaction. The most important was the distance factor, and 
while by far the most respondents indicated a high level of personal interaction in the immediate 
work environment, this changed to the greater use of the telephone (both 1990/1 and 200112), 
electronic media (200112 only) and manual correspondence (1990/1 only) when communicating 
elsewhere in South Africa and abroad. The greater the distance and the effect of cost factors, the 
greater the tendency to use the more inexpensive modes, such as manual correspondence in the 
first study and electronic modes in the second. In 6.7. other factors, such as the work 
environment, that impinged on mode preferences will be discussed in greater detail. 
6.3.2. PRINT-BASED INFORMATION COMMUNICATION CHANNEL PREFERENCES 
The main print-based channel categories that the crystallographers generally interacted with were 
journals, monographs, internally produced reports, patent specifications, and a variety of other 
lesser used categories that ranged from review publications, to reference works to trade literature 
(cf. Chapter 5.4.). Of these, journals were by far the most generally used and valued 












very low ratings, other than technical reports where the use of this channel increased considerably 
with the increase in contract research that was observed in the 200112 study. Studies that have 
investigated channel selection have generally found that information sources that are more closely 
attuned to the work situation are more frequently utilised and valued and it was seen that these 
factors also played a role among the respondents in the three work environments. These factors 
will, however, be discussed in greater detail in 6.7. below. 
6.3.3. ELECTRONIC MODES Of COMMUNICATION 
With the rapid expansion of the use of electronic communication modes the question arises to 
what extent this has affected information communication behaviour. It was seen in Chapter 2.6 
that conflicting views were expressed in the literature and while some authors claim its impact is 
considerable, yet others are of the opinion that science communities view electronic media as 
merely another mode in which information is communicated. What is certainly undisputed is that 
electronic modes and networks have been absorbed into the science communication process; they 
are used extensively; and scientists apply then in a myriad of ways (cf. Chapter 2.6.). 
In 1990/1 there was no evidence that electronic media had had any significant impact on the 
community of crystallographers. The limited interaction that did take place was restricted to 
delegated online searching and SOl subscriptions (which were very costly); using the electronic 
versions of the CCU and JCPD databases; and the hitherto infrequent usage of communication 
networks. There was, however, a complete reversal of the situation in 200112 and it was seen that 
the use and application of electronic media, networks and systems had increased exponentially 
and become common practice. These findings are very much in line with those of Tenopir et al. 
(2003) and Hallmark (2003, 2004) that were reported in 2.6. 
The general consensus that surfaced from the second study was that electronic media have had a 
very positive impact and that e-mail, in particular, is a vital tool in communication. It has helped 
to overcome South Africa's geographical isolation and extended the scope of interpersonal 
communication and collaboration outside the immediate work environment. It was specifically 
noted that scientific data and a vast variety of media (text, graphics, audio/video, etc.) can easily 
be exchanged between researchers, research results can more readily be compared and different 
viewpoints easily discussed. A further benefit is that wide array of information in electronic 












The most frequently used electronic channels for information-seeking purposes were the Internet 
followed by CD-ROM databases subscribed to, internally produced databases and then at a far 
lower rating other channels such as subject gateways and portals. It is interesting that the value 
ratings did not mirror the usage ratings and CD-ROM databases were valued far more highly than 
the Internet, the channel used most frequently. The databases their own organisations produced, 
surprisingly, attracted fairly low usage and value ratings. Comments made during the interviews 
indicated that while the Internet is useful when starting a new research project, subject gateways 
and portals are more useful to get more detailed information, and CD-ROM databases are 
invaluable when conducting a detailed literature search or to obtain specific information to solve 
a problem. According to many of the respondents, the greatest drawback of the Internet is that 
many searches produce totally irrelevant or low value information. 
The crystallographers, although they used electronic journals only moderately, both as a carrier of 
information and as a publication vehicle, were generally very satisfied with the quality of the 
information content. From the comments made it would appear that the respondents were not that 
concerned about the mode of the journal, but were resolute about availability, access, quality 
considerations, rating levels and whether the journal reaches a wide audience. They were not yet 
convinced that electronic journals achieve all of the above and were particularly concerned about 
archiving problems in the electronic environment and the effect this has on maintaining a 
permanent record of scientific research (cf. comments made above). A specific problem that 
pertained to South Africa was the bandwidth problems that we have here and the impact this has 
on speed of access. Printed journals were thus still preferred and considered to be indispensable at 
the time of the 200112 study (again a result similar to that of Tenopir, et al. and Hallmark, cf. 
2.6.). 
From the above it is clear that the most obvious benefits of electronic communication media and 
systems are that they eliminate the distance factor and they provide a channel that can be accessed 
instantaneous all over the world (if the infrastructure is available). They thus facilitate 
international collaboration and the exchange of information. While the benefits of electronic 
modes of communication are indubitable, there are, however, some inherent problems that attend 
to this mode. One of the main areas of concern are that electronic modes and networks are not 
sufficiently inclusive and that scientific communication may become less visible and only 












evolution of information technologies could render current and past electronic media inaccessible 
and this could effect the permanent archiving of scientific information. The structure of science 
depends on its permanent body of knowledge that records all scientific endeavour and which 
underpins its cumulative base, its peer review system and its reward system. 
6.3.4. THE ROLE OF CONFERENCES IN THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS 
Conferences were valued for a variety of reasons, including amongst others the role that they play 
in providing a forum to transfer and publicise current state of the art information, for promoting 
scientific and technological innovations, for facilitating informal contact amongst attendants, 
stimulating the exchange of ideas and opinions, and assisting with the transfer of information by 
means of the collegiate process (cf. Chapter 5.6.). The crystallographers, despite listing all the 
important reasons why they valued conferences, returned fairly modemte mtings for their 
information communication value. The main reasons given during the interviews for this 
contradiction were high attendance costs (particularly for international conferences) and, to a 
lesser extent, because many of the applied scientists felt that presentations were too theoretical. 
As far as electronic conferences was concerned, it was very clearly stated (and also so mted) that 
they did not favour this mode of participation. The most important value of conference attendance 
was the forum that it provides to interact with other scientists, to conduct informal corridor 
discussions and serendipitous information gathering. Although the electronic format does 
overcome all tmvel-related problems, the advantages of the medium, in the respondents' view, 
does not compensate for lack of human intemction. 
6.3.5. INFORMATION GATHERING AND CHANNEL SELECTION 
It was suggested in Chapter 5.7 that the information gathering process is set in motion by a need 
for information that can be related either to keeping up-to-date with new developments in a field, 
or to undertaking new research projects, or to solving problems that occur in the work situation. It 
was further indicated that each of these information needs predicate the use of different 
information communication channels and modes and that they have varying effects on the 
information communication process. 
All the crystallographers held very strong views about the necessity to stay abreast with new 












methods were used it was seen that by far the most predominant was to scan the latest journals in 
their field and in 200112 the use of electronic current awareness media and services were also 
very popular. Communicating with knowledgeable persons and attending conferences (the latter 
applied particularly to 200112) were highly rated albeit less so than perusing current journals, etc. 
(cf. Chapter 5.7.1.). 
Almost aU the crystallographers commented during the interviews that before starting a new 
project it is imperative to conduct an exhaustive survey of the literature and establish the state-of-
the-art of research in the field. Such a forerunner to a research project obviates duplicating what 
others have already done, it provides greater methodological insight, and usually helps clarify 
conceptual issues. Once again, although a variety of methods were used concurrently, it was clear 
that by far the most popular was to conduct a systematic manual or electronic search of the 
information in the field (electronic methods mostly applied to 200112). The only other 
methodology that attracted significant ratings was to approach colleagues or experts for 
information and a surprisingly large number picked up the required information serendipitously 
by browsing (the latter was incorporated in the other category; cf. Chapter 5.7.2.). 
It was further clear that when the crystallographers encountered a work-related problem they 
most frequently approached a colleague in the work place or some other expert, and to a lesser 
extent they looked for a solution in the literature in the field, both in printed and electronic modes 
(the latter applied to the 200112 study). They obviously first tried to solve it themselves and often 
used a combination of these methods. 
From the preceding it is very clear that the reason why information is required has a significant 
impact on the method, channels and modes used to gather information. It was further observed 
that preferred methods, channels and modes could vary considerably depending on the specific 
nature of the information required, the work environment, characteristics of the individual 
crystallographer and application of crystallography (these aspects win be discussed in greater 
detail in 6.5. below). 
S.3.S. THE USE AND VALUE Of LIBRARIES IN THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS 
A number of studies have indicated that the information facility serving a community can impact 
considerably (both positively and negatively) on the information communication process of that 












and unconscious infonnation needs which then activate the communication process, while 
inadequate facilities tend to stifle infonnation needs and the communication of infonnation. 
It was evident that in both studies, while the libraries were highly rated for the contribution they 
make to the infonnation communication process, the use made of them and the rating given for 
the service provided was much lower (cf. Chapter 5.8.). The first seeming anomaly can be 
explained by the fact that many respondents stated during the interviews that they rarely 
personally used the library as they either sent a junior staff member or a student to find material 
in the library on their behalf, or they requested the library staff to search for the infonnation they 
required. The low service rating can, in turn, be explained by the large number of university 
respondents who were dissatisfied with the services provided in the 1990/1 study (but which had 
improved by 200112) and the frustration that the respondents at the largest research institute had 
with their library in 200112. It was evident that the generalised view was that the main value of 
their libraries resided in the infonnation resources offered rather than in the services provided. 
This view, however, varied considerably according to work environment and seniority of the 
respondents (cf. 6.5. below for more details). 
6.4. RESEARCH OUTPUT 
The research process reaches its culmination and is concluded when the results of the study are 
transferred into some or other output. It was clear from both studies that the nature of the output 
depended largely on the kind of research that was conducted and the type of work environment. 
This output, depending on the circumstances, was found to be either some or other written record 
of the project or a physical entity or process. Even when the latter was produced, it was found that 
some or other encoded output in the fonn of a technical report, and/or a patent accompanied the 
physical end-product. The crystallographers in the basic sciences generally produced some or 
other publication in the public domain, usually journal articles, usually in print fonnat (even in 
the second study print was preferred over electronic) (cf. Chapter 5.9.1.). 
In both studies fonnal publications constituted by far the greatest proportion of the recorded 
output, followed by internal reports (this category of output increased in 200112) and conference 
presentations, while patent specifications only represented a negligible component. The average 
annual encoded research of the respondents raged from zero publications to 9.9 in 1990/1 and 












(i.e. by 28%). This growth in publication output was observed not only for the ten year period of 
the study, but also when the total publication output over the total period of publication activity 
for each respondent was examined. These increases may be attributed to a combination of three 
factors. The first is that during the last few decades all work environments have been under 
greater pressure to improve productivity and increase accountability, hence the increased encoded 
research outputs. The second might be that as each researcher matured and acquired enhanced 
skills and knowledge there was a growth in productivity with time, and thirdly the increase in 
collaboration practices that was observed also stimulated greater output. 
The typical collaboration, and thus co-pUblication, pattern that emerged was that collaboration 
would predominantly occur among members of the same research group together with one or two 
scientists from the wider circle of South African and international scientists. It was further 
observed that the more prominent and well known a scientist became, the wider afield he/she 
would collaborate. It is clear that all the leading crystallographers within South Africa have 
worked with one another at some or other time and that the more eminent crystallographers 
collaborated extensively with scientists abroad. In this way the entire South African and 
international crystallographic fraternity was linked by means of their most eminent researchers. 
A further interesting observation that was made was that there were decided peaks and troughs in 
the crystallographers' production patterns with periods of intensive research engagement 
stimulating research output and increased publication. The greatest proportion of the 
crystallographers published both in South Africa and abroad, or only internationally. 
It is clear that the encoding and recording of research outcomes signals not only the final stage of 
the research process, but also the transfer of infonnation generated during the research process 
into public knowledge and the scientists' interaction with the communication process converts 
finally to the fonnal domain (cf. also Chapter 2.1., 2.2. and 2.3.). 
6.S. FACTORS AFFECTING THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS 
It was stated in Chapter 2.7. that a fundamental prerequisite to understanding the communication of 
information among scientists would be to examine the variables that affect the infonnation 
communication process. It was mentioned there that a wide diversity of factors have been listed in the 












communication process is a complex social system and it should thus be acknowledged that an 
inter-meshed combination of variables could synergistically impact on the process. It is suggested 
that these could amongst others include 
• the scientists' innate personality traits (both affective and cognitive domains), and 
demographic characteristics (e.g. age, position, qualifications, etc.); 
• factors related to the work environment, such as structure, type of work (e.g. whether applied 
or theoretical by nature), specific task attributes, etc.; 
• adherence to a discipline andlor profession; 
• various external factors such as the socio-political environment of the scientis;t 
• information use and the consequences of such use; 
• interaction with information systems (both formal and informal ) and information 
communication channels. 
The factors or variables that surfaced in this study as contributing most to differentiated 
communication patterns and behaviour were the scientist's work environment and work structure; 
whether they were basic or applied scientists and how they utilised crystallography; and finally the 
years of professional experience, and status within the organisation. This is fairly congruent with 
various studies as reported in the literature (cf. Chapter 2.7). 
6.5.1. WORK ENVIRONMENT, ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE, AND 
APPLICATION OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
The study clearly indicated that the crystallographers' immediate work setting was the most 
important factor that influenced their information communication behaviour and the flow of 
information in their environment. The work setting's influence ranged from the direct and 
immediate impact of work-team structures and interactions, to overall organisational policies, to 
the individual's status or position, and the roles, and responsibilities they fulfil. Related to all these 
factors and intricately interwoven with it were the crystallographers' allegiance to, and position on, the 
basic to applied science continuum (i.e. whether on the one hand they utilised crystallography in its 
pure form or applied it in basic science, and on the other hand whether they applied it for more 
practical outcomes in their work environments). The three work environments that pertained to 













The applied and very practical nature of the work environment in industry meant that these 
crystallographers' need for information was very utilitarian and their interaction with the 
information communication process was thus directly related to product and system development, 
and providing technical and problem solving support for their company. A specific feature of 
their work environment was that they operated within a very structured project management 
system which imposed clear lines of communication and this framework very clearly stimulated 
internal communication. They were not only compelled to hold regular progress meetings and 
produce written reports, but were also actively encouraged to regularly interact on an informal, 
person-to-person basis. 
The competitive nature of their environment, however, restricted their communication with the 
outside world. This bound them to confidentiality and secrecy restrictions which severely 
impeded the free exchange of information and impinged on the transfer of their research findings 
to the public domain. The latter aspect meant that their final encoded research output was usually 
a report (with restricted distribution) or to a lesser extent a patent and, very rarely, conference 
presentations or formal publications. Report-writing was thus a fundamental component of the 
information communication process in industry. 
All the industries, however, made a concerted effort to counter information isolation by actively 
supporting all initiatives to stay up-to-date with new scientific developments and innovations. 
This was mostly achieved by maintaining very strong interpersonal links with the local and 
international research community, usually by means of gatekeepers in their organisations. These 
gatekeepers were very active information communicators (cf. also 6.7.), they maintained direct 
contact with the other researchers in their divisions and they kept themselves informed of the 
information needs of their colleagues. It was very clear that within the crystallographic 
community the industry respondents (by means of their gatekeepers) were the most active in 
initiating and maintaining contacts outside their own environment. 
The crystallographers who were attached to the academic institutions were, in direct contrast to 
the industry environment, all basic scientists that were either pure crystallographers or utilised 
crystallography as an analytical tool in a variety of subject fields. They operated in a far more 
open work environment and the forming of research teams was entirely voluntary. If these did 
evolve, it was because of the strong leadership of the more eminent academic crystallographers 












them. Not all of the university crystallographers, however, operated in this way and three distinct 
work structures were thus observed that ranged from well-organised, cohesive research groups, to 
the less formal framework of unstructured groups, to the academics working on their own. 
Members of the structured groups were very directed, focussed and were coalesced by strong 
inter-personal communication links that ranged from informal contact to formal meetings. These 
fairly close-knit groups were however far less structured and mission oriented than what was 
found with the research teams in industry. The unstructured groups usually consisted of members 
of the same department that collaborated with each other and regularly communicated, but the 
nature of the interaction was far less formalised. There was far less evidence of a group dynamic 
and individual members were less reliant on the group leader to drive the information 
communication process. The lone workers, although working outside a group structure, still 
maintained informal, unstructured, communication links with colleagues in their departments and 
outside the university environment. 
The driving and motivating force for the academic researchers was to make their research known 
as widely as possible and to obtain peer acknowledgement in the broader science community. The 
major end-product of their research was thus some or other publication that could contribute to 
the body of knowledge in their field. They also produced project reports and promulgated patents, 
but to a far lesser extent than the other two environments. The latter two outputs however 
increased between the two studies in conjunction with the growth in contract work that was 
enforced by decreased budgets and the need to become more self-sustaining over the period of the 
study (cf. also 6.6.). 
The distinguishing features of the academic respondents' interaction with the external 
environment related to whether they participated in collaborative research, whether their expertise 
was sought after by other researchers (often from a range of work environments), and whether 
they were attached to one of the universities that had their own diffractometers. The pure 
crystallographers who operated such diffractometers communicated actively with each and with 
those researchers who required a crystal structure analysis service. It was further clear that a close 
relationship existed between the academics and their former students. The latter kept contact with 
their former supervisors to tap into their expertise and/or to collaborate with them and/or to 
engage them to do contract research for them. The university crystallographers further interacted 












papers at international conferences and perusing the international literature. 
The research institute environment emulated characteristics that were present in both the 
university and industry environments. Although most of the researchers in these institutes worked 
within a project team work environment, it was less formally structured than in industry (but 
more formal than in the universities). There was a greater tendency to devolve responsibility and 
this resulted in a fairly flat organisational structure and a more delegated working environment. 
Research was applied by nature and originally this was driven by an inherent need to investigate 
and solve research problems to the benefit of South African society. Over the years this changed 
(once again because of financial reasons) to the prevalent situation where a large proportion of 
their research is conducted under contract (and for profit) for some or other external client (both 
private and public sector) and they, in tum, often further contracted their research out to various 
universities. This has resulted in a fairly complex information communication system which 
ranges from the more formal aspects of a typical project management environment to a more 
informal collegiate situation. 
The free exchange of information outside the immediate research circle was, because of the high 
prevalence of contract work, thus also often affected by confidentiality restrictions. The 
respondents at the research institutes therefore consciously tried to maintain contact with other 
environments and a particular area of concern was the danger of not staying abreast with the latest 
international research developments. They therefore made a concerted effort to maintain close 
contact with research institutes across the world, to interact with scientists abroad and to keep up-
to-date with international publications. The gatekeeper phenomena, although not as prevalent as 
in industry, was also present in this environment. 
Although project reports and patents (to a lesser extent) represented a significant component of 
the research institutes' encoded research output, publications such as journal articles and the 
presentation of conference papers also played an important role in the dissemination of their 
research findings. Not all their research was confidential and it was part of their work ethos to 
share information with the wider research community and to transfer as much of their research 
output into the public domain as was possible. 












crystallographers to the various communication modes and channels that they used. It is clear that 
while all three work environments regarded interpersonal and particularly face-to-face interaction 
as an important factor in the information communication process, the crystallographers in 
industry, and to a slightly lesser extent at the research institutes, were far more dependent on this 
form of interaction than their university counterparts. The industry respondents often exerted 
considerable effort to achieve face-to-face interaction and if this was not possible they preferred 
telephone interaction, rather than less personal and less interactive communication modes. The 
university and research institute respondents clearly embraced electronic modes of 
communication to a far greater extent than their industry counterparts. A further feature of inter-
personal communication was that while the university crystallographers were generally 
approached by the other two environments for information and advice, the converse rarely 
occurred. The university respondents, when they did contact an expert, mostly approached a 
colleague within the academic environment. 
The university respondents awarded the highest rating of the three environments to print-based 
modes of communication and particularly journals and to a lesser extent monographs as channels 
of communication to both obtain information and as a publication vehicle. In the industry 
environment, reports and patent specifications were used the most extensively of the three work 
settings. The research institutes' position shifted from the situation in 1990/1 where they valued 
journals as a channel of communication to that in 200112 where, because of the increase in 
contract work, reports and patents grew in importance and equalled the role of journals. 
Although it was clear that from the first to the second study all three environments had 
experienced considerable growth in the use of electronic modes, this was less evident in the 
industry environment. This can generally be ascribed to their wariness of security breaches in the 
electronic environment and their more conservative approach to new innovations and technology. 
As far as specific electronic channels were concerned, the only group of crystallographers that 
both extensively used and valued the Internet and CD-ROM databases was the university 
respondents (this is in line with the methods generally used by this group to search for 
information). Internally produced databases were used frequently and valued by the research 
institute respondents and to a slightly lesser extent by those in industry and this can be attributed 
to the more pro-active information services present in these environments. 












electronic journals as they did not extensively engage with electronic modes or the journal 
literature in general. The research institute respondents, although awarding the highest value 
rating to the information content of electronic journals, did not use this journal mode more than 
moderately, both as a source of information and publication vehicle. Although the university 
respondents were the only category that made frequent use of electronic journals, and regarded 
their information value highly, they gave fairly low ratings to their publication value. The 
relatively low use of electronic journals at the time of the second study can generally be attributed 
to the fact that electronic journals of a specialised nature were not that readily available; that the 
respondents still doubted whether there was general acceptance of this mode within the science 
community and the effect this would have on peer acceptance of their research; and they were 
concerned that the archiving problems that pertained to electronic media would have serious long 
term effects on the science communication process (cf. also comments made in 6.6). 
While conferences played a fairly insignificant role in the industry environment, they were highly 
valued by the other two environments, particularly the research institutes. This is a clear 
indication of the limited value that the predominantly theory orientated conferences have for 
industry as well as the fact that confidentiality restrictions generally prevented them from 
presenting papers. The high ratings given to conferences by the research institute respondents 
who are also generally engaged in research of a more applied nature, clearly indicates that they 
have been far more successful in bridging the divide between theory and practice. The university 
respondents valued conferences for the forum they provide to publicise their work and have it 
discussed and they, as well as the research institute respondents, particularly valued the 
opportunity conferences provided to network with experts working in similar fields. 
While all three environments valued print media highly to keep abreast with new developments in 
their fields, it was clear that there was considerable variation in the use and value attributed to the 
other methods used. The industry respondents were more prone to seek out experts; the research 
institute and university environments valued conferences; and the industry and the research 
institute respondents valued the electronic current awareness services provided by their 
institutional information services. This can be attributed to the industry and research institute 
crystallographers' more proactive library services; the greater value placed on conferences in 
general by the university and research institute respondents; and industry's general predilection to 












The three environments showed very similar search patterns when conducting an exhaustive 
search for information and the only distinctive differences were in the intensity of the use of the 
channels and methods. This varied from the slightly higher score awarded by the university 
respondents in 1990/1 for manual search methods to the higher scores given by the industry 
respondents in 200112 for electronic methods. The only other significant difference was that the 
university respondents rated colleagues and other search methods (mostly unsystematic 
browsing), far higher than the other two work environments. To find information to solve a 
problem the industry respondents relied almost exclusively on approaching colleagues and 
experts in the field; the research institute respondents also first approached an expert and then 
searched for a solution in print and electronic media; and the university respondents first searched 
in the print media and then approached colleagues or searched electronic media. 
There was considerable variation with regard to the use and value attributed to organisational 
libraries. The industry respondents, although personally using their libraries infrequently, 
awarded the highest value ratings to their role in the information communication process and 
service provided. This can be explained by the proactive, value-added and user-oriented services 
that were generally provided by their libraries. The university respondents while personally using 
their libraries the most frequently, awarded the lowest estimates to its contribution to the 
communication process and service provision. The views of the respondents from the research 
institutes fell somewhat in between that of the other two environments with moderate use and 
service ratings, and high ratings for the value oflibraries in the communication process. 
It was further seen that working in a group structure appeared to often predicate information 
communication styles and have many beneficial outcomes; amongst others, it stimulated 
interpersonal communication, the flow and exchange of information and generally stimulated 
productivity. The respondents who thus worked in more structured and group-forming 
environments were collectively the more active communicators, and professionally more active. 
The more the respondents worked in a less group forming environment or on their own the less 
they initiated information communication acts and the fewer number of contacts they received 
and the less they were involved with all aspects of their profession. 
It was specifically observed that the success of the group dynamics in all three work 
environments largely depended on good leadership and although all members participated, the 












development of a good team spirit, vigorous inter- and intra-group communication of information 
and in maintaining active links with the external environment. Such leaders encouraged the cross 
fertilisation of ideas and new knowledge by ensuring that information was exchanged with 
colleagues outside the group and by filtering and disseminating the most relevant information into 
and out ofthe group; i.e. a typical gatekeeper role was adopted. 
It was further evident that in the more structured work environments the junior members relied on 
the more senior members and particularly the group leaders to interact with the outside world on 
their behalf. The converse applied in that the less structured and greater the level of solitariness in 
which the crystallographers worked, the more the junior academics relied on their own devices to 
interact with the external environment and acquire the information they required. This interaction, 
however, still remained at a much lower level than that of the more structured groups. 
The empirical studies clearly indicated that the crystallographers' alignment along the basic to 
applied science continuum (which was also related to their work environment) and the contingent 
application of crystallography had a significant impact on the information communication 
process. It was thus observed that while there were only slight differences between the 
information communication behaviour of the pure and tool categories, considerable variation 
pertained between them and the applied crystallographers. The respondents who applied 
crystallography generally emulated the combined information communication behaviour of the 
industry and research institute respondents (i.e. those who were on the applied science side of the 
basic/applied spectrum), while the respondents who were pure crystallographers or used it as a 
tool generally followed the behaviour pattern of the university respondents, i.e. on the basic side 
of the spectrum. 
The applied crystallographers clearly followed the pattern referred to in Chapter 2.7, that applied 
scientists tend to transfer information vertically by exchanging information between researchers, 
practitioners, and others through several different levels of expertise. The pure and tool 
crystallographers, on the other hand, rather transferred information horizontally, by sharing 
information among like individuals who have the same levels of expertise (cf. the above 
paragraphs for verification of this statement). While the assertions made in Chapter 2.7 that there 
is a distinct difference in the way that applied fields of knowledge and the basic fields 
communicate information clearly came to the fore in this study, it is suggested by this researchers 












the primary variable that determines alignment along the disciplinary spectrum and infonnation 
communication behaviour. 
6.5.2. POSITION, AGE AND QUALifiCATION 
The empirical studies dearly showed that there was generally a direct and strong correlation 
between information communication behaviour and the respondents' age, position and 
qualification levels. In most instances infonnation communication activity intensified with 
increase in level of seniority, qualification and age. In the latter instance there was however a few 
exceptions were the most active respondents were in the middle age category (31-50 years). This 
finding correlates well with that reported in the literature (cf. Chapter 2.7.2.). 
It was thus seen that of the older respondents (i.e. the middle and oldest age categories), the more 
senior and highly qualified the respondents were the more they initiated communication contacts, 
the more they were approached by other scientists and the further afield they communicated. 
These respondents thus also went abroad far more frequently to initiate and maintain 
communication links. It is suggested that infonnation communication activity and networking 
capacity evolves and grows over time and the more mature, senior, highly qualified, and thus 
established, researchers have made a name for themselves in their professions and have therefore 
over the years built up a substantial circle of colleagues with whom they communicate, 
collaborate and generally interact. This verifies the assertions made that one of the most marked 
effects of a scientist's status on the communication process is related to informal communication 
networking. Such networks gen rally operate at a senior level with the more senior (and often 
also older) and experienced (and often more highly qualified) members of a profession 
communicating extensively on a personal basis at conferences, telephonically, electronically, etc. 
The younger respondents thus generally had fewer external personal contacts and they relied fairly 
extensively on their seniors or on the literature to obtain external infonnation inputs. It is once again 
suggested that the more senior members played a pivotal role in the communication process and 
in the crystallographic community in general. It would further appear that respondents who were 
in middle positions were generally less bound by the communication bonds of the groups they 
worked in and that they were thus less dependent on their group leaders than their more junior 
counterparts. 












and modes of communication. The use and value awarded to print-based modes increased with 
level of seniority, and age and this could partially be attributed to the fact that research output 
activity generally reached its peak among the more senior respondents in the 40 to 60 year age 
bracket and that prestigious print-based publications provided the best vehicle to publish their 
research output (this was observed even in the latter study). This further explains why the use and 
value of specific print-based channels such as journals, reports and patents also increased with 
level of seniority, qualification and age. 
It was similarly observed that the more senior and older crystallographers attended conferences 
more frequently and valued their information communication attributes considerably more than 
their younger and more junior colleagues. These senior respondents particularly valued specific 
features and opportunities that conferences provided, such as the interaction and discussions with 
other experts in the field and the platform to present their research outcomes. One assumption 
could be that these crystallographers' more advanced research standing ensures that their papers 
are more readily accepted at international conferences, that they are called on to officiate more 
frequently and also that they have a greater ability to secure funding. The younger and more 
junior respondents, however, did attend as many conferences as possible and they particularly 
valued the more formal presentations far more highly than their senior counterparts. In fact many 
of the institutions had a policy to award funding to expose as many junior members as possible to 
international gatherings. 
The only instances where the younger and more junior respondents awarded higher ratings than 
their senior counterparts to an information communication channel, mode or system was to 
monographs, electronic modes, listening to papers at conferences, and using their libraries. It can 
be argued that in the instance of electronic modes this may be ascribed to the fuct that younger 
people (and thus often those in a more junior position) generally adapt to and adopt modern 
technologies more readily than the older generations. The greater use of monographs could 
possibly be ascribed to the fact that the more junior and younger researchers, because they had 
not reached a sufficient level of research maturity, derived more value from secondary 
publications such as monographs that had already synthesised and interpreted the primary 
information. In a similar vein they would derive more value from conference presentations. The 
greater use of libraries, it is suggested, is because the more senior and older respondents often 
delegated library visits and literature searching to their more junior colleagues and possibly 












infonnation via personal contacts, moderating the need, in many instances, to use formal channels of 
communication. It should be noted, however, that the more senior and older respondents valued 
their libraries' role in the communication process, and the services they provided, far higher than 
the more junior and younger respondents. This can probably be explained by the fact that the 
libraries more readily provided proactive services to the more senior (and often older) 
respondents. 
6.6. VARIATION BETWEEN THE TWO STUDIES 
Although, as mentioned, the underlying information communication model remained fairly 
constant between the two studies, a number of significant changes were observed that mostly 
related to the impact of the escalating electronic information environment and structural and other 
changes primarily caused by decreased funding and the adoption of new organisational business 
models in the work environments. To a lesser extent the changed political dispensation since 
1994 and the worldwide trend towards increased globalisation and collaboration in research also 
had an effect on the communication process. 
In the industry environment there was a general downscaling of their R&D facilities and an 
increase in the research they contracted out to universities and research institutes. This meant 
increased levels of interaction with researchers outside their own environments and different 
information needs and interaction with primary information sources. The research institutes were 
subjected to drastic state subsidy cuts and they were thus forced to operate as self sufficient 
business units and adopt a profit-making model to drive their research endeavours. This resulted 
in the need to engage extensively in remunerative contract work, which in tum brought about the 
enforcement of confidentiality restrictions by their clients (usually in industry) and intellectual 
property rights issues. 
This contract and profit driven environment had a considerable impact on the research institutes' 
information communication process. The project focus and a budget that was geared towards 
selling man-hours forced researchers to become less open and also generally prevented them from 
transferring research outputs into the public domain. The incentive was rather to patent 
innovations and produce profit-driven products and all these factors severely restricted the 
previously dynamic flow of information. Informal interpersonal interaction was particularly 












another change in the organisational structure of the research institutes. This was the growing 
move to adopt a knowledge management approach and once again emphasis being placed on the 
importance of collegiate interaction and knowledge sharing. The question, however, arises 
whether the transition into a knowledge intensive and sharing culture could effectively be 
synchronised and synergised with the profit motivation and emphasis on confidentiality that still 
prevails. 
Government funding for universities had also been declining steadily over the period between the 
two studies and competition for external research funding was intense within and between 
universities. This has also forced the universities into the realm of profit-based contract research. 
This competition for funding and the need to secure contract work has increased the level of 
tension in the universities and two opposing views surfaced with regard to the effect this has had 
on the interaction with information in the academic environment. A few of the academics were of 
the opinion that competition is good and that it increases output, stimulates research and enforces 
a shift away from a predominantly theoretical research base to a more applied approach with 
greater relevancy and tangible benefits for South Africa. The opposing view, as voiced by the 
majority of the academic respondents, was that it countered open learning, the free and vigorous 
flow ofinformation and that it had a detrimental effect on collegiate communication. An indicator 
of the effect of this shift in emphasis was the increase in patent and confidential research report 
outputs. 
All these factors thus inevitably resulted in a greater shift from basic to applied research and 
confidentiality restrictions. This, in tum, while negatively affecting the open exchange of 
information and impinging on the transfer of information into the public domain had one major 
positive impact. A situation was now created where the three work environments maintained 
much closer links with each other and where research in general was more attuned to achieving 
practical outcomes and a greater utility factor which could have beneficial outcomes for South 
Africa. 
The second major variation between the two studies related to the considerable impact brought 
about by the escalating growth in the use of electronic media, networks and systems. It had 
improved the ease, speed and accuracy of information communication, it was now possible to 
more easily maintain widely dispersed and a wider range of communication networks, and it 












was thus found that, although e-mail, online databases and the Internet were all used routinely, 
the channel that had the most significant impact on the information communication process was 
e-mail. The electronic environment also meant that the organisational libraries had extensively 
embraced the enhanced service opportunities provided by the electronic environment and the 
improved alerting and searching services were particularly valued by the respondents. 
It was clear that while certain electronic innovations had considerable impact, others were not 
equally valued and used. It was found, for example, that electronic conferences and mailing lists 
were not extensively used, the former because they did not provide the right environment for 
collegiate interaction and the latter did not live up to the original expectations of providing a 
vibrant discussion forum. Although the Internet was used extensively, the general view was that 
the value and quality of the information was frequently of a dubious nature. Electronic journals, 
although considered to be very convenient, were not that extensively used as a source of 
information and even less so as a publication vehicle. The major reason was that, at the time of 
the second study, there were still too few journals in the electronic format in their specialised 
field, and of even greater concern were doubts about the permanency of the mode and the long-
term impact this could have on the scholarly communication process in science. These findings 
correlate very well with many of those reported in the literature (cf. Chapter 2.6.). 
A specific problem that was raised in the industry environment was the danger that security could 
be breached and confidential information accessed if electronic media are used. A further issue 
that surfaced recurrently was th  tension between the ease of use and effectiveness of electronic 
communication modes and its dehumanising aspects. It was argued that it generalises the 
communication interaction and does away with the finer nuances of interpersonal relationships. 
The general view was that e-media are adequate for communicating unambiguous and clear 
information, but that they cannot supplant personal interaction, which generally creates few 
barriers and enhances interactive collegiate communication and lateral and innovative thinking. 
The effect of the post-1994 political changes in South Africa, amongst others, resulted in a more 
open society, greater entree into the international research community, which in tum meant that 
South African scientists could travel more extensively, have their work exposed for international 
scrutiny and evaluation and thus generally be integrated more seamlessly into the international 
research community. This clearly also opened more opportunities to engage in collaborative 












6.1. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY, SCIENTIFIC ELITES, AND INFORMATION 
COMMUNICATION 
It was clear from the findings reported in Chapter 4.5. that there was a core nucleus of 
crystallographers who were not only approached far more frequently for information and advice 
than any of their colleagues, but who also frequently initiated interpersonal and formal 
information communication acts. The reasons given for making contact with these persons related 
mostly to their expertise and knowledge of crystallography as a basic science as well as its 
various applications. The respondents who were most frequently contacted indicated that they 
were approached, amongst others, to provide assistance in solving crystal structure problems, to 
help to solve combinatorial problems, to do analytical work on the diffractometer, to provide 
assistance with diffractometer problems, to assist with computer software problems, etc. Another 
important reason for interaction was their involvement with the South African Crystallographic 
Association as well as with the illCr. 
The high level of commonality between the two study popUlations, and particularly the more 
eminent crystallographers, meant that there was almost no variation between the central networks 
of the two studies and it was generally seen that the crystallographers who received the most 
contacts mostly worked in a group structure; they were attached to universities and to a far lesser 
extent to research institutes; they were predominantly pure crystallographers with only a few who 
applied crystallography or used it as a tool. All of these respondents were in senior positions, 
mostly in the 36-50 age category and they all held doctorates (the majority were obtained in 
South Africa). The majority worked in Gauteng. 
When the profile of the core group of crystallographers who received the most contacts is 
compared with that of the respondents who initiated the most communication acts, a number of 
differences surface. The active communication initiators were far more equally distributed among 
the three work environments and as a consequence there was a shift away from a preponderance 
of respondents conducting pure crystallographic research to those who used it as an analytical 
tool and who applied crystaIIography in industry and the research institutes. Almost this entire 
category worked in a group structure and mostly held senior positions (with only a slight shift to 
the middle position) and all were in the 36-50 age category. There was further a shift from a small 
majority of respondents with South African doctorates to a large majority. The geographical 












Of these very active communicators, one crystallographer emerged as the person who was by far 
the most frequently approached for information, for assistance in solving problems and advice in 
general. A number of respondents referred to him as the "doyen or boss" crystallographer in 
South Africa. He was a senior academic, in the 51-70 age category, had a South African doctorate 
and was the leader of a structured group working in the field of chemistry as a pure 
crystallographer in Southern Gauteng (cf. also Map 4.1.). 
These very active communicators, and particularly those who received the most contacts, were 
further also identified as being the most prominent members of the crystallography fraternity. 
They stimulated considerable interaction, not only because they were very active seekers and 
disseminators of information, but also because of their knowledge and perso alities; the other 
scientists were encouraged and motivated to approach them for information. It was further 
observed that they generally served on a number of important boards, committees, and other high 
profile professional activities in crystallography and within the general field of science. They 
were actively involved and played a leading role in their professional associations, they published 
profusely, they served on editorial committees, were sought out to act as journal referees and for 
external examining purposes and generally emerged as the archetypal sociometric stars in their 
field. 
From the above it is clear that high productivity, professional involvement and interpersonal 
information communication are intricately interwoven. It is thus submitted that this study 
indicated very clearly the presence of an elite group of scientists within the crystallography 
community who are in Price's (1971:74-5) words the eminent men of the crystallography 
community, who have achieved a standard of excellence in their work and are highly productive; 
who are very visible in their professional community and who generally have a distinct influence 
over the scientific communication process in crystallography. These fmdings are further also in 
line with the measures Amick (1973:318) suggested could be used to identify and circumscribe 
the positive relationship that generally exists between scientific elitism and the information 
communication system of science (cf. Chapter 2.2.1.). 
It was further clear from the results of the two studies that Allen's (1968, 1977) technological 
gatekeeper phenomenon was a distinctive factor in the communication process within all the 
work environments. There was thus a clear indication of the presence of intermediaries in the 












and the subsequent dissemination of that information within the organisation. This phenomenon 
was even more visible in the more applied environments where confidentiality created barriers in 
the flow of information and where because of the very applied and practical nature of the work 
environment many of these researchers required someone to transcend the divide between applied 
and basic science in an interpretive way. This study further verifies the assertions made in 
Chapter 2.3.1.1. that such informal importation of information provides an effective mechanism 
for these researchers to stay abreast with external innovations and probably explains the survival 
of the information communication process among applied scientists despite the unique 
constraining features that are imposed on them. 
These technological gatekeepers were all outstanding contributors to the technical goals of their 
organisation and emerged as leaders in the crystallographic community. They were generally also 
more highly qualified, produced more reports (and, if possible, published articles) and held more 
patents than their colleagues. They enhanced their linking capabilities by attending more 
conferences, by having more extensive personal contact with colleagues outside the organisation, 
by engaging more actively with the technical literature than their less active colleagues. Such 
gatekeepers are clearly akin to scientific elites in the more basic fields of endeavour and although 
the gatekeeper phenomenon was not as conclusively indicated in the data that was collected as 
the scientific elite phenomenon, it very clearly came to the fore during the interviews. As was 
mentioned in the earlier sections of this and other chapters the group leaders of research teams in 
the both the industry research institute environments (and even in the structured groups in the 
academic environment) very evidently matched the typical gatekeeper profile. 
From the above discussion and the results of the study it is clear that there is a direct relationship 
between a scientist's professional activities and interaction with the information communication 
process, i.e. the more prominent a role a person plays in herlhis professional life, the more active 
shelhe would be in the communication of information in herlhis field. It was further evident that 
while the sociometric stars or elites in the crystallography community in South Africa mostly 
worked in a work environment that was more conducive to collegiate interaction where the profit 
motive and the concomitant restrictions were less evident, the gatekeepers were very successful 
in ensuring that work environments that were bound by confidentiality and other restrictions 
maintained contact with the external environment and new information. It was further clear that 












professional activity and productivity and that Gauteng provided a sufficiently large critical mass 
of scientists working in the same field to stimulate interaction and productivity. 
6.8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It clearly emerged from the above discussion that the crystallographers' information 
communication behaviour was largely determined by their work environment which again 
determined their alignment on the basic to applied science continuum. Other factors such as level 
of seniority and position also played a significant role in the process. It was further seen that 
informal communication networks and the invisible college phenomenon, scientific elites and 
gatekeepers were all important factors and often the motivational force behind the information 
communication process within the crystallographic community. The longitudinal study further 
indicated that the varying factors that impacted most in the intervening period were the changes 
brought about in the work environment, organisational structure, and work ethos as well as the 
impact of the significant growth and ubiquitous use of electronic media, networks and systems. 
To a lesser extent the changed political environment provided an overarching impact on the 
socio-political environment in South Africa and interaction on a global front. Information 
communication in this defined science community clearly constitutes a complex system of many 
communication pathways, information flow variables and a network of systems that drive the 
process. 
In the next and final Chapter th se findings will be utilised to derive a theoretical framework and 
model to explicate the information communication process within this circumscribed community 
of basic and applied scientists. This model will also be used to further explicate the fmdings, 
evaluate the research questions that motivated this study and derive hypothesis that can fruitfully 













THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND CONCLUSION 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the researcher will derive a conceptual model21 from the main results obtained in 
the study and synthesise these with salient aspects drawn from a study of the literature to provide 
a contextualised framework of the information communication process among the bounded group 
of crystallographers investigated. The research questions that underpinned this study will, in 
conclusion, be examined within this framework. It was stated in chapter three that a triangulated 
research approach was adopted and that both quantitative and qualitative paradigms informed the 
research process. In keeping with the objectives of a qualitative approach, the research process 
was thus not overly structured and set within predetermined theories, but rather a more holistic 
approach was followed where questions and answers evolved while the research was in progress and 
where the final outcome of the research process was the development of a framework that could 
serve as a basis for future research in the field. 
Another reason for adopting this approach is that the researcher, after examining the literature in 
the field, was of the opinion that none of the existing theoretical frameworks or models satisfied 
all the parameters required for a study such as this one22 • Having said this, the researcher however 
did examine a number of theoretic all conceptual models in the field and acquired useful guidelines 
from this perusal. The discussions that contributed most to the development of the proposed 
model were the works of Bathelt et aI. (2004); Belkin (1978, 1980, 1984, 1990); Belkin et al. 
(1982a, 1995); Derr (1983); Dervin (1977, 1980, 1997); Dervin and Nilan (1986); Ellis (1989, 
1993); Ellis et al. (1993); Ford et ale (1999); Fry (2006); Ingwersen (1984, 1995, 1996); Itoga 
(1992); Jarvelin and Ingwersen (2004); Jarvelin and Wilson (2003); Johnson (2003); Krikelas 
(1983); Kuhlthau (1988a,b, 1991); Kuhlthau et at (1990); Levitan (1980); Maceviciute (2006); 
Menzel (1966b); Niedzwiedzka (2003); Paisley (1968); Shannon and Weaver (1949); Spink et al. 
(1999); Vakkari (1997); Wersig (1973); Wersig and Windel (1985); Yovits and Whittemore 
(1973); Wilson (1981, 1984, 1999,2000); Wilson et al. (1999). 
21 For operational purposes the researcher has viewed the concepts conceptual models and theoretical 
frameworks in much the same way. 













Wilson (1999) and Jarvelin and Wilson (2003) provide useful perspectives to differentiate 
between conceptual models and scientific theories and Wilson (1999: Introduction) suggests that 
"A model may be described as a framework for thinking about a problem and may evolve into a 
statement of the relationships among theoretical propositions". Jiirvelin and Wilson (2003:3) in 
tum state that "Conceptual models are broader and more fundamental than scientific theories in 
that they set the preconditions of theory formulation ... they provide the conceptual and 
methodological tools for formulating hypotheses and theories. If they are also seen to represent 
schools of thought, chronological continuity, or principles, beliefs and values of the research 
community, they become paradigms". Conceptual models thus provide an operational framework 
for any research project by assisting in organising major concepts and variables and showing their 
relationships. Following these definitions it is proposed to develop a theoretical framework or 
model that will as closely as possible follow the recommended structure proposed by Jiirvelin and 
Wilson (2003). 
The underlying premise adopted for the development of a theoretical framework is that the 
communication of information in basic and applied science should be viewed as a holistic, 
human-centred activity where the knowledge and problem state of the individual scientist should. 
be taken to be at the locus of the process. Speci ic attention will thus be given to the role and 
effect of the scientists' cognitive and behavioural modality, as wen as environmental and other 
factors that impact on their interaction with information communication systems. It is the 
intention that the theoretical framework will thus provide a basis to derive predictive measures of 
communication behaviour and assumptions about the role of information in the communication 
process of science. 
From the previous chapters it clearly emerged that the communication of information among 
scientists constitutes a very complex social system with distinct communication and information 
flow patterns with many internal and external variables interacting synergistically. However, 
certain factors, such as the work and professional environments of the scientists, their research 
domains (whether basic or applied), their interaction with both formal and informal 
communication channels, and their integration into the global basic and applied science 












7.2. INFORMATION AND THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS 
As a point of departure towards the development of a theoretical framework, the researcher will 
re-examine the interrelationship between the concepts of information/knowledge and the 
communication process (cf. also Chapter 1.4.1.). Belkin and co-authors (Belkin, 1978, 1984, 
1990; Belkin et al. 1982a; Belkin & Robertson, 1976) adopted a cognitive approach that focused 
on people in problematic situations23 with views of the situation that were incomplete or limited 
in some way and which then becomes the motivating force behind any act to engage with the 
communication system, i.e. it emphasises the potential recipient's purposeful interaction with the 
information communication process to correct a perceived knowledge anomaly. Belkin (1978:82) 
thus refers to information as the message contained in the signals exchanged in the communication 
process which he suggests is instigated when humans react to internal or external stimuli to resolve an 
anomaly encountered in their knowledge structure. This is in direct contrast to the more positivist 
systems approach24 that is based on the ShannonIWeaver model, which is sender controlled and 
which views information as "a measure of one's freedom of choice when one selects a message" 
(Shannon & Weaver, 1949:100). 
The researcher would, however, like to adopt an approach that takes cognisance of the interactive 
forces of a scientist's need to generate and the need to gather information and the effect that both 
these needs have on the communication process in science. It is thus suggested that both the 
generator and recipient should be viewed as prime movers in, and instigators of, the information 
communication process and that they often interact synergistically to drive the process. The 
researcher therefore suggests that the concept of information should, for the purposes of this 
thesis, be circumscribed as 
the message contained in the signals exchanged in the communication process by means 
of some or other mode and channel when scientists react to internal and/or external 
(environmental) stimuli 
• to generate information by partitioning off a section of their knowledge 
structure, and/or 
• to seek information to resolve a deficiency encountered in their knowledge 
structure. 
Information is further viewed as a structural representation of knowledge (Belkin, 1978:82) which 
23 They refer to such a situation as one in which individuals are in an Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK). 












has no intrinsic meaning (Miller, 2002:Introduction). Meaning can only be construed and the state 
of knowledge attained when an individual assimilates information, makes sense of it and if that 
person's knowledge structure and reference framework is changed in some way. It is thus clear that 
human intervention is required to convert information into knowledge and that this is directly 
related to a person's cognitive ability to do so (Wilson, 2002:Knowledge and information). It is 
further argued that for this to happen effectively it is contingent that there is a level of common 
understanding, conceptual development and reference frameworks between the sender and 
recipient of the information (cf. also Chapter 1.4.1.). 
It thus follows that humans are at the locus of the information communication process, and that 
this process is set in motion when some or other stimulus creates a need to impart a portion of 
their knowledge or makes them realise that they have a gap in their knowledge structure. The 
generators' partitioned knowledge, once it has been externalised and encoded, is contained as 
information in the signals exchanged, while at the other end of the communication system the 
recipient extracts relevant information, which, if used and internalised, becomes part of hislher 
knowledge structure. When information interacts with a recipient's knowledge structure, this can 
result in a number of consequences, most important of which are that the anomalous knowledge 
state can be corrected and the problem situation resolved, and or the role of the recipient can 
change and he/she can now become a potential generator of new information. 
Another aspect of the information communication process that should not be neglected are the 
ancillary, but influential, communication channels and modes. They contain mechanisms or 
devices which operate on information, either physically or intellectually (or both), to transform it 
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consensus opinion to solve problems, to the innovator end where they apply innovative and 
original approaches to problem solving. She further suggested that individuals can be categorised 
according to the learning style they prefer to use and which ranges from the activists who 
embrace new experiences, to the reflectors who are more cautious, to the theorists who adhere to 
rational objectivity, to the pragmatists. She found that these personality styles affected the 
intensity and originality of scientists' information communication behaviour. 
Mahe (2004:4-6) proposes a typology of scientists as users of electronic journals based on the 
intersection of two axes that indicate how receptive the scientists' environment and their 
personalities are to electronic modes. She identifies four quadrants, indicating the levels of 
receptivity which she labels "high level surfers (high personal and environmental receptivity), 
basic level surfers (high personal and low environmental receptivity), traditionalists (low personal 
and high environmental receptivity) and bookworms (low personal and environmental 
receptivity)". She suggests that these factors play an important role in creating a culture that 
embraces electronic media. She further found in her investigations that affiliation to a discipline, 
the scientists' position and personal motivation all affected how readily electronic modes were 
accepted and used. 
Both Ingwersen (1982, 1984, 1996) and Kuhlthau (1988a1b, 1991) have borrowed from De Mey's 
cognitive perspective of an information processors model of the world to serve as a basis for their 
views of information seeking behaviour. A person's mind set, prior experiences and education set 
the parameters for such a mod l of the world and all information processing is negotiated by 
means of systems of categories of concepts. These systems of categories of concepts are a 
person's individual knowledge structures or cognitive maps which change with time and 
conceptual growth. Individuals are seen to be purposefu1learners, they are actively involved in 
sense-making and seek meaning in the information they encounter. They are in a continuous 
process of constructing and reconstructing a system of personally held constructs which have 
been built as a result of some or other experience. 
Kuhlthau further also utilised the Personal Construct Theory (PCT) to explicate the interplay 
between affective and cognitive states when a person is interacting with new information and 
searching for meaning (Kuhlthau, 1988a1b; Kuhlthau et ai, 1990). When an individual first 
encounters a new experience or idea, slhe enters a state of uncertainty and this feeling of 












search for meaning and either accepting or rejecting the new construct. The PCT theory, 
therefore, suggests that both a person's feelings (affective domain) and thoughts (cognitive 
domain) would influence as well as be influenced by hislher decisions and actions during the 
information communication process. 
Psychological and personality factors, such as motivation, extraversion, introversion and 
emotional stability, may further also affect the communication process. Hewins explored the 
synergistic relationship that exists between cognitive attributes, which are used to explore or 
solve problems, motivational attributes, which prompt a person to tackle the unknown, and a 
person's need for, search and use of information. She suggests that a person "may possess the 
cognitive processes for resolving" an information need, but might not have the "motivation to 
seek novel information" to resolve the need. Likewise, a person "who is motivated to seek out 
novel information to resolve problems" may be unable to process the new information without 
the required cognitive ability (Hewins, 1990:160-161). 
Wilson referred to Schutz's characterisation of types of people, ranging from the expert whose 
knowledge is clear, distinct, but restricted to a specialised field and whose opinions are based on 
verified facts; to the man on the street who depends on recipe knowledge to resolve problems and 
whose decision-making is as much affected by emotion and passion as by knowledge; to the weU-
informed citizen who is not an expert, but who also does not rely on recipe knowledge and 
irrational emotions to arrive at decisions and who rather "arrives at reasonably founded opinions" 
(Schutz in Wilson, 1984: 199-200). Thus different categories of person have different frames of 
reference and world views and as a consequence they have different information seeking and 
generating needs and interact in different ways with information when engaged in the 
communication process. 
Drawing on the aspects discussed above it is suggested that personality and cognitive factors 
impact in a number of ways on the information communication process. Cognisance should be 
taken of the variety of cognitive processes that affect both the search for information and the need 
to generate new information. Scientists, while engaging with the information communication 
process, are constantly forming new constructs that interact with their internal cognitive maps and 
which affect and are affected by their reference frameworks and the nature of the original 












engaged with sense-making and creating meaning and that their knowledge structures thus also 
change over time as they mature cognitively. 
It is not only a person's cognitive domain, but also hislher affective domain and motivational 
attributes that can influence as well as be influenced by an encounter with the information 
communication process. While a scientist may have a cognitive need to seek or generate 
information, the motivation may be lacking, or the reverse could apply. Overlaying all these 
factors would also be the scientists' predilection towards a certain creative and learning style (e.g. 
how innovative, methodical, etc. they are) and their emotional state at the time. It is thus clear 
that each scientist is an individual with unique frames of reference, personalities, cognitive states 
and world views and each would thus react and be influenced in different ways by an engagement 
with the information communication process25 • 
7.4. ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES 
As was seen in Chapter 6.5. (and in Chapter 2.7.) the various environments that scientists 
interacted with have a distinct influence on their information communication behaviour. It is 
generally accepted that scientists operate within a series of many converging environments, or 
systems that influence their information communication behaviour (cf. the reference to Paisley's 
model in Chapter 2.7. L). These systems range from the focal system of a scientist within his own 
head to a number of external systems with varying levels of interaction and influence on the 
information communication process. Contained in the focal system is the cognitive function of 
the scientist who is seeking, evaluating, utilising and/or generating information and this in tum 
cognitively creates, motivates and directs the engagement with the information communication 
process. 
It was further suggested in Chapter 6.5. (and in Chapter 2.2 and 2.3) that each major orientation 
in science, i.e. basic or applied, has its own unique information communication patterns and a 
scientist's affiliation to one or other of these disciplinary groupings would thus directly influence 
his/her information communication behaviour. A further factor that adds complexity to the 
situation is a scientist's association with and incorporation in a circumscribed research area with 
25 A typical example from the study that illustrates these factors was the divergent views that two academics from the 
same department held on the benefits/demerits of greater engagement with industry and contract work. The one saw it 
as a threat to academic endeavours, the other as an opportunity to conduct research that has greater practical and 












its structures that can range from informal but very important associations (e.g. invisible colleges) 
to formal professional organisations. Such organisations are very influential as they collectively 
control most formal and many informal channels of communication in a discipline (cf. references 
to the IUCr and the SA Crystallographic Association in Chapter 6.2.2.). 
An environment that, this researcher suggests, exerts one of the greatest influences on the 
communication behaviour of scientists is their immediate work environment (cf. Chapters 6.5. 
and 2.5.1.2.). Such a system consists of a number of hierarchically related subsystems ranging 
from the specific work team with which the scientist narrowly associates to the overall employing 
organisation to which s/he belongs. The work team, consisting of the group of people working on 
the same project, has the most direct impact as it is directly attuned to the scientist's research area. 
The organisational structure of the employing organisation with its unique aims and objectives 
further strongly affects information communication behaviour. It can either impede the flow of 
information by regulating roles, establishing rigid communication structures, etc. or it can 
facilitate the communication of information by creating an open collegiate environment (cf. also 
references to this factor in Chapter 6.5.). 
The information communication behaviour of any community in science is influenced, 
furthermore, by all-encompassing systems, such as the formal information-system and the socio-
political and cultural environment. Although, the influences of the latter two systems are less 
personal they often create barriers to the flow of information. Libraries and other formal and less 
formal information dissemination structures further have an obvious and very direct affect on the 
communication ofinformation (cf. also 2.5.3.). 
A very complex structure emerges if one, further, takes into consideration that most scientists 
have more than one work-related, and professional role to fulfiL This results in the generation of a 
set of closely related and interacting problems requiring information to facilitate the decision-
making process and/or the need to transfer information into both the public and private domain. 
Information communication behaviour should thus, it is suggested, be examined in the context of 
how individuals view their constantly changing environments, and how their information 
communication activities correspond with those changes. 
A theoretical framework should, therefore, embody, first an individual's information behaviour at 












attitudes and cognitive states, as well as professional tasks, roles and functions within a given 
organisational structure and circumscribed research area. Second, these individual-dependent and 
situation-specific variables should be placed in a more generic setting, due cognisance being 
taken of socio-political and cultural environmental influences. The factors influencing 
information behaviour in the basic and applied sciences can thus be seen in terms of a concentric 
structure ranging from the most concrete individual and personal level of influences to the more 
abstract and general environmental levels of influence. 
1.S. INFORMATION SEEKING AND INFORMATION GENERATING NEEDS 
The discussion in 7.2. and 7.3. clearly suggests that personal attitudes, cognitive states and 
various environmental influences of the individual scientist set the communication process in 
motion. On the one end of the communication cycle a need to generate information arises within 
an individual scientist which has usually been triggered by internal cognitive, affective and other 
personality factors and which are usually also related to the accomplishment of some or other 
task, e.g. the completion of a research project, which requires that the outcomes (that can range 
from intangible theories to tangible products, processes, etc.) are made known in encoded format, 
either within the confines of the immediate organisation (by means of a report or if priority claims 
are made as a patent), or to the science community and the public domain in general (usually by 
means of a publication in a reputable journal or conference presentation). Alternatively the 
scientist may have been triggered by other factors (e.g. a personal need to share knowledge; the 
intake and internalisation of new information that changed hislher knowledge structure; or an 
invitation to contribute to a publication, conference, etc.) to partition a section of hislher 
knowledge and transmit that as a communicable structure (information) by means of the 
communication process. 
On the other end of the cycle some or other problem or decision or situational inadequacy, 
generally in a work-related situation, sensitises scientists to the fact that they have reached a state 
where they have insufficient internal knowledge to continue with whatever they were involved 
with (cf. the reference in 7.1. to the anomalous state of knowledge [ASK] situation identified by 
Belkin). It is at this stage that they realise that they should try to find the right information to 
overcome their knowledge inconsistency and a need for information is established. The scientists 
would then generally be prompted into some form of activity to try and acquire information to 












apparent after information has passively or accidentally been assimilated (this, however, could 
only have had an effect if there was an inherent anomaly in the knowledge structure of the 
individual). 
Information need, i.e. both the need to generate and to search for information, is a subjective, 
abstract concept existing cognitively in the mind of the scientists who are experiencing some or 
other professional or work-related stimulus (either as a knowledge inconsistency, or the drive to 
convey knowledge). Scientists, in their daily work environment, are constantly in some or other 
incongruous situation where they require a knowledge input to resolve the situation, but in many 
instances this need is not consciously recognised and it remains latent, or it is suppressed for 
various reasons or the scientists, because they are not aware of how to resolve the situation, leave 
it unattended, or they might be aware of the situation but unsure of how to negotiate a resolution 
with an information system. To compound the situation, at different stages different needs arise, 
each requiring different information inputs which vary according to the level of knowledge of the 
topic and the nature of a person's situation. In much the same vein scientists are either 
consciously or sub-consciously motivated to partition off a section of their knowledge and convey 
it to others as information. 
Dervin's (1977; 1980) sense-making model, which she labelled SITUATION-GAP-USE, depicts 
users in unique time-space contexts with fundamental gaps regarding their immediate world that 
instigate a need for ,and motivation to seek, information. These discontinuities sensitise 
individuals to the fact that their internal sense has run out and they then stop movement until 
bridges are built to cross these gaps (i.e. an information need situation arises, strategies are 
created and information is acquired to resolve the situation). Information communication is thus 
depicted as a sense-making process where individuals engage with information to create meaning 
in order to bridge a situation caused by an information gap. 
Dervin and Nilan (1986: 13-14) state that within the sense-making approach information needs are 
situationaUy determined, and information seeking and communication is a process of movement 
over time where information assists people to move more effectively through life's time-space 
continuum. It is further suggested by the researcher that knowledge is created by the user of 
information when he/she processes it to create sense that is unique to hislher situation (no 
message means the same thing to different people). In the process the information user, therefore, 












mechanically accepts information. It is further clear that the individual's problem state changes 
and evolves as information is encountered and assimilated. Derr (1983:274-277) has further 
argued that value judgements play an inextricable role in determining a valid need to search for 
information and the search would only commence and focus on obtaining information if the 
potential use of that information has been judged to contribute directly to achieving specific 
objectives. In the same, it could be argued that value judgements and the perceived benefits of 
sharing their knowledge would have a direct influence on any scientist's decision to generate 
information. 
In brief, it may be summarised that information seeking need is viewed in this thesis as a 
cognitive state that is intricately related to the scientists' awareness of a problematical situation 
they are in and which they cannot resolve themselves and which causes them to realise that there 
are gaps in their knowledge structure and further that they can possibly alleviate the situation by 
obtaining and assimilating relevant information pertaining to the problem. Information generating 
need is also seen as a cognitive state that relates to the various personal and external situations 
that generate a need to transmit information and engage with the communication process. The 
experience of information need and its resolution is situation specific and changes as information 
is processed and a value judgement regarding the situation is made. 
To obtain a more complete understanding of information need and its impact on the information 
communication process, the various situa ions that cause a need for information should be further 
explored26• It is suggested by this researcher that in the environment in which basic and applied 
scientists operate, information need can be categorised according to whether there is a need to 
Seek current information (i.e. a need to stay up-to-date with new research and work-
related developments and to maintain a certain level of competence, stimulation and 
feedback); 
Seek specific information (Le. a need related to finding information for clearly 
demarcated applications, such as finding solutions to specific problems or responding to 
questions generated by professional tasks solutions); 
Search for exhaustive information (i.e. the need to scrutinise all extant information of 
relevance to a subject); 
26 A detailed exposition of many of these factors have been provided amongst others by Brittain (1975), Cronin (1981), Line (1974); 











Generate information in the formal domain (i.e. the need to impart knowledge by 
encoding a section of the knowledge they wish to impart and transferring it as recorded 
information or delivering formal lectures; 
Generate information in the informal domain (i.e. to participating in informal meetings, 
discussions and oral person-to-person information exchange). 
Both of these information generating needs might apply to an inherent need to share 
information or it may constitute a work-related output requirement.. 
248 
It is also clear that the above information need categories could be further classified according to 
whether they are continuous and spread over time or whether they are episodic and have a short-
lived time-span; and whether the information that is required or generated is specific and 
specialised by nature or if it relates to the broader fields of science and other cognate knowledge 
areas that a scientist engages with. Three restraining factors, however, relate to all categories of 
need. First they can manifest themselves in either conscious or unconscious modes and in the 
latter instance, because the need situation is masked, overt action will not be taken to resolve it. 
Secondly the need may not be sufficiently urgent and of immediate importance and a conscious 
decision is taken to defer action. Third, people often do not, or are unable to, articulate and 
verbalise what they need to seek or wish to generate and this factor also might inhibit action to 
resolve the situation. An additional factor to consider is that the information need situation may 
continuously change as a person assimilates information and transforms it according to the 
requirements of that person's knowledge structure. This process will lead to changes in the 
original knowledge structure which in turn might trigger a new need to either seek or generate 
information. Furthermore, because information need is situation specific it will further change as 
the individual's situation and problem states change. It is thus clear that both the information 
recipient and generator's knowledge and need situation are in a constant state of flux. 
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to resolve an incongruity or to generate new information. This may be the result of purposeful 
information seeking, browsing, the accidental acquirement of information, or the partitioning and 
use of internal knowledge. Use, however, mayor may not result in the resolution of the original 
need that set the information communication process in motion. 
Paisley (1980:121-154) had proposed that information use and its value are related to various 
inherent information attributes and the settings in which information is used. Information 
attributes that he identified that affect use include relevance, timeliness, comprehensiveness, 
authoritativeness, ease with which the information may be represented, ease of location, ease of 
acquisition, and the suitability of the form and content for intended use. Various other factors 
further also have an effect on use and include, amongst others 
• the reason why information is used, including its use to generate new information, for 
learning, decision-making, problem-solving, keeping up-to-date, etc.; 
• the individual's cognitive approach to information, including their preference for cognitive 
complexity or simplicity; 
• the theories and principles by which the field of enquiry is structured; 
• the various social and organisational structures that impact on the individual, such as the 
characteristics of the work team, work organisation, and professional disciplinary groups to 
which an individual belongs; and 
• the nature of the individual's tasks, including whether the problems encountered in a task are 
recurring or episodic, and its effect on information requirements. 
Westbrook (1993: 542) was of the opinion that information users who are interacting with new 
information assimilate it into their own internal reality in terms of ''what is comfortable and 
acceptable to the individual" and not what "best fits with external reality". People create personal 
constructs to represent the universe which they test against external reality to establish how wen 
it matches. New constructs are accepted on the basis of how well they fit in with a person's 
existing system of constructs. Such an approach suggests a framework according to which we 
may understand how information users relate to the availability of information, how the choice of 
information is determined by the frames of reference, and how information may change or affect 
the frames of reference. The process of forming meaning from information is seen primarily as a 












As mentioned in Chapter 2.5, a further factor that impacts on information use is the medium 
through which information is communicated. Messages may be communicated by means of 
various combinations of modes and channels and as stated it has been suggested that although 
channels and modes are initially selected based on the principle of least effort, time and cost, 
there is evidence that quality and credibility considerations determine whether the information 
win be adopted and used. It was also mentioned that information derived from more than one 
source is perceived to have greater validity and thus increases the probability that it will be 
accepted and processed. 
7.7. PROPOSED THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Based on the preceding discussions a theoretical model will be developed which will encapsulate 
the findings of the empirical study and incorporate the main points derived from the literature (cf. 
the relevant sections in Chapters 1,2,4,5 and 6). Such a model it is suggested could in future be 
used as a framework to study the communication of scientific information within a specific 
science community. 
The focus of the framework is on individual scientists who are at the locus of the information 
communication process in science, Le. it is based on a human- and not on a system-driven 
paradigm. The researcher contends that the communication process is set in motion by human 
intervention when there is a need to create and disseminate new information and/or to acquire 
information to resolve an incongruous situation. 
Thus, at the one end of the communication cycle a stimulus, which has been generated within the 
context of a particular task-orientated situation (an enactment), and which is further impacted on 
by cognitive, personality and other environmental factors, prompts potential generators of 
information to impart some aspect of their knowledge and to engage with the communication 
process. To actualise this need to contribute knowledge they isolate the units with which they 
wish to communicate and modify them to create communicable structures that are transmitted to 
the science community by means of various channels, modes and either or both formal or 
informal communication systems. These communicable structures then become part of the body 












At the other end of the communication cycle a stimulus, which has been generated within the 
context of a particular task-orientated situation (an enactment), or the need to maintain a certain 
level of competence in a field, prompts a scientist to realise that he/she is in an incongruous 
position that requires an information input to resolve the situation. It is at this stage that there is a 
conscious or subconscious awareness of the information need situation which can further be 
influenced by the scientist's own cognitive states and the various environments that they interact 
with. 
If a positive decision is taken to resolve the information need, the scientist then actively sets the 
communication process in motion by seeking information. The required information can either be 
found from within, or from the external body of knowledge accumulated by mankind. The latter 
possibility results in engagement with a variety of information channels, modes and systems that 
can range from the informal and personal to the formal and recorded. This enactment is achieved 
by converting the information need into some communicable structure that can effectively be 
used to select from the required channels and modes of communication the appropriate 
information to resolve the situation. If a negative decision is taken, the scientist disengages with 
the system. 
If the information seeker is successful in finding information it is then interpreted and evaluated 
in terms of the original situation that evoked a need for information. If satisfactory this might lead 
to complete or partial resolution of the situation, and/or feedback to need, and/or input into the 
communication cycle of new information. If not satisfactory there could be re-engagement with 
the information communication cycle using different strategies, or a decision can be taken to 
abandon the search for information. It is thus clear that the information communication system 
and the scientists' interaction with it is a dynamic, interactive and cyclical process which 
undergoes constant adaptations and feedback into the system. 
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The theoretical model clearly may be categorised into the following main components (cf. Figure 
7.3. above) and they each suggest a categorisation in terms of which variables can be grouped and 
hypotheses derived for the purpose of future empirical investigation: 
A. The enactment component relates to the enactment of a work- and/or professional-related 
situation in which the scientists are prompted to realise that they have a need to impart an area of 
their knowledge structure and/or are in an incongruous situation and that they lack the 
knowledge/information to resolve it. This component of the model takes into account all factors 
which affect the need to impart and/or seek information such as the individual characteristics of 
the scientists, situation specific and environmental factors, professional role requirements which 
may be task specific, related to the general maintenance and generation of knowledge, uses to 
which information will be put, previous interaction with information communication systems, 
engagement with channels and modes, etc. 
B 1. The information seeking component which is precipitated by the enactment of a work-
and/or professional-related situation and which results in the scientists realising that they 
require a knowledge input in the form of a communicable structure (information) and that they 
need information to reduce their states of uncertainty. This component of the model takes into 
account aU factors which affect information seeking need, and types of information need (e.g. 
whether or not conscious and articulated, etc.). It further relates to the decision by the potential 
recipient/user to resolve hislher n ed by interfacing with an informal and/or formal information 
communication system to obtain information. It takes into account the interaction with systems 
channels and modes by means of which information is transferred (whether of a personal, 
impersonal, formal or informal nature). The recipient, or user, of information is the focus and 
serves as the point of departure in this component. 
B 2. The generation of new information component. This component relates to all factors 
that lead to the generation and dissemination of new information. It addresses all aspects that 
stimulated the need to impart a subsection of the generator's knowledge base, such as the 
intake of new information and the consequences of information use: the completion of an 
empirical investigation; problem solving; other work requirements; interaction with other 
scientists; or merely the wish to partition existing knowledge. Factors that impact on 












environmental factors such as the scientist's work environment, membership of a discipline, 
profession, reference groups and informal networks, specific work activity, and the wider 
socio-political and cultural environment are further also considered here. It also takes into 
account the interaction with systems, channels and modes by means of which information is 
transferred (whether of a personal, impersonal, formal or informal nature). The generator of 
information is the focus and serves as the point of departure in this component. 
C. The resolution of the situation component addresses information processing, the 
evaluation and subsequent use, or non-use of information in relation to activity (such as 
whether task specific, or for current awareness purposes, or to generate new information, etc.); 
the analysis of information behaviour in specific situations; indications of prefere ce for modes 
and channels for both genemtion and use; the relationship with formal and informal 
communication systems for both genemtion and use; the relevance, timeliness, 
comprehensiveness, credibility, and usability of information and success in finding 
information; the success in transferring knowledge-structures into the information 
communication system, measures of success (e.g. impact factors). It further addresses the 
success in resolving the original situation that lead to engaging with the information 
communication process and all feedback loops back into the system. The most important of 
these are the impact on information generation and creating new needs (both from information 
use and generation), on the generation of new information seeking needs; and the effect of the 
engagement with the information communication process on cognitive and personal states, 
environmental situations, enactment and the creation of new stimuli. 
It is proposed that this theoretical model could provide a perspective from which to view the 
factors that determine individual information behaviour in the communication process and that it 
could suggest useful hypotheses that could serve as an impetus for future research. It further 
provides a framework to identify interrelated variables that impact on the communication process. 
It is clear that the relationships among predictive variables are highly situation specific and that 
while certain variables are affected by environmental factors, others are influenced by personal 
attitudes and professional and work-related functions. These, in tum, influence the need to 
genemte information, and/or the need to seek information, thus creating a basic causal element in 












7.8. CONCLUSIONS IN RELATION TO THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
AND THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS. RECOMMENDATIONS, AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
U sing the model as a framework the main research results of the longitudinal study may be 
briefly recapitulated and then related to the research questions that served as the basis and 
motivation for this study (cf. Chapter 1.7). 
The framework evolved out of the findings of the study that clearly suggested that the 
information communication process should be based on a human-centric paradigm that regards 
the crystallographers' interaction with the communication process either as contributors of 
information or as seekers and subsequent users of information which in tum may lead to feedback 
into the process. The researcher will thus first relate the model to the crystallographers as pro-
active seekers, recipients and users of information who set one end of the information 
communication cycle in motion when they react to a stimulus, which has been generated within 
the context of a particular task-orientated situation such as when a new research project is 
initiated, or an ad hoc problem arises in the work situation, or when the need arises to keep up to 
date in their field of endeavour. This stimulus sensitises them to the fact that they are in an 
incongruous position as they have insufficient internal knowledge and information to proceed 
effectively with their tasks and that they should remedy the situation. 
A number of other causal factors may further also reinforce or prevent the crystallographers from 
acting on the situation. These causal variables all interact synergistically (once again positively 
and lor negatively) and may be viewed as radiating from a nucleus of the most immediate and 
personal influences to more general environmental factors. A scientist's personal view of life, 
mental attitudes, affective and cognitive states all in varying ways win influence a decision to 
take action to remedy a knowledge incongruity. The external environment that has the most direct 
influence on the situation is the professional andlor work-related tasks, roles and functions that 
the crystallographers have to fulfil within a given organisational structure (e.g. an academic 
institution, research institution, or industrial organisation). This is followed by a commitment to 
research programmes which could be either inter- or intra-institutional; incorporation in, 
interaction with, and role played in an invisible college; and affiliation to various professional 
associations. These situation-specific influences should, however, be placed in a more generic 
setting, cognisance being taken of the global communication structure of the specific discipline 












research domain (whether pure, tool or applied); all-encompassing systems, such as the socio-
political and cultural environment in South Africa and worldwide; and interactions with both 
formal and informal communication channels and information systems. 
These factors may thus, collectively, or individually influence the crystallographers either to 
react, or not react to the fact that there is a gap in their knowledge structure which prevents them 
from effectively continuing with their activities. A further factor that should be noted is that two 
persons in the same work environment and even the same person at different times might react in 
widely divergent ways as specific interests and other factors may vary with time, place and 
situation. 
If the crystallographers decide to remedy the situation a need for information is awakened and the 
information communication process is set in motion. They might, however, for a variety of 
reasons not react at this stage, e.g. if the stimulus was not sufficient! y imperative; if it is not very 
crucial to satisfy the need and the consequence of not having the information is not severe; 
information and/or sources of information may not be available and the cost to search for 
information might be too high. This then may result in a decision not to act at all, or to defer 
action; or neither the need nor its satisfaction might be consciously recognised (Le. it win remain 
dormant), or less important needs may be solved by chance long after the time they were 
recognised. In the event of a negative decision being taken, the hitherto potential recipients/users 
of information make their exit from the system. 
Information need may be resolved in three different ways if a positive decision is taken to react to 
the situation. The first possibility is for the crystallographers to find the required information 
from within themselves i.e. from their own store of knowledge (which mayor may not have 
momentarily been forgotten), or to personally produce the required information empirically, or to 
acquire it by means of observation. The second is to try and find the required information 
extern any amongst the body of scientific knowledge. The latter possibility results in the seekers 
of information going directly to individuals who they think may have the knowledge, and/or to a 
record of that knowledge (generally the published literature, both in print and electronic modes). 
The third possibility is to utilise more than one option. 
If the crystallographers decide to find external information they activate the communication 












is used to select and/or extract from the universe of knowledge in basic and applied science such 
information as is likely to satisfy their need, reduce their states of uncertainty and remedy the 
situation (e.g. solve a problem). An information contact, however, may satisfy only some of the 
crystallographers' needs but is not likely to satisfy all of them and a large proportion of 
information needs may thus remain unfulfilled, inadequately fulfilled or inefficiently fulfilled. 
Alternatively such an information contact may generate new needs which once again set the 
information communication process in motion. 
Once the crystallographers have created a communicable structure they interact with one or more 
communication modes and channels by means of either an informal communication system (for 
example, direct personal contact with another scientists who has the required knowledge) or a 
formal communication system (for example, a library or information centre). The sources of 
information may have an organisational, or a research related relationship with the recipient 
crystallographers, they may have been suggested by a colleague, by circumstantial conditions 
(including a serendipitous incident) or by some other indirect channel. 
After a successful interaction with the information communication process, the crystallographers 
analyse and interpret the information received, and evaluate whether or not the original 
information need has been reduced or resolved. The evaluation process is influenced by the 
nature of the information need prerequisites (such as timelines, environmental aspects and task 
requirements) and the crystallographers' inherent cognitive and affective states which not only 
determine the conceptual requirements of an appropriate answer, but the situational requirements 
and enactments as well. If the evaluation leads to a negative result or, initially no information is 
found, the system is either re-instigated, or the system is closed on the basis of a negative 
accomplishment. If, however, the results of the evaluation are positive one or more of the 
following will occur: 1) the problem will be resolved, a decision will be taken, or some or other 
task related activity will come about 2) the crystallographers will keep up-to-date and maintain a 
certain level of competence in a field; 3) there will be feedback to personal attitudes and cognitive 
states; 4) new information will be generated; 5) there will be feedback to need, or 6) as stated a 
combination of the above will happen. A further aspect that should be noted is that the 
crystallographers' perception of the situation and the need for information will probably change 
with each encounter between them and information. Furthermore, information assimilation, 













At the other end of the communication cycle potential generators of information decide, or are 
stimulated, to communicate some aspect of their knowledge in the fields of basic and applied 
science (or any other field for that matter) (it should be noted that all personal, internal and 
external environmental factors that impacted on the need to search for information would 
likewise affect the need to generate information). The generation process is set in motion when 
the crystallographers isolate the units they wish to communicate and modify them to create 
communicable structures. During this process the senders adapt the knowledge they wish to 
communicate, taking into account, first, the various personal and external environmental factors 
that stimulated and motivated them to communicate the knowledge (i.e. created a need to 
communicate information), and second, their understanding of the likely states of knowledge of 
the potential recipients. These communicable structures then become the communicable texts, 
i.e. information that is transmitted in the communication process by means of a combination of 
modes and channels and systems which may be formal, informal, personal, impersonal, direct or 
indirect, or a combination of these. This information is then evaluated in various ways by the 
community of science and if accepted it is assimilated into the storehouse of knowledge in 
science and it then becomes accessible to potential recipients. 
The model outlined above clearly indicates that the crystallographers', and by analogy any 
scientist's, information communication behaviour is by no means a simply explainable 
phenomenon. The communication of information constitutes a very complex social system with 
distinct communication and information flow patterns with many internal and external variables 
interacting synergistically. Information travels through diffuse paths, and individual information 
generating and seeking behaviour is the result of a network of interactions, involving personal 
attitudes and backgrounds, work-related roles and functions, specific tasks, situations, 
environment, as well as the scientist's active role in the information communication system of 
basic and applied science and includes factors such as their place on the activity continuum 
(which can range from that of a sociometric star or gatekeeper role to that of quiescence). 
In conclusion the research questions that motivated this project will be examined in relation to the 
outcomes of this research project (cf. Chapter 1.7). The primary question related to 
What constitutes the information communication process among a bounded 
community of basic and applied scientists in South Africa? 
It is suggested that the crystallographers' (i.e. the bounded community of scientists) information 












been outlined in terms of the model in the previous paragraphs. 
With reference to the subsidiary questions, it is further suggested the model has also addressed the 
Cognitive, behavioural and environmental factors that drive the communication 
process in science in South Africa; 
and that 
The factors that impacted most on the communication process were the immediate 
work environment, overall organisational and work structure, utilisation of 
crystallography, whether they were basic or applied scientist, position, age, and 
qualification;. 
and that 
The environmental and other changes that had occurred during the intervening 
years of the longitudinal study and which affected the communication process in 
South Africa were mostly the changing funding structures, organisational models, 
the effect of the escalating electronic environment and to a lesser extent political 
changes since 1994. While changes towards more structured and profit orientated 
organisational models and decreased funding appeared to mostly have a negative 
impact (other than greater interaction between industry and the other environments) 
the change to a democratic government opened many communication channels that 
were previously closed to South Africans. The significant increase in the use of 
electronic modes and systems while not affecting the inherent structure of the 
communication process did create a far wider range of modes of communication and 
did have a positive influence on the ease of communicating and cooperating with 
particularly the international research community; 
and that 
Clear evidence exists that informal communication of information plays an 
important role in the science communication process in South Africa and in many 
circumstances face-to-face interpersonal communication is the preferred mode of 
communication. It was clear that this applied for example where reciprocal 
interaction and feedback was important. However, it was also clear that when it 
was required to ensure that a permanent knowledge record be created and 
transferred into the communication cycle it was far more important to utilise 
reputable, permanent and formal channels of communication. It was further 












an important role in the crystallography environment; 
Finally it is suggested that the theoretical framework that has been developed and the main results 
that evolved from the research project may be used as a basis for future studies on information 
communication in other areas of science. The researcher further suggests that the following 
research statements that that she has derived from the theoretical framework could fruitfully be 
used to derive hypotheses to serve as foundation for such future research: 
• Variation in work environment has a distinct impact on the information communication 
process of basic and applied science; 
• The level of structure in the work environment impacts on information communication, 
too much as well as too little structure can have a negative impact; 
• The more involved scientists are in the information communication process, the more 
active they are in their profession and the more productive they become; 
• Informal, particularly face-to-face, communication of information is an important factor 
that enhances scientific activity and output; 
• The more senior a scientist, the more shelhe is integrated into informal information 
communication systems and the greater the influence shelhe has on the system; 
• Productivity grows with seniority and age to a certain cut-off point beyond which it 
declines again; 
• The electronic environment does not affect the inherent structure of the information 
communication process; 
• Greater use of electronic media and systems facilitate the ease with which information is 
communicated, particularly if distance is a factor; 
• Although the use of electronic media and systems will continue to escalate and in many 
instances supplant print modes in science, face-to-face interaction will continue to be one 
of the most important modes of communication; 
• The more open and democratic the political environment the more the information 
communication process is promoted; 
• In most scientific communities evidence will be found of the presence of the invisible 
college and gatekeeper phenomena and these are driven by the most eminent scientists in 
the community. 
This has by no means been a definitive research project on this topic and it is clear that further 












the effect thereof on scientific endeavour in South Africa. In this way a more unified view would 
be obtained of the communication of information in science on the African continent. It is this 
researcher's conviction that the African continent is in urgent need of developing its science and 
technology endeavours if it wishes to compete and even survive in the prevailing competitive and 
technologically orientated global economy. Specifically, if South Africa is to fulfil its full 
potential as a nation in the new millennium, concerted efforts should be made to develop an 
environment that promotes scientific and technological research and this can only be achieved by 
promoting the effective exchange of scientific and technical information and active and collegiate 
interaction among its science communities. One input into such an endeavour would be to 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: 1990/1 
SECTION A: Personal Details 
Verify personal details (Particularly for unlisted members) 
1. Name 
2. Department and organization 
3. Position 
4. Highest qualification; which university obtained; what year obtained 
5. Describe major research interests 
6. Date of birth 
SECTION B: Communication of information 
281 
Discuss the communication of information within your immediate work environment, within your 
institution, in South Africa in general, and beyond the borders of South Africa. 
2. Discuss the role of inter-personal communication of information. Indicate for what purposes you 
mostly maintain contact, e.g. information exchange in general, collaborative research, routine matters, 
maintain friendships, etc. and please name the people with whom you exchange information within 
your work and research environment (give names and organisation). 
a. In your organization 
b. Elsewhere in SA 
c. Worldwide 
Discuss any other aspects that relate to the communication of information within your profession. 
SECTION C: Information Communication Modes and Channels 
General 
4. Discuss the role that the following four general methods of communicating information play in 
your field and work environment. Rate their relative importance on a scale of 10 very important to 0 
not important/not used: 
a. Person-to-person communication 
b. Recorded information: 
i. Print-based e.g. journals, books, patents, etc. 
iL Electronic media and modes 
c. Information communication at conferences 
Interpersonal 
5. Discuss information communication on an interpersonal basis and please rate your preferred 
method of interpersonal communication when interacting with 
a. colleagues at work 
b. persons elsewhere in South Africa 
c. persons outside South Africa 
(apply a scale of 10 very important to 0 not important/not used) 
Print-based modes 
6. Discuss your use of print-based information communication channels. (e.g. journals, monographs, 












used/useful to 10 - very useful) 
Impact of electronic modes/media 
7. Discuss the role of electronic media e.g. electronic communication networks, electronic journals, 
etc. and the impact they have had on the information communication process. 
Conferences 
S. Discuss the role of conferences, symposia, etc. in the information communication process. Rate 
the value of conferences on rating scale of 0 - not used/useful to 10 - frequently used/very useful. 
9. What was the reason for attending the above listed conferences, (e.g. as organiser, to present a 
paper or poster, to listen to papers, to obtain specific Information, for informal interaction. etc.). 
Indicate how important each of the reasons given are on a rating scale of 0 - not important to 10 -
very important. 
10. Do you engage in 'electronic' conferences? If yes, do you, i. prefer electronic conferences to 
personal attendance of conferences. ii. prefer personal attendance of conferences to electronic 
conferences, iii. have no preference? 
Information gathering 
11. How do you keep up to date in your field? Do you Browse in the library, trace citations in journals, 
etc., regularly communicate with colleagues, regularly attend conferences, Other. For each method 
rate its usefulness (apply a rating scale from 0, not at all useful I never used to 10 Very useful) 
12. How do you go about it to find information for a new research project, or investigation into an 
unknown field. For each method given rate its usefulness (apply a rating scale from: 0 - not at all 
usefull never used to 10- very useful) 
13. How do you go about it to find information to solve a problem encountered in your current work 
environment. For each method given rate its usefulness (apply a rating scale from: 0, not at all 
useful/never used to 10 very useful) 
Library interaction 
14. Discuss the role of the library in the information communication process. by 
a. rating its importance to you, 
b. the frequency that you personally visit the library, and 
c. your satisfaction with the service provided. 
(apply a rating scale from: 0 - not at all important/frequented/satisfied to 10 -very important/very 
frequently visitedl very satisfied) 
SECTION D: Professional Activity & Research Output 
15. Discuss your involvement in professional activities such as editorships, refereeing, professional institutions, 
etc. 
16. Discuss your main research and/or development output: e.g. published papers, papers read at conferences, 
reports, patents, products, procedures, etc. Please provide full details such as whether you generally co-
publish, and with whom, and where do you mostly publish (in SA or overseas)? Could I please also have a 
list of your publications. reports, patents, conference papers, etc. 
SECTION E: Conclusion 
17. Please provide any other comments with regard to 
a. the way that you find information 
b. exchange information with colleagues / other scientists 












INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: 2001/2 
SECTION A: Personal Details 
Verify personal details (Particularly for unlisted members) 
1. Name 
2. Department and organization 
3. Position 
4. Highest qualification; which university obtained; what year obtained 
5. Describe major research interests 
6. Date of birth 
SECTION B: Communication of information 
283 
Discuss the communication of information within your immediate work environment, within your institution, in 
South Africa in general, and beyond the borders of South Africa. 
2. Discuss the role of inter-personal communication of information. Indicate for what purposes you mostly maintain 
contact, e.g. information exchange in general, collaborative research, routine matters, maintain friendships, etc. 
and please name the people with whom you exchange information within your work and research environment 
(give names and organisation). 
a. In your organization 
b. Elsewhere in SA 
c. Worldwide 
Discuss any other aspects that relate to the communication of information within your profession. 
Specifically refer to any changes that have taken place over the last 10 years 
SECTION C: Information Communication Modes and Channels 
General 
4. Discuss the role that the following four general methods of communicating information play in your field and 
work environment. Rate their relative importance on a scale of 10 very important to 0 not importanUnot used: 
a. Person-to-person communication 
b. Recorded information: 
i. Print-based e.g. journals, books, patents, etc. 
ii. Electronic media and modes 
c. Information communication at conferences 
Interpersonal 
5. Discuss information communication on an interpersonal basis and please rate your preferred method of 
interpersonal communication when interacting with 
a. colleagues at work 
b. persons elsewhere in South Africa 
c. persons outside South Africa 
(apply a scale of 10 very important to 0 not importanUnot used) 
Print-based modes 
6. Discuss your use of print-based information communication channels. (e.g. journals, monographs, reports, 
patents, etc). Rate the usefulness of each source to you. (apply a rating scale of 0 - not used/useful to 10 -
very useful) 












7. Discuss the role of electronic media e.g. electronic communication networks, electronic journals, etc. and 
the impact they have had on the information communication process. 
Specifically relate your discussion to: 
a. The impact that the use of electronic media has had on the communication of information in your 
field. 
Please comment with reference to each of the categories below and rate the impact on a scale of 0-
no impact to 10 - very positive impact: 
I. at work 
ii. elsewhere in SA 
iii. worldwide 
b. The effect that the use of electronic communication media has had on interpersonal interaction with 
colleagues, etc. For example has it facilitated/inhibited 'group associations, collaborative research', 
etc.? Rate the effect on a scale of 0 - no effect to 1 0 - very positive effect. 
c. List the electronic sources such as the Internet, CD-ROM databases, etc. you use when looking for 
work-related information. Rate the frequency of use and value of each sources on a scale of: 10 (used 
very frequently I very highly rated) to 0 (not used I of no value) 
d. Do you use electronic journals, and if yes, indicate 
i. how frequently you use them on a scale of 0, never used to 10 used very frequently. 
ii. their value as a source of information using a scale of 0, not useful to 10 very highly rated 
iii. their value as a publication vehicle using a scale of 0, not useful to 10 very highly rated 
iv. their relative importance in relation to printed journals 
1. electronic journals more important 
2. printed journals more important 
3. equally important 
4. no comment 
Conferences 
8. Discuss the role of conferences, symposia, etc. in the information communication process. Rate the value of 
conferences on rating scale of 0 - not used/useful to 10 - frequently used/very useful. 
9. What was the reason for attending the above listed conferences, (e.g. as organiser, to present a paper or 
poster, to listen to papers, to obtain specific Information, for informal interaction, etc.). Indicate how 
important each of the reasons given are on a rating scale of 0 - not important to 10 - very important. 
10. Do you engage in 'electronic' conferences? If yes, do you, i prefer electronic conferences to personal 
attendance of conferences, ii prefer personal attendance of conferences to electronic conferences, iii have 
no preference? 
Information gathering 
11. How do you keep up to date in your field? Do you Browse in the library, trace citations in journals, etc., 
regularly communicate with colleagues, regularly attend conferences, Other. For each method rate its 
usefulness (apply a rating scale from 0, not at all useful I never used to 10 Very useful) 
12. How do you go about it to find information for a new research project, or investigation into an unknown field. 
For each method given rate its usefulness (apply a rating scale from: 0 - not at all useful/ never used to 10-
very useful) 
13. How do you go about it to find information to solve a problem encountered in your current work 
environment. For each method given rate its usefulness (apply a rating scale from: 0, not at all useful/never 
used to 10 very useful) 
library interaction 
14. Discuss the role of the library in the information communication process. by 
a. rating its importance to you, 
b. the frequency that you personally visit the library. and 












(apply a rating scale from: 0 - not at all importantlfrequented!satisfied to 10 -very importantlvery frequently 
visited! very satisfied) 
SECTION D: Professional Activity & Research Output 
15. Discuss your involvement in professional activities such as editorships. refereeing, professional institutions, etc. 
11. Discuss your main research and/or development output: e.g. published papers. papers read at conferences, reports, 
patents, products. procedures, etc. Please provide full details such as whether you generally co-publish. and with 
whom. and where do you mostly publish (in SA or overseas)? Could I please also have a list of your publications. 
reports, patents, conference papers, etc. 
SECTION E: Conclusion 
11. Please provide any other comments with regard to 
a. the way that you find information 
b. exchange information with colleagues I other scientists 



















CHART D.7. SUBJECT DISTRIBUTION 
1990/1 2Q01.'02 
IJ OTHER ---,I 
IJ MATERIAl SCIENe 
C GEOIMINERAl SCI 
Il CHEMISTRY 
J "--c-c-- ------ - -- -- ----
Di\lribl~iull according to ,,,hiec! for I')')()/ I alld 2001/2 "a, a, folio"" Ch;,mi'try 40% alld 
36%; ~oolu<~ical ,md rn i n"ul ogical .>ci~nc,,, I .1% ~1Id 1 8%: material sc"i~oc". 24'l-", alld 22%: oliler 
24% alld 24% (I hi' waS mo"I)" phy,ic,). 
8. GEOGRAPHICAL AREA PROFILE 
CHART D.S.GEOGRAPHICAL AREA DISTRIBUTION 
1990/ 1 2001102 
'" w;;o,",~"C,C,;;-;cc",~,", ' 
10 NATAl I 
i Cl FREESTATE 
I Cl SOUTH GAU TENT1 
! IJ NORTH GAUTE~ 
Th. di'lTihl~ion hy g.ographical area cI~arly iooicak, thai lhi, had i,"rJl)" chang~d b<:1"'e~1I 
I'NO/l and 2001/2 arid that tile majority ofth;, cry,tallographers workoo ~ilh"," in "orth (31.)"%: 












5. AGE PROFILE 
CHART 0 .5. AGE DISTRIBUTION 
'" 
' 1:1 SENI OR 
[] MIC·LEVE 
[] JUNIOR 
11", ag~ di,iriblilion slio\\cd all iL1"r~",c in age di'trihuti[)rl from ]')9()/1 to 20()]/2 and wa, 
r~')lecti,d} tor the t",,[) ,ludic, 30~';' and 28~';' lOr 11", y[)unge,!, .16% atld .lR~/. Ii" tile middle atld 
2.1'/, arid 33~/. f[)r the olde,! age categories. 















DSA. DOC TORATE 
' IJ SA HONSJMASTERS 
n ", di,trihuti(}L1 according- to '1",,1 i ftClHi,)r1 iridicat,d lM[ '''f''Cti vely lor I 'J'){)II arK! 2(){) I /2: 230/. 
Rild 22'(0 held 11000","' '" ma,(Cr, d~gr~~'S (all S<>lLti1 i\f,ican): 52% ar>d 4,)",{, 11.ld South African 











3. WORK STRUCTURE PROFILE 
CHART 0.3. WORK STRUCTURE DISTRIBUTION 
199011 2001102 
Il STRUCTURED GROUPS] 
C SEMI-STRUCT. GROU 
iii LONERS 
T~ distrihLJlion ,",cording to group form ing: indi,alod Ihat rosped i, d) for I ~9(J/9 1 "00 :'001/2 
47~,: 5 I % worked in structured grolLP<; 35% and ,0 % in "~mi" slrucl ur,,d groups; and 180/0 and 
19 on Iheir 0"". 
















A, far a, rosition was coocemed there wa, a fairly "q uilabl~ distribution among lh. s~nior lewis 
" ith for 1')9{)/1 and 2001/2 ,espeni,ely ··11'% and 42~o at III<: sen ior level. 310"00 , !Yo al thc 












PROFILE OF THE STUDY POPULATION 












rhe wor!: ~""iro nmem di, tri i>tniol1 i Lld i c~l ~d lhat '(."',pcclively for I ')'I()I I and 2{)() 1l()2. 16'% and 
14% oftr.: ,e']XJLltlcm, w~rc in the indumy , ector; 23% and 22~'o w~r~ "o,king ~(rc",,~rch 
imlotu\(Oso and 61 % and 64'% al lLn i'e"ilics. 






CHART 0.2. APPLICATION OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
DISTRISUTION 





The distrihulion according to application uf cl"Y, lall ugn,phy \Va., ,osp"clivel) for I <)9()1 I and 
200 I 12: 4()% and 37~;' appl ied; 27~'o llLld 31 ~'o too and 33% and ]2% ru,-~. 
